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The purpose of the study was to ident*

and relate a useable theoretical context

for the development and implementation of public policy with specific reference to public
education policy development and implementation.

The role of the State in facilitating the process of public policy was examined in
terms of the global challenges of Monnation technology, shifting jurisdictional
boundaries, and the changing role of govemment operation with respect to govemance.

The institutionai character of a department of education was examined via the
process of persond reflection. Decision-making, critical analysis, public discourse, and
the emergence of a learning organization as the fbture of the public service were
examined covering a period of 25 years.
The study begins with a discussion of global chdlenges facing public policy
conceptualization. The importance and complexity of poticy anaiysis and policy making
is examined emphasizing the role of both public and private sector input.
Policy implernentation and policy evaluation chapters highlight the impact of
'new' public management and the involvement of people using alternative evaluation
strategies.
The study concludes with a discussion of the fliture of public policy and the
application of the public policy development and implementation theory to the personal
experience of the miter.
The study recornmends that public input, criticai discourse, and collaborative
management strategies can ensure the continued improvement of public policy and in the
process dramatically improve the operational effectiveness of the State to accomplish the
task.
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INTRODUCTION
Conted of the Study
...organizational leaders seniggling to compete in a global marketplace and individuais seeking
relevance in a time of change must first Iearn to let go of the cornfort of the predictable past
(Noer, 1993, p.29)

From 1994 to 2999, the political and bureaucratic organizationd leaders
responsible for the operation of the Manitoba Department of Education, for the most part,
did break from the 'cornfortable past'. The same cannot be said about some individual
bureaucrats. That struggle continued throughout the same time period and may be just
now (1999-2000) achievuig a comfort level largely arrived at through a reflective/cntical
analysis of organizational change and policy development and implementation
experienced during the same t ime period.
Educational reform cornmentators (Sarason, 1990; Barth, 1990)' change theorist
(Fullan, l982,199 1) and curriculum development exponents (Pratt, 1980,1994; Egan,

1979) al1 advocated a decentralized, that is, school-based, teacher involved cooperative
and reciprocal approach to curriculum (policy) development and organizational
interaction. In that light, Canadian research suggested that the time needed for teachers to
reach the full use/renewal phase of curriculum implementation ranged fiom five to eight
years (Dow, Whitehead and Wright, 1984). Further, implementation decisions were to be
encouraged by ùiformation that described flexibility of methods and materials for
achievuig objectives (Leithwood, 1982). As for evaluation and testing, as far back as the
work of Tyler (1949) the notion was that there was no single source of information that
would be adequate. Moreover, the primary aim of testing was to facilitate learning

(Martin, 1983). And, as Pratt (1994) was to reiterate in the 1990s, earlier Canadian
research argued that dassroom observation was the most effective and reliable method of
detemiinhg student progress in the classroom (Comelly, Dukacz and Quinlan, 1980).
Sergiovanni (1990) said it best, standardization is the great fiend of mediocrity but the

enemy of imagination and excellence.

The foregoing was the context or 'cornfortable past' known by many at the
department of education. As the design of the curriculum had been the responsibility of
the state (department), it cornes as no surprise that curriculum retains its power to serve

as a Iitmus test of poiitical intervention and intention (Goodson, 1988). Further, Goodson
contends that ' ~ c u l u mdesignates
~
a central mode by which external agencies fkom the
state downwards have sought over time to penetrate and control the 'license' of the
individual classroom (Goodson, 1988, p.6). With respect to the position of curriculum as

an expression of state policy, most members of the department were cognizant that while
it could be deployed as a 'control' incentive, the curriculum could also facilitate quite the
opposite. Public school cumcula could facilitate, develop, and encourage student critical

thinking capacity. That same c d c u l a would have as one of its prhary functions the role
of encouraging students to develop the knowledge necessary to not only help to
ameliorate society but to change it where necessary.

In April 1994, the details that described the Reorganization of the School
Programs Division at the department were released. At the same time, while roies and
responsibilities of staEwere changed rather dramatically, the department began a very
ambitious schedule of policy document production dong with the complete revision of
public school curriculum in the area of English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science and
Social Studies, Kindergarten to Grade 12.

Known as New Directions, the education policy and curriculum developed and
released during the six-year period created a whirlwind of policy developrnent activity
not experienced previously by the writer during some 18 years as a public servant. This

highly centralized and directive approach to policy development and curriculum
preparation appeared to be at odds with what the government of the day postulated,
namely, veneration of the notion of 'choice' facilitated by a fiee market philosophy that
extoiled the virtues of non-governrnent intervention. That this apparent dichotomy
created a modicum of confusion in the eyes of some education consultants is perhaps an
understatement. Equally disturbing was the realization that altemate viewpoints or
attempts to critique New Diredons were not encouraged. Again, an organizational style
that belied one of the fûndamental benchmarks of the government in power at the time,
namely, fiee speech unfettered in a fiee society devoid of as rnuch state intervention as

possible. Indeed, in a discussion about decentralization and centratization assumptions,
one author has stated that regarding the nature of organizations, the discussion rests on

two assumptions. First, there is a need for some balance between the level of order and
disorder. Second, is the locus of knowledge in the structure (Brown, 1990, p. 32). On
both counts, a 'time out' was called by at least one bureaucrat. There had to be a

theoretical fiameworWcontext for the development of state policy that would help the
line-bureaucrat address the exigencies of educational policy in the last decade of the

A fiamework that would at least provide alternatives and suggestions
twentieth centurytury

for how to cope with major organizational alteration to an institution with an operating
history - human and structuralTo the credit of the Govemment, the Ministers responsible for the education
portfolio apparently had little dificulty in discarding the past. That past was the policy
and cumcula developed by the preceding governments, that is, prbr to 1993. The
assumption articulated in 1994 was that public school policy and curricula had taken too
long to develop and implernent. 'Times' had changed. Information technologysupported by dramatic economic, cultural and political globalization-meant

that what

had taken a decade or more to produce in the past was now going to happen in 'x'
number of months. Given the 'sense of immediacy' that globdization c m impart, that
notion was referenced as the 'way-to-go'! The notion of lengthy periods of
p o l i c y / c ~ c u l adevelopment quickly becarne a part of the 'predictable past'. Hence the
launch of Nav Directions in 1993-1994.
Experienced fïrst hand then was not only the production of a plethora of policy,
cumculum, and support documents, but also the daily ups and downs of an organization
that had its rnadtrs o p e r d fundamentally altered. Altered to the point that one could
hear as pari of the daily social discourse of the organization expressions of passionate
enthusiasm by some and animated anger by others toward the tasks at hand. There were
incredible workloads for some s t a f f but total misplacement of others including -for a

time-

the writer. In fact it became a 'badge of honour' to have been noticed as one who

'signed in' to work on a Sunday or one who signed out af'ter 10:OO PM during the week.

In short, the workplace had evolved into a production line mentality driven by a process

that thrïved on activity but exhibited what Fulïan (1999) has cited as two problems that

plague public policymaking.
The first is that the state is an incredibly blunt instrument; it gets hold of one
overarching idea and imposes it without any sensitivity to the local context. The second is

the desperate craving of politicians for a magical solution. And what are the
consequences of these political wlnerabilities of large systems? Unredistic timelines and
policy clutter. As Fullan observed, even wit hin the same government, a new policy is
introduced on top of yet-to-be implemented previous policies. The overali effect, he
continues, is the appearance of constantly unfinished business in a context of
kgmentation and incoherence (Fullan, 1999, p.54-55). It is perhaps too early to suggest
that Fulian's h d i n g s may be used to describe the educational scenario across Manitoba
f30m 1994-1999. That the department has been asked to slow down its educational
document production and relax the pace of policy implementation is at least an indication
that those in positions of senior management have becorne cognizant of the situation.
On a quieter more mundane note, the daily working routine at Manitoba
Education and Training invclves activity that facilitates the implernentation of projects
that have been developed, approved and identified in the Operational Plan (OP) of the
Unit, Branch and Division of the department. The OP doubles as the agenda and template
for the respective personnel (professional and support) for the fiscal year operation. The

OP states objectives and lists anticipated outcornes for the duration of the projects. While
comprehensive and detailed to reflect days of work to be committed to each project and
the required budget requirements, the OP cannot anticipate 'other' contingencies that may
arise.
Some of the 'other' items that rnay create anxious moments include
the preparation of responses to letters for the Minister, Deputy Minister,
Assistant Deputy Muiister and Director's signature
direct telephone, e-mail, fkx mquiries fiom the pubric
direct interaction with public and private interats
preparation of 'advisoq notes' as background for the Minister on a specific
topic
and Iast but n d least, prqaration of actual policy documents

Though policy rnay exist on any number of topics and issues, it has been the
expenence of the writer that in the process of responding to any one of the above - e v e n

while attempting to interpret the extant policy-what

happens often as not is that policy

is created 'on-the-spot'. This 'scenario' has happened ofken during the personal career of
nearly 25 years in the public service. Again, operating fiom a perceived if not actual
operationai framework for policy development would provide some guidance that wodd

in turn instilI a modicum of confidence to do a better job. Such a confirmation would ease
some of the organizational stress created by the reorganization of the departrnent
announced to the professional and support staff in April 1994. How could one contribute
positively toward the developrnent of New Directions policy when the organizational
culture that enveloped the civil servant bore no resemblance to the experïential base of
the bureaucrat?

Purpose of the Study
Given the forgoing context, in retrospect, it has become al1 too evident that the
writer had been trying to survive in the new regimen of Nov Diredons by referencing
the past (hence familiar) and not embracing the 'new' way. Nor was there much time to
dwell thereon as Nerv Direcrions initiatives were being released at an amazing rate. But
then this scenario is not exclusive to the 1994-1999 period in Manitoba. Though a civil
servant is expected to serve without prejudice whatever government is in power, very
little practical support is oEered to effect understanding of a transition in government nor
are there any theoretical readings suggested to assist in at least providing an 'intellectual'
adjustmeot for the civil servant. What was missing then was a forum designed to ded
with not only the organizational change but also any opportunity to cntically assess the
many policy papers produced over the six-year period.
Tight tirnelines lef3 little if any opportunity to reflect upon and analyse what had
been prepared. Policy analysis at the consultant level was devoid of direction and
guidance to support not only 'policy actors' but the intended recipients of the many
policy documents-the

many teachers and administrators across the province.

How to s u ~ v and
e contribute during a period of major organizational change and
rapid policy development became the focus of the study. To accomplish that goal, it
became necessary to identi@the theory behind public policy development within the
context of how the state operates and then reconcile that theory with personal beliefs
juxtaposed to what was actually experienced.

Situating the political, social and economic dynamics of the provincial, national
and world 'stage' required c l ~ f i c a t i o nas so much of what appeared to be the
foundational premise of New Diredons had to be reconciled in order that some 'sense'
be made of that poiicy. In short, what was some of the thinking worldwide about global
challenges for the development of public policy during the 1990s, the immediate fiiture,
and did that thinking match my own perception?
Global challenges, when matched with provincial and local issues, not only makes
policy development problematic but an exciting challenge as well. Incumbent upon that
notion is the fact that reflective anaiysis by individuals and groups fYom the public and
private sector is essential in order to effect the best possible policy development and
implementation. Is the notion therefore of spending time to critically analyse state policy

(and in particular education policy) before it is 'reIeased' for public scrutiny a process
that should be not only retained but also openly encouraged within the public service?

To effect policy discourse within the operation of a department requires a
cornmitment by those involved supported in turn by a 'political' rnaster - the Minister that is cornfortable with such a process. 1s policy making best kept to a 'select few' or
should it be as open and inclusive as possible?
PoIicy making and the people involved in the development of public policy
collectively has the capacity to encompass the fùll range of political, economic and social
ideology as well as test the M l range of human capability to complete the task. That
public policy has continually ernerged over the decades and continues to do so is a
testament to the strength of the policy making process and the people involved in that
process. But is it such a static process that regardless of personnel involved or 'po~itical'
leadership al1 will be reiatively cornfortable with the process and satisfied with having
had an opportunity to contribute to the process?
Policy implementation not unlike policy development is inherently a nsky
business. In short, it involves convincing 'others' that what you have to offer ameliorates
their 'lot-in-life'. How one goes about achieving that is of course a contentious question
indeed. What 1thought was a facilitative approach to implementing education policy
based upon theoretical and practical experience gamered through the late 1970s through
to the begiming years of the 1990s appeared to be ignored by the principles enunciated in

New Directions documents. Had theoretical approaches to policy implementation so

changed that they in effect voided my praticd experience of some 20 years in
governrnent? Was it '1' or was it 'them' that had got it mixed up?
Related to the difficult process of policy implementation, policy evaluation rnay
be a perilous adventure because it means that if done with openness and tmst what was
said by those who were asked to provide the feedback must be considered. And, as
obvious as that may be, in my experience, that is not aiways that straight fornard. The
data must be thoroughly examined against the intent, rational, goals and aims of the
original policy. That is where the process of field validation (pilot testing) is so important
for so many aspects of education policy. How 'political' a process is policy evaluation?

Can it be conducted to satis@ the cornfort level of the experienced public servant but at
the same time met the deadlines of a detennined Minister? What had been an

understanding of how policy was to be irnplemented and eventuaily evaluated had to be
reexamined given what the &ter experienced under the t h s t of New Directions
initiatives firom 1994- 1999.
Finally, what is the fùture of public policy? Can govenunent be patient and
willing to adapt its own agenda based upon the input of a 'public' that is as volatile and
vituperative, as the media seem to suggest? Is there a quieter and more cooperative
process to effect the development of public policy that while less vociferous a process to
be sure will nonetheless eBect resolution to policy issues amenable to al1 involved?

Significance of the Study
The public policy development and implementation research examined dong with

a personal reflection with respect to the conceptualization of aate public policy has
effected the realization that the organization must become a 'learning organization' and
that means a concomitant role change for the career bureaucrat. It is the contention herein
that where work stress has been precipitated by rapid organizational change and the need
to adjust to societal 'forces', it requires time and collegial support to understand that a
positive working environment can be realized if the organization encourages an open
social and professional discourse that respects risk-taking, invites critique, and l e m s by
mistakes irrespective of what level or rank the rnistakes occur within the organization.

The theoretical framework/context for the development of state policy particularly

as it relates to public policy for education should
facilitate an analysis of the local, regional, provincial, national and global
economic, social and political environment
demonstrate policy making strategies that are inclusive and interactive without
limit
facilitate irnplementation and evaluation of policy that is inclusive, interactive

aad without limit
encourage and support initiatives that are risk-taking and adaptive to
corrective strategies that Ieam £kom mistakes with a view to challenging
alternatives that contemplate a positive and proactive future for public policy
developrnent and implementation
That it may provide others with a modicum of theoretical support with which to
appreciate how public policy is developed and implemented would be contingent upon
their relationship to the work on policy development and implementation in Manitoba
fiom 1994-1999.

Organization of the Study
The thesis is divided into nine chapters. Chapter 1 presents the context, purpose,
and significance of the study. Chapter 2 opens with a rather large societal challenge;
details the impact of a shrinking global social, political and economic community; and
closes with a detemination that culture and what that means has some relevance to the
future of public policy.
Chapter 3 suggests that having a purpose for public policy iç paramount. Given a
mission and aim, said public policy must be constantly monitored by not only the
developer but by the recipient as well. The chapter ends with a declaration that public
analysis of policy must be encouraged and honoured by the State.
Chapter 4 acknowledges that the preparation of public policy is difficult and faces
seemingly endless challenges both internai and extemal to the site of its preparation.
Chapter 5 suggests that policy m a h g is a process that requires the adaptive and
ever-changing ability of the organizational culture of the institution along with the

concomitant abilities of the policy 'players'. The impact of interests outside the state are
M e r detailed in order to cl*

their role in the public policy process. That govername

is an issue is also presented in that decision-making roles and responsibilities are so much
a part of the operationalization of public policy initiatives.
Chapter 6 introduces the aspect of palicy implementation as a criticai component
and extension of the conceptualization phase. That policy may 'overlap' and be improved
by the use of the appropriate 'instrument' is also explored. Along with the importance of
policy wording, and the importance of policy reIease, that is timing, the notion of how the
public perceives the 'tenor-of-the-times' via the notion of purportedly 'incorrect' thinking
is presented.
Chapter 7 provides a general template for the evaluation of public policy that
combines the interesting approach of applying evaluation strategies to both the policy
developed and the personnel involved in its preparation.
Chapter 8 begins with the affirmation that while 'opportunity' plays an important
role in the success or not of public policy determination, there are some discernable
obstacles and ways to irnprove not only the policy itself but the chance of its adoption as
well. Along the way, concepts like 'integrity', ccconnectingto people', and 'leaming' as

an organization are highlighted as harbingers of a positive future for the entire process of
policy development and implementation.
Chapter 9 concludes the study by presenting two examples of policy development
where the writer played a role that has been made clearer in retrospect based upon the
theory presented in chapters 2 through 8. It concludes with an affirmation concerning the
ftture of the public service.

GLOBAL CHALLENGES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY
The purpose of this chapter is to ident*

some global trends and issues that by

their very nature will affect the development of public policy.
This chapter has been organized under the headings: 'The Greatest Test for
Human Society"; 'Tublic Opinion Counts"; Shifiing Boundaries - A 'New' Policy
Paradigm"; 'The State - A New 'Learning Organization"; 'The Unmasking of
Illegitimate Authority"; " An Alternate View of Public Education"; ''Techmlogy

- the

Dominant, Determining Factor"; 'cCulture and the Quest for Meaningyy;and "Summary".
The Greatest Test for Human Society

Celebrations by some people across the globe to mark the end of the 2 0 century
~
and welcome the new millennium are being determined by their apprehension concerning
a virus called the millennium bug or Y2K. This 'mistake' by cornputer programmers to
not consider the implications of the two digit year for 2000, that is, 00 in cornputer
language, may or may not cause world-wide chaos contingent upon the application being
used and whether or not the error has been successfully eradicated'. The worfd reliance
upon computer techology for idormation generation and dissemination for practically
al1 fields of endeavor, hardly decreases that global sense of concern for all that use the
technology on a daily basis. Announcements b y govenunents and corporations that they
are Y2K cornpliant may generate a sense of calm and security only in so far as the
receiver of the message is willing to accept or trust the sender. The issue behind the
apprehension - the increasing world-wide reliance upon the computer and its part in the
exponential growth of the use of technology - is and continues to be one of the primary
concerns of many observers as they attempt to provide explanations for the extant and
fùture condition of the global village.
Yale University histonan Paul Kennedy, for example, suggested that the greatest
test for human society as it conf?onts the 21a century is how to use the power of
technology to meet the demands thrown up by the power of population (Kennedy, 1993,
p. 12). His concem was how to feed the three-quarters of humankind in the developing

world in their plight of malnutrition, resource depletion, unrest, enforced migration and
armed confiict. While very large hurdles to overcome, he does argue for a reeducation of
humankind, one that develops a deep understanding of why the world is changing; how
other cultures feel about change; what we have in common; what divides cultures,
classes, nations; and teaches a system of ethics, a sense of fairness, and a sense of
proportion w e ~ e d y 1993,
,
p.3 39-340)- Although fiom a very different perspective,
Harvard Business Administrator, George Lodge exhorted govemments and corporations
to demonstrate a much larger global corporate responsibility, specifically:
Government must see business competitiveness as
essential to the national interest, and business must make
satisfaction of community needs at home a prionty (Lodge, 1995, p.81)
While perhaps optimistic, in fairness to Lodge, he was arguing for a form of
comrnunitarianisrn that involved notions of consensus, active State planning, cornmunity
need articulation, nghts and duties of community membership, and a notion of holism
that fostered harmony between humankind and nature including a consciousness of interrelatedness. This effort to create an environment where the public and private sectors
attempt to address the garganhian global problems mentioned above, emphasizes even
more what economist Jeremy Rifkin posits as the single most pressing social issue of the
coming century, namely, the redefinition of opportunities and responsibilities for millions
of people in a society absent of mass forma1 employment (Rifkin, 1995, p.xv). In fact,
Rifkin argues that the gap in educational levels between those needing jobs and the kind
of high-tech jobs available is so wide that no retraining program could hope to adequately
upgrade the educational performance of workers to match the kind of limited professionai
employment oppomuiities that exist. What he hoped workers were starting to realize is
that while technology and their smart use of it may hcrease productivity, the result was
not more leisure but unemployment lines. His conclusion? '?ronically, the closer we seem
to corne to the technological h i t i o n of the utopian dream, the more dystopian the future
itself appears."(R&in, 1995, p. 56).Economist Robert Heilbroner provides some
perspective to better appreciate Rifkin's concems.

In his book Visions of the Fuiure, Heilbroner contends that although there is a
continuing presence of the empowering gift of science; the relentless dynamics of a

capitalist economy; and a spirit of mass politics; these forces he no longer regards as
unambiguous carriers ofprogress (Heilbroner, 1995, p. 69-70). Moreover, our
contemporary fiame of mind is ambiguous, indeterminate, and apprehensive. No wonder
given the past and present concern about the atomic bomb; Chernobyl; storage of nuclear
waste; nuclear weaponry and space platforms; and gene cloning. Our trust and hope has

changed with respect to scientific enterprize. Though research into the cause and possibie
eradication of AIDs, Alzheimer's Disease, cancer research and organ transplant may
lessen the apparent unease. As for the fùture of capitalism, its prospects, he argues, have
been bolstered by the disappearance of its o d y economic opponent -the socialist
challenge. It is Likely, he says, that capitalism will be the principal form of socioeconomic
organization during the twenty-first century, at least for the advanced nations, because no
blueprint exists for a viable successor (Heilbroner, 1995, p. 100). The result is hardly a
victory for the capitalists or the rest of the world that is reliant upon its stewardship.
Heilbroner contends that at present we do not know how to bring into being the political
will necessary to effect what he calls "mutual cornpetitive restraint" (Heilbroner, 1995,

p. 108). A criticaily important factor to overcome particularly as it relates to what he
defines as developing world's zones of turmoil. Ifrestraint is not effected, the political
will of the world's underclass may appear quiet as an undisturbed lake, but it is a lake of
gasoline (Heilbroner, 1995, p. 110). While crying out for a prediction on the future of
capitalism, Heilbroner, beyond the vaguest of visions, abjures speculating on its friture in
more detail other than stating that it is the most probable political setting for the Western
world. Three of his propositions are however relevant and need to be repeated.

Humankind m u t
achieve a secure terrestrial base for life (water, soil, population, air)
find ways of preserving the human community as a whole against its warlike
proclivities
give respect for human nature the cuitural and educatianal centrality it
demands

Laudable observations indeed! Implementaîion of al1 three would surely make the world

a more habitable and ffiendly place to enjoy. State and citizen must work together and
that is the crux of the matter.

In his book me Myth of the Goud Corporate Citizen, Murray Dobbin (1998)
clearly states the problem. The social and psychological distance between citizen and

government has become so great that the notion of government as an expression of
community îs weaker now than at any time in the post-war penod (Dobbin, 1998, p.5).
The lessening of that distance has become a major plank of some Western democratic
governments.2Along with governments being challenged by the citizenry at-large for
participation in determinhg policy, huge corporation dominztion - the advent of socaIled globalization - is just the current expression of the historic contest between social
classes over the distribution of wealth and power continues Dobbin. His clarion cal1 for
active citizens is nothhg short of what he refers to as a revolution in citizen
consciousness and a massive increase in participation in democratic politics (Dobbin,
1998, 9.6). The conglomerate colossus of transnational corporations does not bode well
for any citizen much less an active one! Being globally cornpetitive means monopoly
control Dobbin reminds us. The overwhelrning message of the last ten years of corporate
assault on the egalitarian state is that we shdi have more choices in the marketplace but
less choice about what kind of society we have (Dobbh, 1998, p.5 1). Freedom is no
longer fieedorn fiom want, fkedom fiom insecurity. It, too, has devolved. Now fieedom
means consumer choice @obbin, 1998, p. 59). Strongly stated to be sure. But the hope for
resisting consumerism lies, he argues, in how we become more connected to community,
neighbourhood, tradition, family, and history - not a lot different firom Lodge's notion of
cornmunitarianism. On the issue of the nation-state becoming obsolete in the face of the
power of transnational corporations, Dobbin offers the sobering view that such an
occurrence is more accurately descnbed as the amalgamation of corporate and state ruleThat t h i s may happen or not depends at least upon the realization by more and more
ordinary citizens that the new era is being shaped by changing technology, globalization

and the aging of our population (Reid, 1996, p.9).
Public Opinion Counts

Pollster Angus Reids's book Shakedown provides comment on what he says is the
sense of frustration and anxiety evident across Canada. This frustration is not attributable
to any one simple factor - too much debt, too many immigrants, t w many people on
welfare, too much concern about Quebec, too much govemment, too many timid
politicians, etc. What is taking place is a much broader transformation of Canadian

society bringing fùndamentally new economic, technological and demographic forces
that will permanently change the lives of millions of Canadians (Reid, 1996, p.6).
In the workplace, for example, Reid sees huge reductions in full-time paid jobs
and equally significant increases in the numbers of part-tirne and temporary jobs plus
self-employed entrepreneurs. At the same tirne, the family and immediate comrnunity are
re-emerging as pivotal sources of material support and emotional security (Reid, 1996,
p. 10-11). Big is no longer safe, that is, decision-makers have begun to think not about
expansion but retraction. Visions of growth were replaced with a new ethic: downsize,
outsource - get small, fast (Reid, 1996, p. 17). Growth is good only for some people.
Technology cannot take root unless there is an indigenous component to its development;
the application must reflect the needs of society. The lesson, he argues, is that technology

is ofien useless when abstracted fiom human values (Reid, 1996,p. 22-23).

In education there are no 'safe' fields of study anymore. There is no longer any
surefire formula for translating education and training ùito the kind of rewarding jobs
baby boomers once had for the asking (Reid, 1996, p.26).
Family and fiends seem to matter more. Loyalty appears more evident in the
home though location matters less and less as the spatial dynamics that have defined our
lives for generations are obsolete. The sheer mass of present events presses in on us,
creating a sense of urgency and a feeling that there is never enough time. The key?
Flexibility is everything. Moving thoughtfully and deliberately is now passé; ta delay is
to Iose (Reid, 1996, p.33).
What the above observations provide is a snapshot, by an observer, over many
years of soliciting Canadian opinions that tried to address a series ofwhat Reid has
defined as beacons that have guided Canadians in the past but are now starting to flicker
and fade. They have become rnyths. Some examples include big is safe; growth is good
for everyone; science and technology will Save us; a good education means a good job;
loyalty is dl; location, location, location; time is linear; Canadian culture is a sacred trust;
and the public interest still counts. The relevance here is that these rnyths, while
debunked by Reid's research, provide the background to his contention that there are four

endunng beliefs common to the vast majority of Canadians, namely, that
there is a deeply heId desire to be unique, to create a society fiindamentally Merent
fkom the one to the south

nearly ali Canadians (85%) believe that English and French Canadians can live
harmoniously under one flag
Canadians hold a core belief in îhe importance of a civil society
a core beliefpersists among most Canadians that we must try to build a society based
on the principle of fâïmess (Reid, 1996, p.308-310)

Reid's observations provide an obviously Canadian perspective. Are Canadian values
much difTerent fiom those expressed in other industrialized nations? Can public survey
data provide useful information for state policy-rnakers as they struggie worldwide to
develop and implement policy that may or may not rneet the needs of citizens in dserent
social, political and economic environrnents?
Though based upon world value surveys conducted in Canada in 1981 and 1990 therefore not as immediate as Reid's findings - Neil Nevitte's research, compiled over a

six year period, summarizes the findings of the sarne surveys that were conducted in 22
countrîes in 2981 and 44 countnes in 1990 (accounting for some 70% of the world7s
population). He contends that the World Values Sunreys (WVS) are the largest body of
direct cross-time and cross-national data on public values ever collected (Nevitte, 1996,
p.20). Three themes emerged.

Fust, the heretofore importance of pnmary resources and manufacturing as wealth
producing sector has declined. There has been a steady growing emphasis on the service
sector and a concomitant rise in the technologically driven knowledge-based sector. The
public that is better educated, geographically and occupationally more mobile. Two
farnily incomes are on the rise while the fertïlity rate has declined.
The second theme highlights the systematic shift in the values of the public to
post-materialism. And this shift is not out of sequence with other industrial States in at
least two aspects:
1.

2.

there is a balance of matenalist post-rnaterialist orientations3similar to
West European publics
post-materialkt orientations are c o ~ e c t e d
to age and level of education

Theme three situates Canada as one of many, namely, ". ..there is nothing to
indicate that the pnorities of Canadians are radically different from those of any of these
other publics" (Nevitte, 1996, p.43). What follows is a sumrnary of those pnorities.
Regarding the political culture, over the period from 1981 to 1990, interest in
politics went up some 13%. However, for the sarne period, the confidence in government

institutions and non-govenunent institutions went down. What is significant for fiiture
policy development and implementation is that over the decade, Nevitte found that the
potential for citizen participation in public Me went up however, ". ..citizens are choosing
different avenues and styles for their political participation" (Nevitte, 1996, p. 70).
This changing pattern of political participation may be expressed as a pyramid
with voting at the base supporthg layers of participation begiming with petition signing,
boycotts, aitendance at unlawful demonstrations, joinùig unofficial snikes, and final1y,
the occupation of buildings at the apex of the triangle. What the WVS data indicates is
that the percentage of the public that have done one of the four protest behaviours has
gone up and the percentage that would never do the same behaviour has gone d o m
Juxtaposed with the findings that the WVS publics indicated that they want open
goverment and that politicai refonn could be quicker ail suggest that policy makers had
better limen carefully to what thek constituencies express. Canadians, like their survey
counterparts, are experiencing turbulence in authority relations. They are not the
stereotypical passive lot wedded to the status quo or peculiarly deferential (Nevitte, 1996,
p. 105).
With respect to any change in the economic culture, the WVS did indicate that
Canadians differ less with their Amencan counterparts than is sometirnes implied over
economic orientations. Further, there appears to be a rise in support for meritocracy. And
findly, one out of every four Canadians is prepared to entertain the idea of forming one
country with the United States. Leaving Nevitte to postdate that perhaps state boundaries

are less relevant than they once were (Nevitte, 1996, p. 150).
A related phenomenon - the changing work culture - produced a summary of

opinion that may disturb organized labour. The WVS data emphatically do not indicate
that publics are clamouring for a completely egalitarian workplace (Nevitte, 1996, p. 198).
What with the indicators that Canadians are strong supporters of fiee-market ideas and
mentocracy, it is just possible that labour, industry and the govemrnent departments
responsible for workplace legislation may have to revise current thinking in this area. AU
of which makes interesthg implications for policy in the education area as the public
system graduates students that enter the workplace with multiple value sets. Encouraging
is the fact that the surveys do contirin that the emerging work ethic gives increasing

prominence to such work values as responsibility, achievement, engagement, and
initiative - al1 supported by extant govemment education policy document^.^
In another area of interest to educators, the WVS data codhm that while church

attendance and persona1 belief in God went down in percentage terms, support for the
general principle of tolerance went up some 27% (53% in 1981 to 80% in 1990). Along
with cross-national shifts in the direction of greater permissiveness, Nevitte concluded

that the publics in most of the WVS countnes were becoming more secular (Nevitte,
1996, 236). While not startling perhaps as a single indicator, when considered with the

opinions collected under the set of questions deaIing with family values, considerate
reffection is the message to be sure for policy formulation in the area.
Possible insight for educators is the results that the WVS collected with respect to
parent-child interactions. The question posed was "Here is a List of qualities which
children can be encouraged to learn at home. Which, if any, do you consider to be
especially important? Please choose up to five: good manners; independence; hard work;
feeling of responsibility; imagination; thnft, saving money and things; determination,
perseverance; religious faith; unselfishness; obedience." In 1981, the top three were good
manners (53.7%); responsibility (40.9%); and religious faith (23 -4%). By 1990,
responsibility had become number one (34%); unselfishness was second (21.8%); and
good rnanners had slipped slightly fkom first place to third place at (21%). At least the
publics that were surveyed and the schools in Canada agree on one important
characteristic to inculcate - responsibility. Coincidentally, al1 twelve items demonstrated

an increase in percentage response. Educators would be pleased to see such a trend
continue.
How publics react to policy and the marner in which they participate in its
development and implementation is a critical concem here. The question of the day can
therefore loom many times over. By and under whose 'authonty' was policy 'x'
proclaimed? In Canada, says Nevitte, for the past three decades or more, deference has
been an orientation that is entirely consistent with, even necessary to, a society in which
élites are closely interconnected and whose place in Canadian society, until relatively
recently, was relatively unchallenged? Why has there been a shift? First, the rise of pommaterialkt values will be associated with the decline of deference. Second, what Nevitte

calls a structural change has occurred - educational levels have gone up dong with an
increased interest in politics. Third, a new set of ideological beliefs has emerged
expressed by "new left libertarians"who are highly mobilized; accept issues on the
socialist agenda; reject traditional socialism; reject the primacy of economic go&,

and

advocate increased levels of participatory democracy. The clear implication is that the
decline of deference may be linked to the emergence of New Left libertarian beliefs
(Nevitte, 1996, p.302). That may be placing responsibility too squareiy on a perceived

minority of the Canadian population. Nonetheless, advocacy of such beliefs has been
demonstrated by at least one of the traditional political parties and by some of the socalled f i g e element S.^
The decline of deference presents an interesting chdlenge to the conceptuabation
of state policy. How can faith be restored in govement? How can confidence be
renewed in leaders and institutions including restoration of the depleted reservoirs of
trust? And finaliy, how can the slide into cynicism be reversed?

Shifting Boundaries - A 'New' Policy Paradigm

Not only are citizens apparently perceiving their relationship with the state
dzerently, the state itself is evolving in both structure and in how it relates to local,
national and international constituencies. What political scientist David Elkins identifies

as the 'Iogic of non-territorial political organization7@lkins,1995, p.7), inchdes a new
dimension of democracy and citizenship, enhanced forms of comrnunity,reconciliation
between individual and group needs, and a more flexible and focused type of government
offering more choices. Not by îhemselves overly earth-shattering notions, but developed
in the context of explorhg the vast implications of theû metamorphosis fkom temtoriality
to non-temitonal organization, then we have a very different political, social, and
economic scenario for the state to function. The old notion of territoriality, argues E k s ,
assumes exclusive use of temtory, continuous and contiguous (adjoining) territory as the
basis of politicai authority. What is under way as the 21' century begins, is the demise of
territory as the sole basis of political units and the consequent decline of sovereignty for
dl-purpose political units, especially nations (Elkins, 1995, p .26). Though nations will
continue to exist and play important roles indefinitely, corporations are becoming more
prominent because they are well suited to certain ecological niches engendered by

technological change which nations cannot easily adjust (Elkins, 1995, p.32-3 5). One
obvious example is telecommunications technology-it

has a dserent logic because it is

non-territorial. Distance education is a related example in that when education 'goes to
the people' rather than asking them to attend a central location, territorially has little
meaning (Elkins, 1995, p. 132). What appears to be happening to the traditional notion of
the territory/sovereignty relationship and its impact for the state is that people will more
often be able to choose one's networks, communities, and identities than has been the
case up to now; and, there will be a greater range of options/combinations of options for a
significant proportion of the human population.7 He does predict that there will however
be more nations plus a broader grouping of nations [states ruiing others but without
absolute sovereignty, for example, trading blocs; security alliances; World Trading
Organization, World Bank] (Elkins,1995, p.243).
Technology, a f E r m s Elkins, has been a catalyst to the debundling of the state
fi-omthe nation as it has enabled more non-temtorial forrns of organization,
administration and regulation or 'policing' (Elkins, 1995, p.259). This will not lead to a
'withering of the aate', he says, though still the collector of taxes, the state will become
more 'public' whereas the 'nation' may become a more private concept analogous to
farnily on a grander scale. Are there any advantages to 'unbundled' nations?
Peace will be an advantage as unbundled nations might be less prone to warlike
behaviour. Once citizenship is no longer exclusive to a nation - but might include
membership in overlapping and cross-cutting entities - more citizens will presumably
find themselves in 'confiia of interest' situations, and thus reluctant to take up amis or
support policies hostile to their interests as embodied in transnational communities
(Elkins, 1995, p.262).
Freedom will be a second advantage. People who share interests but are widely
separated in distance could be brought together in electronic communities or travel
without the curent restrictions imposed by national borders or regdations (Elkins, 1995,
p.262).

Public administration would be the third advantage. Instead of an all-purpose
organization of a fixed temtonal size, there would be one more easily created type and
size of organkations suited to the particular nature of the problem (EUcins, 1995, p.263).

And what might EIkins7stheory mean for the conceptualization of state policy?
He uncovered, he argues, the 'logic' behind the flux so evident in the worId today.
Central to that logic is the increasing role of non-territorial forces, technoIogies, groups,
and governrnents (or 'police'). He notes that
...the time has come to question the common assumption that 'nation',
'state', and 'political authority' necessarily involve temtoriafity. That was
a good working assumption for two or three centuries, but it serves us il1
as we enter the twenty-first century. @ b s , 1995, p.267)

The role of the state, relations between states, and the critical relationship between
citizen and state, has evolved over the centuries. Evolved to the point where observers
have seriously questioned the historic role (Elkins, 1995) (Kennedy, 1993); the political
role (Dobbin, 1998) (Lodge, 1995); the economic role (Rifkin, 1995) (Heilbroner, 1995);

and the socio-politica.Ueconornic role (Reid, 1996)(Nevitte, 1996). These anaIysts have
emphasized that the following ideaskoncepts are crucial to our understanding of the
current state of the globe: the power of technology; comrnunitarianism; the redefinition of
oppomuiities and responsibilities for humanity; capitalkm and mutual cornpetitive
restraint; active citizenry; transforrnation of society; human values; and the decline of
deference. Similar scrutiny of organizations and institutions during the final decade of
the 20'b century occurred.

The State - A New 'Learning' Organization
Peter Senge's publication of B e Fzj?h Disczplzne in 1990 caught the 'popular'
imagination of many who worked in what he called a ccleamingorganization", one that
continuously expands its capacity to create its fiiture (Senge, 1990, p. 14). This is a
compelling description that may serve to define the function of the State particuIarly
when added to his notion of a shared vision that, he suggests
few forces in human aB%rs are as powerfùi
creates a sense of comrnunity
gives coherence to diverse activities
provides focus and energy for leaming
reflects personal vision
as an intrinsic shared vision upiifts people's aspirations
creates a cornmon identity
provides a rudder to keep the leaming process on course when stress
develops

In short, you cannot have a leamhg organization without a shared vision (Senge, 1990,
p.209). And, of paramount importance to the conceptualization of state policy, that same

shared vision's origin is much less important than the process whereby it came to be
shared (Senge, 1990, p.214). Indeed, managers, he argues, would be well to remember
that
dtkately nathing can be done to get another person to enroii or commit
enrobent and commitment require fieedom of choice
cornmitment is very persona1

Critical to remember about that personai commitment feature is that efforts to force it
will, at b e a suggeas Senge, foster cornpliance (Senge, 1990, p.223).8 W i n an
o r g d t i o n then, the most effective people are those who can 'hold' their vision while
remaining comrnitted to seeing current reality clearly (Senge, 1990, p.226). A poignant
point to be sure especially as it relates to the operations of the State.
OAen as not, how the state fiuictions and how it disperses the poiicy it develops,
c m best be judged at the points of interface between the systern and the outside
world-the most obvious, richest source of subsystem dynarnics Pergquist, 1993, p.20 1).

By examinhg the edge or operational periphery of an o r g e a t i o n , and by scrutinizing
the way an organization interacts with other components of its environment, collectively

leads to the best way to understand an ~ r ~ a n i z a t i oThat
n . ~ interactive 'edge' environment
relies exclusively upon an organizational culture that requires effort f?om al1 concemed to
create a strong feeling of solidarity among the members of an organization. Bergquist, by
drawing our attention to the &agile boundaries of the interactive 'edge', also reminds us
that the primary function of any organization is to match order from the jaws of chaos
(Bergquist, 1993, p-xïv). A ravenous visual metaphor to be sure but a reminder
nonetheless that the organizationai reality of any system is determined by the
perspectives one takes rather than by the organizational phenomenon being observed.
That there is good reason to find order and chaos in any organization. And finally, we
must choose what we want to see and why (Bergquist, 1993, p.209). This final poillt is
what Bergquist sees as a major challenge for the post-modem leader in any organization.
Mission statements, shared vision, al1 point to a process for trying to cope with the
apparent undercurrent of hidden streams ready to erode the ground base of any

organization. How an organLation copes with the turbulence may determine its ultimate
success. Bergquist offers a coping mechanism.
First, build a process for the synthesis of ideas and people. Second, develop a

sense of cornmunity. Third, encourage people to find a place in their own being that
provides sanctuary - a safe place for reflection and reward (Bergquist, 1993, p.249-252).
While facilitative and potentially reassuring to the worker, Bergquist's suggestion for
reflective time may be the most Wicult to execute given today7soperaiional
environment of instant communication and the implied immediate response of e-mail,
internet, and facsimiie transmission. 'Just-in-tirne' delivery, 'cornpetitive edge' ,WWW
(World Wide Web) consumer purchasing nom the comf'ort of one's residence, aU microsecond decisions based on a knowledge base that very much diffkrs f?om what sufficed a
decade ago or certainly what took place at the tuni of the last century.
Knowledge has become the resource rather than a resource contends political
philosopher Peter Dmcker, and that is what makes our society post-capitalist
(Drucker, 1993, p.45). What he suggests to be the central philosophical and educational
challenge for the post-capitalist society will be the ability of society to transcend the
dichotomy of intellectuals and managers in a new synthesis. Intellectuals will manage
words and ideas. Managers will direct peopie and work, that is, they will be responsible
for the application and performance of knowledge. To accomplish that, not unlike
Bergquist and Senge, Dmcker sees as crucial the presence of a clear, focused and
common mission as being the critical factor in holding an organization together enabling
it to produce results (Drucker, 1993, p.53). Moreover, an organization must be a team of
associates, not boss and subordhates. A learning/teaching organization is one where the
productivity of knowledge as a qualitative impact is more important than the amount of
knowledge - a quantitative aspect (Drucker, 1993, p. 186). This 'accountability' reference
m e r helps to situate the impact of technology which for Drucker, matters less than the
changes it triggers for the substance, control, and focus of schooling and work.
Technology is significant because it forces people to do new things rather than old
things better. The challenge, he says is not technology itself, it is what people do with the
technology (Dmcker, 1993, p. 197). Amving at a policy to facilitate such thinking will
require the howledge-based organization to replace the nomenclature of entitlernent and

empowerment with notions of responsibility and contribution. Management's task will be
not to make everybody a boss but rather to make everybody a contributor (Drucker, 1993,
p. 109). To accomplish this, Drucker provides what he calls 'new specifications' for
schoob fùnctionuig in the post-capitalist society. The school will need to:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

provide universal iiteracy of a high order
imbue motivation to leam -the discipline of continuing Iearning
be an open system accessible to people at any time
impart knowIedge both as subsîance and as process
partner with employers and empIoying organizations

The purpose of such a school? Not social reform or social amelioration, it has to be
individual Iearning (Drucker, 1993, p.200). This, one might argue, is the educational view
of the traditional capitalist or what social reconstnictionists cal1 reproduction theory. The
notion that what takes place in school is precisely what the engineers of the capitalist
engine want to take place. Keep the masses at a level of understanding that is at a micro
or persona1 level and not at a macro or societal level - social reform or social
arnelioration.

The Unmasking o f Illegitimate Authority
Drucker's post-capitalist perception of the 21Pcentury is in stark contrast to the
new-world order postulated by Noam Chomsky. Both views have tremendous import for
the conceptuaIization of date policy. The new world, argues Chomsky, is very much like
the old in a new guise. Some important developments include
the mcreasing intemationaiking ofthe economy with its consequences,
including the sharpening of class Merences on a global scale, and the
extension of this system to the former Soviet domains
the notion that the basic d e s of world order remab as they have always
been:

-the rule of law for the weak ,the rule of force for the

-the principles of 'economic rationality' for the weak, state
power and intervention for the strong (Chomsky, 1994, p -271)

And, continues Chomsky, just as in the past, privilege and power do not willingly subrnit
to popuiar control or market discipline. Privilege and power seek to undermine
meaningful dernocracy and to bend market principles to their special needs (Chomslq,
1994, p.271). For those unwilling to accept the above, the traditional task remains

Chomsky concludes. To challenge and unmask iliegitimate authority, and to work with

'others' to undermine it and extend the scope of fieedom and justice (Chomsky, 1994,
p.272).

What Chomslq reaffims on a global s a l e is the notion of 'think globally and act
10call~"~
- a catch phrase that might apply to the goals of a national/provincial/state
education system or the goals of an organization and how such an entity hctions. Policy
determination for such a venture must consider issues that cross al1 political, social and
economic boundaries. Globalization, positions of authority, the growing gap
economicaily between have and have not nations, the concomitant change in the roles
between management and employee, al1 m u a be included as part of the policy
development agenda. How each of these examples is perceived and what the expectation
for resolution is cm cause serious debate particularly if the views of critical theonsts are
a part of the discourse.

As stated bnefly during the analysis of Drucker's perception of the post-capitalkt
world, cntical theorists ask very diEerent questions and expect very different outcomes
for the education system worldwide. Consequently, state policy formulation must take

very different issues into account to satisfy the intellectual insights presented by the
critical theorist. As Peter McLaren asks, who has the power to make some forms of
knowledge more legitimate than others? And for the classroom, what is the relationship
between what we do in the classroom and our effort to build a better society? (McLaren,
1989, p. ix-x). Further, Paulo Freire exhorts educators to ask themselves for whom and on

whose behalf they are working? He fùrther challenges educators who do their work
uncritically, just to preserve their jobs. They have not yet grasped the political nature of
education he posits (Freire, 1985, p.180). The auntie is bumped up even more when the
issues of mission or vision for an organization are discussed.
Public schools, argues Henri Giroux, need to be organized around a vision that
celebrates not what is but what wuld be (Giroux, 1988, p. 10). What Giroux and his
colleagues present to the debate about what policy should be developed for school
systerns is the notion that schools are not what the traditionalists claim, that is, merely
instructional sites. Schools are also cultural and political sites. That fact cannot be
ignored. Important questions regarding the relations among knowledge, power, and

domination must not be suppressed by the traditionalists (Giroux, 1988, p. zwc). Agree or
not, what critical analysts expose is how we collectively try to understand the world.
For example, Michel Apple suggests that cnticism is one of the most important
ways we have of demonstrating that we expect more than rhetorical promises and broken
dreams, because we take certain promises seriously (Apple, 1993, p.5). Stated even
clearer for our puposes here, the task of keeping dive in the minds of the people the
collective memory of the smiggle for equality, for person rïghts in al2 of the institutions
of our society, is one of the most significant tasks educators can perform (Apple, 1993,
p.41). A position that provides an example that could serve as a mission statement for any
public or private organization.

An Aitemate View of Public Education
Equally clear about the importance of economic policy and the organizattion
called the school, political economist John Crispo provides an 'alternative' position to
that espoused by the critical theorïsts.
For al1 too tong, he says, public education has had a near-monopoly on schooling
in Canada. Ifthere was more choice and cornpetition built into Canada's education
system, Our students would be better schooled for the economy of the future (Cnspo,
f 992,p. 263). Crispo would introduce privatization first at the university level to be

followed by similar approaches to the 'public' school levels. Vouchers would be issued
based on income. The notion of choice - a key concept of capitalist fkee market
philosophy - would see parents and students seek counseling on the alternatives available
to them. Private entrepreneurs would undoubtedly emerge he argues, to rate institutions
of leaming at dl levels aiding parentaVstudent choice in the process (Crispo, 1992,
p. 162). Not quite as controversial, Crispo does suggest that cooperative education,
apprenticeship, and business generally must play a more active role in schools (Crispo,
1992, p. 156-157).
While the foregoing are instigating suggestions for education, on the national
economic &ont, Crispo believes that in order for the private sector to plan ahead with
certainty and confidence, it is appropriate public polices that provide the foundation and
fkamework for private sector needs. The private sector cannot do its job unless such
policies exist (Cnspo, 1992, p.9). In order to achieve this, the process of politicd

decision-making has got to become more open and involve more public input (Cnspo,
1992, p. 192).
Crispo's suggestions for a national consultative process wodd involve and
maintain the sovereignty of parliament by having the House of Cornmons Standing
Committee on Finance become more active in directing the nation's economic flairs.
The Governor of the Bank of Canada should be available to answer questions on banking
policy. Think- tanks should send representatives f?om the C.D. Owe Institute, the
Conference Board of Canada, and the Centre for Public Policy Alternatives to the same
Committee. Major national interest groups like the Canadian Labour Congress (the Left),
the Business Council on Nationai Issues (the Right) should also be invited. An inbetween group - the Consumers Association of Canada - wodd represent another very
large sector of the population (Crispo, 1992, p. 194).
While hardly a novel thesis, seeking variant opinion on crucial economic policy
is at least an indicator that a very broad range of thinking is beginning to crystallize on at
least one important point, namely, to formulate any policy at any level requires a broad
spectrum of viewpoints. Finally, what is encouraging fiom this political economist is the
plea he makes for individuals to become more demanding in ternis of the price, quality,
s e ~ c and
e environmental impact. Citizens are exhorted to demand fairer and more
balanced coverage of public affairs. Voters should even try to embarras and shame
candidates seeking office into taking more responsible positions (Crispo, 1992, p.207209). Asking for and getting sound decisions requires inclusive participation. Resolution
of difficult issues may be perplexing, time consuming and demonstratively difficult
without guidance. Can technology help?

Technoiogy - The Dominant, Determining Factor
Experimental physicist Dr. Ursula Franklin believes that the key question is how
will our society cope with its problems when more and more people live in
technologically induced human isolation?(Frankiin, 1990, p.5 1) Her point is that fùture
citizens may gain in cornputer Iiteracy at the expense of moral literacy or knowledge of
history, and it seems to Cher] quite debatable which agenda is more in the public interest
(Franklin, 1990, p.69). Further, while Our surroundings in the 1990s may be conducive to
production, they are much less a milieu conducive to growth (Franklin, 1990, p.86). Her

contention is that what turns the promised liberation into enslavement are not the
products of technologyper se - the car, the cornputer, or the sewing machine - but the
structure and idkastructure that are put in place to facilitate the use of these products and
to develop dependency on them (Franklin, 1990, p. 102). What needs to happen?

The news is challenging for those cumently involved in elective public office and
for those trying to ameliorate the system. The cnsis of technology, lectures Franklin, is
actually a crisis of govemance (Franklin, 1990, p. 120). What is there now is nothhg but a

bunch of managers who nui the country to make it safe for technology. The i~zsti-hition
of
govemment in t e m s of responsibility and accountability has been lost. Enter a
metaphorical resolution!
Social change, pleads Franklin, will not come to us like an avalanche down the
mountain. It will come through seeds growing in well prepared soil - and it is [people],
like the earthwoms, who prepare the soil (Franklin, 1990, p. 121).11To support the
discourse on public decision-making, Franklin suggests that one should ask of any public
project or loan whether it
1. promotes justice

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

restores reciprocity
confers divisible or indivisible bene*
fàvours people over machines
has a strategythat maxirnizes gain or minimizes disaster
fàvours conserdon over waste
favours the reversible over the ineversible (progression of a project that
aiiows revision and leaming in small reversible steps as most projects do not
work out as planned) @ranklin, 1992, p. 126)12

As helpful as Franklin's list may bey it may not adequately address French
historian and social scientist Jacques Ellui's concem that a human being is still an
extraordinarily irrational creature. A consequent reliance therefore on technology - a
supposed rational environment - rnay be a less than happy one. Technology is the
extreme developrnent of means. Everything in the technologicai world is a means to an
end and only a means, while the ends have practically disappeared (Ellul, 198 1, p. 4850). Technology, he contends, has made humanity very uneasy and very unhappy by

accounting for the suppression of the subject and the suppression of meaning (Elul, 1981,

Along with not seeing politicians reorienting our society in a different direction,
Ellul did conclude that technology is the dominant factor, the detennining factor within
society (Ellul, 1981, p.69). As for education, Ellul suggested an alternative parallel
institution where children would learn to live differently and, on an existentid level, l e m
to question the certitudes taught them in regular schools (Ellul, 1981, p.84). Perhaps a
precursor to the schools of choice movement in North Amenca or more redisticaily a
position of hstration by one whose perspective on our age captures the tnie essence of
technology and what it can mean for the fùture of humanity. Amencan social critic Neil
Postman is also concemed about the apparent benefits or not of technology particularly in
the information field.
New technologies alter the structure of our interests: the things we think abozrt.
They alter the character of our syrnbols: the things we think wirh- And they alter the
nature of community; the arena in which thoughts develop (Postman, 1993, p.20). One of

m a q concerns for Postman is the observation that those who cultivate competence in the
use of a new technology become an elite group that are granted undeserved authority and
prestige by those who have no such competence (Postman, 2993, p.9). Moreover, the
benefits and deficits of a new technology are not distributed equally he contends. It is
similar to the concern expressed above by the critical theonsts. To whom will the
technology give greater power and freedom and whose power and fieedom wilI be
reduced by it? Its impact in the classroom must also be addressed.
Will the widespread use of computers in the classroom defeat once and for al1 the
claims of communal speech? Will t!ie cornputer raise egocentrism to the status of virtue?
That students interact with each other worldwide via the internet on a daily basis is an
issue that has tremendous implications for what happens in the classroom. One-on-one
interaction at a distance reduced at the speed of light by the technology cannot help but
influence how students perceive the world and those who live in it - or will it? Might the
old adage stiil apply that what one gets out of something determines what one puts into
the effort? A safer and fairer observation surely is to Say that the entire experience
hopefully will be a valuable one for al1 concemed. Policy developmsnt for the use of
technology in the classroom must research widely current and projected learning
outcornes.

On a much wider societal scale, Postman's thesis that culture has or is in the
process of surrendering to technology, has produced what he calls a technopoly - a state
of culture and a state of mind. It consists in the descation of technology where culture
seeks its authorization in technology, find its satisfaction in technology, and takes orders
fiom technology - what he cdls a totalitarian technocracy (Postman, 1993, 71, p.5).
When the supply of information is no Ionger controllable, a general breakdown in psychic
tranquility and social purpose o c c ~ r s . Without
'~
defenses, people have no way of finding
meaning in their experiences, lose their capacity to rernember, and have dficulty
irnagining reasonable fbtures (Postman, 1993, p.72). Our defenses break d o m against the
glut of information and technopoly fiourishes argues Postman. A plan to avoid such an
organizational tragedy is required.
Any educational institution, ifit is to function well in the management of
information, must have a theory about its purpose and meaning, must have the means to
give clear expression to its theory, and must do so, to a large extent, by excluding
information (Postman, 1993, p. 75). Again, the importance of a vision expressed in a
mission statement arrived at by collective participation within the organization. Postrnan
reminds us that artificial intelligence does not and cazmot lead to a meaning-making,
understanding, and feeling creature, which is what a hurnan being is (Poçtman, 1993,
p. 113). That same meaning-making and feeling creature should be exposed to a
curriculum in which d l subjects are presented as a stage in humanity's historical
development; in which the philosophies of science, of history, of language, of
technology, and of religion are taught; and in which there is a strong emphasis on
classical foms of artistic expression (Postman, 1993, p. 199).

Culture and the Quest for Meaning
The cwriculum Postrnan proposes in very general terms will begin to sustain a
serious conversation of critique and modification to the t h n i s t of the technological
thought-world. It is related in purpose to what Amencan psychologist Dr. Jerome Bruner
identifies as the proper causes of human action - culture and the quest for meaning within
culture (Bruner, 1990, p.20). Such a quest for meaning may happen in any number of
circumstances including the workplace, a place of religious worship, the local pub, the
farnily, or in an organization whose primary purpose is to address such issues directly or

indirectly, namely, the local school, college or university. Because such institutions may
be firnded in a number of ways, that is, public or private f'unding including combinations
of both, and, because such institutions are also subject to varying degrees of policy
direction (via publicly elected tnistees/boards/legislators or by a board of directors
accountable only to the membership of the corporation), dl institutions rely upon a
collective perception regarding the seminal purpose of thek operation. What is the source
of the perception of the individuals involved? 1s there an extant 'conventional wisdom'
that prevails about the purpose of organizations that stand the test of time? Or, wouid it
be better for d l concerned to challenge continually the stated purposes of organizations

with the intent of improving it for the benefit of al1 concerned?

A partial response to these questions particularly with respect ro organizations
having the education of youth aged 5 years to 16 years as there primary raison d'efre,
might consider some of the following views on the aims and goals of schooling.
Long-time and tireless advocate for the inclusion of the arts in curriculum for
schools, Elliot Eisner argues that the aim of education is to fiee the rnind f?om the
confines of certainty (Eisner, 1998, p.186). As an advocate against the outcomes-based
strategies exhorted in schooling across North American in the final decades of the 20th
century, he pleads that variability, not uniforrnity, is the hdlrnark of the human condition
(Eisner, 1998, p. 185). The whole notion of predetermined results is anathema to Eisner.
The good school, he states, would aim at increasing individual differences, not reducing

them. Further, the good school would seek to increase variance in performance, not
attenuate it (Eisner, 1998, p. 113). To get there, he challenges those in the area of
educational scholarship, to aim at improving schooling. And the purpose of schooling?
Not to ensure the excellence of schools but to increase the student's ability to solve
problems that are not lirnited to school tasks, and, even more generally, to deepen and
expand meaning students c m construe in daily life (Eisner, 1998, p. 140-14 1). And what
should guide schools in their quest to achieve such laudable goals? Policy, says Eisner,
that is formulated as a set of ideas reflecting certain values and beliefs created to guide
decision-making. It should tell the educational world the direction decisions should take
(Eisner, 1998, p. 109-110). Not one to assume the task to be simple, he does remind us

that it is simpler to formulate educational policy than to aiter educational practice (Eisner,
1998, p. 19).
Many change theorists would agree with Eisner (Fullan, 1982, 1991; Barth, 1990;
Sarason, 1990; Hargreaves, 2000), that what takes place in schools often is not what the
policy developers envision. Al1 the more reason to support psychologist Jerome Bruner's
contention that education is ris@ - it fùels the sense of possibility @runer, 1996, p.42).
To be fair to Bruner, his observation did not seek to address the problerns of educational
policy with respect to its intent of detennining c ~ c u l u m
irnplernentation strategies for
schools. What is relevant here is the notion of what fiels the imagination for children in
schools. Learning is inside the head where mental activity is situated and supported by a
more or less enabling czïItznaZ sening. For Bruner, the cntical questions are how are ways
of thinking, constnicting meauing, and experiencing the world judged, by what standards
and by whom?@niner, 1996, p.67-68). Like Eisner, Bnuier relies on the mind to create

Iimitless learning in what he calls a community of leamers, an enabling community
where meaning is constnicted by participation in a collaborative school culture @ m e r ,
1996, p.76). In fact, his thinking may be said to be similar to what the social

reconstructionists advocate, namely, the building of a school culture that operates as a
mutual comrnunity of learners involved in solving problems and thereby educating each
other. In a word, we would not simply be trying to reproduce the culture (Bruner, 1996,
p.83). Or, as Brazilian teacher and linguist Paulo Freire argued during his long battle to
improve adult literacy, the educator's role (as the agent responsible for implernenting the
organizatiodstate education policy) is to propose problems about the codified existentid
situations in order to help learners anive at a more and more critical view of their reaiity
(Freire, 1985, p.55). Canadian literary critic Northrop Frye echoed similar sentiments.
The real radical dynamic of our time, he said, involves a dialogue of society
engaged in a continuous critique of its order and its assumptions @rye, 1982, p. 160). At
the same tirne, though he saw the purpose of education as being a regulatory one, it is
only the bom and dedicated teacher who can realize that this motive of adjusting to
society, however benevolent, is an enerny to be fought (Frye, 1988, p. 14). The notion of
'adjustment' was equally anathema to a contemporary cntic - David Solway, English
Literature professor at John Abbott CoUege in Montreal. Educatioq says Solway

.,.is a matter of attitudes and convictions, of generating conditions conducive
to rdection on a basis of disciplined erudition, of building the interrogative
mhd. It is manifestly not a matter of developing skills, of storing information,
or of applying appropriate techniques to facilitate the imperatives of technological

retrofitting. (Solway, 1989, p.5)
Clearly, what Eisner, Bruneq Freire, Frye and Solway have in common is what Beck
(1990) and Pratt (1994) also encourage as the purpose of education - the promotion or
enhancement of human well being. Schooling and society must work together with more
attention to values, culture9religion, politics, econornics and ecology says Clive Beck
(Beck, 1990, p.x). This clarion cd1 for what should organize the curricuhrn is not the
immediate concern here but does serve to illustrate the concern echoed by curriculum
theorkt David Pratt that the curriculum should be a springboard not a straitjacket (Pratt,
1994,3 1). We are, argues Pratt, primarily interested in the development of capacities and
potentials, not behaviors (Pratt, 1994, p.95). And it will take the efforts of many to effect
such a cornmendable outcorne.
No single interest, contend education reporter Jennifer Lewington and York
University professor Graham Orpwood, can profess fidl view of the field nor speak with
one voice for all its perceived constituencies (Lewington and Orpwood, 1993, p.2). Both
remind us that the priorities of the baby-boom generation will shift from schools to health
care and related programs for the elderly. That said, winning back public support for
schools will require three principles as touch stones for education - clarity, integrity and
accountability (Lewington and Orpwood, 1993, p.%). Their observation and hence
caution to state policy makers is that Canadian provincial education department
statements are rnakllig no difference. Such statements, they argue, are disconnected f?om
the everyday reality of schools and their communities (Lewington and Orpwood, 1993,
p. 103). An attempt to redress that anomaly is their proposal for a Canadian Educational

Standards Council. The Council, were it to be constituted, would challenge current
provincial jurisdictions responsible for education. It proposes the notion of reporting to
the Council of Ministers of Education and the Govemment of Canada far beyond the
'voluntary' cornpliance of current practice. Whether this idea cornes tu h i t i o n or not,
what both conclude in Overdue Assigrment - Taking Re~ponsibiZity
for Canada's

Schools, is that education cannot be lef3 to those who nui the system (Lewington and
Orpwood, 1993, p. 220).
Agreeing is parent advocate Mark Holrnes, professor emeritus of the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education. He argues convincingly that one of the major barriers
to the reform of Canada's publicly funded schools is the largely un-elected unofficial
educational establishment14(Holmes, 1989, p.241). They have, he argues, reached a
political accommodation that is satisfactory to them. Strong condemnation of the state
educationd bureaucracy indeed! Though not an outnght plea for populism in education,
he cautions that the idea of a single secular world-view that the state should approve for

all people is unacceptable in a democratic pluralist society (Holmes, 1989, p.66). Clearly
not a supporter of the common state school (Holmes, 1989, p.74), he places his hopes
upon parents, teachers and students. Passing legislation about what teachers are supposed
to be doing in classrooms will have no lasting effect he forecasts (Holmes, 1989, p. 191).
What would work is for the provincial govermnent to set up a ffrarnework for schools to
compete to provide conditions that parents want within the iimits of an acceptable fi-ee,
democratic, pIuralistic society congruent with its fiindamental values (Holmes, 1989,

p. 193). This restoration of the balance of power between the center and parents relies
heavily upon a democratic government that listens to the people (Holmes, 1989, p. 196).
That a school should reflect the 'public will'(Holmes, 1989,266) is what probably many
people today would Iike to see happen. Probably it is also a truism that the time has long
since passed when the state should determine al1 aspects of the schooling of every child
(Holmes, 1989, p.274). Amving at that 'public will' is no srnall task particularly if it is
the state's task to make available to every youngster a public school experience, kee of
the infiuence of any special-interest group and reflecting the public will of society and the
interests of a majority or plurality of parents (Holmes, 1989, p.274).
Professor Holmes leaves us then with the admonition that the there will be no
quick and easy solution to the reform of Canada's schools nor is it possible to arrive at a
consensus about what schools should be doing. As for the state? It should provide parents
and young people with infonned choice in schooling (Holmes, L989,p.228). To be fair,
he does present a format that extols the virtues of a school grounded in values, a full
academic content, and one that addresses specifically the prerequisites of vocational

prqaration. He is not done in his concem about bureaucracy and its 'unwarranted
authority' (Holmes, 1989, p.203). Change must take place in the classroom Fine! What
choices? And who decides?
It is a tough task to presume upon parents! Canadian Teachers Federation
administrator Heather Robertson reminds us that
While in theory almost evevone supports Ïncreased parent
involvement, m practice few parents have the time or experience
to take on day-to-day goveniance of schoois. (Robertson, 1998, p.40-41)

Spencer's 19& cenhiry query 'what knowledge is of most worth' still provides the fuel for
the education engine. The gathering of that h e l will continue to involve many hands,
many rninds, and many approaches. Whether the concern is over the commerciaIization

of schools; privatization; outcomes-based education; producing and measuring skills;
standards; new technologies; or too much information (Robertson, 1998), parents,
students, teachers, indeed al1 who are involved in the world of education, public opinion

as it were, still rnatters (Robertson, 1998, 248). What Robertson contends is that public
sentiment will be the only real barrier to privatization mobertson, 1998, p.248). Her
claim that the corporate state cannot a o r d democracy - because democracy makes
demands - sums up the apparent if not subliminal entry of the corporate world into the
heretofore 'innocent' educational environment (Robertson, 1998, p.293). Her passionate
plea for education to teach the child consciousness beyond self-interest - 'to see the
whole, of which his life is only but a part' - shouts for schools to be the best defence
against an unthinkable fùture, and the best hope for a better one (Robertson, 1998, p.3 19).
Schools do transmit ways of seeing the world. As social institutions, they reflect the
Society they serve. Sometimes, she says, the reflections £iighten (Robertson, 1998, p.910). The context in which the school as an organization fiinctions is not immune from the

social, political, and economic environment that envelops its daily operation.
Globalization, expressed by continentaYworld-wide corporate mergers, directly
challenges the power of the state. Alarmist? Perhaps! And yet what Robertson suggests is
that when minimalist govermnents are relegated to perforrning o d y those functions that
the private sector has no interest in (cannot profit fiom), Canadians relinquish the power
that democracy can give them (Robertson, 1998, p. 120). One must be cogiizant that this
warning is not a singular sentiment exclusive only to the persona1 perturbations of one

member of a large Canadian education lobby group. EUuns (1995), K e ~ e d (1993),
y
Nevitte (1996),Reid (1996),Dobbin (2998), Chomsky (1994), and Lodge (1995), for
example, have bemoaned the possible demise of the democratic state at the same time
prognosticating the very public assent to economic power of continentailworld-wide
corporate cartels. Does this suggea the inevitable depamire of the state fiom cntical areas
of public concern?
Wrîting about universal and particularistic values in world educational systems,
Fay Chung acknowledges the trend toward growing globalization but sees little indication
that nation States d l cease to exist. Regional partnerships and international networks are
more likely (Chung, 1999, p. 111). Greater local identification and autonorny; smaller
govemment; greater emphasis on the private sector including community and nongovernmental organizations complete the major trends forecasted by Chung. Finally, the
development of values must remain a fundamentally important task she concludes.
Canadian John Goodlad, commenthg on educational renewal fiom his position as
CO-directorof the Centre for Educational Renewal at the University of Washington,
acknowledges that there are no quick fixes for whatever is perceived to need fixing as
debated over the past four decades. He is dismayed to view the degree to which personal,
business, and political interests play fast and loose with the purposes of schools. The
intended outcornes of schooling he suggests should not be within the purview of political

and corporate entrepreneurs to change and manipulate (Goodlad, 1996, p.232). That
would Ieave those who are close to the action - citizens who actively engage in discourse
that by its activity tolerates nothing less than a responsive hearing fiom those who
represent them or who work in the state infiastructure. And, those same public servants
had better be prepared to share the policy development process!
Education, says Northern Michigan University professor John Covaleskie, is an
area of public life and policy that people are hedthiIy unwilling to leave to the experts. It
matters and people ought to be involved in its fùnctioning (Covaleskie, 1997, p.538). The
state, if it is to fùnction for the good of al1 it serves, requires participation in the public
business. Unless we are al1 activists, the schools (as an example of state responsibility)
will neither belong to us nor meet our needs (Covaleskie, 1997, p. 540).

Whether public, private, or corporate activisrn, no sector is immune from critical
scmtïny. Take the issue of employability skills - often part of the vision ifnot one of the
major goals of any educational institution - as an example of the educational poiicy
discourse. University of Alberta researcher Alison Taylor, a£ter tracing a recent
reiteration of the policy to the Conference Board of Canada (1991), concludes that the
Employability SMls Profile that originated with the Board, becarne a focus for inclusion
in Alberta's public school cumculum. The implication of such an orientation for Alberta
provincial educational interests during the mid-1990s says Taylor, is twofold. First, she
cautions, be aware of the source of particular reforms. Question the alliances that have
formed between business élites and the state, and consider the declining influence of
other educational 'stakeholders'. Recognize the particular interests that are beïng
promoted and dernand access to the policy-making processes. Second, it is important, she
concludes, for educators to recognke the connections between employability skills
discourse and initiatives, and the broader context of govemment cutbacks and
restnicturing (Taylor, 1998, p. 161).
What had become evident in Alberta during the course of her research, is that the
focus on employabil..tyas opposed to employmeni directed attention to schools and
distracted attention from workplace and laboür market trends (Taylor, 1998, p. 155)".
Moreover, in Alberta Education, the policy cornrnunity has been redefined in such a way
that the input of business leaders and organizations has been welcomed while the
influence of educational 'stakeholders' such as teachers' unions and trustees' groups has
declined (Taylor, 1998, p. 159). While a situation that may be altered contingent upon the
political orientation of the govemment in power, Taylor concludes that it is necessary to
challenge the idea that government policy directions are natural and inevitable. Do so,
she implores, by critically assessing employability skilts discourse and take seriously the
educational goal of reducing the effects of social divisions and inequality in schools
(Taylor, 1998, p. 161). Taylor's challenge reflects part of the mood of the past decade in
educational discourse.

Summary
As the first decade of the 219 century begins, ail responsible for the development
and implementation of public poiicy, while the task is daunting, must work together to
effect policy that attempts to ameiiorate the local, national, and international human
condition. Poiicy makers must heed the cautionary wanllngs about the power and
innuence of technology so cleady articulated by Kennedy (1993), Postman (1993),
Franklin (2990), and Ellul(l98 1); and be ever vigilant about the changing rote of the
state as argued by Senge (1990), Berguist (1993) and Drucker (1993).

I would further concur with Bruner (1996), Eisner (1998) and Frye (1988), that
the primacy given to the importance of leamhg about culture and the values of society is
absolutely critical to the determination of public policy for education Whatever policy
results, it must be so designed as to be both responsive and mutative. 'Think globally and
act locally' should be the operative strategy and vision for the process of policy
development and implernentation. The problem, as stated by Elkins (1995), is that not
only are the boundaries of govement responsibility and action changing worldwide,
within the nation-state itseq the gap between citizen and govemment is more and more
under stress (Dobbin, 1998). And, like it or not, even though messages of global
cooperation are being openly proclaimed (Lodge, 1995), the gap between various
econornic sectors of employment continues to cause major concern for corporate and
labour leaders alike W
n
, 1995). It is as if legitimate authority is being challenged
everywhere (Chomsky, 1994; Freire, 1985; Girowr, 1988 and McLaren, 1989). That
notion is a welcome one as defenders of public schools (Robertson, 1998) and (Goodlad,
1996) remind policy makers that at least one institution must be maintained to ensure the
s u ~ v aof
l society. 1agree with Angus Reid (1996), one should look for and advocate
flexibility on ali issues and problems thereby increasing the opportunity for tolerance and
understanding. Heilbroner (1995) says it best 1think when he claims that a temestrial base

must be secured for water, soil, population and air to be shared by al1 dong with respect
for human nature. Keeping warlike proclivities at bay is not so bad either!

Shifting poiitical and personal responsibility boundaries then will necessitate not
only a judicious use of continuously changing cybernetic capacity but a recognition of the
value that alternative viewpoints can make to the redization of public poiicy. Public

opinion research as conducted by Reid, Dobbin, and Nevitte must continue to be solicited
and used to assist public policy makers. Such information wiil challenge the efticacy of
the state to create a b a h c e where all may claim some satisfaction for their individual
and collective efforts. One must be equaily vigilant Ui the use of public opinion
particularly that advocated by certain advocacy groups as Taylor (1998) reminds us. To
ensure that appropriate scrutiny occurs, policy stakeholders will have to continue and
improve where possible their capacity in the area of policy analysis. Peter Senge's
description of the state as a 'new' l e h g organization provides a fair degree of
optimism for this civil servant.

' Practicaiiy any day of the week of the Local press contains reference to the Y2K concern, for example, the

Mnnipeg F'ee Press, December 28, 1999, Section B 1 -"Aviation e.uperts in Montreal for Y2K roilover";
or "Hubble repair mission remas" a story on the same page referenced the concern to have the mission
endeci before a q Y2K problems occurred. "Canadianshoarding for Y2K.. .just in casen in the same
Section B 1 but a &y later detailed the concem of a Fredericton, NB citizen who had spent some Sûû0
getting ready to stockpile a reserve of household &ects to tide h a over in case there was a Y2K caused

crash.
A recent e.uampie on be seen in the Speech fkom the Throne of the newly elected New Democratic
government of Manitoba, November 25, 1999, pages 1,6, and 7 - a suminit on the future of the Manitoba
economy is planneci dong with sessions to "...listencarefully to ...patients.. .cm-givers ..."in the health
system including sessions for parents, teachers, studeats and employers regarding the education system.
3
Nevitte describes a pst-materialist orientation as one which gives pnonty to aesthetic, inteilectual, and
belonging needs.
4
See Govermuent of Mrinitoba policy documents Renewïng Education: New Directions - A Blueprintfor
Action (July 1994) and Renaving Education: New directions - A Foundutionfor Excellence (1995)
%Tevitte sites John Porter's work of 1965 - The Vertical Ofosuic- as the source of this viewpoint.
The New Democratic Party bas long advocated similar policies as have the Canadian Libertarian Party
lincluding an iinlikely source - the Canadian Communist Party.
7
The world will expenence what Elkins caIIs an 'unbmdling', i-e., the \veakenhg of the idea of nation as a
territorially ùaseù political organkation.
8
At a December 1999 gathering of employees of the SchooI Programs Division of Manitoba Education and
Training, the new Depuîy Murister of Education reiterated his message that leaming is very much a verticai
and horizontal mutual exchange of ideas. critique and recommendations. We learn very seldom h m
people who agree with us a l l the tirne. Critical but positive discourse is essentiai for the growtb of the
organization.
9
This has particular application to the implementation of education policy with specific reference to
curriculum. The clearest, most articulate documents detaiiing policy on ctirriculum usually require some
tluee to five years and even seven years of continuai use and inîerpretation before a ciegree of classrmm
success has been achïeved in terms of the intents of the cumdum.
'O This catch phrase was the rallying cry of many world-wide global educators who argueci long and hard
for the inclusion of topics on the curriculum that empbasized such globaï concenu as the mggle to
eliminate poverty, insquality, and environmentaidegradation -Our Cornmon Future: The World
Commission on Environment and Deveiopment (1987).
One is reminded of a similar sentiment by Michad Apple in Ideology and CuwïcuZum (1979)
commenthg on the curriculum field h i n g its mots in the soi1 of social control (page 47). Both involve
gmss roots participation by citizens.

''

"This same List was quoted by Heather-Jane Robertson in her bookNo Adore Teachers, No More Bmks

-

The ConmerciaIization of Canada 's Skhools ( 1W8), page 195-196.
I3 A very similar observation was made by Joshua Meyrowitz in No Sense of PIoee - The Intpacf of
Elechonic Meciia on Social Behavior (1985) in which he postulateci tbat because of the immediaq-of
telecommunication particularly television and its capacity to bring world-wide events into the home, people
were losing a sense of 'place', a sense of who they were and what the). stood for. Eleçtronic media have
altered the signiûcance of time and space for social interaction. The electronic media affects us not
primarily through their content, but by chaugïng the 'situational geography' of social Me. The connection
to Postman is thaî Meyrowitz suggests that a broad, seemingIy chaotic spectnun of social change may be,
in part, an orderly and comprehengile adjustment in bebavior patterns to match the new social situations
created by electronic media. Where Postman ciiffers is in the description of the social change that may
resuIt
I4 By educational establishment Holmes means the provinci*ge
school district bureaucracles, teachers'
unions and faalties of &cation.
" Girowc, @le.
McLaren, and Robertson, have made nmilar observations to the effect that the public
school system has been blamed for not preparing y o d adequately for the work force when in fact
employers shodd be shouidering more of the on site training to m e r the entry points and careers of
employees. It is certainly unfair to generalize about a l l employers. But the 'public' cry that they issue for
schools to 'train'young people for the worHorce cannot be ignorai And, the workforce environment
some high school graduates are destineci to enter is not without serious employability issues. Rifkin (1995,
86) argues that Unions have failed to corne to grips with &e centrai dynamic of the automation revoluîion management's single-minded determination to replace workers Mthmachines wherever possible. They
should have been m g to secure control over the technology M e a d of calling for rebrainuig deciares

Rinan.

CHAPTER 3

POLICY ANALYSIS - THE DISCIPLINED APPLICATION OF INTELLECT TO
PUBLIC PROBLEMS
The purpose of this chapter is to situate the role of policy anaiysis in the process
of public policy development. While deemed to be necessary and in demand, agreement
on the net result of policy analysis is an evolving debate.
This chapter has been organized under the headings: "'Open Inquiry - A Primary

PrincipIe of Policy Analysis"; 'The Aim and Mission of Public Policy"; 'Tositivism Still the Dominant Force"; 'The Arenas of Policy Archaeology"; Analytical, Critical and
Persuasive Discourse"; "the Policy Analyst as Client Advocate"; Tolicy Questions Theoretical or Practical?"; "A Process for Policy Analysis"; 'Tolicy Andysis and 'Civic
Discovery' "; and "Sumrnary"
Tmth, to the extent we know it at dl, cornes out
of the oppositional contention of ideas. (Greenfield, 1993, p. 185)
Greenfield's declaration for open enquiry as being of fundamental importance to
the firnctioning of organlzations - provides an important dictum for discourse not only in
the worldly context presented in chapter 2, but also might serve as a first principle for the
conceptualization of state policy. Which is to Say that if ideas are not encouraged, seldom
solicited, or given reluctant respect, then the resultant policy will be less adequate than
policy formulated by the reverse. Answers to questions about the effectiveness and
efficiency of policy, cannot, argues University of Toronto political scientist Paul Manzer,
escape the ideological context within which they are asked (Mamer, 1994, p. 12). That
ideological context - whether the increasing economic power of transnational
corporations over govemments; the marketization of education; the exponential growth of
cybemetic intelligence; or the issue of who is in control of public education - can exert
enormous pressure on the state to prepare policy that must accommodate those pressures
both for its own survival and, one hopes, to effect a higher purpose -the arnelioration of
human kind.
It is well to recall that the goverrunent is the one institution with the singular
obligation to facilitate societal choice making and action. In fact, it is the govement's

ability to make decisions and act, when taken together that comprise the dominant
dimensions by which governent performance should be judged (Parsons, 1995, p.6 13).

That 'performance' c m public policy, has at Ieast three purposes posits political scientist
Wayne Parsons. First, enlightenment; second, fuller development of the individuai in
society; and third, the development of consent, consensus, social awareness, and
legitimacy. Al1 thee, he suggests, corne ahead of the delivery of goods and services.
Public policy then, involves improvement of the democratic or political capacities of
people - not sirnply efficiency and effectiveness of delivery of s e ~ c e sThis
.
means, says
Parsons, extending democratic control over the rnanagenalsit arrangements - consultants
and quangos - which have tbrived in market-driven public policy through reinvigorating
and reforming constitutional arrangements and more bottorn-up accountability and
evaluation (Parsons, 1995, p.614). And what does Parsons list as the main aim of public
policy?

The Aim and Mission of Public Policy
His response is an educator's dream! The aim should be the formation of values
that could shape the fùll development of individu& and society as a whole. Specifically,
it means the transmission and application of knowledge and dernocratic skills to as wide a
public as possible. AU to be accomplished in political and social institutions that have as
their purpose to improve the communicative rather than instrumental rationality of
democratic societies. The mission for policy analysis for the current decade says Parsons,
is to help in fostering a genuine dialogue between policy-makers, policy specialists and

an active society. As for the core vital task of the theory and practice of public policy, it
must seek to cla*

and shape values to extend and enhance democratization (Parsons,

1995, p.616). A noble but very dificult task to effect indeed!
Attempts to explain policy-making and the policy executing process, says Daniel
McCool, began in eamest in the early 1950s with Harold Lasswell - the first to enunciate
the concept of policy science. He introduced the notions of interdisciplinary processes
(social, psychological, naturai sciences); empincal research (quantitative methodologies
and logical positivism); megapolicy (focus on the big question); theoretical complexity
(problems of the intricacies of human behaviour); applied methodology (research of
directlimediate-value); and normative/prescriptive procedures. Lasswell, says McCool,

saw policy science as a way of protecting democracy fiom the politicization of
information (McCooi, 1995, p.2). Suffice it to say that the subtle influences of ideology

as well as the threats and temptations of power in the policy domain have not disappeared
even after close to a halfcentury has elapsed since Lasswell presented his thesis. In s m d

part no doubt to what McCool draws fkom the observations of Bauer and Gergen in their
1968 publication n e Study ofPolicy Formation, namely, policy does not exist in discrete

units; it is part of a compiex system without clear demarcations (McCoo17 1995, p.4).

Further, as a professional endeavour, policy analysis discovered its b i t s in the 1970s.
Govemment prograrns did not always live up to what they promised. Program
budgeting rose and fell resulting in long-range planning problems. Central planning
created its own backlash and a heightened awareness of what can - and cannot - be
accomplished by goveniment-via-analysis.Policy analysis then, could not solve the
problems of goveniment. There is no one best way. The nature of policy problems is such

that a variety of approaches are required to deal with the complexity of the process - a
conclusion reached by one of McCoo17ssources from the late 1970s W.I. Jenkins
(McCool, 1995, p.7). The important thought to note here is that McCool posits that it may
be inappropriate to attempt to construct a theory of policy. The subject, he suggests, is
simply too diverse, variable, and immense. The relationships inherent in policy theory are
too complex to be explained by a single theoretical approach. His second explanation is
equally challenging. He larnents that policy scholars have the propensity to isolate
thernselves in a single theoretical or substantive speciaity. The result? Little effort has
been made to discover commonaities and combinations among the various theoretical
contributions. That being said, McCool does contend that theory does not make good
public policy. Good policy makers make good public policy. Theory, he concludes, can
guide inquiry enabling policy makers to make informed decisions. And what is the
ultimate measure of good theory? According to McCool, the extent to which the theory
l a d s to enhancing the quality of social life (McCool, 1995, p.20). That determination
will not be easy as the policy sciences - living by the twin pillars of democracy - confiict
and choice - must continue to rely upon open debate which features both micro and

macro theory as the focus of the policy sciences theory building efforts.

Posit~sm
- Still the Dominant Force
Policy science tends to be oxymoronic contends McCool. Ifthe emphasis is on the
policy, then it becornes increasingly d5fficult to emphasize the science or vice versa. That
has led some to argue that policy simply does not lend itself to scientific investigation.
Policy design, summarizes McCoo1, i s a contextually sensitive iterative analytical process
in which anaiyst and subjea interact. T o cool the consternation over whether policy
theory is a science or not, McCool presents the notion of alternative approaches not as a
replacement for positivism but as a coqlement to positivism. Positivism remains, he
concludes, the dominant force both in social science research and for the field of policy
science. Al1 of which leads to his overall thesis that no single theory wiI1 ever explain the
totaiity of public policy making (McCool, 1995, p. 406).
McCool's contingent approach to policy theory may be described by a graphic
that illustrates a horizontal and vertical axis which situates micro and macro theory at
opposite ends of the former and positivist and post positivist theory at opposite ends of
the latter. The four quardrants created by the mode1 graphic, divide policy research into
what he calls decision analysis, traditional policy analysis, component analysis and
interpretative studies. Each quadrant describes the type of decision(s) made, the
magnitude of the decision, and the range of values involved - objective/value neutral at
the positivist theory end and subjective/value driva at the postpositivist theory end of the
vertical axis. It is a first step - a simple beginning he offers - designed to emphasize
choices of theory (McCool, 1995, p.404-406).

The Arenas of Policy Archaeology
Not unlike McCool's contingent approach to policy theory, Scheurich (1994)
reconceptudizes policy theory into what he calls policy archaeology - a study of the
social construction of social and e d ~ c ~ i o nproblems
al
that have become visible. Policy
archaeology interrogates the social construction of the range of problems. It proposes that
a grid of social regularities constitutes what is seen as a problem, what is socially
legitirnized as a policy solution, and what policy studies itself is.
Scheurich claims that the tradit3onal policy studies problematic describes social
problems; discusses competing policy solutions; considers general implementation
problems; and evaluations of particular policy implementations. His approach takes a

radically different tack. ProbLems, problem groups, discussions of policies and policy
alternatives, and presumptions about the fùnctions of policy studies within the larger
social order are addressed in four 'arenas' of study or focus.
Arena # 1 questions or brackets the acceptance of a social problem as an empirical
given. Policy archaeology refûses to accept social problems as a naîural occurrence.
When they do, it is skeptically examined. Policy archaeology posits that social problems
are social constructions and that process itself is critically examined - the how-it-cameto-be question. Policy archaeology studies the strands and traces of social problems prior
to their naming as a sociai problem. A social problem's history is not the focus of policy
archaeology. Rather it is the constitutive grid of conditions, assumptions, and forces,
which make the emergence of a social problem possible and eventually visible as a social
problem. The theory, postdates Scheurich, tries to descnbe the complex group of
relations that make social problems and policy choices possible. This introduces Arena
#2 - the presence of powerfiil 'grids' or networks of regularities.

These grids constitute the range of acceptable policy choices. Policy archaeology
suggests that there is a grid of social regularities that constitutes what becomes socially
visible as a social problem and what becomes socially visible as a range of credible
policy solutions. Scheurich claims that his methodology can identiQ this grid or network
of social regularities.
First, the regularities are not intentional meaning-no

particular individual or

group consciously created them. Second, social regutarities do not determine social
problems or policy solutions. Third, the regularities are historical. Policy archaeology,
continues Scheurich, can not o d y identiQ the regularities but also delineate shifts in the
regularities that shape the emergence of social problems and policy solutions.
Arena # 3 is the study of how the range of possible policy choices is shaped by
the grid of sociai regularities - how the grid of social regularities generates the range of
possible and 'impossible' policy solutions.
The final arena examines the function of conventional and postpositivist policy

studies within the larger liberal social order. Scheurich argues that conventional and
postpositivist policy studies themselves are constituted by social regulanties similar to
problems and policy solutions.

Given that any ordenng of the arenas may be applied to proceed, Scheurich, in
applying arena # 2, cites five regulanties that are necessary to the constitution or
emergence or construction of the problem of failing school children. They are: gender,
race, class, governmentality and professionalization-l6 W l e but five of the social
regularities that comprise the dominant liberal sociai order, says Scheurich, they
constitute that whicii becomes visible and acceptable within that order. Important here is
the notion that it is the interaction of the five regularities that constitutes the problem, the
problem group and the policy solution (Scheurich, 1994, p.307).
In applying arena # 3, Scheunch contends that policy solutions that are radically
at variance with the grid of regularities are not seeable or credible. The range of policy
choices will accord with the grid of regularities. Those policy solutions that contradict or
question the social order will not emerge or ifthey do emerge among the socially
marginaiized, will not achieve any credibility among the govemmental and policy agents
who serve as the legitirnacy gatekeepers of the policy discourse.
With respect to the study of the social fiinctions of policy studies thcmselves arena # 4 - Scheurich suggests that postpositivist policy analysts think they see policy
sornewhat differently than conventional policy analysts. Except they also do not question
the social order. This is a major concern for Scheurich. Both make the problem and the
problem group visible through sanctioned performances. They both discuss o d y those
policy solutions that sanction that order. Even, he muses, when policy analysts repeatedly
conclude that a particular policy has not worked, this judgement rarely leads to a larger
critique of policy studies themselves or of the social order itself
Scheurich argues that the most important social functions of policy analyses are
the nonnalizing or disciplining of the population. Problems and problem groups are
social constructions (Scheurich, 1994, p.3 11). Important again is that the main function of
the social constructions is to provide a definition of correct, productive behaviour to
citizens - many of whom are already acting in concert with the social order. And what is
the primary finction of policy studies? Not, says Scheurich, the solution of social

problems but the disciplining and normalizing of productive citizens (Scheurich, 1994,
p.3 12).

Policy studies are a social performance that reassures the citizeory and f i r m e the
commitment to 'do something' about social and education problems, even though such
'doing' typically has Iittle effect on the more substantive social and education problerns.
This 'problematic of policy studies7- that large and serious social and education
problems continue to exist (for the USA in Scheurich7sdiscussion) - have not been
successfully eradicated by the social sciences or the policy sciences concludes Scheuich.

What he calls a "monstrous result" - the fact that the most vulnerable groups in society

are seen as a social problem and the most powerfiil are not seen as a social problem
within the dominant public and academic discourse - has &sen. Why?
Nthough not a definitive answer, his new methodological fiarnework for policy
studies - policy archaeology - attempts to refiame the above stated 'problematic' and
monstrous result! The concept of 'social regzrlarities' is, he challenges, a mobile
metaphor requiring more scrutiny and thought. That is a fair and open acknowledgement
that policy studies - if they are to be of some value to the improvement of the social order
that they are attempting to address - must demonstrate an integrative multidisciplined
approach. One that continually asks what Jacob Bronowski declared as the essence of
science in his 1973 work The Ascent of Mm,namely, ". ..ask an impertinent question,

and you are on the way to the pertinent answer."( Bronowski, 1973, p.95).
Policy analysis would appear to be the field of study to pose the 'impertinent
questions' but agreement on its progress in facilitating pertinent answers to questions of
policy conceptuaiization is not so clear.

Analytïcal, Criticai, and Persuasive Discourse
Louise White, for example, posits that critics have been reacting to the record of
policy analysis. Since the 1980s she says, there has been a lack of a compelling
theoretical base, a failure to anticipate unintended consequences, poor utilization by
policymakers, and displacement by politics or implementation failures (White, 1994,
p.506). Her response is a tripartite theoretical perspective on discourse.
Analytical discourse draws on multiple theories and data sources. It consists of
efforts by the traditional policy analysis comrnunity to take the critics seriously and
incorporate their concems into the practice of analysis. Critical discourse emphasizes
critical reflection and links evidence to value discussions. It draws fiom a more

philosophicaliy oriented literature and takes a more critical stance toward the practice of
analysis. Persuasive discourse focuses on the role of ideas and persuasion by policy
entrepreneurs. It cornes out of political science and organization theory. Ali three, she
argues, have the common feature that there is a plurality of values and arguments for
thinking about any specific policy issue. The three discourses emphasize that analysis and
research have to be bterpreted through some form of diaiogue or interaction in order to
offer a basis of policy advice.
Al1 three views suggest that ideas can influence policyrnakers. The difierence
comes about in how they link ideas and interests and in their respective approach to the
role of andysis.
White fiuther offers the premise that there are multiple perspectives on policy
issues and that analytic techniques contain their own irnplicit biases that need to be
acknowledged (White, 1994, p. 509). Though perhaps an obvious caveat, it helps set the
context for the following elaboration on each discourse.

Analytical discourse
counsels practitioners to be open and flexible in all phases of the analytic process
relies on social science procedures and proper uses of evidence to resolve ciifferences
among the procedures
assumes there is a r d worId even though we can only know it imperfectly
relies exclusively up on contextual howledge assumes that different perspectives are
valid, legitimate, and if M e r e n t must be aggressively included

Critical discourse
emphasizes that value questions have to be explicitly included in analysis
encourages participants to examine their preferences, background, and openness to
change in a broad participatory process
involves a critical exchange among different views and a critical examination of the
relevant fàcts
tends to be deeply suspicious of officia1views
treats opposing views seriousIy padcularly those that are a counterpoise to the
estirnates of experts

Persuasive discourse

* is most attentive to the develupment of policy preferences; how preferences emerge;
and the opportunities that policymakers and analysts have for influencing those
p references
impugns that policy is made by an iaformat network or web of interests rather than a
narrow set of prescribed players

suggests that anaiysts and political leaders promote and shape ideas but do so by

sharing in a discourse with the public
means that analysts can facilitate change by introducing new ideas into political
debates
assumes that it is more important for analysts to generate different perspectives on
problems and introduce information into the process than to offer solutions to
problems
affirms that the public will have the most impact by contributing to discussions
around issues of immediate concem rather than appealing to more remote public
interests
rnakes it hard for unorganized interests to fiud an entrée because the process is openended, complex and confûsuig

Summing up, al1 three discourses stress that ideas and analysis play a role in the
policy process. Policy recomrnendations require consensus among the participants based
on information, analysis, and the infùsioa of knowledge into the policy process. An
understanding and interest in change is important to al1 three with analytical discourse the
most apt to end up with incremental change; critical discourse most apt to changing the
status quo; and persuasive discourse most wncerned with the possibility for changing
preferences and interests (White, 1994, p.5 19).
The message White offers for the field of policy analysis is that andysis must be
grounded in the policy process. The analyst must solicit a range of perspectives Eom as
many varied groups as possible with the caution that one be cognizant of the inevitable
biases in any efforts to appty rational analysis to human affairs (White, 1994, p.521).
White's closing pIea to analysts is that they should look for more opportunities to be part

of a broader policy discourse and to promote new ways of looking at issues.
The Policy Analyst as Client Advocate
The role of the policy analyst then is to 'actively mediate' the discourses between
scientists, advocates, and politicians. By so doing, the policy community is enlarged to be
technically competent, legitimate, and politically astute (Throgmorton, 2 991, p. 155).
What Throgmorton calls a client advocate, assumes that an objective and technically
sophisticated cornparison of dternatives should guide policy making. Client advocates

address two difficult challenges that scientific analysts try to avoid. First, they try to
understand the decision-maker's situation and they attempt to reconcile the analysts'
disciplinary view of problems with the decision makers' short-term onented and
institutionally bound view. Second, client advocates transform the technical jargon of the

discipline uito the simpler, action-oriented discourse of politics. In short, policy analysts
should try to understand lay advocates and translate arguments into language that the lay
advocates can understand and accept. Further, the policy analysis must not ody be ethical
but aiso critical and emancipatory (Throgmorton, 1991, p.165). Which is fine provided
that the client advocate is cognizant of whom or what interests is represented.
Throgmorton cautions that by acting as advocates for clients, analysts can not
only directly influence decision-making but also they do so at the risk of losing
legitimacy in the eyes of advocacy communities. By assuming the role of issue advocates
- earning credibility with a particular cornrnunity - they may risk losing the trust of

elected officials. On the other hand, if they do not produce recornmendations and
information that will help officials win at the polls, politicians will consider anaiysts to be
impractical, naïve and dangerous (Throgmorton, 1991, p. 167). The way out, says
Throgmorton, is to form 'analytical teams' that communkate forthrightly with the
politicians, the scientists, and advocacy interests.
The teams would use rigorous scientific techniques to help create and sustain a
coalition of advocacy groups and supportive elected officials. The point of policy
analysis would be to stimulate and rnaintain a conversation between scientists,
politicians, and lay advocates. Mediation among the three groups and the creation of a
community that accepts diversity would be the goal of the analyst.
Paramount for the policy analyst is the rejection of any effort to privilege the
rhetoric of science and politics over the 'irrational' and too ofien feeble voice of the lay
public. Throgmorton's plea at the beginning of the last decade of the 20& century is a
simple but poignant directive. Invite lay people and their advocates to conferences; have
them write reports and articles; use personal i n t e ~ e w s " ;and abandon the use of
obfùscating language. Policy analysts should open themselves, he says, to the possibility
ofbeing persuaded by people speaking on their omn tenns rather than in the dominant
discourses of poIitics and science. Indeed! It is the ~ l ~ c a t i of
o the
n 'tems' that is the
most d ~ c u ltask
t of al1 in the formulation of policy.

Policy Questions - Theoretical or Practical?
Definition of the 'terms' is what policy conceptualization addresses. Maximally it

may involve just about every facet of scientist, politician and citizen relationship in the

exercise of policy formulation. Minimally it involves the determination of policy question
etiology.

Usùig the econornic notion of scarcity, that is, wherever there is enough of
everything, enough justice, enough virtue, enough bread and wine, there is no allocation
problem. In short, as there is no probIem of scarcity there can be no questions of policy

(Green, 1994,4). This observation, idyllic as it may beydoes serve to remind all that in
the grand order of the availability of goods, none are fiee and none that can be provided
in plenitude without making certain others in short supply. The point, says Green, is that
there is no ultimate solution to any problem of policy, except in paradise problems of
policy are not so much solved, as they are simply non-existent. Returning to reality, a
policy question is a request for a fairly stable, but modifiable, line of action aimed at
securing an optimal adjustment of the conflict between goods, all of which must be
pursued, but which taken together, cannot all be maximized.

Mt issues of public policy argues Green, are 'nested' in a set of social goods al1 of
which must be considered, but which taken together, are at some point, mutually
incompatible. n i e 'trade-off principle appears to be the condition that ail must leam to
accommodate. In education circles for example, raising the exit standards fiom public
schools may result in reduced attainment levels.
What Green concludes is that there is no technical soIution to policy questions. He
posits that policy questions are always practical questions. They are never theoretical
questions. In any public forum where policy is shaped, oniy practical questions are
admissible, never theoretical ones.
And what is the answer to a policy question? A line of action, he says, a
specification of what to do. Answers to theoretical questions are always aimed at tmth
claims. Policy deliberation is aimed at action and not at the acquisition of knowledge.
Theoretical questions are aimed at the reverse. Policy debate demands an answer to what

must be done -not what must be believed (Green, 1994, p.3).
Green further observes that in matters of policy, we are confkonted by indecision
not because our knowledge or technical facility is faulty but simply because we are
confionted with a kind of question that, in principle, cannot be answered simply by any

example is priceless! Call it Government spending and you open the floodgates admitting

a torrent of political difficulties. Call it 'public investment' and the waters remain calm.
Policy decision may b e described as the authoritative action of some offrce,
administrative or legislative, by which a line of action is established. It is a momentary
end point in the continuing conduct of goveniment.
Political analysis masures the political weight of a given course of action. The

aim is to determine the constituency of a particular policy -who will vote for the policy.
The theory of political analysis, Green suggests, is the theory of political behaviour.

In sum, the theory of policy analysis, says Green, is the theory of marginal
utilities. It might rank policy choices according to the estimated net utilities of each. The
theory of policy formation is the theory of inter-agency politics. It is the govemmental
process by which a course of action comes to be selected and actually framed. The theory
of policy decision is nothing less than the theory of polity itself, the theory underlying the
placement of authonty.
For people in a position of contributing to the conceptualization of policy, Green
offers the advice that while the exercise of political judgment is a practical activity, it is
also an evaluation activity. What one does through the exercise of political analysis may
turn out to be very different thing when it comes to a political decision.

With respect to policy formation, the evaluator, as professional, c m contribute,
but that contribution will be most substantial to whatever extent he or she becomes a
student of bureaucracy and a trusted counselor to authontative leadershi p.
The evaluator, as evaluator, is likely to rnake a contribution only to the conduct of
policy analysis. But when one possesses knowledge, particularly in goveniment, that fact
alone can bring a certain kind of power. He envisions the evaluator and policy researcher
who with superior knowledge and the confidence of political leaders, exercising political

judgement, and utilizing the acquired skills of a practiced political observer of the
bureaucracy, absolutely contributing to every facet of the policy process. The irony, if
there be one, is that the same evaluator/policy researcher will become less so in any
limited professional sense and more a political leader or public servant in a quite oldfashioned and conventional sense. One who will possess the kind of civic virtue not
different in kind fiom that called upon citizens to perform. Al1 of which says that the role

of citizen within a democracy contributes in a rather substantive manner to the
conceptualization of state policy.
Policy Andysis and Tivic Discovery'

In fact it is precisely this phenornenon that may assist policy researchers resolve
what James Cibulka identines as two extant probiems for policy research-the
politicization of policy research and the utilization of policy information to improve
policy (Cibulka, 1994, p. 117).
Policy analysis, he contends, has for many political scientists become a political
resource used to advance partisan interests. Policy research and policy argument is
separated by a very thin edge. Policy argument uses research to Et a predetermined
position with respect to a desirable policy. Applied policy analysis, in contrast tu basic
policy research, has the risk of bias intruding into the work of those who serve clients
since the clients are iikely to colour the way research is conducted or dictate its
interpretation. So what might be the possible resolution to this policy formulation
Cibulka's reference to what R.B.Reich c d s 'civic discovery' bears repeating:
ï h e .core responsibihy of those who deal in public policy - elected officiais,
admrrilstrators, policy analysts - is not simply to discover as objectively as possible what
people want for themselves and then to determine and imp lement the best means of
s a t i s m g these wants. It is also to provide the public with alternative visions of what is
desirable and possible, to stimulate deliberation about them, provoke a reexamination of
prernises and values, and thus to broaden the range of potential responses and deepen
society's uuderstauding of itself (Cibulka, 1994, p. 12 8)
*

Cibulka acknowledges the fùndamental problern in democratic theory and
practice - the respective role which élites and masses play in the control of government
and its policies. Further, what remains as a major tension is the dilemma of aîtempting to
be politically effective and yet retain objectivity (Cibulka, 1994, p.119). He concludes
however, that basic policy analysis c m enrich the study of politics - that applied policy
analysis c m help improve public policy making. How so? Because the information and
knowledge-based means of production are now a principal source of power. WiIl it
democratize the flow of information and increase the role of the citizenry? Or, will the
presence of ever-increasing information strengthen and narrow the autonomous spheres
of experts possessing and controlling such infùrmation? Cibulka's answer is that the

field of policy analysis must help us adapt democratic govemment to this new global
transformation (Cibuka, 1994, p. 120).
Cibulka's response confirms a coIossal challenge for the field of policy analysis.
Any attempt to reconcile the relationship of the state and its citizenry particularly with
respect to policy conceptualization must, by its very nature, be the very 'stuff of the
political, social and economic environment of the modern nation-state. More formally
stated, it is what Leslie Pal calls 'public policy analysisY-the disciplined application of
intellect to public problems (Pal, 1997, p. 12). This systematic analysis proceeds, he
argues, through a series of clearly defined stages to conclusion. Although not everyone
c m do it properly, there will be good and bad analysis because public policy analysis is
itself a form of inquiry. Public policy, he posits, is not the implementation of programs; it
is not the behaviours of public servants; and it is not the reaction of citizens affected by it.
Rather, policies are mental constructs, strings of phrases and ideas (Pal, 1997, p. 12). This
notion has its own burden to b a r !
Pal opines that public policy analysis carries its own cultural baggage because it
demands expertise; reliance on Western science; deductive Iogic; measurement; and clear
replicable steps or stages. That being said, public policy analysis, he concludes, is
necessary and in demand. There is a need to deal with public problems therefore the task
for public policy analysis is to clarify problems. The rationai mode1 is best, he says,
because it provides the heuristic toovguide to think through problems (Pal, 1997, p.26).

An observation Professor Pal thinks is applicable if the following conclusions from the

Task Force on Strengfhening the Poky CapaciS, of the FederaI Govemment (1995)are
relevant. Some of the task force's conclusions cited by Pal were that public participation

in the policy process is undoubtedly greater; media scrutiny is arguably tougher than a
generation ago; there is an increasing skepticism toward experts; and new technologies

offer possibilities for interesting innovations in policy-making methods (Pal, 1997, p.2627). Whatever mode1 is used, the formulation of policy, particularly fiom the perspective

of public policy analysis - based at least upon Pal's reference to mental constmcts,
phrases and ideas - is even M e r hstrated by the multi-faceted phenornena of
globalization introduced in Chapter 2.

Economic globalization, argues Pd,has changed the terrain of modern policy
making and analysis. Two implications are evident. First, governments have fewer policy
instruments at their disposal to protect domestic markets. Second, the boundaries between
policy fields are dissolving (Pal, 1997, p.42-43). In short, international standards are
superceding even more domestic considerations that have in the past driven the policy
process. The problerns of modem govemance have and continue to be exacerbated by the
effects of economic globalization. Pal suggests that the traditional association between
public polîcy-making and the territorial boundaries of the nation-state have been severely
challenged in the last decade. in fact, he claims, ". .-the source of policy problems and
their political solutions now lie as much outside the boundaries of the state as they do
within."(Pal, 1997, p.47). To the point even that people appear to be more and more
identimg with non-temtorialiy based groups (religious; gender; linguistic; ethnic)Ig.He
fùrther wonders if people still rnay become suspicious of institutions that represent
majoritarian interests. That there has evolved in the last 30 years a stmggle involving
government, civil society and their relationship with the market is well documented.
Whether educational theorists/informed andysts, social, political or economic critics, al1
have attempted to resolve the conceptual conundrum of state policy formulation by trying
to tackle the tricky theoretical trio of the gospel of smaller government, balanced budgets,
and new management practices. What is clear - and virtually impossible to reverse says
Pal - is that globalization, increasing cultural diversity, the decline of deference, and the

information revolution are here to stay (Pal, 1997, p.62). How we deal with the 'tricky
trio' and the four irreversibles will in large part occupy center stage for the
conceptualization of state policy.

Summary
Critical to the development and implementation of public policy, policy analysis
is a process that must be encouraged and improved. By working together, the
professional policy-maker and citizen can ensure that not ody 'good' policy development
results but equally important, the continued existence of the state wiII be less in doubt as
the resuItant disparate discourse will by its very strength help to guarantee its fuhue.

While not easy to be sure, the identification and proposed solution to problems
must not be mired in processes that dwell too long in microanalysis that may blur the

larger issue to be solved. Apparently there is no one solution anyway therefore consider
the alternatives and proceed cornfortable in the notion that risk and error c m improve the
sought &er result. M e r dl,analysis, we have been told, must be grounded in the policy
process.
That a policy analyst can mediate policy discourse is encouraging particularly if
the process reinforces the notion that the lay public can contribute to the development and
implementation of public policy in a si@icant

manner. And, the 'public' shouid be very

effective given that policy questions are always prirnarily 'practical' questions. I like the
statement that the theory of political analysis is the theory of political behaviour. And that
behaviour is most discemable when it involves deiiberation over alternative visions about
the policy being examined. Problem ~ l ~ c a t i then
o n is probably the most important task

of policy analysis. The fact that global variables may impinge on that clarification
process does not make the process of policy analysis any easier. Aside fiom that reality,
clearly, what the exponents of policy analysis argue is that going it alone is not the route
to foilow. The tough issue to resolve for al1 concemed is how to ensure that public and
private interests are honoured and that the net result is as 'good' as can be achieved. That
is a very practical problem. Are there any theoretical approaches exiant to offer
assistance?
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Govenimentality, Scheurich posits, is a kind of governmenral rationality that -tes
the well-king or
happiness or productiveness of individuais with behaviours that reinforce the social order - it is an
insatiable management of social spaces, practices and forrns. Professionaiization - it works closely in
tandem with governmemaiity - is the proliferation of professions to tmit and manage the citïzenry, that is,
to produce the disciplined, productive citizen even though this goal is not aldent to the professionals
themselves.
I7 The whole notion of using personai interviews and personal narrative to understand the formulationof
policy Ml be discussed later based upon the research of Stephen BA.
Many thes have occurred in my own 25 years in govenunent when data is known to exist but there is
not enough staff to research and bring alternative solutions to the 'table'. Urgency of response rather than
thoroughness of background information or recognition of quaiity Canadian educational research too often
have dictated the policy as far as this observer is concerneci
19
A more poignant example is the approach used by First Nations people not only in Canada (across
provinciavfederal tenitorid and jurisdictional boundaries) but via their connections with the stmggie of
aboriginal peoples worldwide.

CHAPTER 4

POLTCY-MAKLNG - A COMPLEXLY INTERACTIVE PROCESS

The purpose ofthis chapter is to provide an overview of some of the extant theory
that drives public policy formulation. This will be followed by a discussion of some of
the challenges facing policy-making.
This chapter has been organized under the headings: "The Stagist Approach";
'Deductive and Inductive Theory"; "The Challenges Facing Policy-Making"; and
"Surnmary"
In his book Public P o l . A n Introducfioonto the neory ondPractice of Policy

Anaipis, Wayne Parsons suggests that the decade of the 1980s radically chdlenged the
theory and practice of public policy (Parsons, 1995, p.76). Constant anti-state argument
during the penod publicly choreographed by United States President Reagan and United
Kingdom Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher as-

government is best which govems least

or the market place is more efficient at making decisions than the public sector-

went a

long way to creating a policy environment where public policy qua state or bureaucratic
intervention made problems worse rather than solving them. Public choice theory was
used as justification for cutting back govemment and expanding markets. It became, says
Parsons, the core of public policy theory for the last two decades of the 2 0 century~
And
for those policy theonsts that attempted to explain the policy formulation problems of the
1980s and 1990s with magist or policy cycle theory, Parsons served up a tantalizing
metaphor. To imagine that public policy can be reduced to over-simplified stages, he
mused, has more methodological holes than a sack-load of Swiss cheese (Parsons, 1995,
p.80).

The Stagist Approach
Beyond the dairy diatibe, Parsons does suggest that no one theory or mode1 is
adequate to explain the complexity of the policy activity of the modem state. What he
does claim however, is that a stagist approach does help if only because of the extant

range of frameworks and models. Some way is needed to reduce the complexity to a
manageable form. Because contemporary policy analysis i s a multi-fiamed activity,a
stagist approach afFords a raîional structure to consider the multiplicity. Stagism has

heuristic (and hemeneutic) usefulness Parsons claims. Further, a stagist approach leads
to a managerialist, top-down approach to the policy process. The problem is not with the
policy cycle per se as with the need to incorporate or include models and approaches that

are or may be deployed in policy analysis.
Selecting such models and approaches to explain public policy depends not only
on the analyst's fiame of reference but also on the interests, ideologies, and experiences
of the andyst (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.7). While seemingly self-evident, it is well
to state 'up fiont'. Understanding of public policy, say Howlett and Ramesh, demands:
examination ofthe nature (orgaoization) ofthe political regime
a search for causal variables (policy determinants) m public policy-making
a focus an the policy content (the nature o f the policy problem and the
solutions devised to address it)
assessrnent of the direct and indirect effects of specificpolicies

The Policy Cycle
To accomplish the above, analysts have attempted to s i m p l e public policy

making into discrete stages and sub-stages referred to as the policy cycle. In doing so,
they have 'declared' their fiames of reference. An early exarnple is Harold Lasswell -one
of the first in the world of policy science to attempt such an approach. His seven stages
focused upon the decision-making process but said little about extemal or environmental
influences on govermnent behaviour. Briefly, the seven stages include:
1. intelligence - collection/processing/disseminationof information
2. promotion- particular options moved along
3. prescription- decision-makers select an option
4. invocation-prescribed option begun
5. application-poiicy apphed by the courts
6 . termination-bureaucracy applies mtil camelied
7. appraisal-results evaluated against aims and goals of original decisionrnakers (Howletî and Ramesh, 1995, p. 10)

The major point Howlett and Ramesh make is that the operative principle behind
the notion of the policy cycle is the logic of applied problern solving. This they describe
as the five stages of the policy cycle and applied problem solving.
Phases of Applied Problem-Soïving

Stages in the Policy Cycle

1. problem recognition

1. agenda- setting
2. policy formuiation
3. decision-making
4. policy Mplementation

2. proposal of solution

3. choice of soiution
4. putting solution into &ect

5. monitoring results

5. poiicy d u a t i o n (HowIett and
Ramesh, 1995, p. 11-12)

Agenda-setting they define as the process by which problems corne to the
attention of governments. Policy formulation is the process by which policy options are
formulated within govenunent. Decision-making is viewed as a particular course of
action or non-action by goveniments. The process of putting poiicies into action is policy
implementation. And finally, policy evaluation - stage five - is the process by which the
results of policies are monitored by both state and societal factor-

process that may

reconceptualize a policy problem or solution. Are there any advantages to the policy
cycle modei? Two are cited.
Advantages of the Policy Cycle

First, the policy cycle facilitates an understanding of public policy-making by

breaking the complexity of the process into stages and sub-stages. Second, it permits an
examination of the role of al1 actors and institutions dealing with a policy. Both al1 well
and good except the apparent simplicity of the mode1 suggests that policy-makers solve
public problems in a very systernatic and more or less Iinear fashion. Reality suggests
o t h e r w i ~ eHowlett
!~~
and Rarnesh agree stating that the identification of problems and the
development of solutions is ofien an ad hoc and idiosyncratic process (Howlett and
Ramesh, 1995, p. 12). Further, the stages are often compressed or skipped, or followed in

an order uniike that specified by the logic of applied problem solving. In short, often,
they argue, there is no linear progression of a policy. Finally, the model lacks any notion

of causation. The model could stand an update and Howletî and Rarnesh oEer some
suggestions.
The policy cycle model must identiQ the actors a d the interests being pursued. It

is after d l the result of their interaction that defines what public policy is dl about. And,
because the actors operate within a set of existing social relations, their behaviour is
constraineb-all the more reason why the policy actors and interests must be clarified.
The context of societal, state, and international institutions, and the values these
institutions embody, conditions how a problem is defined; how adoption is facilitated;
and how solutions are proposed. That is why the context presented in Chapter 2 is so
important to the conceptualization of policy.

The set of ideas and beliefs or the discourse surrounding a policy problem aIso
serves to constrain policy a c t o r s a surprising degree of agreement and the limited
number of options for solving the problem is more ofien the case than not. The policy
cycle model would be improved if the reverse were true; that is, more options should be
sought rather than fewer brought to the table.
The fact that instrument availability may constrain the actors or limit their
choices, suggests that to improve the model, opportunity to strike tactical alliances
amongst actors must be encouraged in order to mitigate against the possible limitation of
the workplace.
Findly, Howlett and Ramesh state what experienced public policy makers know,
past experience can shape what views are held and determine what action is taken." The
past history and experience of an organization, including the contributions of the poIicy
actors involved, cannot be ignored, and must be one of the options that is considered in
the conceptualization of public policy. An improved policy cycle mode1 to be sure. Its
usefiilness depends in large part upon the approach taken in studying public policy-

making.
Deductive and Inductive Theory

Howlett and Ramesh, using the individual, group, and institution as the

fùndamental unit of analysis, suggest public choice theory, class theory and neoinstitutionalism as a set of deductive theories; and welfare econornics,
pluralismkorporatism, and statism as a set of inductive theories. Deductive theories begin

fkom a relatively small number of basic assumptions that are then applied to the study of
specific phenomena. Inductive theones start with observations of specific phenomena and
attempt to denve generalizations fi-om these observations that c m be combined into more
general theory. First the deductive theories.
Public Choice Theory

The primary assumption about public choice theory is that the politicai actors act
rationaily to maximize their utility. They are guided by self-interest and select a course of
action which is to their best interest -the

only political actor that counts is the

individual. Democratic govenunents operate in a form of perpetual electoral campaign in
which the types of decisions taken Vary according to the timing of the electoral cycle; that

is, popular decisions precede the election, unpopular ones follow. This approach to public
policy-making, Say Howlett and Ramesh, is simply a process of the gradua1 extension of
state provision of goods and seMces to the public (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.20).
Though perhaps the expectations of speciiic sectors of the population, problems with this
approach to public choice theory include
avoidance of empirical reality - many poIitical advities are undertaken for symbolic
or ritualistic reasons
a poor predictive capacity -the theories prediction that government fimetions will
grow inexorably because of the cornpetitive dynarnics of democracy has no empirical
proof
the conception that Party politics is aiways a contest between two parties thus
aliowing voters to choose between two clearly defmable aitematives
iittie guidance about poiicy-making in non-democratïc systerns that do not rely on
fiee eledions
a disregard of or underestimates the effects of institutional factors in shaping actors'
preferences
the promotion of a particular vision of orthodox liberalism which would promote
markets wherever possible and severely restrict the scope of govenunent activities

The next deductive theory - class theory - is described using the group unit of analysis.
Class Theory

Class theones, argue Howlett and Ramesh, ascribe membership on the basis of
certain observable characteristics of individuals whether or not the individuals see
themselves in those terms. In capitalist societies, public policies are seen as reflecting the
interests of the capitalist class. For capitalism to survive, the state must perforrn those
functions that ensure property nghts enforcement; maintain peace and order; and,
promote those conditions that favour the continued accumulation of profit. Against the
notion of capitalisrn, the theory recognizes that working class parties and trade unions
operating through normal political charnels is key to the conceptudization of public
policy. Their collective action, not the direct response to the needs of capital, account for
the rise of the welfare state (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.24). The classic struggie
between capitalism and socialism makes class theory as an approach to public policy no
less problematic than public choice theory.
The determination of what exactly is class and what is not does not go away. Nor
does the question of the relationship between 'superstnicture' and economic 'base' - the
mode of production and the associated relations of production, which constitute the basic

structure shaping the state, law, and ideology. The problem of economic determinism
continues to drive the theory. Reduction of every issue and probiem to an economic base
cannot be avoided if class theorists wish to maintain their theoretical integrity.'' As an
approach to public policy, class theory must be considered senously. The same applies to
the last of the deductive theories-neo-institutionalism,
Neo-institutionalism
In the conceptudization of policy, institutions affect actions by shaping the

interpretation of problems and possible solutions. They also constrain the choice of
solutions and the way and extent to which solutions can be implemented. Further,
institutions exist to overcome impediments of information and exchange in social
organizations. The basic unit of analysis is related to the 'transaction' among individuals
within the confines of the institution. Quoting from March and Olsen' s paper presented at
the 1994 International Political Science Association meeting held in Berlin'Institutional Perspectives on Political Institutionsy- Howlett and Ramesh repeat the
observation that institutions constitute and Iegitimize political actors and provide them
with consistent behavioral rules, conceptions of reality, standards of assessment, âffective
ties, and endowments, and thereby with a capacity for purposefiil action (Howlett and
Ramesh, 2995, p.26). Are there any problems with this approach to public policy? Two
are posited.

First, neo-institutionalists are unable to provide a plausible coherent explanation
of the origin of institutions without resorting to tùnctionalism. Second, the theory
provides Little insight in what causes policy-makers to move in any particular direction.
The risk here surely is to rely too heavily upon any one theory or explanation to descnbe
the operations of an institution or the actions of policy-makers. That neo-institutiondism
adheres to a sociological approach -functionaIism

- to account for the origins of

institutions or cannot explain the deliberative actions of policy-makers, should not detract
fiom the fact that institutions and the 'culture' inherent in those same organizations does
facilitate the conceptualïzation of public policy-not a single or definitive role but one of
many that contribute to the formulation of policy. Deductive literahire, concludes
Howlett and Ramesh, tends to apply deductiveIy denved theoretical insights to actual
instances of policy-making. Further, researchers forget the contingent nature of the

hypotheses generated by the various approaches and the need to test them. The point
made is that instead ofusing the study of public poiicy to test the hypotheses and assess
the explanatory capacity of their theories, analysts simply read public poiicy making in
temu of the theoretical f?amework, models, or metaphors they are using (Howlett and
Ramesh, 1995, p.40). 1s it any different when inductive methods of theory construction
are used?
Welfare Economics

Inductive theones depend on the accumulation of multiple empùicaI studies of
any phenornena for their raw data which in tm leads to propositions that rnay be
generalized. Example one is welfare economics.
Welfare economics is based on the notion that individuals, through market
mechanisrns, shoidd be relied upon to make most social decisions. It then follows that
govemments should not interfere in transactions and activities related to pnvate goods
and services. Public goods shouid be provided because markets cannot provide goods or
services for which businesses cannot charge or profit.
As for market failure, welfare economists argue that govemments have a

responsibility to correct it because optima1 social outcornes will not result fiom purely
uncoordinated individual decision-making (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.29). Moreover,
contemporary welfare economics Howlett and Ramesh claim, now espouses the criterion
that policy alternatives maximize net benefits over cost benefits. This notion replaces the

older criterion of Pareto Optimality where it was required that actions be undertaken only
if the possibility of making at least one person better off without worsening the situation
of any other person. For policy selection, it means that some policies may be chosen even
if some lose as long as the total gains are higher than the sum of losses. Market failure
determination and what to do about it situates govemments in a precarious position.
Ebrely do States make decisions using the technical marner of the theory. Oféen as not,
the actuai choice of policy is a political one, bound by political institutions, made by
political actors, often in response to political pressures (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995,
p.33). In fact, both summarily dismiss the theory recounting that cntics describe welfare
economics as a myth, a theoretical illusion which promotes a false and naïve view of the
policy process (HowIett and Ramesh, 1995, p.33). Why? Because, the same critics Say,

the theory neglects political variables! That response is interesting given the definition

provided for inductive theories by Howlett and Ramesk-the theories are constnicted
fkom the 'bottom up'. Avoiding the 'politicai variables' may be more a result of the
policy analyst's selection of raw data than a fault of the theoryper se. Howlett and
Ramesh's second example of an inductive theory - pluralism and corporatism- moves the
discussion aIong to the group level of analysis.

Pluralism and Corporatism
Dominant as a perspective within American political science, p luralism views
politics as the process by which competing interests are reconciled. Public policies are the
result of cornpetition and collaboration among groups working to further collective
interests. This has led to some problems for advocates ofpluralism in that determination
of a group's capacity to affect government decision-making has not been fully developed.

The result has been the emergence of a neo-pluralism. This notion modifies the idea of
approximate equaliîy arnong groups and explicitly acknowledges that some groups are
more powefil than others. That being said, neo-pluralism continues to overlook the roles
of the state and the international system in shaping public policies and their
implernentation (Kowlett and Ramesk 1995, p.35). Further, the kind of open access
enjoyed by groups in the congressional system is not the same for the parliamentq
system. Pluralism's European group counterpart-corporatism-attemptsto solve at least
two of the problems endemic to pluralism.
First, corpuratism does not neglect the role of the state; and second, corporatism
considers the institutionalized patterns of relationships between the state and groups.
Corporatist theory considers public policy to be shaped by the interaction between the
state and the interests groups recognized by the state. Interaction among groups is
institutionalized within and mediated by the state. For example, public policy toward a
declining industry would take the form of bargainkg between and arnong the state and
relevant industry associations and trade unions as to how best to rationalize the industry

and make it competitive (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.37). But as a theory for the
conceptualization of public policy, corporatism is problematic in that it
is a descriptive category of a particuiar kind of political arrangement
arnong States and societies
does M e to M e r understanding of public policy processes

does not clare its own unit of analysis - the interest g r o q
is vague about the relative sign5cance of groups in politics
provides no clear conception of the nature of the state, its interests, or why it

recognizes some groups and not &ers as rqzesentatives of corporate interests
(Howlett and Ramesh, 1994, p .37-3 8)

On the plus side, by empbasizing the autonornous role of the state, the theory has
prompted public policy analysts to go beyond group theoxy to explain public policymaking. This is particularly poignant for the 1 s t of the inductive theories - statism.

Staîism
With its emphasis on the centrality of the state, statism, it is argued, offers a more
plausible expianation of long-term patterns of policy development in many countries than
do other types of political theory. The problem is that the existence of social liberties and
the inability to always enforce its will cannot be explained. For example, during

rebellions, revolution, and demonstrations of civil disobedience, the state may be at
serious odds with it citizenry. Extreme examples to be sure but the same apply for a
society that has voting x-ights. In fact, theoretically speaking, it is the voting population
that is the sovereign authority - not the stateper se.
Whether a deductive or inductive theory is selected as an approach to explaining
public policy formulatiownd both have their p r o b l e m e e policy sciences have
begun to abandon the notion of dl-pervasive conflict (the struggle to survive in a world

with limited resources but limitless wants). They suggest that the experience of the actors
and that of others is a signif~cantdeterminant of the actor's behaviour in the policy
process. In short, the objectives actors seek depend on what they believe to be desirable

and achievable. And here is the critical point for the conceptuaiization of state policy.
Discussion, argument, and persuasion among actors, are viewed as an integral part of the
policy process conceived as a process of learning by trial, error, and example Wowlett

and Ramesh, 1995, p.40). Moreover, the policy sciences Say Howlett and Ramesh, cannot
be firthered simply through the utilization of any existing general theoretical construct deductive or inductive. Needed, they Say, is an analytical fiamework that perrnits
consideration of the entire range of factors affecting public policy. Parsimony and
aesthetics are to be superceded by precision and adequacy in policy analysis. The
broadened anaiytical fiamework would need to include confiict and learning at the same

time incorporating the results of ernpirical analyses of many policy domains into the
process of theory building in policy science. PoIicy actors, institutions, and instruments
must be a part of that fhmework-a fiamework that requires continuous fine tuning if the
engine of goverment (policy) is to perform.
The Challenges Facing Policy-Making
Policy-rnaking is a complexly interactive process without beginning or end
(Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 11). As suc4 the challenges facing policy-maag
are formidable ùideed! Four cited by Lindblom and Woodhouse include
1.
2.

3.
4.

humans' limited capacity for Equiry into compIex problems
the fiequent connict between reasoned judgment and the exercise of
political power
the central role of business in policy makhg
socioeconomic and poiitical inequality

With the above challenges in rnind, both observers contend that systematic analysis of
policy suffers from limits acknowledged by analysts, namely, researcher fallibility; value
conflicts; tirne and cost constraints; and finally, problern formulation. The point they
drive home is that there is no realistic prospect of substituting analysis for political
interaction on any wholesale basis. Any efforts to do so are misguided; even dangerously
misleading they conclude (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.22). For them, inqujr and
judgment by ordinary people remain at the heart of the policy-making process
particularly if professional analysis deserves to be seen as no more than an input to
political interaction and judgment (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.22). This notion
places a high prernium on the principles inherent in a political democracy-one that
speculates upon but appears to value the collective wisdom of the populace am citizenry.
Strategic Anaiysis and Mutual Adjustment
Theu chapter heading for the introductory analysis of how public policy may be

best developed -The

Potential Intelligence of Democracy-ffers

a cryptic clue to their

main thesis. Democratic systems work, they posit, because they haif'-wittingly utilize
strategies that render complex social problerns far more manageable than couId be
achieved by analysis alone Windblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.24). It is the interaction
among political participants that is cntical to the formulation of policy. Guided by what
they cal1 'strategic analysis', the participants

focus on smaU variations - a simple incrernental analysis
focus on a hancifiil ofpolicy alternatives - l e s comprehensive
arneliorate the most pressing problems
reduce the number of alternatives and complexity of fàctors

Then, by coupling the notion of mutual adjustment - agreement in lieu of complete
understanding - with the above process of strategic analysis, the result is what Lindblom
and Woodhouse theorize is the underlying process by which democratic systems achieve
intelligent action. Hardly advocates of extended deliberation about the formulation of
policy, both conclude that waiting to act in a complex situation until one understands the
consequences is a prescription for paralysis (Lindblorn and Woodhouse, 1993, p.32).
Certainly the notions of mutual adjustment and strategic analysis have played an
important role in the study of policy development in Canada as well. As Dobuzinskis et al
(1996) contend, policy theorists over the past two decades or more have used the
language of context, learning, complex relationships, and mutual dependence in their
descriptions of policy-making. In fact Dobunnski identifies two dominant trends that
have more than any other concerns directed the discussions about policy proposais. First,
there has been a SMfiom the paradigm of market failure to the idea of governent
failure. Second, the increasing interest in institutional reform and more dernocratic and
participatory practices (Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.7). It may be ironic that at the very time
policy theorists are examining the role of the state with a renewed vigour regarding the
state's role in policy formulation, that the stateper se may be Iosing its once perceived
omnipotent role in policy-making. International forces such as transnational corporations,
world-wide trade and financial associations appear to be gaining the upper hand in terms
of macro economic/financial policy formulation a g a i n , the importance of the context
detailed in Chapter 2.
State Survivai

So too is it important to remember that core political institutions do not exist,
says G. Bruce Doerq in the first instance, to make policy. They exist, he argues, to
ensure representation, prevention of tyranny, accountability and peaceful transitions in
power. In short, they were not established as policy-making machines (Dobuzinski et al,
1996, p. 17). This is obviously important to consider as Doern has detennined that more
study is required on how 'systems' affect policy rather than just how bureaucrats as

players influence policy. Recent public senrice reform has been more influenced by
business and economic theory than by traditional public administration concerns. What
he looks for is more study on the impact of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms on policy
formation, policy community strategies and discourse. Further work is also needed on the
poiicy influence of corporations; systematic cornparisons across tirne; the roles of the

Bank of Canada, federal Department of Finance, and the goveming party caucus.
Complexity, Change and Adaptation
Perhaps the foiiowing is too simple an observation but so many have offered the
same sentiment. The processes of policy formation and implementation are complex

(Phidd in Dobunzinski et al, 1996, p.29). It requires critical examination of the complex
interrelationships that exist between political parties, interest groups, and public

bureaucraties. As Richard Phidd reminds us, the Canadian State must be viewed as a
decision-making/management system continually under change and adaptation (Phidd in
Dobunzinski et al, 1996, p.3 1). This simple but poignant point supports the suggestions
of earlier policy theorists arguing for multiple alternatives and interactive stages in the
process of policy formulation and policy analysis. This makes the tendency to accept
American pluraiist ideology the cause for potential confusion about the nature of
Canadian political society (Pross in Dobunzinski et al, 1996, p.34).

Pluralism
As stated earlier (Howlett and Rarnesh), applying the European notion of
pluralism to the Canadian context is problematic. It is no less the case for the application

of the theory of dispersed politka1 power, fiagmented, and unequally distributed as it is
in the American version of state operation and policy development. Aspects of pluralism
have presented Canadians with a classic tension in every policy c o n c e w h e tension
between collectivism and individudism. As Pross fùrther suggests, Canadian pressure
group literature is concerned with the relationship between organized interests and the
state. And this point emphasizes the most notable aspect of the foregoing relationship as
one between interest groups and the bureaucracy. And what has all this to do with the
conceptualization of state policy? Pross's observation must be considered. The need for
state intervention in virtuaiiy every aspect of our lives, he declares, is the leitmotif of this
country's existence (Pross in Dobuzinski et ai, 1996, p.41). Who, how and why certain

entities become involved is no less a conundmm for Canadian contributors t a the
conceptualization of state policy. And it is particularly the case where interest groups are
concemed. It is fascinating says Pross, that in Canada, interest g r o u p e e institutions
which sit at the very core of the American version of p l u r a l i s ~ o m m o n i yowe their
creation and h q u e n t y their continued suNival in Canada to government intervention
(Pross in Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.47). Not one to encourage the use of Amencan or any
other international mode1 of pluralism, Pross urges analysts of the Canadian political
environment to do so with discernent applying to our situation only those aspects that
tnily reflect ow reality (Pross in Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.45). The same may be applied
to the impact of the political economy tradition on the development of public policy.

The Political Economy Tradition
The early staples theov of Harold Innis and W.A. Mackintosh depicted Canada as
a disadvantaged actor in the international econorny shaped by other countries (McBride

in Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.5 1). The result was that foreign investment and k e e trade
discourse dominated political economy debates determining viewpoints on the
environment of Canadian public policy, power distribution, and the institutional
fsameworks in which the policy debates occurred. McBnde's next observation is
important as a context for understanding the influence of the market place on policy
formulation and how the state reacts to that domestic or international impact o n policy
development. Since international agreements are binding on governments, trade
agreements serve to 'constitutionalize' many tenets of neoconsenrative econoniics
included in the agreements. The d i n g assumption is that government interference with
market forces is illegitimate. Corporate property rights are generally enhanced by the
agreements and those of govements, which have at Ieast the potential to act as
expressions of the democratic will of the people, are reduced. This must be kept in mind
especially when proponents of the 'right' present their solutions to social, economic and
political problerns of the day-educationd issues in particular!

The main conclusion of political econorny policy analysis, says McBride, is that
the neoconse~~ative
platform is erroneous at best and fiaudulent at worst. Contrary to
neoconservaîive claims, govemments can do something about unemployment; chronic
deficits are not the resu1t of profligate spending on social problems (McBride in

Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.59). Or otherwise stated, the state can be considered a
responsible entity and has a concomitant responsibility to develop appropriate public
poGcy to that effect. And within the Canadian state, at Ieast over the period of the two
world wws, the 'expert' has been an indispensable part of the policy process.
The 'Expert Spin'

Those who went to work for the Canadian state shared a technocratie
liberalisminterventi~nist~
confident in the ability of government to manage social and
economic problems, but dso fiindamentalfy supportive of capitalisrn and hostile to the
idea of a class-based redistribution of wealth (Brooks in Dobuinski et al, 1996,

77)?

Interestingly enough, Brooks suggests that such events as the formation of the Econornic
Council of Canada (1963) and the Science Council of Canada (1968) seemed to
contribute to the eclipse of the 'mandarin expert' (Brooksin Dobuzinski et ai, 1996,
p. 8 1). Brooks's selection of a comment fiom Donald Savoie's book - n e PoIitics of
M l i c Spending in Cana& (1990) in the context of commenting on the policy analyst's

penchant toward scientisrn in the 1960s and later must be included here. The expert
andysis performed within government is assumed to be a necessary part of the policymaking process even if, in the priceless word of one official, it involves 'turning cranks
not connected to anything' (Brooks in Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.85). What Brooks was
raising in an important manner was the apparent obsession experts had with poIls and
rneasurement both a symptom of scientism. That if enough data was collected any policy
could be juStified based on the weight attributed to empincal evidence. It was probably
no more evident than in the use by social science experts of what (Poerksen in
Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p.87) c d e d "plastic words". These words taken fiom everyday
experience are appropriated by social scientists or knowledge experts and retunied to
popular discourse with different meanings. For example, 'information' becomes the
govemment's spin on how they perceive an issue; 'needs' is reworked to reflect a
government pnority when it was really not an issue with the public; 'planning' becomes

a government stall technique for something the public may have wanted immediate
response; 'communication' becomes a polite synonym for what reaüy is govemment
party propaganda; 'development' becornes the government's real agenda. Brooks argues
that through the use of such plastic words, social scientists have achieved a level of

collective influence fu beyond what is generally attributed to them. In short, every age
has its priests, shamans and elders; groups whose role it is to make sense of life and
explain it to others. Ours, says Brooks, tums to policy experts, social scientists and
pollsters, giving the policy analysis profession a profound influence in the age of
scientism (Brooks in Dobuinski et al, 1996, p.89). And they have encountered an age
were the only constant seems to be mutation.
The Changing Market for Policy Ideas

In what Dobuzinski calls the 'market for policy ideas', he outhes factors which
he feels account for the multiplication and gradual differentiation of sources of
information and policy advice.

First is the observation that issues have increased in complexity. Domestic and
international issues have become blurred ofien requiring speciaiized and outside-ofgovemment advice.
Second, the policy process has witnessed accelerated fragmentation. Autonomous
policy communities have arisen which were simply not there before.
Third, policy research organizations have been formed to meet the demand for
information and new ideas.
Fourth, the negative reaction of the public to the secrecy ofthe policy process
until very recently has coerced goveniments to be at least to be seen as listening to public
response.

Fifih, and this is very new, the rnove towards an information society has meant
that the production and dissemination of information has become an 'output' of, rather
than an 'input' in, the political systern.
Royal Commissions, task forces, advkory councils, and think tanks, ail have
contributed to what Dobuinski concludes rnakes it difficult to determine exactly what
the proper balance between private and public sector ought to be (Dobuzinski et al, 1996,
p. 103). Some, as discussed earlier, attempt to present the Iogic of democratization as
providing an alternative to the market-place agenda. The Fraser Institute, for example,
has directed its attention to the link between economic fieedorn and political fieedorn.
Environmental policy, to site a very different contextuai example, hinges on a
cornparison of the relative merits of market-oriented measures and regulatory schemes.

A Redefined State

What Dobutinski sees as cntical is that the role of the state requires redefïnition.
A role that seriously considers the dominant themes of new economic constraint and the

urgency of democratic reform. He M e r cautions the policy analysis community saying
that they have been far too myopic about thek own role in the policy process. Political
scientists are, he declares, arguably too narrowiy concemed with process issues
(Dobuzinski, 1996, p. 116). At the same tirne, something must change to address process
issues. His proposed general solution and observations about players in the process merit
repeating. The transition fiom market failure to government failure, and proposais for a
re-designing of the policy -making process, he posits, can lead to valuable refoms only
if sufficient attention is paid to the detailed re-engineering of many bureaucratic agencies.

Structural change of course will not effect the des*

result aione. It will require a

recognition of what Dobuzinski sites fkom the utilization of social science research in
policy making, namely,
...policy rnakers very rare1y have first-hand howledge of poiicy
research...the social sciences have been criticized for being irrelevant
to the practical concems of government officiais who prefer instant
and timely advice on issues of the day. Policy analysis is comrnunicaîed
to the^ through indirect means (cg.,the media); this leaves much room
for misapprehension of research results and other communication Mures.
(Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p. 1 18, note # 18)24

Along with the impact of media on policy analysis, it is well to recail that the impatience
and desire for immediate action by a Minister of the Crown c m lead to the distribution of
policy documents that, in hind sight at least, could have been better prepared and at least
evidence cognizance of extant Canadian research on implementation and change.24What
Dobuinski et al must remember is that in any analysis of the poiicy-making process, the
power of the political en*

in the policy-making apparatus, that is, in the parliamentary

system, the cabinet and minister responsible for the relevant bureaucracy, must at l e s t be
referenced ifnot fully acknowledged. In the case cited above, fiom 1994-1998, with
respect to Manitoba Education and Training, 'when' was never part of the policy-making
discourse. 'Nowawas the order and it came directly fiom the
Minister-RUSWURGENT!

Citizen to Client

Immediate and satisfactory senice has become the mdzis operandi of public
administration in the 1990s. No longer serving 'citizens on1y, the operational
nomenclature has taken on the demi-god of the pnvate sector--client. Clients, suggests
University of Moncton economist Donald Savoie, are more demanding t han citizens, less
deferential. The goods produced by govenunent are consumed in a cornpetitive
environment with the competition being between the public and private sector. In short,
while citizens can have common purposes, clients says Savoie, are sovereign (Savoie Ln
Dobuinski et al, 1996, p. 137). Al1 of which describes a work environment that must
develop and implernent policy. A work environment--the federal public service in
Ottawit-where the determination with any degree of reliability and consistency who i s
competent and who is not does not happen in Savoie's opinion (Savoie in Dobuzinski et
a l 1996, p. 140). That being said, Savoie does make clear what others have occasionally
left out of their critique. It is hardly possible, he says, to overstate the fact that public
administration begins and ends with political institutions, notably Parliament and
Cabinet. Evident and perhaps al1 too obvious as that is, Savoie does wonder what has
happened to the long-standing tradition of non-partisan politically sensitive public
servants who offer political masters neutral advice. Indeed, recognizuig the impact of
new management strategies, that is, if key policy issues are more and more horizontal,
then the bureaucratic policy formulation and advisory structure must become horizontal
as well (Savoie in Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p. 141). This means the public service must
become less insulated fiom the pnvate sector; and, greater managerial discretion must b e
given in the direction of staff and resources. Aiso more evident in the Iast decade has
been the creation of Special Operating Agencieç-arguably an attempt to off-load publk
debt and infuse a produce-for-profit notion fiom the private sector in order to maintain a
given 'service' to the public. And how is the foregoing important to the conceptualization
of state policy? Public administration is people. Lest we need to be reminded says Savo-ie,
those people are public servants who became so because they wanted to serve their
country. He even predicts that there will corne a day when citizens will begin to see the
value of a strong public service. That may well be and it is kind of Professor Savoie to so

exclaim but it is the foliowing challenge that is more important for the conceptualization
of state policy. Dr. Savoie concluded his article on public administration with the plea
that ". ..there is probably no task more urgent and more important for both academics and

practitioners than to articulate what it is govements do weil, what a national public
senrice should look like, and how to improve the operations of governrnent" (Savoie in
Dobuzinski et al, 1996, p. 143).
Summary
Policy-making is not easy. Any strategy that facilitates the process is usually
wefcomed by al1 concerned. Howlett and Ramesh provide a model that situates applied
problem solving with a five-step policy cycle. Their suggestions for improving the model
attempt to allay the following model weaknesses: problem identification; solution
development; allusion to linearity and dearth of causation theory.
I like their emphasis on actor role and actor interests as important aspects of
policy making. Equally, context is ctiticai

- a key emphasis of Chapter 2.

In detailing the deductive theoties of public choice theory, class theory, and neoinstitutionalism, Howlett and Ramesh provide ample evidence that policyrnaking
performed by an individual, group or institution, in the end relies minimaliy upon actor
judgement and rnaximally upon societal values and interests.
In detailing the inductive theones of welfare economics, pluralisrn and

corporatism, and finally statism, it has been made amply clear that policy making must
consider a multiplicity of factors including conflict and learning.
Lindblorn and Woodhouse remind us that the capacity for humans to juggle
judgement and political power, and at the same time effect a balance between social and
political inequality with the central role of business is no small task. Mer all, as humans,

we are fallible, we disagree over issues of value, our finances are limited and we suffer
fkom a disease called 'problem formulationitist'. It is no surprise then that the perceived
saviour of the policy making process is none other than the ordinary citizen. It is the
foundational premise of dernocracy that must riçe and facilitate policy-making. Concepts
like 'mutual adjustment fcI'm 'ok' if you're 'ok7 with the policy); 'strategic analysis'
(keep it simple) dong with a recognition that things other than 'policy' are important Wce

representation, stopping tyranny, and changing govenunent peacefully - should al1 help

to develop policy exclusive of a set theory or fàncy fiamework.
That there are issues o f information source credibility, augmented by tougher
multi-faceted pressures fiom many 'soap boxes', concem about what to develop or keep
close to the vest, of course makes policy making the complex thing it is today. And
calling citizens 'clients' doesn't cut it! The philosophy behind the economics is wrong.
The notion of citizen is entirely different. We are people, we work with people, and we
serve people - people who rely on the State to ensure that people remain people and not
clients of sorne compIex interactive policy process.

'While it may or may not be bureaumts that çimply react to circumstances,their interests, or preset
ideologicai dispositions, they must certainly a t t e w to accommodate the Mïnister ofthe day. That political
office may or rnay not honour pst practice, or evea extant research when fonnuiating policy 'x'. Such is
the experience of the wxiter over some 25 years in the Manitoba Department of Education
2' A recent example occurred within the Manitoba Department of Education when it was announced in a
policy document that Canadian Histoq wouici no longer be a compulsory subject at the Senior 3 (Grade 11)
level- The rminfomed decision was reverseci but causeci much angst in the interim. Experienced 'actors',
were they consuited, could have prevented the problern for the Minister.
Class theory continues to be one of if not the paramount philosophy that permeates extant Canadian
societal issues. Whether the concem is an attempt to solve the problems of health care with private clinics
(AIberta's Premier Klein), or Manitoba's Premier Doer courting the interests of the private sector in
stimulahg Manitoba's economy, the policies promoted by each provinciaigovernment are those that each
government (niling political party) firmly believe must be implemented to eaSuTe the amelioration of the
h
m condition.
'-' This attitude was noticed when the writer serv&on the Cornmittee for the Reorganizatiou of Secondary
Schools formeci in July 1969-The election of the Schreyer NDP government had just occurred in June
1969. The then major representatives of the Manitoba Department of Education Manitoba were very
experienced and respecteci personnd who had begun their cmers under the Roblin Progressive
Conservative regime. Going to the 'public' therefore with a consultation process about the direction of
secondary education was certainiy a different notion to the resident governent 'experts' of the &y.
24 In the early to mid 1970s, at the Manittoba Department of Education, there esisted a Research and
Planning group in Room 408-1 181 Portage Avenue that generated an enormous number of innovative
projects that were designed in the main to challenge the then education 'system' to break fiom its perceived
very traditional organizational and pedagogical practices. As a parailel structure to the regular 'line'
version of the Program Development Branch, this R & P unit certainly did what Dobuzinski suggests.
Some might argue thaî the group in '408' went too far in their proposais. Regardless of plitical stripe,
what is more revealing about the state of the 'system' at the time is how one group of activists headed by
Assistant Deput. Minister Dr. Lionel Orlikow could so disupt a very large school system and entrenched
bureaucracy. This group did use research and ctid support projects that evidenced the juxtaposition of social
science research with very practical schooVclassroom issues.More recently, an attempt by the current
Deputy Minister, Dr. Benjamin Levin, to fonn a research and policy section of Manitoba Education and
Training, has reestabLished the important role of research in education pbnning.
24 The plethora of policy Qaunents released as "New Directions" by the W t o b a government be-g
in 1994 will be addresseci later.

"

POLICY m

G - AN EXCEPTTONAL EVOLUTION OF PEOPLE AND
PROCESS

The purpose of this chapter is to examine some of the main factors and features of
policy-making that invariably a i s e and must be addressed by those responsible for
conceptualizing public policy. Though often sought as an 'answery to a perceived dearth
of direction, 'policy' is only as strong and reliable as the laa people who made it and that
is what makes the process of public policy-making an amazing arnalgamation of people
and practice.
This chapter has been organized under the headings: ''Tncrernental Policy-Making

- A Linear Process"; "Setting the Agenday'; 'What is the 'Problem'?"; '??diticai
Communities - The 'Real' Source of Public Policy') 'Trarning - Precursor to Policy
Design"; 'The Imprecision of Voting"; 'Institutionalism - economic, Sociological and
Politicai"; c'Neo-Enstitutionalism";'The Bureaucrat as Policy Actor"; ccAdvocacy
CoafitionlInterest GroupsLobbyists"; 'The Advocacy Coalition Framework";
ccSubsysternTheos''; '%terest Groups"; 'cGovernance- A Shifting Dynamic 19851996"; 'Tolicy Communities/Networks Can Be Infiuenced"; 'The Need for Networks";

'Tdeas Can Be Illusive"; 'The Decision-Making processy'; and ccSummary".
Though there is an extensive and diverse scholarship that examines the
multiplicity of policy processes, there is no dennitive, discrete category ofresearch called
'policy process studies' (McCool, 1995, p. 105). Some studies may focus on decision-

making behaviour; others may emphasize linear or spatial relationships; while others will
focus on structures such as institutions, regulationq and laws. By focusing on a linear
concept of the process of policy making-where one act leads to another in a causal
chah of decisions, outcornes, and responses-

McCoo17sresearch provides a manageable

starting point to the process of policy making.

hcrementd Policy-Making - A Linear Process
From Charles E. Lindblomysseminal article ''The Science of Muddling Through"
published in 1959, the pnmary points of the notion of incrementalism can be detailed.
Lindblorn observed that the capacity for humans to comprehend the then mass of

information had become a serious concern. Many administrators, he discovered, were

making policy decisions without c l m g objectives firirst. Often the mere complexity of
the problem forced simplification. To do that meant proceeding in srnall steps or
increments because, he argued, policy does not move in leaps and bounds. If the policy
moved otherwise, that is, non-incrementaily, it was typically not only politically
irrelevant but also unpredictable in t e m of consequence.
Lindblom also claimed that policy making was not made once and for dl; it had
to be made and re-made endlessly. Policy-making is a process of successive
approximation to some desired objectives in which what is desired itself continues to
change under reconsideration (Lindblom in McCool, 1995, p. 153). For the policy-maker
who prefers to operate under the guise of maintenance theory, incrementalism rnakes a
modicum of sense as serious long-lasting mistakes may be avoided if said policy-maker
proceeds through a succession of incrementai changes. Even so, Lindblom was cognizant

of sorne of the pitfalls of his approach.
Pitfalls of incrementalism. First, incrementalism devours facts and relies heavily
upon much observation-as an approach to policy-making, it takes a long t h e . Second,
he found the approach to be insuff~cientlyprecise for application to a policy process that
moves through small changes. McCool, on the other hand, and with many decades of
hindsight, concludes that Uicrementalism favours the status quo; does not facilitate real
reform; provides Little or no guidance to moral decision-makers; and has an ideologicd
bias (McCool, 1995, p. 167). McCool does g a n t Lindblom the point that incrementalism
is an accurate account of how the policy process actually works most of the time. Picking
up on the sarne theme, a conternporary of McCooI, Parsons (1995) comrnented that
Lindblom had revised his earlier notion of incrementalism refining the decision-making
process defining it as 'disjointed incrementaiism'.

Disjointed incrementalism and partisan mutual adjustment. Lindblom sees a
method of decision-making in which comparison takes place between policies which are
only marginally different fiorn one another and in which there is no great goal or vision
to be attained, so much as an amelioration of problems and policies (Parsons, 1995,
p.287). E q u d y important to the integrity of Lindblom's approach to decision-making is
his contention that policy-making take place by trial and error. It is disjointed because

decisions are not subject to some kind of overall plan, andysis, control or coordination
(Parsons, 1995, p.288). Finaily, Parsons captures the essence of Lindblom's approach to
decision-making by referencing the notion of partisan rnutual adjustment-

a decision-

making process that involves bargaining and negotiation between the decision-makers. It
involves adjustment and compromise fiom al1 sides effecting agreement and
coordination. Which is fine except when it cornes to setting or accommodating agenda
change, incrementaiism or gradualisrn is problematic (Kingdon, 1995, p.79).
Setting the Agenda

Interest in a subject or problem more often than not does not occur over a long
period or gradually. It suddenly 'hits7, 'catches on', or 'takes off says Kingdon. Agenda
change, he argues, appears quite discontinuous and non-incremental (Kingdon, 1995,
p.82). His point? Due to the involvement of many actors, including their constant coming
and going, ail makes a unitary decision-making structure elusive. Though he does g a n t
that incrementalism might still characterize the generation of alternatives and proposais.
Particularly because an a g e n d ~ h alternatives
e
and various p r o p o s a l 6 s a list of
subjects or problems to which govemment officiais and people outside of government
closely associated with those otficiais, are paying some serious attention at any given
time (Kingdon, 1995, p.3).
Systemic to formal agendas, The agenda is afEected by the participants and

processes. Items may be transferred fiom the non-governent ccsystemic"agenda to a
govemment '%mal" agenda through the
mobiiization of the relevant publics by leaders
a i o n of ideas in professional circles and arnong policy elites
(bureaucrats)
change ofthe party in control

Kingdon further contends that what influences the agendasiand these may occur
incrementally or through 'dumb luck'-is the inexorable march of problems; the
knowledge and perspectives of the specialists in the policy ara; or national mood swings,
public opinion, elections and institutional re-organization. Many ideas are possible in
pnnciple. They float around, he says, in a 'cpolicy primeval soup" (Kingdon, 1995, p. 19).

The ideas that survive to the status of serious consideration anb-with apologies to Dr.
Kingdon, get served-must meet the criteria that they
be technicaiiy feasible
fit with dominant values and the current national mood
be budgetary workable
be capable of experiencing politid support or opposition

And who bem shapes the agenda? Not the career bureaucrats or non-govemmentd actors,
resohes Kingdon, but rather it is elected officials and their appointees m g d o n , 1995,
p. 19). And this al1 happens or rather significant movement is likely if the problems,
policy and poiitics are all coupled into a package. #en

solutions become joined to

problems, says Kingdon, and when both are joined to favorable political forces, then this
'coupling' is most likely to occur when what he calls policy windows -apportunities for
pushing pet proposals or conceptions of problems -becorne open (Kingdon, 195, p.20).
And how those windows 'open and shut' is largeIy determined by how the agenda setting
evoIves.

Ideas come from anywhere. What Kingdon cautions, based upon his research
that involved the i n t e ~ e w i n gof some 247 people working on the development of United
States federal g o v e m e n t health and transportation policy (1976-1979), is that
concentrating on the origins of initiatives in policy dose not make for very complete
theory. Why? Ideas, he says, can come from anywhere. In fact, tracing their origin can
involve one in an infinite regress. And, because of that problem, the ultimate origin of an
idea, concern, or proposd cannot be specified. Tracing origins he chides, tunis out to be
fùtile m g d o n , 1995, p.73). His observation that public policy is not one single actor's
brainchild befits the fbregoing observations. It is far more beneficial for the
understanding of poIicy change to not dwell on where the idea came fkom but on what
made it take hold and grow. Indeed, an ideas nse to prominence on the agenda therefore
is not its source but upon the climate in governent or the receptivity to ideas of a given
type. What is interesthg about Kingdon's conclusions about the fate of an idea is the
perhaps obvious point that no source monopolizes the flow of ideas. To stretch the
growth metaphor, it is critical to understand not where the seed cornes h m but what
makes the soi1 fertile. And it is the agenda that organizes the landscape.

Convergence theory. Agenda setting is perhaps the most critical stage of the
policy cycle (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p. 104). It is about the recognition of a problem
on the part of goveLmment.Some of the political, social, and ideological factors that
determine which problerns gain access to the policy agenda include what Howlett and
Ramesh idente as convergence t h e o w cowitnes industrialize, they tend to converge
towards the same policy mix. Agenda-setting becomes an automatic process occurring
simply as a result of the stresses and strains placed on governments by industrialization
and economic rnodernizati~n.~~

At the national or provincial level, the political-business cycle functions in the
economy that presents its own intemal dynamics which may be altered by political
'interference' in the form of public policies. This may result in absolute soi1
contamination contingent upon which side of the publidprivate sector debate is
supported. Business generally prefers a minimalist approach, that is, as little goveniment
interference in the economy as possible. Indeed, as Howlett and Ramesh declare,
traditions, beliefs, and attitudes about the world and society
a B c t how individuals interpret their interests ...these sets
of ideas or ideologies ...can be constnied to have a significant
impact on public policies...for through these ideational prisms

individuals conceive of social or other problems that inspire
their demands for goveniment action. @ïowlettand Ramesh, 1995, p. 109)

In order to increase comprehension of the agenda-setting process, determination
of how demands by individuals/groups for a policy are made plus how government
responds to those demands would be beneficial. Further, cognitance of the conditions
under which the demands are made (institutional and ideological context) and how they
are articulated in policy discourse will also help to clari@ the agenda-setting process i
s
would knowing the material interests of the actors. Interesting as well are what Howlett

and Rarnesh cite f?om research by Amencans Baumgarher and Jones. In the early 1990s
they posited the notion that the 'image7 of a policy problem is significant because it
influences the membership and activities of relevant policy subsystems. The key element
in the process of agenda-setting argue Baumgartner and Jones, revolves around the
creation of 'policy' monopolies in which specific subsystems gain the ability to control
the interpretation of a problem and thus the manner in which it is conceived and

discussed (Howlett and Rarnesh, 1995, p. 112). Why such an important insight? It brings
to the fore the question of the principal actor in agenda setting daim Howlett and
Ramesh.
Agenda setting, phases and patterns. The typical agenda-setting process used
by govemment then involves the placement of issues on either the systemic/public
agendaz6 and /or the institutional or formal agenda. The issue is said to have entered the
institutional agenda once the govemment has accepted that something needs to be done
about a problem W w l e t t and Ramesh, 1995, p. 1 12). Four phases of agenda-setting are
suggested as issues move between systemic and institutional agendas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

issues are initiateci
sofutions are specified
support for issues are expanded
if successful, the issue enters the institutional agenda

Although it has been the normal assumption that issues move fiom the systernic to the
institutional agenda, the research cited by Howlett and Ramesh found that in different
countries with difFerent political regimes, three basic patterns or models of agenda-setting
emerged:
outside initiation model &beral pluralkt societies]
- social groups play the key role
- issues arise in non-govemmental groups then expand through the systemic on to
the institutional agenda phases
rnobilization mode1 [socialist oneparty states]

-

describes decision-rnakers trying to expand an issue f h m a formal to a
public agenda
political leaders initiate a policy but require the support of the mass public for
implementation (movhg an issue fiom the forma1to the public agenda is the key)

inside initiation model [authohrian bureaucratie]
- influentid groups with special access to decision-makers initiate a policy and do
not want it to be eqanded and contested in public
- initiation and specification occur simultaneous1y - group/government agency
enunciates a grievance and specifies some potential solution

The major finding emphasized by Howlett and Rarnesh is that political regimes are
characterized by a variety of agenda-setting styles. The benefit here is to note that no finn
generalization of agenda setting by regime type is possible rather the key variable is the

nature of the problem itself@owletî and Ramesh, 1995, p. 114-1 14). Might these
findings provide insight and M e r understanding of Kingdon's agenda-s&g

model?

Policy streams - a contingent course? What Howlett and Ramesh posit is that
Kingdon's three Stream model, that is, theproblem meam (the perception of problems as
public problems requiring govenunent action); thepolicy sfream (experts and analysts
examine problems and propose solutions); and thepo~zfic~Z
Stream (swings of national
mood, administrative/legislative turnover, pressure group carnpaign); whether or not the
three operate independently to eventually intersect as a policy window, the theory is
extremely contingent (Howlett and Rarnesh, 1995, p. 115). The timing at which items
ernerge on the agenda is set by unpredictable elements-the behaviour of policy
entrepreneurs or calamitous societal events. What it all seems to suggest is that the more
theoretical a mode1 for agenda setting is proposed the more contingency theory seems to

~ P P- ~ Y
The central question then for agenda setting is not the type of regime involved
but the nature of the policy subsystem dealing with the problem. The policy subsystem
determines whether the state or societal actors initiate the process, and the level of public
support for the resolution of the problem. Before dealing with the 'problem' and before
resolving the 'problem', is there some modicum of agreement on what constitutes a
probIem?
What is the 'Problem'?

First, the process of fixing attention on one problem rather than another is a
central part of agenda setting (Kingdon, 1995, p. 15). And, there is a difference, he says,
between a condition and a problem. Conditions becorne a problem when there is
agreement that something should be done about them. Much also depends upon what
values one bnngs to the definition of the problem. For example, if you do not believe in
using govenunent to address the inability of much of the popdation to be not capable of
paying for certain medical expenses, then you would not consider user pay regulations a
problem.
Cornparisons sometimes involve problems. If one is not achieving what others are
achievingyand if equality is the objective, then the relative disadvantage constitutes a
problem. Further, categorization, that is, how and where a problem is placed may cause

serious definitional diEculties. Kingdon's finding on this point is that in the face of
changed needs or new problerns, govement's fïrst instinct is to preserve the old
categories as long as possible (Kingdon, 1995, p. 112).
Problem indicators. Problerns may capture attention in at least three ways. First,
a routine way is to monitor the pattern of government expenditures and budgetary impact

a rather large indicator. Decision-makers may then use the indicator to assess the
magnitude of a problem and to become aware of changes in the problern. The cntical
point to note is that decision-makers consider a change in the indicator to be a change in
the state of the s y s t e ~ then
d that is a problem (Kingdon, 1995, p.92).
Moreover, what he also found evident from the interviews he conducted was that
those close to the policy process were found to be preoccupied with demonstrating the
existence of a problem to which they would attach their solution. This also meant that
pressure for policy change required the participants to construct indicators. That in tum
necessitated capturing agreement that the indicators existed in fact. The logic that
e
prose. Fact
Kingdon amibutes to the process is the 'stufY of public s e ~ c personnel
gathering plus the incumbent interpretation naturally create debate. That discourse in turn
transforms the statements of 'conditions' to statements of policy problerns.
A second indicator is the impact of some focusing event, that is, a crisis/disaster

(financial or natural). As a catalyst for problern prominence however, Kingdon concludes
that the more visible the policy domain, the less important the crisis or disaster becomes
as the vehicle to highlight the problern. Important but not quite as obvious, the passage of
legislation may be a symbol of perceived public restiveness, a shift in public opinion.

Finally, the third factor to bring problems to the fore is feedback-sometimes
solicited and ofien as not demonstrative discourse. Whether it is gathered by daily
monitoring of prograrns or through cornplaints registered by the public, government

officiais cm contribute to the setting of the agenda in an important manner pnmarily due
to their expexience in program administration. That same experience would also assist in
the area of problem clarification.

The core of public policy. Because policy-making is in large measure about
trying to solve problems, the nature ofthese problems-how they are d e f i n e b i s central
to the entire process. As Leslie Pal suggests, goals, policy instruments, and problem

definition form the core of public policy (Pal, 1997, p.69). Pal posits the following
queries as important for problem definition:
1. what process defines tbe problem
2. what are the generic elements o f a problem definition
3. how are some problems chosen for the poiiticaVpolicy agenda while others are not
4. what impact does problem definition have on subsequent stages of the process

Given the 'ebb-and-flow' of the policy process, where accident and Iuck play a great role,
says Pal, policy itself is increasingly viewed suspiciously as a cause of problems (Pal,
1997, p.71). Quite so! If one agrees with Pal that there is no science of problem
definition, then his observation that the problem has t o be recognized before it c m be
defined really does 'play' the stage of public discourse. To support his observation he
cites Evidence, argument, muiper-on

in the policy process (Majone, 1989) "

'. ..much of the time the process of problem recognition and definition is one of making

arguments and persuading others"' (Pal, 1997, p.77). In fact, the conventional argument
in the Iiterature says Pal, is that the way in which a problem is defined has a ciramatic
impact on the proposed solutions. More to the notion of argument and persuasion, Pal
notes that there is a growing interest in the way in which policy arguments are fiamed as
narratives or as stories. Contingent upon the perspective taken, arguments about social
policy and the deficit can be seen as redemption sto~ies.'~Beyond the domestic dornain
however, Pal confirms again the impact of globalization on policy-making systems in the
1990s and how it has effectively shifted the preponderant concem about problerns
generated domestically within national borders, to problems generated intemationally
(Pal, 1997, p.83).
What has changed the 'climate of ideas' argues Pal, quite significantly and
created new constraints on problem definitions in some major policy areas, is the global
sources of poiicy problems; the interconnectedness of domestic and international
developments; and the emphasis on deficits and

endin in^.^* And while the effect of

globalization may be al1 too obvious at this point, what Pal fixther observes about the

shaping of policy at the domestic level is that for entrepreneurs and policy actors, the
fiscal context has changed the environment in terms of the weight that the dif5erent
players bring to bear - the Department of Finance has a stranglehold on the policy
process. The second major change (though not the concern here) is the expendhue

management process coupled with the effects of cuts on the intemal policy capacity of
departments.z9Pal is absolutely correct! The context and processes of problem definition

are never set in stone (Pal, 1997, p.94). Indeed! The process may be very vociferous and
vituperative.
Political Communities- The 'Real' Source of Public Policy
Problems are not given out there in the world waiting for smart analysts to define
them correctly. They are created in the rninds of citizens and governent agencies as an
essentid part of political manoeuvring (Stone, 1988, p. 122). Because much political
activity is an effort to control interpretation, says Stone, both policy and thinking about
policy are produced in what she calls 'political communities'. mibIic policy is about
communities trying to achieve something as communities. For Stone, groups are the
building blocks of the state, where cooperation is the nom. Change occurs through the
interaction of mutually defining ideas and alliances. There is a potential problem,
however, as Stone contends that because fùll information is impossible, that fact
undermines the ability of voluntary exchanges to produce efficiency. For our purposes
here, this has implication for how problems are perceived, defined and how solutions are
selected.
A 'web of dependencies'. Stone does not find the market mode1 convincing as a

description of today's world. Her approach is an analysis that starts with a political
cornmunity where people live in a 'web of dependencies'. As she sees it, much of politics
invokes people seeking protection f?om the harms caused by market cornpetition (Stone,
1988, p.97). Groups, individuds, and government agencies, she says,

deliberately/consciously design portrayais so as to promote their favoured course of
action. Representations of a problem are constructed to win the most people to one's side
and the most leverage over one's opponents (Stone, 1988, p. 106). In her view, there can
be no objective description of a situation because there are no fked goals or fixed
positions in the polis. Problem definition in the polis then, is the strategic representation
of situations (Stone, 1988, p. 106). She describes five such situations: symbols; numbers;
causes; interests; and decisions.

The Strategic Representation of Situations - Symbolic Representation.
Symbolic representation is the essence of problem definition of politics she says. It is a

fundamental part of all discourse. By conveying images of good and bad, right and
wrong, d e r i n g and relief, these devices become instruments in the struggle over public
policy (Stone, 1988, p. 122).

Symbolic representation comprises narrative stones (explanation of how the
world works); synechdoches (figures of speech used to represent the whole); metaphors
(seeing likeness essential to classification and couflting); and ambiguity (the capacity to
have multiple meanings). Policy 'stories7 really become strategy tools. Often the themes
will be something in 'decline' or being 'revised'. The other theme pairing Stone notes is
'control' and 'helplessness.' An example of synecdoche is 20,000feet marching on the
iegislature - for a brief moment critical thinking may be suspended by the sheer poetry of
the writing. Metaphors are much more evident. Examples abound like ' a community has

a We of its own'; 'the farnily is the heart of the nation'; disease is infenred as things
'spread', a business is 'healthy'; 'war' becornes a battle cry against poverty. What Stone
argues convincingiy is that names and labels create associations that lend legitimacy and
attract support to problemsin the world of politics, language matters. (Stone, 1988,

p. 121). This is foremost with the most important feature of symbolic representation ambiguity.
Ambiguity. Without it, argues Stone, cooperation and compromise would be far

more dificult if not impossible. Of course this rnay lead to multiple viewpoints about a
given problem. But that too is al1 right as most people do not have a coherent and

logically consistent set of beliefs about poiicy issues and choices (Stone, 1988, p. 126).

The key is that equivocd iterations may in fàct effect alliances where apparent absolutes
or definitive deliberation may lead to prolonged discourse and possible deadlock. Stone
suggests that the ambiguity of symbols help transform individual stnvings into collective
decision-

consensus if you will.

Stone's treatment of mmbers and what they mean for problem definition provides
a fascinating context for the second of her list for the strategic representation of
situations.

Numbers. First of di, measurement is one of the most common ways to define a
policy problern. Data may include as well as exclude things or people, and, contingent
upon the perspective of the data user, entice the reader into any one of a number of points

of view. PoIicy formulation via problem clarification can easily become a crisis of
legitimacy. As Stone contends, how the measure is interpreted is far more important than
the actual measure (Stone, 1988, p. 132). For example, advocates of the reform of
govemment with a view to eliminate 'waste' and thereby cut costs andor taxes must
contend with others who see the quality side of the system and thereby the benefit s of
high costs. The use of numbers may also extricate a problem fiom the rnorass of multiple
rneanings and situate the problem where those involved may feel resolution is possible.
Stone describes the implicit meaning of numbers as follows:
To count something at ail is to assert that the phenornenon is at least fiequent enough
to b h e r counting.
Counting appiies an identifiable entity with ciear boundaries.
Counting creates a community/group be they artificial or statisticai.
By creating groups, counting is an essential instrument of poIitical rnobilization
Numbers offer the promise of conflict resolution through arithmetic
Numbers are symbols of precision, accuacy, and objectivity.

Important to the issue of policy conceptualization, and the message fiom the above
implicit meanhg of the use of numbers, is that there must be a realization that numbers in
politics are measures of human activities, made by human beings, and intended to
influence human behaviour (Stone, 1988, p. 137). Indeed, in public policy, measures are
expiicitly evaluated and are used to determine how people and organizations will be
treated (Stone, 1988, p. 139). But as evocative and evident as they may be, numbers
remain descriptions of the world. They are no more real than the visions of poems or
paintings (Stone, 1988, p. 146). Stone's third strategic representation of
situations-causeks no less illusive.
Causes. In politics Stone argues, we look for causes not only to understand how

the world works but also to assign responsibility for problems. This may involve political
codicts over causal stories that really become fights about the possibility of control and
the assignment of responsibility. These argumentative altercations may involve contests
over the basic structure of social organization. W, for example, the issue is the debate over
the privatization of certain compooents of the universal health care system, for policy
determination, there is always the choice about which causal factors to address. Different
choices will obviously locate responsibility and the burden of reform differently. Causal
theories then:

1.

23.
4.

can challenge or protect an existing social order
can assign responsibllity to political actors to stop, do h differently, compensate
or fàce punishment
can iegitimize and empower actors as &ers of the problem
can mate new alliances among people (Stone, 1988, p. 160-161)

What is important here is that finding the true or ultimate cause of harms in policy areas
is not what is at issue. The fight says Stone, is about locating mord responsibiliw and
real economic costs on a chah of possible causes. Causai theories may also serve as
devices for building alliances between groups who have problems and groups who have
solutions. Aiso, it o d y takes a shifi in the location of responsibility on a causal chain to
restructure the alliance.
How difficulties are interpreted and controlled is an attraction for causai theory.
As political actors are the causal story creators, their description of harms and difficulties

and assignment of roles for individuals and organizations, becomes the script for the
invocation of government power to stop the h m . One of the ways to do so is h o w the
government deals with the fourth of Stone's strategic representation of situations interests.

hterests. Because Stone views the political community as one where people live

in a 'web of dependencies', where citizens fight for public interest and individual interest
through associations advocating cornrnon concerns, this very activity itself is the central
problem in democratic theory. Interests, she suggests, that are regarded as morally equal
are poiitically unequal (Stone, 1988, p. 180). These interests though good, legitimarte and
virtuous, are not necessarily strong ones. In fact, against corporate lobbyists and pditical
parties, they are quite politically weak. 'Good' interests do not merge naturally in Stone's
view. The anomaly is that they require the protection of government to operate o n a day-

to-day basise3OFor purposes of ever eventually resolving policy conceptualizatïon, such
representatiodbeit often at a very simple though grass roots level-is the process by
which interests are defined and activated in politics. Al1 the more credence therefo~eto
the notion that there is no such thing as an apolitica1problem definition (Stone, 1988,
p. 183). This is particularly poignant for the last of Stone's strategic representation of
situations for problem definition - decisions.

Decisions. In Stone's version of thepolis and how it operates, authority on issues

of significance is unially dispersed, shared, negotiated, and constantly contested.
Advocates of rational decision models however, corne close to promising that politics
will become unnecessary (Stone, 1988, p. 194). Moreover, rationai choice models in the
polis are persuasive appeds mounted by people with stakes in the outcome. Her point is

that it is rarely in anyone's interest - least of al1 policyrnakers - to articulate
unambiguous goals. Eliminating arnbiguity is conceptudy impossible she contends. The
inescapable arnbiguity of political goals means that they are more Like moving targets
than fixed standards (Stone, 1988, p.295-296). As such, keeping things off the agenda is a
form of power as important as getcing them on the agenda. For Stone, the tack for the
policy maker is to make one's preferred outcome appear as the only possible alternative.
The process for the construction of alternatives for a decision therefore, depends a great

deal on the policy-makers conception of causation. That conception is contingent upon
the attention attached to a particular slice of an extended causa1 chain, or what Stone
defines as issue fiaming-an important step for problem definition as poIitical actors are
dedicated to showing that a favoured course of action benefits society as a whole and
imposes costs on no one in particular (Stone, 1988, p.205). Framing is also a term that
Wharf and McKenzie (1998) prefer to the word 'definition' when it cornes to problern

clarification.

Framing - Precursor to Policy Design
Defining the problem to be addressed is surely the most perplelring part of the
initiation stage of policy formulation. Rather than connoting precision and explicitness,

fiaming outlines the general parameters of the issue being addressed (Wharf and
McKenzie, 1998, p.41).It provides a sense of direction, and sets out preferences and
prescribes limits based on ideologies and experiences. Framing, argue Wharf and
McKenzie, is the most significant aspect of the initiation stage. Significant because the

beginning point might emanate fiom a social movement advocating change, f?om
ministry staff suggesting a correction to existing poiicy, or from government itself And,
when ail this fiaming of the policy issue occurs or inspiration as Pal calls it, is mixed with
technique, the r e d t is what he calls policy design (Pal, 1997, p. 101).

Policy tools and instruments. The technique cornes in the detailing of what tools
to use and they will vary with the task at hand. The tools may be announcements of
expenditures, regulations, creation of partnerships or simply the exchange of information.
When and how the mix of instruments is to be used in policy design still begs for a
consensus (Pal,1997, p. 101). Pal lists over two dozen such policy instruments (cash
gants; tax breaks; license/permît; fine; prohibition; and price control) to name a few.
a v e n the sample list, it is the government's capacity to command and prohibit through
regulation that is the most fimdarnental resource that a government possesses. But the

nature of govemance is changing as detailed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Fiscal restra.int, as a consequence of extensive and often cornplex policy links to
multiple department-mecting

issues of youth education, justice, employment, and

social welfare to combine the efforts of four government departments-is a case in point.
Another example would be sustainable development and how policy is developed to
incorporate the initiatives of the government departments of naturai resources, northern
&airs, First Nations, and the related concerns of the mining, forestry, fishing and
trapping industry. Reduced fûnds once budgeted for any of the above domains becomes a
strategy unto itself, that is, how to Ieverage what is lefi.
Regulatory instruments are not immune fiom change either. As mentioned earlier,
international trade agreements, technology, economics and cost al1 must factor in the
incumbent constraints. Related to these policy determinants is the reality of downsizing.
Though primarily identified with expenditures and direct service provision, the role of
govenunent has changed to one of establishing fiamework legislation or regulation.
A kew' approach. Have there been any new approaches to policy design? Pal

cites three,
First, exhortation, the use of information and entreaties by government, has been
listed in instrument inventories says Pal but they are not as effective as the more robust
regulatory and spending instniments (Pal, 1997, p. 123). Second, policy makers have been
urged to conceptualize their roles as 'stewards' of policy communities, that is, to share
information. Third, a notion of 'partnership' has been suggested as a development in
policy targets hence policy instruments. For this 'new' emphasis, ifpartnerships are
conceived of as a policy instrument, then they will not simply appear, they have to be

created (Pal, 1997, p. 124). What makes the policy design process even more
fascinating-in spite of the foregoing rather weak initiativesis what Pd calls one of the
paradoxes of the modem policy environment, namely, while governments cornplain about
restricted resources and limited capacities, most of them are busy with massive redesigns
of huge programs in virtually every field (Pal, 1997, p.

And this says what for

policy design? Pal suggests the following:
1. if possible, policy should depend on market mechanisrns and individual
choice, and minimize spending and regdation
2. small govemment and unobtrusive instruments seem to be the order of the day
3. postmaten'alist values are not uniformly prornated when it cornes to the environment
4, there is substantial angst about scme social policy questions, cg., youth crime,
violent pornography, school behaviour, decaying tàrnily values, racism, educationai
performance
5. market forces that drive globalization and competitiveness generate anxieties about
jobs,curnrndes and 1ifestyIe
6. rnaximize individual choice and minimize govemment intervention

There rernains an inconsistency within the above six points. Pal appears to argue the case
for a minimalkt approach to governance. Points number five and six respectively express
the very essence of interventionism. The state may be the primary if not the ody source

for resolution to the identified issues. Citing fiom Aaron, Mann and Taylor's (1994) work
Values andpblicpolicy, Pal records their finding that effective public policies depend
on a certain temperament of cooperation and support fiom c i t i z e n ~ e g l e cof
t same
would be a huge mistake! Nor is this an endorsement of minimalism! Fudher,
govemments have a legitirnate, though carefùlly balanced role in supporting and
developing some key social values, such as, trust, community, and empathy (Pal, 1997,
p. 129). The foundation of almost any public policy is trust, cornmunity and social
cooperation. That, says Pal, has become clear and important to govemments. And, there
is more than one route to a policy objective.

Good policy design depends on
understanding the substantid room that is left to manoeuvre
the substitutabdityof instnunents
the muhple levels (iocal,national, international) at which instruments can be
invoked (Pal, 1997, p. 132)

The above heIps to cl-

Pal's earlier position on policy design detailed above. Whether

a rninimalist or interventionist, is really not the critical issue for him. More important is
the notion that the answer, if it can be found to reside anywhere with respect to policy
conceptualization, can at least be sought only if those closest to the issues are involved in
a cwperative, conciliatory and comprehensive man.neT.

The Imprecision of Voting
Few would disagree that in a society that supports a governent that demonstrates
al1 the theory and practice of dernocratic processes, the electorate represents the absolute
final authority. With respect to poiicy conceptualization, does the same thinking apply? If
the power rests with the electorate to either re-elect or elect new representatives and by so
doing maintain or change the govemment, does that act constitute a direct intervention in
policy determination? The succinct response is 'no'! The irony is that the policy theorists
argue that the actual day of voting (the penuftimate mode of public expression) has little
if anything to do with policy development. Then they go to great lengths to devise modes
of consultation with the public between elections. That process is becoming more and
more encouraged as the path to take in the conceptualization of poiicy-as stated earlier,
negligence of same wouId be penlous!

On voting day then., there is little to substantiate the theory that personal selfinterest is the motivation behind voter choices - even if it may be that policy-makers and
politicians believe it to be the case (E'arsons,

1995, p.220). Indeed, determinhg the

motivation behind voters wodd be a difficult task at any time. Elections are relatively
weak vehictes for translating citizen's needs and judgments into policy (Lindblom and
Woodhouse, 1993, p.43). Evea when a wining candidate claims a mandate to lower taxes,
present a hard line toward unfi-iendly nations, and cut federal payrolls, it is fraudulent Say
Lindblom and ~ o o d h o u s eIt. ~is ~tempting to suggest that election results may be
interpreted as mandates for policy 'x'. But what has been found is that there is nothing
automatic about campaign pledges finding their way into public policy (Kingdon, 1995,
p.63). While that rnay be, voters can only react to what is presented or indeed not
presented during an election campaign. The net result? On election day at least, voters
play a srnall role in the policy process mainly because the voters' policy capacity usudly
cannot be actualized (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p. 52). As Charles Lindblom and

Edward Woodhouse obsenre, voters are rarely well versed in the positions of candidates;
they are relatively ignorant of the policy issues; issues are not 'put-to-voters'; and the
effectiveness of a political party to present policy issues may also be seriously queried.
Theü chapter heading captures the essence of the whole question about voter impact
upon public policy-"The

Imprecision of Voting". Ambiguity about the role of the voter

in effecting policy via the ballot box aside, is the role of the person they elect any clearer?

The 'elected' and policy. When elected functionaries do rnake policy choices,
they are faced with two options. First, do they work for policies sought or approved by
citizens or, second, do they work for policies judged best by an elected elite? The former
case, argue Lindblom and Woodhouse, is usually believed to raise the nsk of
unintelligent policy; the latter situation reduces democratic responsiveness (Lindblom
and Woodhouse, 1993, p.54). The point here is that the citizenry only has a loose control

over policy. The problem for aU concerned is that intelligent policy-making cm be highly
variable. It depends on the gwd will of elected functionaries. Some perform others do
not! And here is the clincher! The political machinery will not systematically prefer one
to the other (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993,p.56). But then the political machinery is
hardly immune f?om any of the problems associated with policy-making.
Institutionalism - Ecoaomic, Sociological and Political
The impact of institutional arrangements cannot be ignored in understanding the
'processa of policy formulation or how problerns are defined. 'Problems' and policy
'solutions' exist in a constitutiond or institutional space as much as a wider economic or
social 'environment '(l?arsons, 1995, p.223). Three frameworks situate institutionalism:
'economic' institutionalism, sociological institutionalism, and 'political' institutionalism.
Economic institutionalisrn returns to a Taylorist world in which human beings are
driven by self-interest and are self-regarding. Decision-making involving values,
interests, the impact of the environment, goal displacement, compromises and adaptation
are gone in this mode of institutional operation. The interpretation is denved fkom
transaction cost econornics where buyers and sellers apparently evidence Little tmst but
much uncertainty, duplicity and opportunism. And the core of the theory is? Lower
transaction costs-more certainty, more control, more capacity to monitor the

opportunism of individuals and subordinates-will make for greater efficiency in the
£ifm.

Sociological institutionalisrn deals with how institutional arrangements within a
society shape human behaviour. To explaîn how and why a policy emerges in relation to

a 'problem', it requires anaiysis of the stnicttire, historical development, personal
networks, and decisions over time of an institution.
Political institutionalism comprises contributions that focus on the 'autonomy' of
the state in policy-making and the relationship of state and society. Parsons cites the work
of P.A. Hall (1986) Goveming the Economy: the Politics of Stafe Intervention in Britmi?
md France -a macro view of the relationships of institutions to society and the state.

Important for the conceptualization of date policy is Hall's fïnding that in post-war
developments in both countries, economic policy was the result of institutional
stnicturing of the state. Economic policy could be explained, he argued, by the structural
variables of the organization of labour, capitai, State legislature, political system, and
structurai position of the country within the international system. The strength of the Hall

approach suggests Parsons, is that it provides a fiamework for the analysis of decisionmaking in historical and comparative terms (E%rsons, 1995, p.335). Again fiom Hall,
organizational relations can alter the basic logic of political rationality for many actors by
altering their relationship to other actors. Finally, and most helpful for understanding the
conceptualization of state policy, institutions exist, says Hall, and have an impact on how
decisions are made as they provide the context within which judgments are made, but
they do not eliminate 'free will of poiicy-makers (Parsons, 1995, p.335). So, do
institutions matter?

The impact of 'institutionai arrangements'. Parsons provides what may be
considered a strong substantiated 'lean' toward an answer with his reference to case
studies published in 1993, edited by R K. Weaver and B.R Rockman. The studies dealt

with energy poiicy, pensions, industrial policy, energy policy, budget deficits,
environment and trade policy. They looked at the issue of what impact institutions have
had on the policy process and the policy output and outcornes in the U S A , Sweden,
United Kingdom, Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Japan. Their overall

conclusion? The impact of institutions on policy output and outcome is best viewed in

tenns of the way in which institutional arrangements confer nsks and opportunities.
Success and failure in policy-making will often tum upon how social, political and other
conditions have, in specific countries and at specific times, resulted in nsks or
o p p o h t i e s predominating (Parsons, 1995, p.230). Some of the Weaver and Rockman
specific conclusions were:
1. the effects of institutions on govemment capabilities are contingent
2. specific institutional arrangements often create both opportunities and risks for

individual govennrnental capabilities
3. policy-makùig capabiiities may also M e r substantiallyacross policy areas withm a
political system
4. difEerences in elecîoral d e s and the n o m which guide the formation of
govemments rnay have as much impact as institutions themselves
5. parliarnentary systems are not better than presidential systerns, and vice versa
6 . divided party wntrol of the executive or legislative branch exacerbates the problerns
of govemance - especially that of setting policy priorities
7. institutional arrangements involve trade-off in capabilities
8. govemments may work around institutional constramts by generating countervailing
mechanisms (Parsons, 1995, p -229-230)

What Parsons posits is that policy-making also takes place within the parameters
of past policies and choices as well as inhented 'institutional arrangements'. Such past
policies will have an important role in determinhg how current issues will be defïned,

and what strategies, means and ends will be deployed. Thinking about and debates on
issues inevitably are contextuaiized by what laws, policies and programs already exist to
deal with a given set of problems. Existing policy may well inhibit or prevent a more
comprehensively rational review and result in a more 'incremental' policy-making
process. Politicians may promise hovation but they inherit the decisions and
commitments of previous incumbents (Parsons, 1995, p.230-23 1). And that reality is a

given when the policy process is andyzed &om an institutional perspective.

The stage model and institutionalisrn - a critique. In his article fTom the
on
B. Guy Peters critiques the stage model
journal Canadm Public A h i n i ~ f r ~ (1992),

of the policy process citing fundamental weaknesses. These include its assumptions
concerning linearity and the temporal ordering of the stages, and the difficulty of the
model in coping with policy change. He M e r observes that outcornes of the stage
model tend to be determined by the environment of politics rather than by the actors and
institutions within government. Development of the 'new institutionalism' in political
science and of institutionalist approaches in the other social sciences offers an important

dternative to stage models and rational choice theory (Peters, 1992, p. 160-161). The
generic stage model then, assumes that policy wiII begin with problem identification and
agenda setting, and then proceed through policy formulation, legitimation, resource
attachment, implementation, and evaluation. The problem with this model Peters suggests

are:
1. little comparative work has been done
2. the implied environmental detemiinacy has caused inteliechta1problems33
3. the irnpficit assurnption that each stage is completed before the next is undertaken,
and that the process is hear
4. the process may be tnincated at any place
5. the disaggregation of policies (it separates the process into a series of discrete stages,
but the problern extends beyond just th&)

Peters contends that some form of policy formulation must occur in a11 seteings but not of
the stnictured type implied in the stages model. Policy-making in contemporary
democracies, says Peters, is policy succession rather than policy initiation. It involves

making decisions about existing programs rather than writing new policies on a tabzda
rusa (Peters, 1992, p-165-166). Even more interesting is his observation that there are
very few areas of social or economic concem that have not been addressed in some
manner by contemporary democracies. The policy space in contemporary societies is
extremely crowded he contends.
The analytical process mode1 and the policy analyst. As for analytic process

models that place the policy analyst in a central position as motivator of action, Peters
observes that these models recognize the need socially to define problems and then to
shape them for resolution through the remainder of the policy-making process. Such a
process emphasizes the importance of conceptual definitions of solutions as weli as
problems. Analytic models recognize that policies and solutions are not natural
phenomena but require social construction and agreed definitions before they can be
processed effectively by human institutions. Analytic rnodels then require a broad array
of intellectual activities if policy-rnaking is to be successfûl (Peters, 1992,p. 168).

The policy causes politics model. The policy causes politics model usually
associated with Theodor Lowi, has for its basic premise that the characteristic of a
particular policy will determine the manner in which it is processed by the political

system. AIso, the nature of the policy will determine the arena in which it is processed by
goverment. Lowi defined policies in four categories: regulatory, distributive,
redistributive, and constituent. Though Peters credits Lowi with determinhg that the type
of policy rather than political culture or even governmentai structures wodd be the
source of variations in politics; and that there are limits to the rational analysis of policymaking and of policy, the lack of specifrcation around the four policy types has produced
the impression that there are very little dfierences among them (Peters, 1992, p. 171).
Further, the nature of an issue may be changed as it passes through the policy-making
system. Absent too is the notion of either institutionai or value contexts-how or why
policies are defhed is limited. By omission, the theory says Iittle about the nature of the
policies and the manner in which the policies will be defined by the actors within the
process. Important to note is the fact that actors may change. That alone may aiter the
operating definition of the type of policy.
Peters argues that it is important analytically to link the substance of policy with
the process by which policy is developed. The Lowi model does that. However, the
categorization of policies does not hold up well to empirical scrutiny and this makes the
ability to predict process characteristics fiom policy content weak (Peters, 1992, p. 172).
The rational choice models. Tuniing finally to the rationai choice rnodels, they

have in common the assumptions of utility maximization and rationality on the part of the
actors involved in the policy-making process argues Peters. The problem is that f?om the
empiricai side, the theory's assumptions do not explain very well the real world of
decision-making in governmental settings. Political actors are much too complex and
subtle in their decision-making to be captured by any simple model of rational choice
(Peters, 1992, p. 173). He sees political activity as symbolic and ritualistic and not goaloriented. Indeed, policy-making mav be secondary and not be the primary purpose of the
process. Peters's primary criticism of the rational choice theory process is that the policy-

making process is not totally about the maximization of persona1 utilhies. In short,
politics is at least about values and achieving certain public goals rather than simpIy

being about what individuals can receive. As for institutiondisrn, two views are
presented.

Institutions provide constraint Peters describes Elinor Ostrom's (1 986)
perspective that involves idating different levels or arenas of activity and examining the
idluences of each level on the final policy choice. It assumes that individuals will act
rationally within the constraints irnposed upon them by the several layers of niles denved
fkom the encompassing institutions. The rules are conceptualized as pennitting a range of
behaviours, as well as prescribing and proscribing other behaviours. While the approach
appears to be detenninistic it is not argues Peters.
The logic of 'appropriateness'. March and Olsen provide the second
perspective. Their conception of the policy process is that it is governed by the logic of
'appropriateness' not the rational choice of rule-constrained individuais (March and
Olsen in Peters, 1992, p. 175). They argue that the collective histories of organizations

and institutions serve as guides for action for the current members of the organization.
And here is the criticai point! This institutional memory tells current decision-makers

what actions are in keeping with the goals and values ofthe organization. The assumption
here of course is that individuais making the choices are sufficiently well socialized
within the institution to make the 'right' ~ h o i c e . ~ ~
Meaning and the interpretation of organizational life are crucial in this approach.
Reality in this scenario is sociaiIy constructed and organizations are crucial actors in that
activity. Rational behaviour on the part of organization members must be understood

within the context of organizational values rather than in the context of individual
rational choice. Understanding the poIicy process then involves understanding how
different organizations concephialize the social world for which they bear some decision-

making responsibility and how the organizations interact to make policies (Peters, 1992,

p. 175-176).
General characteristics of institutional models. In summary, the general
characteristics of institutional models are:
institutions are the central actors in the policy-making process
institutions and organizations are conceptuaiized as having collective mernories
institutions are assumedto attempt to minimize their own decision-making costs by
perpetuating the status quo
4. institutions demonstrate a persistence of policies
5. institutions preserve their dominant values
6 . M o n s emphasize the appropriateness of organizational forrns and policy
decisions

7, institutions embed the consideration of particular policy proposais within a larger
institutional and value h e w o r k which tends to minhize the problems of Iinearity
identified with stages models
8. institirtions emphasize the virtuai randomness of rnuch decision-making
9. the approach provides a mechanism for understanding why policies are different in
different countries which an examination only of the stages through which the
process must go rnight miss (Peters, 1992, p. l76-179)

Less international in scope than the Peters research, Hame Mawhùiney's (1995) study of
French language policy implemented in Ontario during the 1980s confirms the
importance of an interpretive orientation to policy inquiry and how institutional
arrangements, rule and noms guide policy-making.

Institutional arrangements guide policy. What he found was that the theoretical
depiction of the policy process as a series of discrete stages fails to capture the dynamics
of the overlapping and interacting processes. Because information is indetenninate and
introduced over often-long time fiames, it becornes the central focus of political activity.
Also, many decision points occur dong the way usually involving many different actors.
Ail this says Mawhinney senously questions the theoreticai conception of policy as a
series of stages including agenda setting, adoption, design, implementation and
evduation (Mawhimey, 1995, p.4).

Reconceptualization of the stage model. His notion is that the stages models
need to be reconceptualized to encompass a focus on iterative processes and longer time
fiameç-ones that take critical cognizance of leadership changes, elections, court
challenges and irnplementation delays created by the interaction of other polices.35
Regarding agenda setting, Mawhimey makes a plea for the importance of
achieving a degree of normative consensus-failure

to achieve it wilI ensure that the

polit ical bargainhg and negotiation characteristic of agenda setting will continue
throughout the policy change. The result for policy 'x'? A crisis in legitimacy will spi11
into d l phases of its development (Mawhimey, 1995, p.4). In other circumstances, where
policy was addressing core ideas, the capacity to gain support of those affected increased

by the legitimacy with which the policy developers were viewed. Further, when the
structures were flexible and brought together diverse ideological perspectives and
experience, the organization encouraged leaming on a case-by-case assessment of policy
problems.

The capacity to adjust to and 'read7 the shifting sands ofpolicy conceptualization
is not easy given the uncertainty characteristic of policy making under conditions of
multiple goals, inconsistent preferences and the ubiquitous participation of actors in the
decision-making process. Policy goals should emerge therefore through a process of
bargaining and compromise among forces both inside and outside the policy system and
not be set by decision-makers at the apex of the hierarchy Mawhimey, 1995, p.5). And
here is his major point about the new focus for institutional structures and their role in the
resolution of conflicts and daerences of view.
Neo-Institutionalism

Neo-institutionalism, Mawhinney proposes, goes beyond the earlier institutional
conceptions ernphasizing values, norms and attitudes, it places more emphasis on the
strategic and political elements of action. The role of interests, power and social change
become the central issues. No longer are institutions seen as imposing constraints on
human action, now they must also be seen to be the product of human action. The
underlying assumption is that values and preferences of political actors are not extemal to
but devetop within institutions. That process in tum develops social norms that serve as

an interpretive fiame of reference for understanding events. Given the ambiguity often
associated with cornplex policy change processes, determining the course of action by
policy actors is enhanced ifthey know not o d y the implication of actions on their roles
but they must also know what the situation means. Helping to effect political action
would be the rules, traditions, and structure of the institution. Institutionally determined
rules serve as fiameworks for organizing behaviour, particuIarly fiameworks consistent
with inter-and intra-organizational observed extant realities. The role of rules and
routines in promoting order and stability in policy-making, while seemingly self-evident,
also are central forces in defining the interests and conflicts in a polity (Mawhinney,
1995, p.6). That said, the effect institutional structures have. on policy-making and how
they shape the nature of collective action, at least as far as institutional theorists are
concemed, has been helpfùl but tentative (Mawhinney, 1995, p.6). What Mawhimey
does conclude is that
the exercise of political leadership is critical to policy &ange
political leadership recpires an appreciation of the potential for value conf'ctsto
arise fions a policy goal

leadership is based on the capacity to reduce d u e conflict by generating n o d v e
COnseflSUs

critical is the development of a cornmon interest h e w o r k to promote constructive
debate and policy-oriented learning among interest in the policy c o m m e
fàilue to generate a degree of normative consensus on policy changes which
confront core values in a political comrnunity can have long term negative impacts on
the legitimacy with which a government is viewed
growing emphasis on problem-based approaches to policy development requires
logic-in-use orientation - critical and reflective stance development

Clearly, what happens within an institution among the participants and the type of
institution that houses those same participants on a daily basis, has, arguably, significant
impact on why and how policy is developed. Multiple policy determinants operate
continuously. From ministeriakhief executive oficer, to director/managers, to
colleagues and clients/customers, not to mention Iobbyists and advocacy coalitions, the
bureaucrat/line worker must respond to the multiple memos/directives-in some cases
policy manuals-in a manner that facilitates operationalization of whatever policy has
been decided. Contingent upon ones role and placement within the organization, the
degree and manner one may respond to those determinants at least partly explains how
state policy is conceptualized. One such actor is the bureaucrat.

The Bureaucrat as Policy Actor
Bureaucrats are active participants in the policy-rnaking process. As Lindblom

and Woodhouse declare, if the aim is to understand how governments corne to do what
they do, the term policy needs to be applied to actual practice, not merely to forrnally
announced intentions (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.60). Often as not, delegation of
poiicy-rnaking occurs accidentally when the legislation itseif creates such controversy
that the law passed may incorporate a number of contraclictory policy guidelines. The
implernenting department then has to sort out or rnake sense of the intent of the
legislation. Appointed officials then cannot merely implement laws and other directives

fiom elected functionaries, civil servants are compelled to participate in the policymaking process (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.6 1).An example is the
generalization about the delegation of policy-making authority to bureaucrats durùig the
t juncture there is
earLy life cycle of a policy being developed for a social p r o b l e ~this
litîle experience on which to base a regdatory effort. The bureaucrat must be involved to

literally 'write' the policy. As Lindblom and Woodhouse declare, most people would
prefer to not have elected ninctionaries or untrained citÏzens entirely take over the
technicaily laden policy tasks. Eminently reasonable and applaudable, they contend, is

the delegation of authority to those with requisite expertise, that is, the bureaucrat(s)
(Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.62).36 However, al1 is not so cut and dried or
complimentary to the bureaucrat or bureaucracy.

Administrative 'anomalies', Lindblom and Woodhouse theorize that
bureaucratic policy-making also can reduce the intelligence of policy-making. How? It
happens when administrators
protect their own budgets, power and policy turf
become too preoccupied with process ratber than results
become too enamored with one set of mterests
allow personal ambition to supercede achievement of program goals
do nut disclose errors
impose procedural constraints to escape fiom responsibility/accountability
create specialwd agencies for specinc jobs3'

What some theorists do not say however is that while the above observations rnay be
'known' to colleagues in an institution, v e w i n g same would be singularly exhausting to
document and probably in the long term counterproductive to the progress of the person
attempting to prove the case. Oppositional discourse depends as well upon where one is
located on the bureaucratic organizational Iadder and on the work 'environment'
surrounding the civil servant's cubicle, Unit, Branch, Division and Department. That
there c m and may be problems is self-evident. 1s there a remedy for the vocational virus
alluded to here?
Placing policy coordination under one authority is one approach except it too can
generate serious anomalies. It is simply too difficult to sort out how a single complex
policy will interact with other policies. All the more stresshl to the bureaucracy because

central coordination efforts usually auger more layers of bureaucracy exacerbating
communication problems including more policy actor policy confirmation 'sign-offs'
may be required. Along with possible system 'unease' with something new entering the
loop of policy conceptualization, such a proposal may rekindle the very points made
above with respect to lirniting bureaucratic intelligence. Fominately, there is a better
way !

DMA works! Decentralized coordination via partisan interaction and mutual
adjustment works Say Lindblom and Woodhouse. When bureaucrats fkom different
programs and agencies work together it becomes clear (after much debate) that assessing
a problem firom many different perspectives improves the solution of the problem(s)
beyond what could be accomplished if left to single agency or program resoiution
attempts. A high percentage of the effective coordination done in any govenunent
bureaucracy actually is achieved through decentraiized mutual adjustment @MA)
(Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p 6 7 - 6 ~ ) . ~It' must be remembered that what is being
discussed above relates primarily to poiicy formulation within government. Certaidy the
centralization of policy conceptualization can and does cause serious problern for those
'outside' of government. Local innovation may be difficult if centraliy mandated
curricula, texts and other countiess regulations are seen as constraints on local policy
input.
The 'popular' notion of bureaucracy-4at it is a languorous l a b y r i n t h l o n e
attests to the fact that bureaucrats tend to pay more attention to constraints than to goals.
Bureaucrats tend to lose sight of actually trying to achieve what the organization is
supposed to be doing (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.7 1). Referencing James
Wilson's (1989) study of government bureaucracy4ureaz1cracy: mat Governent

Agencies Do and Why ï3ey Do Lt 4 i n d b l o m and Woodhouse reiterate Wilson's
observation that public management

cc

'is a world of settled institutions designed to allow

imperfect people to use flawed procedures to cope with insoluble problerns'

"

(Lindblom

and Woodhouse, 1993,72). Hardy a flattering observation about the entire process to be
sure, but an accurate reflection and attestation to the complexity of policy
conceptualization.
The 'iron triangle'. Kingdon (1995) found that career civil servants had a more
noticeable impact during the implementation and alternative generation stages of the
policy process. This he attributed to the bureaucrat's service longevity, concomitant
expertise, and relationships with intemal and extemal cornittees and groups. This
connection between cornmittees, bureaucrats and interest groups, is often referred to as an
'iron triangle'. So-called because the interests dovetail, it is impenetrable fiom the
outside, and uncontrollable by political appointees, or legislators not on the cornmittees in

question. In the government operations of the United States, it also kept the President at

bay (Kingdon, 1995, p.33). Kingdon m e r differentiates participants in the policy
process describing them as a 'visible cluster' (President, Congress, media, political
partieswhey affected the agenda setting, and a 'hidden cluster' (academics, researchers,

career bureauaats, staffers, administrative appointees)--they Bected the generation of
alternatives. Though these distinctions are not 'iron-clad absolutes', they are determined
by resources needed to perform tasks and incentives that draw people to the task
@ C . ~ ~ ~ O1995,
I I , p.68- 69).

Key policy actors -bureaucrats. As policy actors then, bureaucrats are very

often the keystones in the policy process and the central figures in many policy
subsystems (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p. 56). They are formidable players with
perennial powers. The law itself mandates that certain crucial fùnctions must be
performed. Within the limits of fiscal restraint usudy unmatched access to materiai
resources are available. The bureaucracy is a repository of a wide range of skills and
expertise with access again to vast quantities cf information. The notion of permanence in
the bureaucracy dong with tenure often gives it an edpe over the elected executive.
Finally, and perhaps arguably the most annoying feature of the bureaucracy, is the
secrecy that is often associated with policy f o m u l a t i o ~ t t e m p t to
s mount opposition to
the policy is denied to other policy actors (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p56)." As one
senior govenunent officia1 has said, planning in govemment is qualitatively different
fiom planning in other organizations (Levin, 1985, p.600). Planningyhe says, is
dominated by political and social considerations closely tied to matters of value. Though
he suggests that paradoxically, planning is almost impossible to plan, Levin articulates
implications for planning that demonstrates the importance of experience. Planning must
be organized around issues rather than operations
bridge the gap between politicai and operational levels
carefully consider the operating environment of goveniment departments
evidence a process of environmental scanning
distinguish between issues where the govenunent wdl have to respond and issues
where the goveniment may initiate action
acknowledge the characterîstics of the government and the minister -vin,
1985,
p .603-605)

Taking into account what Levin calls the 'facts of life' in government, is advice that no
policy actor should ignore particularly poignant in light of recent pleas for public policy

to be developed based on 'inclusiveness (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998), the 'learning
organization7(Rosell, 1999), and 'new public management' (Pal, 1997). It is advice
certainly that an important group of poiicy actors-advocacy coaIitions/uiterest
groupsAobbyists-must be cognizant.

Advocacy CoaiitionslIoterest Groupd Lobbyists
Interest group activities are interactions through which individuals and pnvate
groups not holding govemment authority seek to influence poiicy (Lindblom and
Woodhouse, 1993, p.75). 'They blow the whistle' if g o v e m e n t does not comply with a
particular 'interests' concerns. For some, their primary function in a word, is that of
surveillance. They can and do however help to form a feasible agenda by
1. c1a-g
and articulatmg what citizens want
2. monitoring the actions of government
3. providing feedback to govement
4, serving as a source of information
5. facilitating working coalitions (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.79)

Helpfùl as the above may be, interest gmups cm at the same time be problematic for the
democratic function of govenunent in that contingent upon financial resource base,
membership, and human resources, great inequality c m emerge particularly for those
groups who do not possess the same attributes. It leads in part to what some theorists
conclude that interest groups activity emphasizes differences rather than comrnonalties
(Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.86). Advocacy coalitions, advocacy networks, and
policy streams theoretically do the opposite as the notion of network analysis is based on
the idea that a policy is fiamed within a context of relationships and dependencies.

The network metaphor. With the increasing diversity in society, diversity in
policy programs and increase in participants in policy development, policy theorkt s argue
that the network metaphor has been a better fit with modem policy-rnaking than
pluralism, corporations and other 'tradit ional' modeis (Parsons, 1995, p. 185). The
relationship between the state and networks continues to dominate the research. Parsons
cites fiom the work of M.J. Smith (1993) who looked at the relationships between state
actors and groups and how such entities shaped policy outcornes in the US and UK.
Smith observed that
the type ofnetwork and commuaity relationshrps varies across time, poiicy sector,
and States

state actors have interests which shape the development ofpolicy and policy
networks
the autonomy ofthe state in making and implementing poiicy is affected by the
types ofpolicy networks that exist
types ofpolicy networks affect policy outcornes
the type of policy networks provides a context for understanding the role of interest
groups in policy-making. Networks are the 'enstructuration' of past poiicies,
ideologies and processes
the types of network will affect the way in which policy changes

As for the general comparative question of whether or not a parliamentary or

congressional form of goverment presents similar characteritics for policy
conceptualization, Smith (1993) noted that policy communities are more Iikely to arise in
the UK than the US. Further, policy communities are more likely to develop where the
state is dependent on groups for implementation and where policy communities have
important resources to exchange. Abaut the only constant that continues to emerge &om

the literature is that notions of the state, pressure groups, state autonomy and policy

networks are highiy problematic. Issues are not so neat and tidy as policy comrnunity
theory claims. Issues tend to overlap and get rnixed up with other issues in actual practice
(Parsons, Z 995, p. 190- 191). To be specific, Parsons references the work of Atkinson and
Coleman (1992). They credit the network literature with going beyond the bureaucraticpolitical rnodels but detail three major problerns that network theory does not address.

Fka,the models have a problem with the influence ofmacro-political institutions and the
impact of political discourse. Second, the models have difficulty with the issue of the
intemationalization of rnany policy domains. And third, the networWcommunity
approach bas failed to address the problem of policy innovation and change. In faimess to
the advocacy coalition model, a discussion about the major premises of the £tamework is
in order.

The advocacy coalition conceptuai framework. The conceptual fiamework
focuses on the belief systems of advocacy coalitions within policy subsystems as the
critical vehicle for understanding the role of policy anaiysis in policy-onented leamhg

and the effect, in turn, of such learning on changes in govemmental programs (Sabatier,
1988, p. 129). The fiamework, he says, has at least three premises:
1. understanding the process of policy c h a n g ~ the
d role of policy-oriented learning

therein-requires a time perspective of a decade or more

2. the most usefbl way to think about policy change over that amount of tirne is through

a focus on 'policy subsysterns', that is, the interaction ofactors fiom different
institutions interested in a poiïcy area
3. that public policies (programs) can be conceptualized in the same m e r as belief
systesets of value pnonties and causal assumptions about how to r&e
them

Sabatier's first premise regarding implementation requiring 10 years is that this is
the time fiame needed to complete at least one fomulation~refonnulationcycle. Program
success and failure assessment, to be reasonably accurate he suggests, requires the same
time parameters."
The most useful aggregate unit of analysis for understanding policy change
(premise #2) in modem industrial societies, is not any specific governmentd institution,
but rather a policy subsysten+those actors fiom a variety of public and private
organizations who are actively concerned with a policy problem or issue such as air
pollution control, mental health, or surface transportation (Sabatier, 1988, p. 13 1).

The meaning behind the third major premise is that public policies/programs
incorporate implicit theory about how to achieve their objectives.
Factors af5ecting policy change within subsystems include the basic attributes of
the problem area; distribution of naturai resources; fùndamental cultural values and social
structure; the basic legal structure (constitutional relationships); changes in socioeconomic conditions, technoiogy, systernic goveming coalitions; and policy decisions
and impacts fi-om other subsystems.

PoIicy subsystem, A policy subsystem is defined as the set of actors who are
involved in dealing with an identifïed policy problem (Sabatier, 1988, p. 13 8). New
subsystems may emerge if a group of actors become dissatisfied enough wZth the neglea

of a particular problem by existing subsystems to form their own. Sabatier posits that the

most useful means ofaggregating actors in order to understand policy change over fairly
long periods of time is by 'advocacy coalitions'-peop!e fiom a variety of positions
(elected and agency officials, interest group leaders, researchers) who share a particular
belief systern. Before proceeding, some general observations are usefil.
Sabatier argues that in most subsystems there will be o d y a few poLitically
significant advocacy coalitions. Not everyone active in a policy subsystem will belong to

an advocacy coalition or share one of the major belief systems. One of the categories of

actors evident will be 'policy brokers'. Their concem will be to keep the level of political
conflict within acceptable limits and with reaching some reasonable solutions to the
problem. Traditionally the function of sorne elected officiais or high civil servants, they
will have some policy bent whereas advocates may show some serious concem with
system maintenance. As policy brokers, high civil servants are dso often policy
advocates particularly when their agency has a clearly defined mission. It must be
remembered that the concept of an 'advocacy coalition' assumes that it is shared beliefs
that provide the principal 'glue' ofpolitics. And this introduces the first of the nine
hypothesis of the advocacy coalition fiamework.
The Advocacy Coalition Framework

Hypothesis I : On trqjor controversies within cz p o k y subsystem (Le., when core
belzefs are in &.pute), the linezip of allies and opponenîs will tend to be rafher
stable over periods of a decade or so.
Shared beliefs. The fkamework rejects the view that actors are pnmarily

motivated by theù short-term self-interest and thus that 'coalitions of convenience' of
highfy varying composition will dominate policy-making over tirne. Coalition stability
may result more f?om stable economic/organizational interests thm beliefs but the
fÎamework uses belief systems rather than 'interests' as its focus because beliefs are more
inclusive and more verifïable says Sabatier.
With respect to advocacy coalitions and public policy, where there is a
decentralized system, dwerent coalitions may be in control of various govemmental
units. While the direction of the advocacy coalition will be determined by the belief
system, its ability to do so will be criticdly dependent upon its resources (money;
expertise; supporters; legal authority).
Hjpofhesis 2: Actors wifhinan advocacy coalztzon will show subsfantial
consensus on issues pertaining to the policy core, althmg. less so on secondory
aspects.
Hjporhesis 3: An actor ( o r coaIifion)willgive qv s e c o n d q crspects of his (ifs)
belief system before acknowled'g weaknesses in fhe policy core.
Core beliefs are powertùl and once redized are resistant to change even in the face of
countervailing empincal evidence or interna1 inconsistencies (Sabatier, 1988, p. 147).
What about policy change within subsystems?

Policy change within a subsystem can be understood as the product of two
processes: First, the efforts of advocacy coalitions within the subsystem to translate the
policy cores and the secondary aspects of their belief systems into govemmental
e
of systemic
programs. The second process is one of extemal p e r t u r b a t i o ~ h effects
events-changes in socio-economic conditions, outputs fkom other subsystems, and
changes in the system-wide governing coalitio-n

the resources and constraints of

subsystem actors.
The policy core resists change. The policy core of an advocacy coalition is quite

resistant to change over bme (Sabatier, 1988, p. 148).
Xjpofhesis 4: 13re core (baslaslc
amibutes) of a govementulprogrm are zrnlzkeiy
to be signzjicantly revised as long as fhe sltbsysiem udvocacy coalition which
insfzsfiiuted
the program remuiks in power.
Hjpothesis 5: The core of a govemmental action program are zmlikely to 6e
changeci in the absence of signrficanfperturbations extemai to the si~bsysfern,
that
IS, changes in sociwconornic conditions, sysfem-wide governing coalifions,or
policy ouipzttsfrom other szrbsysterns.
Hypothesis four suggeas that the only way a mlliority coalition can hope to gain power
within the subsystem is if some extemal event occurs to significantly increase their
political resources. Hypothesis five hints that poficy learning may contribute to alteration
of the secondary aspects o f a program. In fact, policy leaming rnay even occasionally
lead to a revision of core aspects in the absence of perturbations fiom beyond the
subsystem.
Policy-oriented leaming. 'Policy-oriented learning' is of particular concern to
the fiamework. The result of experiential thought and behaviour, policy-oriented leaming
is concerned with the attainment or revision of the percepts of one's belief system. Tt is an
ongoing process of search and adaptation motivated by the desire to realize core policy
beliefs. It can occur both within and across belief systems.
Hypofhesis 6: Policy-o~?eniedleaming across belzef sysfemszs most Zikely when
fhere is an iniemediafe level of iriformed conflict between the two.
What is required is that both have the technical resources to engage in such a debate and
the codict involves secondary aspects fYom one wit h core elements of the second or
altematively between secondary aspects of both systems.

Hypothesis 7: Policy-un'ented leaming across belief systems zs most Zzkeiy when
there exists afonm which isprest@-aus enough toforce professionalsfi-om
dlferent coal.itiom to participute rmd when theforum b dominated by
professional noms.
Some policy subsystems are dominated by a single professional journal or annual
conference where researchers feel obliged to present their views. The final two
hypotheses increase the likelihood of increased policy-oriented Leaming whether within
or between coalitions.

Hypothesis 8: Problemsfor which acceptecf q~untittatieperfmance indicators
exist are more conducive to poky-oriented Zearning than those in which
perfomance indicutors are generally piaIifative and qrite subjecme.
Hjpothesis 9: Problems involving naturai systems are more condz~civeto policyoriented [eaming than those involvingpire& social systems because in the
former many of the critical varables me not t h s e l v e s active strategrists and
becmse controIIed experimtation is morefeaîibe.
Policy-onented learning then has a formidable focus-the development of a better
understanding of the factors affecthg a specific policy area over time (Sabatier, 1988,
p. 157). As for the fiamework itself, Sabatier argues that it has increased our

understanding of the role of policy analysis in policy-oriented l e h g and the role of
such learning in policy change by
taking the concept of policy subsystems (%on triangles' and the like) and uses ït as
the basis for developing a preliminarytheory of policy change by relating it to the
larger polibcal system and by viewing advocacy coalitions as the key units of
interna1 structure
advancing understanding of the nature of elite belief systerns (Deep Core
firndamental normative and ontologicaI axioms; a Policy Core of basic policy
choices and causal assumptions; and a set of Secondary implementing Aspects) by
expancihg political scientists' traditional focus on normative elements to include
perceptions of causal relationships and variable states
fbcusing on policy-oriented Ieaming

Improving the framework But the fkamework still has room to improve. Certain
aspects of the framework require: empirical testing in a variety of settings; alternative
fiameworks of the role of policy anaiysis in policy change over penods of a decade or
more need to be developed; the relative importance of 'interests' versus 'beliefs systems'
needs to be explored; much more needs to be done conceming the role of 'policy
brokers'; little has been said about the generation and difision of new ideas conceming

causal relationships and policy instruments; and finally, subsystem dynamics may v q

by policy type (Sabatier, 1988, p. 159). A more resent critique of the advocacy coalition
fi-arnework cited by Parsons (1995) includes the following observations.
The b e w o r k needs exposure outside of the USA (particularly in situations where
the contact between policy actors is las open -the mode1 has uûhy for policy
styles/issues which exhibh pluralistic characteristics)
The mode1 posits that there are 'events' and 'stable parameters' which set the
constraints and resources for the 'subsystem' and its actors (Do such forces exkt 'out
there' or do they exist m the mincis of the participants?)
The h e w o r k sees non-elites havlog no expertise, no time, nor incimation to be
active participants in policy subsystems

As Parsons remarks, the advocacy coalition fiamework does at Ieast link the earIy phases

of the policy cycle - problem definition and agenda setting with decision-making and
implementation. Moreover, the fiamework facilitates 'mapping' the policy process
(Parsons, 1995, p.203). A potentid problem for the h e w o r k however is its potential
for 'interest' exclusion. Policy elites may not control the agenda process but it is
rnanifestly true that they have fàr more impact and influence over what goes up, what
goes down, and what gets on the agenda than those members of society whose
participation is marginal and impaired (Parsons, 1995, p.207-208). Daniel McCool's
'discussion' of the Sabatier (1988) article provides a fbrther set of perspectives on
subsystem theory.
Into the mid 2990s, few research attempts have been recorded to systematically
validate subsystem theory says McCool. To date, much of the support for subsystem
theory is anecdotal and impressionistic (McCool, 1995, p.380). Operating in a potentialIy
adversarial scenario, this would make the role of conflict a significant research question
for subsystem theory. It must be remembered that the concept of 'iron triangles', for
example, minimizes conflict by excluding or co-opting opponents. At the same t h e , the
theory, in order for it to fiuiction at all, must in some way be able to limit conflictincreased codict c m give rise to new subsystems argues McCool. And, back to 'iron
triangles', they too have been forced to change. McCool suggests that they have been
"pluralized" meaning that dl three corners have multiple participants. The media, policy
analysts, and individual policy entrepreneurs now play a larger role in policy making.
Taking the discussion to a higher theoretical level, McCool raises the question about the

relationship between subsystem politics and democracy. Specialized policy alliances,
assumes the policy literature, are antidemocratic. That they may be exclusionary has been
mentioned. Certaidy if one is not a part of a 'special' interest the opportunity to have any
eEect at all on policy-making is at nsk. A large percentage of the voting public then has

only one r e c o u r s e s a v e public demonstration, referenda and state initiated public forum
feedback sessions) the ballot box the effect of which on public policy-making was
discussed earlier. Much to McCoo17scredit e o m the perspective of his anthology of
public policy, theones, models and concepts, he poses the ultimate research question, is
subsystem theory a good theory?

Subsystern Theory

In general, subsystem theory offers a unique perspective of how policy is made. It
does so in that it cuts across innumerable dimensions of policy-making. Specifically,
subsystern theory improves understanding of
who participates

the policy-making process
Spologies ( %on triangles'; issue networks; distributive and redistributive
policy

Subsystem theory also informs about goveming institutions, that is, how they interact
with each other and with non-goveming entities (interest groups, the media, and policy

specialists) (McCoo1, 1995, p.385). There is a caution that should be noted. It is a mistake
to assume that a subsystem can be found for every issue. Ifthat were the case, the

concept would have to be so genenc as to loses much of its meaning. The research
challenge, concludes McCool, is to explain the difference between various subsystems

and identify the conditions under which they operate. Howlett and Rarnesh (1 995)
concur.

Policy actors and policy formulation. Identi@ing the key actors in policy
subsystems, what bnngs them together, how they interact, and what effect their
interaction has on the policy, continues to provide fascination for public policy-making
partisans. Policy formulation, they surmise, is a highly diffise, and compley process,
which varies by case (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p. 123). The following characteristics

of policy formulation listed bJ Charles Jones (1984) cited by Howlett and Ramesh make
the point. Jones concluded:

1. policy formulation is not limited to one set of actors; there may be two or
more fordation groups producing competing or complimentaryproposals
2, policy fbrmulation may proceed without clear definition ofthe problern or
without formulators ever in contact with the aEected groups
3. there is no neceçsary coincidence between formulation and particular
institutions
4. formulation and reformuiation may occur without ever building support for
any one proposal
5 . several appeal points exist for those who lose m the formufation process
6. process never has neutral effects - some wîn and sorne Iose (Howletî and
Ramesh, 1995, p. 123) ."

While the Jones list is hardly meant to be definitive, it certainly supports the
contention-perception is just as real as reality itself in the policy process (Howlett and
Ramesh, 1995, p. 124). A better understanding not only of perceptions but of policy
development and change requires an appreciation of how the policy subsystem functions
as demonstrated by the following entities: subgovernments (groupings of actors
functioning in routinized patterns of interaction); iron triangles; issue networks (Heclo,
1978); advocacy coalitions (Sabatier, 1988); policy networkç-interactions among
departmentshranches and between government and societal organizations (Rhodes,
1984); and policy comunities-actors sharing a common policy focus (Haas, 1992). An
interesting 'take' on the above 'interest groups' is that of John Kingdon.

hterest Groups
Negative blocking. Much of interest group activity, he says, consists not of
positive promotion, but rather of negative blocking. Interest groups seek to preserve their
extant prerogatives and benefits, blocking initiatives that they believe would reduce those
benefts (Kingdon, 1995, p.49). He is rather firm on the point that interest groups are to
be seen as blocking agenda items. Any amendments that are proposed are really

substitutes for proposals already on the agenda. Such entities are effective because they
are able to convince the govemment that they speak with one voice. As for academics,
researchers, and consultants, for the long term at least argues Kingdon, they may effect
the alternatives more than the agenda. He does concede that if academics wish to have
short-m impact, they must be in governrnent (Kingdon, 1995, p.56). That notion may be
paradoxicaI in that governments popularly are not known as 'think-tanks' of c n t i d fieethinking though there is no reason why they could not so indulge given the possibility of

loosely defined parameters for a given project for a set amount of time. Kingdon's
perception about the role of the media in agenda setthg is equally poignant.

The media. The media's tendency to give prominence to newsworthy events
actually diminishes their impact on governmentai policy agendas because such stones
tend to corne toward the end of a policy-making process rather than at the beginnhg. As
to the imporîance of the media in the policy-making process, Kingdon posits that the
media
act as a cornrnunicator within a poLicy community
m a g n e rnovements started elsewhere as opposed to originating the
movement
can shape an issue or structure it but nat create it
can play a part to the extent that expansion o f a conflict is a central feature of
agenda-setting
may have an indirect efFect to the extent that public opmion may have an
&ct on the participants (Kingdon, 1995, p.60)

A similar constraining 'middle-of-the-road' interpretation of the role of the media and its

impact on policy formation is assumed by Lindblom and Woodhouse. They see
mainstream pnnt and broadcast news offering primarily 'thoroughly conventional

interpretations of current events' (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1995, p. 117). The
perception is that the media tend to reiterate and strengthen society's dominant views
more than challenge and probe. In fact, the more dissentient the group, the less
favourable treatment is accorded the group. Even more to the point is their contention
that by reflecting dominant opinions, advantaged elites receive continua1 coverage
(business) whereas the interests of labour rnay not be accorded similar positive coverage
on a daily basis. Few would deny the fact however that the media are cruciaI links
between the state and society at large.
By reporting on problems, the media combine the roles ofpassive reporter with
active analyst as well as an advocate of a s o l u t i o ~ h i makes
s
the media's role in agenda
setting particularly significant (Kowlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.59). The traditional role as
the Fourth Estate, that is, reporting directly upon the daily proceedings of the state
legislature and then throwing the bal1 back to the same forum via the print and broadcast
medium, creates a constant cycle of information flow. That same flow and how much is
passed through the media/government pipeline may lead to the not uncommon use of the

media by public officiais and interest groups to their collective advantage and thus bolster
their case on any given issue of the &y (Eiowlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.59). With respect
to any media interest informing the public about the evaluation results of policies, the
media has done little to inform public debate about such matters (Pal, 1997, p.260).
Nonetheless, as Parsons (1995) details, the media does have an eEect fiom a
constructivist approach in problem definition. For example, in dealing with social
problems, the media can 'sensitize' the public and ampli@ the substance of an issue. On
occasion, by portraying a given incident as indicative of a wider social problem, the
media c m so distort an issue as to create a public 'panic' creating demands that policymakers 'do something' (Parsons, 1995, p. 107). The media's capacity to colect and cast
items fiom outside the political agenda into the political a r e n d e illusive notion of
'public opinion7+s what Iends credence to the observation by Parsons that the treatment
of such public opinion by policy-makers &ivesweight to the argument that the policy

agenda is set by the interplay of public opinion and public power (Parsons, 1995, p. 110).
Indeed, the capturing of public opinion whether articulated by the media, policy
networks, policy communities, interest groups and the like, has generated much debate
for the acadernic study of public policy formulation particularly with the issue of
govemance.

Govemance - A Shifting IDynamic 1985-1996
Dobuzinskis (1996) et al cite the work of Atkinson and Coleman (1988) who
clairn that the decade fiom 19851996 has seen two changes in the academic study of
public policy. First, society driven models of the policy process have given way to
rnodels in which institutions of the state are understood to have considerable autonomy.
The images of responsive politicians and cornpliant bureaucrats need to be amended they
argue. The state is not inert, it is an active agent rnolding society and s e ~ n the
g interests
of office-holders sometimes as rnuch as or more than the interests of citizens. Second,
traditional pluralist conceptions of the organization of societal interests have been
expanded or amended. Stressed more often is the organizational difficulties of such
entities plus the problem of maintaining interest not to mention the uneven c k a c t e r of
some organizations. The privileged status of business is also emphasized (Dobuzinskis,
1996, p. 193). The overall point, posit Atkinson and Coleman, is that govemment now

shares a measure of responsibility where heretofore the creation of economic dislocation
was the domain oniy of firms and individuals. And what is the problem for govemance?

Challenges for the policy networkkommunity. How to maintain ultimate
control yet s h a e the exercise of public authox-ity in a pIuraiistic socid, economic and
political milieu. The use of the policy networkhmmunity concept then has at least three
challenges for the academic study of pubIic policy:
1. theorizing the connection between networks, cornmunities, and broader
political institutions
2. integrating international levels of decision-making into studies that have been
confinedto the nation-state only
3. conceptuaiizing patterns of change in networks (Dobuzinskis, 1996, p .201)

Atkinson and Coleman oEer some acute advice for advocates of the policy network
approach in the study of policy innovation and change. The poiicy network approach
needs to be recast conceptually. It is critical for the analysis of change that researchers
are able to identq participants in the policy-making process
rnay study the types of policy networks over t h e to test their durabiiity,
opemess to outside influences, and the shifts that occur between the incIuded
and excluded
may devote greater attention to the cognitive h e w o r k s of ail members of
the policy community, to the relative strength of coalitions of community
members supportmg aiternative sets of ideas
may devote more attention to the potential for policy l e h g (Dobuzinskis,
2996, p.214)

From the same volume, Evert A. Lindquist, in his article 'New Agendas for Research on
Policy Communities: Policy Andysis, Administration, and Governance", suggests that
there is a rkk that cornrnunity analysis could become a modem form of systems theory
encompassing al1 actors or variables but without a compelling theoretical edge. Further,

such analysis could see a proliferation of concepts attempting to capture different kinds
of communities, networks, and associations that ofken intersect, overlap, or operate at
different levels of analysis, but little attempt is made to relate them to each other
(Lindquist in Dobwinskis, 1996, p.219). Lindquist answers his own question about what

we know fiom the research of the 1980s.
W bat the 1980s reveal. Certainly more policy actors are involved and the

interrelationship among actors varies across policy domains or sectors. Commenting on

Hugh Heclo's work on issue networks, Lindquist takes issue c1aim.gthat Heclo's

findings relied upon congressional poiitics as a backdrop for issue network anaiysis - a
problem for Canadian application in that the research placed an emphasis on individuds

as much as institutions. Lindquist affirms that such an approach is lamentable given the
fact that it was policy analysis in institutions that alerted observers to the realization that
there existed a much wider circle of policy actors in the policy process that had analytical
competencies and influence (Lindquist in Dobumhskis, 1996, p.22 1). Continuing with
the results of research regarding traditional understandings of the policy process,
Lindquist States that experts or analysts spent all or the better part of their careers with
one institution where there was a Iimited range of organizations with influence where
they could work; creative policy analysis was most likely to emerge nom policy units in
bureaucracy; the analyst group had sufficient resources to accomplish feats; and actors in
the attentive public were not equipped to iduence the design of policies and the
implementation of programs. Heclo's concept of issue networks did capture the less
stable career patterns of experts, a more fluid labour market, the emergence of more
complex issues with increasingly blurred boundaries, and increased fragmentation of
authority in traditional institutions. The overall result and trend that emerged fiom the
198Os, says Lindquist, is that govemments began to rely more heavily on the expertise of
consuiting firms, interest groups, think-tanks, and universities. Why? Lindquist says it
...was partly attributableto poiiticai leaders who did nat fiilly trust the advice of public
servants, but it was also a response to the fkct that rnany senior officiais and even

subgovernrnent actors as managers of existing policy and administrative regimes were in
a coping mode...during a time of significant expenditure restraint and delayering of
senior management in the public service. (Lindquist in Dobuzinskis, 1996, p.222)

Lt was also a time when increasing global cornpetition and debt probtems forced

govemments into restrictive policy regimes. As Lindquist says, the policy capacity of
departments waned dunng the 1980s. Did any theoretical insight emerge regarding the
analysis of policy at the same time? Their common attribute, says Lindquist, is the lack of
conducted. Not content
any plausible rendering of how contemporary analysis is acfi~ally
at ail with that observation, he does offer some corrective strategies.

Policy communities do help. Policy community concepts could be of use to
government officiais in operating departments since many must comprehend their
extemal environments in order to monitor, develop, and implement public policies.

Contingent upon department function and role of the official, dealing with several policy
networks is more the reality than not. therefore, the official must assess and adjust to
substantially different extemal environments.
The foregoing is dificult to achieve because there may be large gaps of
misunderstanding about central agencies whose task it is to manage policy development
across govemments (fkom Cabinet to financeheasury board to public or civil s e ~ c e
commissions to multiple departments). Lindquist's main point in ail this is that if one is
to focus oniy on the outputs of central agencies or of particular bureaus, it is possible to
miss where most of the decisions and innovations are actudly made within governrnent,

and therefore fail to provide an accurate account of agency roles and influence Cindquist

in Dobuzinskis, 1996, p.228).
Specific professional function. An alternative way to envision a public service is
in ternis of specific professional fùnction and tasks. For example, personnel, legal work,
finance, budgets, regdation, employment equity, and the cadre of officids throughout a
public senice responsible for elements of those fùnctions. Using community analysis,
Lindquist would disaggregate the community, that is, ident*

different realms of

administrative responsibilities and departments. The following are cited as examples:
budget making; management innovation; human resource management; administrative
policy; a f f i a t i v e action; and financial management. His suggestion rests in part on the
realization that the sheer size of some departments mitigates against action of any
consequence. Central agency staff, for example, cannot challenge fiinctional experts.
Pressing items on the administrative agenda 'crowd out' other items. Some departments
may be so innovative and active that they get too far ahead of the govemment agenda.
Often it is the network position of ministers and their deputies that determines the degree
of central agency control. Despite evolving environmental influences, many central
bureaus remain stable over the years and maintain their status. This is due mostly to the

task environment where the imperatives, regardless of policy or administrative
disposition (including minister) are clear: budgets must be produced, collective
agreements must be negotiated, and new policies must be costed.

Policy Communities/Networks can be influenced
Lindquist concludes that policy communities and networks of aii kinds c m be
manipulated or at the very least influenced by individuais and institutions (Lindquist in
DobuPnskis, 1996, p.234). Change may also be induced by actors wifhinpolicy
communities. And, they may in tum be influenced by the following community
concepts:
Environmental Scannhg - monitoring the capacity of actors in policy communities
hstruments for Manipulation - the means by which political or bureaucratie leaders
reshape or move a network in new directions
Encouraging Stewardship- increasing the capacïty of networks to leam
Nurturing Expertise, Fonuns, and Networks - how academics and poLicy analys& can
play a more effective and socially usefiil role in the policy process

Lindquist's major point is that the govemance game is not the sole purview of any one
person or group of actors-many can play the game. The desire to manipulate policy
networks can be effected by ministers, key officials, leaders of business groups, labour
unions, nonprofit organizations, new social movements, and public foundations
(Lindquist in Dobuzinskis, 1996, p.237). In short, all energy should not be limited to
influencing policy outcornes. Such effort will net only short-term gains. Increased focus
on the management, evolution, and manipulation of policy and administrative
communities will have more than practical implications. It should, posits Lindquist, rnake
the inside policy and administrative networks more transparent and easier for observers to

comprehend. Networking then has become far more important in the making of policy.
The state, declares Leslie Pal, has had to adjust the policy-making fetters accordingly.

The Need for Networks
There will be no more modem policy-making directed by government,
supplemented by representations fiom the pubIic or interest groups. That mode1 died
years ago he claims. As for the state, "the image of a towering Leviathan has to be
replaced with that of a prone Gulliver, tied with myriad strings to interests and policy
sectorsm(Pal, 1997, p.225). Times have changed for government. No longer able to
mobilize al1 necessary policy resources within their own realm, govements have
become dependent upon the cooperation and joint resource mobilization of policy actors

outside their hierarchical control. For Pal, the central questions for network analysis are:
2. How to conceptualize the relationship between civil society and the state.

2. What differences certain patterns of relations make to policy outcomes.
3. How to manage and nurture relations between govermnent agencies and their
policy constituencies. (Pal, 1997, p.199)

Curent policy thinking, says Pal, is that the wider the networks and the more competition

among players, the better policy outcomes will be. Pal credits Paul Sabatier's advocacy
coalition fiamework as being just such a network in that the ffamework maps out the
players, issues, and debates in a policy subsystem. The relatively stable parameters, plus
the belief systems inherent in the fknework, are welcome approaches particularly when

the idea of a coalition gets around the more rigid and insular conceptualization in the
network literature that divides subsystems into decision-makers and attentive, but
impotentypublics (Pal, 1997, p.207). Pal does however criticize the Sabatier fiarnework
descnbing it as relatively weak in describing patterns of relationships either among the
coalitions themselves or among brokers. This same point is raised in a larger context as

Pal asks if the network idea goes far enough in capturing the contemporary complexities
of the policy process. And, ifthe realities continue to change, does this effect the need for
refinement of the concept of networks?

The challenge of multiple oetworks. With the effects of econornic globalization

and worldwide web electronic communication so evident in daily operations of both
public and private sector management, the idea that policy networks are primarily
domestic needs rethinking (Pal, 1997, p.209). In particular, policy-makers in government
have the added conundrum of having to maintain a democratic process balanced against a
policy-making proçess that has become so cornplex that only 'experts' could possibly
manage the process. For public policy theonsts, the fear is that by using an overly
rational policy process, that is, limited to a small clique, such policy-making may
eliminate the notion of involving the public. This leaves the public manager in a difficult
position. To serve the public and provide the best policy possible, scholars and
researchers in a given policy area surely need to be cowted. Al1 the more obvious as
govemments encounter downsizing of so-called nonessential direct public service
provision. With fewer personnel, government is forced to 'second' people &om the
private sector/university or 'contract out7to private consulting operations. Decreasing
funds and 'offloading' impacts directly upon policy networks and partnerships between

govemment and the private sector. And these 'new' arrangements are changing the
policy-making landscape. As Pal suggests:
Policy communities and networks are important today not
only because they represent interests that have to be integrated
into the policy process, or information that is crucial to analysis,
but because they are relatively untried smews for irnplernentation
and delivery (Pd,1997, p.214)

The policy manager is the one who is certainly in the 'hot seat'. It will demand of the
policy manager cognizance of the communities and policy networks relevant to the area
of policy development is critical. And the job for the policy manager is not going to get

any easier. Consultation and partnerships corne with their own set of problems.
When consultation with the 'public7 does take place, the cynic rnight argue that

the whole process is nothing but 'grandstanding' by the goverment; interest groups get a
chance to trumpet their 'cause'; and decision-makers continue on their merry way
regardless of the public input. Partnership arrangements on the other hand may be seen as
attempts by govenunent to shirk areas of responsibility and redirect finances away from
direct govemment responsibility. Al1 that being said, the policy manager still cannot
escape nom the reaiity that consultation in policy design and partnership in policy
delivery are an important aspect of their jobs (Pal, 1997, p.217). Both aspects of
consultation and pamiership continue to be a balancing act. The challenge for
consultation is juggling tough decisions with public demand that may exceed the capacity
of govermnent to deliver. For partnerships, the challenge is balancing autonomy with
accountability. Is there some advice for the policy manager on how to perfom the near
impossible?

The key to successful networking. Where consultation is involved, the focus,
says Pal, should be placed on the operational and programmatic level, not on broad
values or directions. This means that the objective is to direct energies toward ongoing
development/management of the policy or program, not the establishment of parameters

for political discussion and debate. Moreover, the key to successful consultation is
mutual respect and trust by participants
clarity on objectives
shared decision-making about the parameters of the consultation
adequate information resources (Pal, 1997, p.2 18)

Ail good ideas but not immune fiom their own set of dilemmas. Consultation is only one

ofmany avenues to travel on the road to policy-making. Too much openness can
lengthen the process of resolution beyond what government is coidortable in
permitting-oot to mention the possible increase in oppositional attack the longer the
process proceeds.42 Perpetual confkontation is what an adversariai process may engender.
It must somehow be redirected or even dispersed in some fashion. Pd's notion of
Alternat ive Dispute Resolution (ADR) has some potential.

Alternative dispute resolution. ADR is a process where dl the parties
voluntarily corne together to discuss issues and develop solutions to meet each other's
interests. Pd proposes that if ADR is to work, a paradigm shifi f?om adversarial, interestbased lobbying, to negotiation grounded in rules the participants themselves design,
shepherded by a mediator, and aimed at shared interests rather than compromises that
give a Little piece of somethhg to everyone, must occur (Pal, 1997, p.221)." Given the
enormity of some tasks and the tirne-fiames for resolution, the overall effectiveness of

ADR may be determined more by a problem's placement on the governxnent agenda and
the resources available than the more equitable process of canvassing all relevant
constituencies and interests over a 'relaxed' consultation course. It may or may not be an
effective process where partnerships are concerned.

Pal references Kemaghan's (1993) classification of partnerships which situates
consultation as one end of a continuum of power sharing over decisions and
implementation:
1. consultative païtnerships: exchange of advice and mformation
2. contributory partnerships: money or other forms of support for projects
rnanaged by a third party
3. operationai partnerships: share work together in achieving goals, but the
main decisions are still made by one partner, usually government
4. collaborative partnerships: sharing both work and decision-making (Pal,
1997,p .22 1)

What mua not be forgotten is that when governments enter into partnerships, of necessity
they relinquish power and control argues Pal. The result is a Catch-22 scenario.
Govemment, by engaging in partnerships, may see it as way to Save money and offload
services. On the other hand, in recognizing that governent provision of al1 services may
be impossible, partnerships might well effect improved s e ~ c delivery;
e
coliect better

feedback, and in the process encourage civic engagement. Consultation and partnerships
then each bring a unique set of issues to the problem of public policy-making. The sarne
may be said of policy communitiesspecialists interacting with each other in a given
policy area with a common concern with one area of policy problems (Kingdon, 1995,
p. 117).

Ideas Can Be Illusive
The possibility of policy fragmentation, Kingdon's metaphor of ideas floating
around in a 'primeval soup' captures the essence of how ideas rnay surface or never
surface contingent upon who is stimng the pot. Not to detract f?om his culinary course,
much depends upon the compatibility of the kitchen staff. Some policy communities are
extremely closed and tightly knit while others are more diverse and fiagrnented-the

first

consequence of what Kingdon c d s system fiagmentation is policy fiagmentation.
Fragmentation itself begets instability. However, in tightiy knit policy comunities,
Kingdon found that there is less chance for the policy agenda to shift abruptly. And
m e r , the fiagmentation of a policy system affects the stability of the agenda within that
system (Kingdon, 1995, p. 121). AU of which says that ideas themselves take on a
momentum of importance that cannot be ignored.
The key is knowing the conditions under which said idea(s) survive. What
Kingdon found is that 'kholly new ideas do not suddenly appear.. .people recombine
familiar elements into a new structure or a new proposal" (Kmgdon, 1995, p. 124). As for
change, that turned out to be recombination more than mutation." Policy-making, says
Kingdon, is often a process of creating intellectual puzzles, getting into binds, and then
extracting people fkom these dilemmas. The puzzle solving continues while the items
may be held off the public policy agenda for some t h e . As he also found out, ideas
sometimes fail to corne to the surface of the soup because people find the subjects
intellectually boring. In fact, the subject may be too cornmonplace, routine, and again,
b ~ r i n ~Al1
. ~the
' more reason then to consider doing the following. What Kingdon calls a
'softening up' approach.

Ideas need to Vioat about'. Though it may take a while, let the idea drift about
like a trial balloon. In a practical manner, share the idea by memorandum, an oral
suggestion, or in a larger more important context, via discussion papers and feedback

survey. The point Kingdon makes is that to become a basis for action, an idea must both
sweep a community and endure. And what are the criteria for ideas to s u ~ v e ?

The criteria for idea survival. Technical feasibility is fist as this involves
implementation concems, that is, the actual mechanisrns required to effect action

(sîaffing requirements; time factors; administrative procedures; document
preparation/distribution). Second, the proposals that survive in the poiicy cornmunity are
compatible with the values of the specialists. This criterion could be described as the
'backbone' of any proposal and as strong as the prevailing majority view permits. In the
United States, where Kingdon conducted his research, he reminds those that reference his
work that some writers argue that a distinctive ideology or political culture dominates
that country. It is an ideology that places much more emphasis on the virtues of private

sector activity and the evils of government Sian the thinking that dominates the politics of
other industrialized countries (Kingdon, 1995, p. 133). This is çurely an interesthg
consideration given the relative recent past of Manitoba's political history and the
example of the Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation (public management of
automobile insurance). Indeed, Manitoba's expenence with public versus private
ownership of electric and communication utilities speaks to what Kingdon raises as a
serious concern for the survival of policy in that area.
A third consideration is that of equity. Proposals fiequently become prorninent on

govemmental agendas because they are designed to redress inequities, imbalances or
unfairness. This policy maker value inevitably runs up against the final
value-efficiency. Cost benefit, cost allocation, tradeoE, cost justification, benefits, costeffectiveness, taken together often spell doom for the requisite policy. What the policy-

maker must consider is not only the above criteria but also what fùture constraints may
alter the composition of the proposal. Enter the penultirnate test for any policy
proposal-budget constraint. The proposal must be financially acceptabIe or it d l be
dropped. Ifit survives that hurdle, then the finish line is in sight. And waiting to make the
final judgment, the final test, is public acquiescence. The proposal must in the end argues
Kingdon, be acceptable to the
upon which it is based.

And that proposa1 will be as strong as the idea(s)

Kingdon reminds the policy field that a great deal may be missed if one attempts
to understand public policy solely via the concepts of power, infiuence, pressure and
strategy. It is the content of ideas that are the integral part of public policy decisionmaking and ideas themselves turn out to be as important as political pressure (Kingdon,
1995, p. 143). And, as important as ideas are, sorting them out and determining which
idea or set of ideas should be supported and which ideas are to be shelved or dismissed
outright, recalls the process of agenda-setting except this tirne the focus is on decision-

making.

The Decision-Making Process
Parsons (1995) posits that there can be no one explanation of decision-making
particularly in modern government where the activity is complex, multi-lay ered or multisphered, and where policy is composed of numerous decision points. His analysis of the
decision-making process involves some five approaches derived fiom the foliowing
social sciences: political science; sociology; organizational theory; econornics;
psychology; and management. First, power approaches to decision-making.

Power approaches. In very general theoretical tems, so-called elitist or neoelitist models concentrate power in the hands of a few (corporations or professionals) and
therefore disadvantage the vast majority. 47 Whether the example is a government
encomtering an apparent insurrection or significant challenge to its authority or a
govemment operating in an industriabed democracy, if the decisions made are seen by
the populace as too concentrated in the hands of a few then the entity making the
contentious decision will be labeled as elitist and had better be ready to s e e r the
consequences. By the late 1980s, for example, corporatism as a mode1 of policy-making
has proved somewhat anachronistic (Parsons, 1995, p.259). As for professionals, Parsons
cites the work of L a f i and Young (1990) -Professionalim Nt Local Govemment where they claim that professionals, in both the private and public sectors, no longer
enjoy the social status aud influence they once enjoyed. This observation may in nim be
chailenged given the continued 'presence' and influence of such organizations as the
Manitoba Medical Association, the Winnipeg Health Authority, and the Manitoba
Association of Registered Nurses on health policy. As bonafide policy networks,
advocacy coalitions ancUor 'interests', their collective 'professional' influence on the

determination of provincial health policy cannot be igm~red.~'
If a power approach to
decision-making is so potentially contentious, surely as rationai one is less so!
Rationality - an Ceconomic'approach. W t h its roots in the construction of

ceconomicmanY,rationality sees homo economiczïs as a calculating self-interested
individual. As such, choices are made based on a l l id&rmation necessary comparing
information on dserent options then selecting the option that enables the attainment of
goals and interests. So goes the first context. The second context-the ideal
bureaucracy4arsons attributes to Max Weber (1864- 1920). The ideal Weberian mode1
of bureaucracy has the following characteristics: speci. alization; hierarchy; d e s ;
impersonality; appointed officiais; full-the officials; Gareer officials; and the separation
of public and private. This rational imperative modei, s a y s Parsons, constitutes the
starting point for the analysis of rationdity in public p d i c y . What has happened in the
world of policy analysis is that Weber's ideal has beem criticized in terms of the empirical
reality of decision-making. That critical approach, argues Parsons, departs substantially
fiom Weber's model, and the Limitations and boundaries of rationality in human decision-

making. Underscoring this point is the work of 1978 Nobel Prize for Econornics recipient
Herbert Simon.

'.

'Bounded rationaiity For Simon, the dominant concept throughout his research
has been decision-making in organizations (Parsons, 1995, p.274). That process of
decision-making is lirnited but not irrational. It is what he calls 'bounded rationality'.
Human decision-making, Simon says, is driven by reason and rationality demonstrated in
the context of an economic idea of rationality. On the mther hand, Freud, Pareto and
Lasswell portray human behaviour as driven by passions, instincts and subconscious
feelings and anxieties. In his book Administrative Behawiour, published in 1945, Simon
attempted to portray organizations in real as opposed t a ideal terms (Parsons, 1995,
p.275). In Zater writings through to the early 1970s, his notion of bounded rationality was
fùrther clarified to suggem that human decision-making: is to be understood as occupying

a middle ground between the two extremes. His observation that it is impossible for any
one person to reach a high degree of rationality because there are too many alternatives,
too much information, and too many 'givens' perhaps wguably is even more defensible
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today than back in the late 1950s when it was £iraformulated. From his publication in
1957, Simon argues that human rationality is limited in terms of
the incomplete and hgmented nature of knowledge
wnsequences that cannot be known, so that the decision-maker reiies on a capaciiy to
rnake valuations
limits of attention: problems must be deait with on a senal, me-atàme basis, since
decision-&ers cannot think about too many issues at the same time; attention shifts
fiom one value to another
human beings Iearning through adjustingtheir behaviour in line with purposive goals;
the powers of observation and commUIilcation limit this leamhg process
h n h on the storage (memory) capacity of the human mind: it can only think of a
few thmgs at a tirne
hurnan beings as creatures of habit and routine
human beings as limited by their psychological environments
hurnan beings with h i t e d attention spans
initiated behaviour and attention thai will tend to persist in a given direction for a
considerable period of time
decision-making as also bounded by an organizational environment which h e s the
processes of choice (Parsons, 1995, p.277)

What Simon was getting at is that rationality is essentidly procedurai, that is, viewed as
selecting goals and courses of action which will best achieve the values or purposes
sought. It must be remembered that his clarification of what he meant b y rationality in
organizattional decision-making relies on the use of the two models: econornic man and
administrative man. 49 Simon characterizes decision-making by 'administrative man'
operating in a world of bounded rationality and as motivated by satisficing (a
compromise of values and goals) rather than maximizing. This means that he makes
decisions that are not derived fiom ail the alternatives (as detailed above). To effect some
sorting of ail the alternatives, Simon did offer some suggestions in his writings published
in the 1960s.

Programmed decision-making. What he suggested was an enlargement of the
scope of programmed as opposed to non-programmeci decisions. This would improve
and
decision-making taking into account new techniques and t e c h n o l o ~ a i n i n g
management techniques and operations research reflecting human relations and
organizationd theory developments. Programmed decision-making addressed routine,
standard procedures and repetitive decision-making. By shifting more decisions into the
programmed area, senior layers of management wouid be f5ee to address nonp r o g r m e d issues (new problerns where no routines are evident nor are operating

procedures established, that is, 'big picture' issues).50 By the 1 9 8 0 though
~~
he still
argued for the use of rational techniques and cornputers to solve problems, Simon had
tempered his approach ackuowledging that self-interest is a powerfùl human motivator.
Reason can only be a mediator and enlightener of interests - i t cannot solve conflicts
(Parsons, 1995, p.281). Also, institutional rationality limits the attention span of human
beings. He already had listed the problems posed by the existence of multiple values and

the large measure of uncertainty encountered by decision-makers. Reason then, is simply
an instrument, it cannot help in selecting goals, so much as 'help us to reach agreed-upon
goals more eEectively7 (Parsons, 1995, p .283).

How to improve 'rational' decision-making. And, fiom at last one researcher
fiom the 1990s - psychologist Stuart Sutherland - irrationality is a major fact of public

and private decision-making and its results can be disastrous. To improve the rationality

of decision-making, Sutherland offers some 'morals ' for improving same:
don't make decisions on the basis of a single case
think about decisions before implementing them or before obeying an order
make sure counter-arguments are expressed in group decisions
managers should adopt a participatory and egalitarian style
search for evidence which contradicts the conventional or accepted wisdom
leam elementary statistics (SutherIand in Parsons, 1995, p. 28 1)

The 'normative-optimal' mode1- extra rational dimensions. Sutherland's
admonition is useful and very practical given the reality of policy-making in the dawn of
the new rnillennium. It speaks to Lindblom's 'disjointed incrementalism' and 'partisan
mutual adjustment' referenced earlier (page 77) in that the process of policy-making and
in particular the decision-making aspect of that process is not that finite nor rational as
some would Iike the process to demonstrate. For example, Parsons (1995) cites the work
of Yehezekel Dror (1989) that argued that incrementalism only reinforces conservatism
and the forces of anti-innovation. Further, where incrementdism predominates, the
powerful have the upper hand. Dror wanted to increase the rational content of
govemment and to build into his model the 'extra-rational' dimensions of decision-

making. His long-term strategy to improve decision-rnaking involves an 18-phase
process. Calfed the 'normative-optimal' model, it acknowledges that there is a realm of
extra-rational understanding founded on tacit knowledge and persona1 experience.

Optimal policy-making induces decision-makers to expand their thinking and
fiarneworks. The model's strength is not in terms of the prescriptive dimension but more

in it's provision of a fiamework to analyze the policy process (Parsons, 1995, p.437).
Parsons suggests that the process be read as a cycle. Presented in tbree stages, it aims to
take account of the real world. Specifically, the metapolicy-making stage involves
1. processing values
2. processing r
e
3. processuig problems
4. surveying, processing, and developing resources

5. designi.ng_evaluating, and redesigning the policy-making system
6. allocating problems, values and resowces
7. detemiining policy-making strategy
The policy-making stage involves
8. suballocating resources
9. establishg operational goals, with some order of priorïty
10. establkhing a set of their siguif'icant values, with some order of priority
11- preparnig a set of major alternative policies, including some 'good ones'
12. preparing reliable predictions of the significant bene* and costs of the
various akematives
13. comparing the predicted benefits and coçts of the various alternatives and
identifSng the 'best' ones
14. evaluating the benefits and costs of the 'best' alternatives and deciding
whether they are 'good' or not
Post-policy rnaking stage involves
15. motivating the execution of policy
16. executing the policy
17. evaluating policy-rnaking after executing the policy
18. communication and feedback channels intercomecting aU phases (Parsons,
1995, p -436-427)

Obviously a proponent of policy-making over a longer period of time, this approach is
not arnenable to public involvement particularly if 'staying the course' is the issue. It is
difficult if not impossible for the public to stay intimately involved with policy
formulation for the length of time Dror implies. Not a problem for Dror as he sees the
role of the public as one restricted to evaluating how a policy is h v e d at and what its
value components are including personalities and policy-making styles than on trying to
judge specific policies on their merit (Parsons, 1995, p.296). In fact, says Dror, if the
success of democracy depended on the people's ability to judge the main policy issues on
their merits, then democracy would surely have perished by now (Parsons? 1995, p.296).

Less critical of the public but also not enamoured with rationalist approaches to decision-

making is Amitai Etzioni again cited by Parsons (1995, p.297-298; p.435-436).

Associated with 'communitarianism' theory in the field of policy sciences,
Etzioni believes that personal transformation is rooted in the 'joint act of the cornmu*
transforming itself (Parsons, 1995, p.535). Public policy, he argues, should promote a
society in which people are active in their communities and in which political action and
intellectual reflection would have a higher more public status. Knowledge élites, that is,
intellectuals, experts and politicians should interact with publics in what he cails
'collective redity testing'. Because a rationalistic approach to decision-making requires
greater resources than decision-makers comrnand, and incremental strategies take into
account the limited capacity of actors, the result is decisions are made which neglect
basic societal innovations. Enter his response to the consematism of the incrementalism
model-mixed scanning.

Mixed scanning - a response to incrementalism. The model reduces the
unrealistic aspects of rationalism by limiting the details required in hndamental decisions
and helps to overcome the conservative slant of incrementalism by exploring long-term
alternatives (Parsons, 1995, p.297). Etzioni's model rewgnizes that decision-makers have
to take into account the costs of knowledge: not everything can be scanned, thus
decision-makers endeavour (or should endeavour) to scan key areas hlly and
'rationalistically', whilst other areas will be subject to a more 'truncated' review. As far

as Etzioni is concerned, the rational model and incrementalsm are flawed-they cannot
be the basis for promoting an 'active society' (Parsons, 1995, p.298). For Etzioni, the key
is flexibility of decision-making in the light of change and uncertainty in the
environment. What Simon, Lindblom, Dror and Etzioni have in common, is their belief in
the improvement of decision-making through changing the relationship of the political
process to knowledge and information. For others stiil, improvement of decision-making
would only be achieved under the aegis of public-choice theory.
Public choice theory. Public-choice theory posited that the solution to the

problem of big govemment was the introduction of market forces ta combat bureaucratie
self-interest and the pressures of the vote motive. Simply stated, the theory recornrnended
the introduction of competition into bureaucracy through contracting out, pnvatization
and increasing competition between government depaitments by rewarding performance.
Leading advocate Anthony Downs (1967) for example, started fiom the untested

assumption (Parsons, 1995, p -308) that decision-making in bureaucraties is informed by
the pur suit of self-interest . Further, concluded Downs, the motivations of individual
officials are diverse and give rise to different kinds of bureaucrat. His categories are
C h b e r s - are concemed with their power, income and prestige
Conservers - are concemed with minimizing change
Zealots - are highly motivated officiais committed to push for a pohcy or
program
Advocates - see their interests m tenns of maximizing the role and resources
for their bureau
Statesmen - have a sense of the public interest which rnay be advanced by
increasing their power so as to r d i z e their goals (Parsons, 1995, p.309)

William Niskanen's (1 971)neo-classical economic model, similar to Downs, is based
upon the assumption of self-interest maximization being demonstrated by government
officials. In his case, bureaucrats seek to maximize their budgets and the size of the
bureau. Again fiom Parsons, the model is difficult to test or falsie although arguably the

same observation may be made in this case as the one made about Anthony Downs with
respect to the Manitoba Education and Training experience. And, as the 1980s and 1990s
have shown, at least in the industrialized countries, the notion that there is a realrn of
'non-market ' decision-making has been questioned (Parsons, 1995, p.3 12). As Parsons
remarks, 'marketization', 'contracting out', and 'public sector management' is, in this
sense, another way of sayh g 'industrializat ion': public agencies and services become
businesses and factories. His conclusion is that management theories-though criticd of
the public-choice m o d e H a v e in practice been incorporated within the framework
(Parsons, 1995, p.3 17). However, public-choice theory is not the exclusive management
theory tool belonging only t o the Right.
Drawing upon experience with the civil service in Britain during the Margaret
Thatcher years, P. Dunleavy (1986; 1991), contrary to what Downs and Niskanen
propose, presents a view that shows how self-interest effects different outcomes.
Self-interest effects outcomes. Government budgets and personnel relationships
can be large and complex respectively. What Dunleavy calls 'shaping' involves senior
bureaucrats contourhg their budgets and departments in the same direction as that
desired by the potiticians and business sector. The result? The self-interests of al1 three
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are andogous. In fact, Dunleavy further argues that budget-maximization is not the sole
rational motivation of bureaucrats and their bureaux. And, with reference to the problem
of decision-making and policy conceptualization, his argument makes sense.
budgets are not in the han& of one but a group of officials (cornpetition for
resources to lessen a possible reduction or maintain bureau status and
prestige against other bureau moderates self-interest)
d . e r e n t strategies d z e utility (different kinds of budgets exist, e.g.,
core versus program; regulatory; transfèr; contra&; servicing; in these cases
size depends on the type of bureau concemed)
there is an optimum level at which budget marrimizing will take place (it will
be greatest within those which have a close relationship between core, bureau
and program)
the rank and seniority of officiais wiil have a detennining impact on whether
an officia1 will choose to pursue the m
o
n of individual w e k e or
collective interests (senior decision-ïnakers will be fir more interesteci in
maximizing their own welfàre than the collective interests of the respective
department as a whole particuiarly ifthere bureazrv is small and close to
large
political power centres - they do not want to head up heavily &d,
budget but routine, conflictuai and Iow-status agencies) (Parsons,1995, p. 18)

DunIeavy argues that as the bureaux becomes more of a control, transfer or contracts
agency, the interests of the bureaucratic elite separate fiom the maximization of the
bureau or program budget. To accomplish this, 'shaping7 strategies d l :
e

effect major intemal reorganization - the policy-making domain will be
strengthened; routine (line) fiinciions d l be separated
transform interna1 work practices to increase the preerninence of control
activities
redefine relationships with extemal 'partuers' to maximize policy control and
promote greater decentralizatim of responsibility for routine issues
effect competition with other bureaux to defend the scupe of responsibilities
thereby off-loading low-grade tasks
effect off-loading, contracthg out functions that do not conform with the
desired shape to d e r agencies, tiers of govemrnent and administration

Dunleavy's experience is that public choice models of bureaucracy that predict openended budget maximization are badly flawed. Bureaucrats, he says, typically do not
embark on collective action modes of improving their welfare unless they have exhausted
individual welfare-boosting strategies. High-ranking officiais have much less to gain

fiom increments and co&ont substantial advocacy costs in seeking to push through
increases in the agency's base budget. Regarding t ower-ranking bureaucrat s, although
they have the most to gain fiom budgetary expansion, hinleavy contends that such
individuals will know that the attainment of increments is almost completely insensitive

to their individual advocacy. Even though their advocacy costs are small, carnpaigning
for budgetary expansion is unlikely to advance their individual utility. Parsons in turn
concludes that the Dunleavy bureau-shaping model has a better fit with the expenence of
bureaucracy in contemporary Society than the approaches advocated by Downs and
Niskanen (Parsons, 1995, p.3 19-320). A fiirther reality is that so many bureaucrats
operate on a daily basis using a groupthink model. Such situations demonstrate how
decisions or policy is made by a group where ofien a strong e.spt?t de corps and
commitment to a certain line results such that it reàsts other interpretations of
information and events. Iii that mal1 working groups and cornmittees reinforces
individuai views or beliefs, this Parsons posits, is what policy-making in modern
government greatly relies upon. That being said, it is well to recali the much earlier
discussion that focused on the impact of institutionalism on the policy process (page 940.
That same impact has special importance for the decision-making process per se. Citing
fiom the work of B. R.Patton, K.

and E.N. Patton (1989) - Decisiun Making

Group Interaction - Parsons recounts their conclusion:
no rnatter how carefidly crafted a decision structure may appear
in terms of the sequence of the analysis and choice to which it comrnits
decision rnakers, its effective utiLization is still reliant on the social,
psychological and communicative environment in which responsibie
parties function (Parsons, 1995, p.349)s2

Just such a notion about how parties fùnction is advocated by Wharfand McKenzie
(1998) in their study of how to connect policy to practice in the area ofHuman Services.

Sectoral interest negotiation - a shared decision-making model. Generalizing
that the public are cynicai about govemment effectiveness and fairness and that
govemment in the process of reacting to end-runs makes ad hoc decisions unrelated to

formal planning processes, Wharf and McKenzie posit that such practice creates
inconsistency thereby enhancing public distmst and alienation (Wharf and McKenzie,
1998, p. 82). Their solution? Supplement representative government with greater public

participation drawing on direct democracy and sectord interest negotiation. Not a 'new'
model to be sure but one perhaps that is unique in that it places enormous trust in the
hands of ail concerned. Participants must be open, responsible, balanced/fair and
advisory. Their faith in open discourse is unequivocal. Govemments take note:
In public policy negotiation, where the fiillest range of interests

are effectively represented in a balanced process, the consensus reached
should be politicaIly irresistible to govemment, even without any
fbrmal devolution of decisian-making authority. (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998,
P-85)

Not unlike the benefits derived fi0111 policy leaming, shared decision-making can effect
mutual learning. Fundamental to the shared decision-making mode1 is participants must
demonstrate mutual respect and bargain in good faith. In so-doing, what should be
observed about the process argue Wharf and McKenzie is that participants will
deveIop understanding and respect
be clear as to roles and responsibilities
understand personal interests through mutual cooperation
be ready to act (shared decision-makmg requires action)
be clearer about the mandate placed within a policy and fiscal h e w o r k
require infonnation, technical and administrative support
achowledge the need for change
achowledge the interdependence of interest
not be too rigid
distiriguish interests/values fiorn demands or positions
challenge 'first' principles against d e r points of view
agree to thorough pre-negotiation assessrnent to ensure that aU can take part
effective1y

'Listening' is the key. As idyllic as the above may appear to be and at the sarne
time commendable for those as optimistic as Wharf and McKenzie, for the process to
work govenment must sincerely listen to the full range of public interest in the
developrnent of public policy . Further, government must discourage 'end

nuis'

around

the process through the direct Iobbying of ministers (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p.89).
No small task for any politician to juggle given the multiplicity of responsibilities and
roles that cabinet government demands today. Wharf and McKenzie suggest that if
govemment officiais fear having their authority reduced when they enter public shared
decision-making negotiation, that fear can be overcome by demonstrating the
empowering nature of consensus decision-making with the delivery of creative,
htegrated and widely supported solutions. As an approach to policy conceptuaiization,
diis decision-making process surely speaks to shared planning. That such public
participation in policy development and implementation promot es self-analysis,
communication and creative synergy is a strong possibility. Even if a full consensus is
not reached, say Wharfand McKenzie, the resultant policy will be more balanced, stable,

and a wiser decision (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p.91). And the key to such public
interest negotiation?
A possibility that al1 parties must be cognizant 'going in' to the negotiation.

Wharf and McKenzie cal1 it the right ofa party to fiilly analyze its Best Alternative to a
Negotiated Agreement (BATNA) and retain the right to withdraw fiom the process if it
feels it can better serve its interests outside the process. Now that notion surely affects the
negotiating temperature and consequent comfort level of the participants. Be that as it
may, public interest negotiation still leads to infoxmed, balanced and stable decisions Say

Wharf and McKenzie. It does so because the process provides the flexibility to respond to
new information and experience facilitated by the understanding and respect developed
among the parties. Al1 of which requires some resolution to the very large and tough task
for government at al1 levels, namely, to maintain public interest negotiation by keeping
sector constituencies and the general community informed.

Information must be shared. Public participation through multi-sector public
interest negotiation is an essential component in management for sustainability (Wharf
and McKenzie, 1998, p.95). Why? First, it enables government to obtain comprehensive

and balanced information. Second, the process encourages the stability of integrated
policy that is perceived to be rooted in and to reflect broad public interest. Third, multisector public interest negotiation builds good will and resilience within communities.
How? Conflicting interests are encouraged to understand and reconcile Merences.
While this decision-making process was based on a resource management experience in
British Columbia in the early 1990s, it nonetheless speaks to some of the fiindamental
difficulties inherent to policy conceptualization with respect to decision-making. How is
information collected, who selects the information, and how is the decision made to
effect action not to mention for whose benefit? Once again, perhaps rational choice
theory is the irnmutable foundation for the decision-making process.

Rational choice theory - stiii the best approach! Rational choice theory has
altered the fàce not only of political science, but ais0 sociology and organizational theory
(Boyd, Crowson, van Geel, 1994, p. 127). It dates fiom the ongins of microeconomic
theory - 4 o w individuals and fkms make choices taking into account the costs and
benefits of the alternatives confkonted.

Rational choice theorists attempt to make sense of the cornplexity of human
action by declaring some assumptions or axioms about human motives and behaviours.

%y deduction, they develop the logical implications of the assumptions to explain and
predict behaviour. Considered are the behaviours of people and difTerent 'institutional'
settings with respect to voting rules, agenda-setting rules, and incentive systems. Boyd et
al further postdate that as a social science perspective restuig on 'methodological
individualism7,rational choice theory claims that al1 social phenornena are derivable fiom
the properties of individuals, a£ter taking into account the setting in which they are
located. It presumes, they say, that al1 political actors - voters, professional politicians,
and bureaucrats - have preferences and make rationally calculated decisions to maxirnize
the realization of their preferences at the least coa (Boyd et al, 1994, p. 128-129). A
virtue of the rational choice approach is that the paradigm immediately calls attention to
the merence - and tension - between the goals of individuals (maximizing their own
welfare) and the professed goals oforganizaiions. Al1 of which begs the question what

are the prospects and limits of rational choice theory?
Some limitations. Boyd et al clairn that because the theory is still in its infancy
there are some important limitations, namely:
some models pomt to a variety of possible outcornes thus fàihg to spec*
which wiIl in fàct be the outcome (rational choice thinking rnay effect
seemingly contradictory conclusions, e-g., that democracy in the workplace
wili lead, on the one hancl, to instability and inefficiency, but, on the other
haad, to better more efficient decisions)
people do not always behave the way some rational choice models saythey
will
this mode of analysis has not been e-ended to explain a variety of social
phenornena - why people have their basic preferences is nat exptained these preferences instead are treated as a 'given7(e.g., the theory has not tùlly
answered why peop le vote)
should the world always be looked at in individualisticterms

Along with the above impediments, where work has been done in the rational
choice tradition, the following challenge has been cited. With regard to economics-based
policy analysis, the use of cost-benefit analysis ignores matters such as inequalities in the
distribution of wealth. Further, the prescriptions that arise f?om cost-benefit analysis rnay
aggravate inequalities in wealth distribution. Though perhaps stated too strongly, rational
choice theory tends to dehumanize the decision-making process. As Boyd and his

colleagues have observed, rational choice does not redly capture 'the rneaning' of events
trom the subjective perspective of the participants. In short, if the models do not explain
and/or are not predictive, then they need to be improved. M e r all, the true test of rational
choice models is whether they offer sound explanation of phenomena employing a reai
causal mechanism, and whether they are predictive of a wide range of phenomena (Boyd
et ai, 1994, p. 142). This surely has implications for the formulation of education policy
particularly if one involves its acadernic comrnunity - the various schools of education!
The conclusions Boyd and his cohorts express arguably challenge the education
cornmunity's perceived stance toward the use of rational choice theory. Few faculty
members, they Say, have been trained in or exposed to economics. The low visibility of
economics in education is not entirely accidental. How so? Their response is interesting
and cause for reflection. The perspectives of business, economics and administration tend
to diverge f i 0 4 and not e a d y harmonize with, the professional ideology of teachers and
their mentors. Indeed, the dependent relationship between teachers and professional
schools of tacher education involves much self-interest making critique of the respective
systems much less palatable than declarations of improvernent of same. What they are
saying is that if calls for systernic reform of education continue, sooner or later the
resdtant reform discourse will need to contend with the issue of incentives. That in twn
opens up the possibility of analysis and action more in accord with rational choice theory

(Boyd et al, 1994, p. 143). FinaIIy, their prediction is that because rational choice theory is
gaining more acceptance in other social sciences, including its central role in policy
analysis, it will gain more attention and use in the study of education politics. It has
potential in the field of education for those venturesome enough to exploit its potential.
As for its role in policy analysis, some argue that the inherent messiness of politics
militates against the naïve belief that decision-making can somehow be made more
rational (Parsons, 1995, p.433).

Open policy-making is key to better decision-making. Parsons argues that the
claims made through the 1980s for rational analysis improving 'problem-solving' were
far too extravagant. Whiie perhaps too obvious, public policy is made of
Ianguagewritten or oral-and

argument is centrai in al1 stages of the policy process.

That is why Etzioni's notion of 'communitarianism7-persond transformation rooted in

the 'joint act of the community transforming itself-

and Dror's 'extra-rational'

understanding founded on tacit knowledge and personal experience, have maintained
their critical rationalist stance. They reject the idea of incrementalism (Lindblom, 1993).
Both rely upon the active involvernent of people in their cornmunities thereby raising
their individual and societai consciousness- Further to the discussion regarding the limits
of rational anaiysis, Parsons credits 'political realist' Charles Lindblom with the point
that because poiitical analysis is part of the political process it should complement

politicai argumentation rather than replace it. Political analysis in this context raises the

level of political debate. As Parsons notes, for Lindblom, whether rational analysis
improves decision-making is not the real issue. The key to better decision-making is not
analysis for the elite but a more open policy-making process in which policy is shaped by
a wider range of ideas, interests, analysis and social learning (Parsons, 1995, p.43 8-43 9).

A m e r extension of Lindblom7sapproach is the one represented by what Parsons
identifies as the 'criticd theorists'. They envisage policy anaiysis as an activity that
should be informed by a radical cornmitment to social change and equdity as a
prerequisite for improving decision-making (Parsons, 1995, p.444). This means that the
decision-making process is wide open and meant to empower citizens. Harold Lasswell's
'integrative' decision seminar and John Dryzek's 'communicative fiamework' are cited

as examples.
The decision seminar. Parsons relays that for Lasswell, decision seminars could

be used as a technique for developing contextual and conceptual maps for decision-

making. The aim of such an approach would be to create situations in which 'permissive
social environments' create the pre-conditions for creative thinking and open
communication. The method is designed to help decision-makers deveIop took for
dealing with complex problems and in the process effect personal development and
enlightenment for ail participants. As with any such process there are pre-requisites. The
decision seminar lists twenty. Briefly, the decision seminar calls for:
16-25 members of variant academic, cuhrai, professional, social backgrounds
wmmitment tg continue the seminar
frequent 3 hour meetings daily, weekiy, fortnightiy with a room booked for the task
cornmitment to the Lasswell model (see below) including proceedings files
collection; AV and data processors to support the group

a Lasswellian model fàcilitatorthat uses proceedings minutes to set agendas and
encourages fkee association of ideas; h t a s y ; private meditath and simulations
sharing of cognitive maps on problems/issues/values iricluding open candid
disclosure of data pIus critical examination ofpresentations
appearances of expert witnesses
no restrictions on sources and methods of reporthg to the serninar
priority to be given to material introduced by the group
close attention to the interconnections of items discussed
re-evaluation of past constructs about the friture
awareness by all of the psychological dimensions of individuai and group behaviour
(Parsons, 1995, p-446)

Once the above has been satisfied, Lasswell's decision seminar fiamework then calIs for
the participants to go through some 27 concepts grouped under four sets of i d e a e h e
intellectual tasks; a decision process model; the social process model; and categories of
values and institutions.
The intellectual tasks focuses the attention of the decision seminar on five tasks
designed to map out a strategy for probiem solving: goal clarification; trend description;
analysis of conditions; projection of devetopments; invention, evaiuation and seiection of
alternatives.
The decision process modei is comprised of seven phases. Analysis should focus
on stakeholders who are involved in intelligence élites (intelligence); those who promote
values, causes, and interests (promotion); those who prescribe poticy (prescription); those
who enforce it (invocation); those who implement it; those who appraise it (application);

and those with the power to terminate a policy (termination). Also important is what they
value; how they secure their values; and when (appraisal).
The social process model is designed to rnap the way in which participants
(stakeholders) in a decision process seek to realize their values through institutions. This
process seeks to define or i d e n t e the following: participants; participant perspectives;
participant situations; participant base values; strategies used by the participants;
participant outcornes; and what are the actual value and institutional effects of
participation? The final set of ideas - the analysis of the value-institutions context of a
probkm - is a key tool for the decision seminar. The Lasswell decision serninar proposes

an eight-fold classification of values and their corresponding institutions. He asks, what

values and what institutions are involved in problems/solutions (market,bureaucracy, and
Power: government, Iaw, politicai parties
Euiightenment: Ianguages, mass media, scientific establishments
w*: h,
fimones, b h
Well-being: hospitals, recreational fàcilities
Skill: vocationd, proksional, art schools
Afféction: families, fnendship circles
Respect: social cIasses and castes
Rectitude: ethical and religious associations (Parsons, 1995,p ,446-447)

The decision serninar should proceed by mapping the problem at issue by applying the
above four sets of conceptual tools." Equally critical of rational analysis, and no less
enamoured of attempts to exclude public participation, John Dryzek argues for a policy
analysis which sides with 'open communication and unrestricted participationa- a
process that involves a much Iess 'privileged group' than that described in the fiarnework
advocated by Lasswell.

Open and unrestricted policy analysis. Citing fiom John Dryzek's (1987)
article cCComplexity
and rationality in public lifeYs4,
Parsons recounts Dryzek' s argument
that there are three main kinds of instrumental rationality as a response to g-rowing
complexity: malytical disaggregntion (decision analysis and other analytical tools that
break down or decompose a problem to improve decision-making, e.g., Herbert Simon);
systerns modeling: (approaches that mode1 or simulate the interactions in a problern); and

integrme upprwches: (pooling different people and disciplines to approach a problem
in a multi-framed marner, e.g., Harold Lasswell). Dryzek firrther argues that there have
been two main alternatives to instrumental rationality, namely, political rationdity
(Lindblom, 1959) and market rationality (Hayek, 1978) which he contends has clearly
been the most significant alternative to 'rationai analysis' nom the 1980s onwards
(Parsons, 1995, p.449). That said, what is most interesting is his contention that there is
yet another alternative-communicativerationality with its philo sophical roots grounded in

the work of Hannah Arendt (1958) and Jurgen Habermas (1984).

A participatory democracy. The aim of the communicative approach is to
resurrect authentic and reasonable public discourse, eroded says Dryzek, by centuries of
instrumental rationality manifested by hierarchy, administration, and technocracy

(Parsons, 195, p.449). It is a form of social interaction that is &ee f?om domination (the
exercise of power), strategic behaviour by the actors involved, and (self) deception. Al1
actors, argues D v e k , should be equaIly and fiilly capable of making and quedoning
arguments without restriction on their participation. The attraction of such an alternative
is its practicality that can be complimentary to instrumental analysis. Analyticad tools
would still be used but in the context of an open 'argumentative' process and a more
participatory democracy. Dryzek has been perhaps too optimistic regarding the- success of
his approach. He has conceded that much is still to be done to effect satisfactory results
f?om the combination of communicative rationality and instrumental analysis. At Ieast by
the early 1990s, the argumentative approach could still be considered as an attezmpt to
deliver on Lasswell's cal1 for the evolution of a policy science of democracy Parsons,
1995, p.450). But then the theme of equality as a means of improving decision-making is
not confined to the 'criticd' k e w o r k . 'Neo-pluralists' such as Lindblom are very close
to what the critical theorist's demand for a more active public participation in t h e
formulation of public policy.

Manageriahm and public choice theory - the new way? Critical theorists
must deai with the practicality of 'ideal speech' situations and the deliberative drudgery
of decision seminars. The eventuality of a revolution in the social order that might
facilitate a critical theorist scenario for public deliberation is a model perhaps omiy
possible on the pages of professional j o ~ r n a l s .A
~~
more patient pluralist model posited
by Lindblom and Woodhouse of course argues that to improve decision-making, we must
make pluralism work. Only by a more active political process is it possible for the
assumptions of policy élites to be effectively challenged. Nor does such a process
guarantee an easy route to policy conceptuaiization. miblic policy making remaias so
very difficult to develop and irnplement. The incrementalist invocation that by raeducing:
the influence of businessythe inequaïities in the policy-making process, and the lbarrieas
to inque; and then encouraging more qua1 cornpetition of diverse ideas, even when
taken al1 together, is no less fancifùl than the ideas of the critical theorists (Parsmns, 1995,
p.45 1). The paramount point to be made here is that in the real world of policy arnalysis
Parsons concludes, Iittle headway has been made by the criticd theorists and pluzalists
with respect to tackling the issues of equality and power. By the 1990sywhat h a s emerged

has been a predominantly accommodationist and conservative bias of the study of public
policy and policy analysis. This has given way to a 'new' approach to decision-making,
one which largely excludes the problems of inequality and the wider social, political and
econornic factors which impair participation in the policy process in favour of a narrower
managerial focus (Parsons, 1995, p.452).
Managenafias view decision-making in pubiic policy as involving issues and
probiems akin to the management of organizations in the private sector. The traditional or
classical paradigm that k e d policy analysis since its inception has been that public
decision-making was different to decision-making in the private sector. What the
managerialist approach kept in their challenge to the merence and uniqueness of public
policy making was the shared belief of the rationalist position that 'politics' is not an
effective mode of decision-making. This poses not only a theoretical but very practical
threat to public policy formulation. Parsons wamïng is prophetic indeed ! Managerialism
juxtaposed with 'public choice' theory
represents an on-gomg search to take decision-making out of a
world where there are conflicts over values and beiiefs iuto a
r e a h where decisions can be made in a more rational (nonpolitical) way...the analysis of public poiicy in terms of
'management' has corne to dominate the way in which public
policy is now discussed. (Parsons, 1995, p.454f)

So much for the notion of public policy development being facilitated by the notion of
the 'oppositional contestation of ideas'. Decision-making, as it relates to public policy,
must not succumb to the tenets of Managerialism or public choice theory. To do so would
al1 but eliminate even a semblance of citizenry contribution to the development of public
policy. And that 'semblance' becomes a major concern for the implementation of public
poIicy.

Summary
Public policy making evotves not by some prescribed model or design. It is
developed by people who attempt to malce public policy as best they can using what ever
financiai and technical resources that are avadable. That the policy rnay be flawed or only
of limited duration may refiect more the exigencies of societal factors more than the
existence or not of a model or design for policy making. The main lesson to l e m is that

by recognizing the mutability of public policy development, policy actors will be more
vigilant-though

at times perhaps too cautious-as

they attempt to mediate a policy

acceptable to all. After ail, as the theorists suggest, ideas for policy formulation have no
predetermined origin. We have to be prepared to accept or reject them based upon what
ever criteria has been established to accomplish the task. Personally, I Iike the notion of
contingency theory- While a chailenge to be sure, 1 have found that people have risen to
the task. The resultant policy has been improved, satisfactory to more participants, and
best of dl, intrinsically satisSing-1

helped produce 'that' and it feels 'good' to so

declare!
Critical to public policy making is the determination of what if any 'problem'
exists. Here again, it is fascinating to listen to the many perceptions that circulate around
the table as the task is clarified. One cannot be too limiting in the solicitation of feedback
at this stage or at any stage of the poficy making process. It is therefore patentiy obvious
to me that policy making is and will continue to be a very 'political' activity. People's
values and attitudes are involved. How they 'see' the problem are via the 'political
vision' they use on a daily basis. To argue that policy making is neutral or that problem
definition is somehow above the sordid process of policy debate ignores the fundamental
reality of societal social, political and economic discourse. Anything less would be a
denigration of the democratic process!
Though it is argued here that a model or design for policy making is not as
important as the people in the process are, the fact that a process or model is used does
not do the process any inordinate damage. Clarifying the context for public policy
conceptualization by a process of 'fiaming' in many if not al1 circumstances will efFect
better understanding of what must be done to proceed with the policy making process.
This is particularly important as the purpose of the 'institution' that facilitates the policy

making process must be understood by the policy actors. Regarding the development of
education policy, the term 'institution' redly encompasses the entire provincial sy stem:
the deparünent itself; school divisions/districts; schools, non-governmental organizations

(NGOs); the private sector; and aU of the many advocacy groups that have a stake in the
success or not of the public education system. Unforîunately the monolith of education
doesn't do well with either the occasional 'tinkering' or al1 pervasive aiteration. That of

itself may be good in that less bandwagons are foliowed but perhaps not so good in that
needed change is very slow to 'catch on'. Perhaps that is more a result of the action or
inaction of the very people that occupy those same institutions. Perhaps John Kingdom's
notion of policy streams is the appropnate metaphor &er dl! Certainly Manitoba has had
ample experience with water flow in the physical world. To not stretch the point too far,
what has altered the course of the policy 'streams' is not only a change in the political
orientation of the Government but the volatility of the many advocacy coalitions in the
province.
It is the activity of the advocacy groups that gives best testimony to the
importance of the 'oppositional contention of ideas'. Sabatier's advocacy coalition
fiamework, including his recommendations for improvement, provides a blueprint for
policy formulation. But, as valuable as the framework is, true appreciation of how
coalitions and subsystems fùnction is as contentious as the very policy that they al1 help
formulate. As Howlett and Ramesh relate, the process never has neutral effects-some
win and some lose!

Certainly one of the most contentious issues occupying the attention of the policy
cornmunity is the issue of governance. This involves the changing relations of the State to
the educational arena. Discussions center on issues conceming the centralization and
decentraikation of the State or the devolution of power. There appears to have been a
shift in the loci of power from the center to geographically local contexts through the
community governance of education. A fiirther discussion of note is the debate over the
'privatization' and 'marketization' of socid policy. Commenthg on this dynamic,
Popkewitz (2000) has attempted to locate the problem of the state in the problematic of

reguIati011.

To understand the patterns of regulation requires, he says, that we consider the
notion of actor as problematic; to understand empirically the relations arnong groupings
in their arena of practice and to consider the knowledge systems that give direction and
interpretation to those practices (Popkewitz, 2000, p. 185). What he contends is that there
has been a shift from bureaucratic centralism (rule governing) to 'goal steering'. Further,
the new corporate structure is less hierarchical and pyramidal eliminating middle layers
of management. This corporate restnicturing embodies changing patterns of governance

toward work and productivity. What 1like about Popkewitz's argument is that the 'new'
approach accents individual autonomy and the capacity to adapt thereby the policy actor
becomes an agent of change in a changing world-al1

of which is integral to one's self-

fiilfillment. What occurs is that the individual becomes less defmed by the work
assignment.
The 'new' psychology regards productive activity as the site of deployment of the
person's personal skills. In fact, the equation becornes 'T understand it" + '? can do it" +

'T care about it"

= cccapacity".As Popkewitz suggests, there is a

shift fiom the individual

de£ined by having particular sets of cornpetencies, skills, and knowledge to the individual
who embodies pragmatic capabilities and dispositions. For example, in the world of the
classroom, the capabilities of the teacher are self-confidence, self-discipline, problem
solving, and a willingness to l e m (Popkewitq 2000, p. 187). The key here is that
bureaucrats, researchers, teachers and children are situated in time and space. The refusal
to make the subject problematic posits Popkewitz is one of the major difficulties of policy

and studies of education. We cannot assume that the actors and their positions in the
educational arena are stable and fixed categories. They are not monolithic and
universalized groups but are instead historically formed and reformed groupings. This

certainly speaks to the value of recognizing the potentiai of contingency theory.

In short Popkewitz concludes that discussions about conservative restorations,
privatization, rnarketization, and the dichotomy between State and civil society obscure
the changes occurring through their systerns of reasoning. The assemblage of actors,
techniques, and images that intersect in the construction of governing are lefi
unscrutinized. And here is the important obsemation There are long-term shifts in the
problems of governing that require different analytical distinctions to interpret the
alternatives offered than those of the State as an sovereign entity related to its temtory
(Popkewitz, 2000, p. 194).
Indeed, what has been discussed in terms of the role of policy comxnunities,
including such techniques as 'alternative dispute resolution', aliowing ideas to '£loatY,
and the recognition of policy fkagrnentation, may be some of the 'different analytical
distinctions' that Popkewitz had in mind. Certainly the process of decision-making
cannot be excluded h m such a discussion,

Decision-making is arguably the most difficult stage of the policy making
process. It is the point where ail ùivolved must listen, demonstrate respect for and
encourage altemate viewpoints, and, in the end, acknowledge that whatever policy is
declared, it has been arrived at by a process that has been fair, defensible, and the best
possible under the circumstances.

As detailed in Chapter 2 with reference to globalization transnational corporations, and the fragile nature
of territorial boundaries.
The systemic/public agenda Howlett and Ramesh dehne as ail issues commonly perceived by memkrs
of the political community meriting public attention involving matters within the legitimate jurisdiction of
governmental authonty.
-'Surely this notion places the task of Government7s'spin' doctors in perspective?
28 RBCent meetings of world leaders with respect to world trade have certainly captured the attention of
Canadian officiais - "Globaiism at hart of world trade" Winnipeg Free Press, August 25, 1999, page Al 1;
'Tracie Minister aims to humanize globabzation" Globe andMail, October 25, 1999, page B1.
'9 Recent changes in the administrationof financial accounting at Manitoba Education and Training knom
as the SAP (System Application Processes) system, while able to account for every penny budgeted,
breaks down in that many of the expenditures are dependent upon people perfonning tasks as proposed
Bad weather, Ionger time spent developing material, changes in management/consultant planning, ail may
contribute to contingency theory king the only constant
30
The m o b a Council for IntermitUral Cooperation (TMCIC) is an example- The Councrl attempted to
coordinate the efforts of some dozen or so 'like' interests by lobbying the Manitoba govenunent for
financialgants to ensure the annual survivai of each of the groups. The groups operating under the
umbrelia of MCIC included the local UnÏted Nations Association, the Brandon Marquis Project, Canadian
Red Cross S o c i e t y 4 groupsi of citizens of good intention, legitimate andvirtuous intenî but alone not
able to remain viable. The irony was that these same groups would constantly lobby/pressure the
fovernment to be more cognizant of the plight of the many 'constituencies' tbat each group represented
In the eXpenence of the writer, this ocnirred in 1977-78 (the Lyon government's Blue Task Force Report
on Governmenî Reorganization ) and again in 1994 ( the FilmoniManness 'NewDirections " policy for the
department of Education and Training)
32 During the iastprovincial e l d o n in the province of British Columbia, certain goverment members
were reputed to have said that they would present a balanced budget if elected. Voter petitions and a
pending Iegal decision are stiU tqing to determine if what was said in the view of the electorate was indeed
declared That province has a 'recall' process that presents a serious s c e ~ for
o the elected officiais and
the electorate. Was the voter's declaration on voting day in this case 'setting policy'? Endorsing policy?
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33 He cites Kingdon's 'fortuitous confluence of various streams of issues and opportunities' as an example
of an extreme view of how agendas of governments are set as opposeci to the r e d t of more manifiest
politid and social activity.

mentioned in the Peters account of the March and Olsen approach is the very pnctical concem
regarding the length of service a politicai actor has accumulateci with an organization. And does that service
cornmitment facilitate maintenance theory or encourage 'risk' and 'innovation'?
35 Though hardy on tüe same level as major governent poky a&ty
in the health field. Mahwinney's
point about delays created by the interaction with other policies, at least at a very practical and monthly
operational ievel at Manitoba Education and Training,is the attempt to cuordinate piblic schoof CUTnculum
development, impIementation, Iearning m u r c e identification and system-wide student assessrnent Never
mind stages models or reliance on institutional wisdorn necessarily. Contingency theory is the operative
phenomenon Even reLiance upon Canadian research on change theory has failed to dissuade cabinet
ministers who demonstrate an axnazingability to ignore the conventionaiwisdom about the development,
implementation and evaluation of curridum for public schoois.
36 The Wnter has participated in such acüvity many times mer the paR 25 years worlaag in the Department
of Echxcatioa LindbIom and Woodhouse are correct, triai and error, feedback, pubiic consultation meetings,
all the gathered data must be recordeü and brought forward as discourse to be seriously consideredin the
eventual finai document/poLicy released by the miuister.
37
While it is certainiy not fair to take out-ofsontex< what Lindblom and Woodhouse refer to as an agency,
their observationcertainly applies to a specinc situation in Manitoba Education and Ttaining Creation of
the Manitoba Text Book Bureau (MTBB)as a Special Operathg Agency, that is, operating at 'arms length'
fkom the department, generates spxifïc policy concerns for the Program Development Branch For
example, Iearning resources selected for public schwIs Grade K-12LN Manitoba do not have to be listeci
by the MTBB. By actual Memorandum of Understandhg the MTBB is under no obligation to List such
leamhg resources. Because the MTBB must now operate to generate a profit, the MTBB obviously must
stock what it can seII. In shorf wbat the education (mm schools) 'market' &mands. The potentiai for
policy disagreement is enormous. In this case, the importance of the theory behied institutionalismis not
ody poignant but also essential for the saniîy of the bureaucracy and for the 'fieid' (schools) who rely upon
the MTBB for the acquisition of curriculum congruent learning resources.
38
Spedïc experience with such a proposal ocmrred over the past two years when siu Units and an SOA
(Special Operating Agency) combined efforts to produce an intenial poiicy manual for the selection of
learning resoullces. Much adjusbnent to each other dong with cornpetition of ideas eventually resolved a
complex policy problem. An4 like most policies, it wiU be an on-going process of 'mutual a d m e n t ' to
ensure the viability of the policy.
39 This too is changing as the strategies for public policy development incorporate more 'pubLic7
consultation via draft consultation position papers, piblic semimas, and sohcited feedback procechires that
use mail w e y s .
40
This is in keeping with the change theory research published in the 1980s partidarly in the education
field articdated by Michel Fuilan, Kenneth Leithwood, and Andrew Hargreaves. ReIated comment was
enunciatedby Roland Barth and Seymour Sarason paaicularly in the area of school change and participant
relatioaships witlnin the institution of schooiing By the mid to late 1990s, some thinking was beginning to
shift to more of an 'action' orientation as opposed to what had been proposeci as a 'reflective' style of
implementing c h a n g w h a t Fullan refers to as "fire,ready7aim" instead of the "ready, aim, W approach
advocated in the 1980s.
41 The characteristics of poiicy formulation Zisted by Jones provides an interestkg screen thniugh which
one might n I t a the present process for policy, cu&culum, &d support document developmenkd
d i s t r i i o n to the education community extenial to the 'department'. There may be at least nine 'sign-off
signatures required before a policy document is pibiished and released to the 'publicY.(Project Conmitant;
Project Leader, Project Manager; Publications Editor; Branch Director, bulk mail distri'bution coordinator,
Assistant Deputy Minister, Deputy Minister, and hally, Minister).
47 Having experienced this very approach in the public coIlSUltation process to reorganize the Mimitoh
public secondary school system (1970-1971), the more 'public' meetings that were conducted the more
opportunity the 'public' had to mount opposition to the weraii proposai. Of\en audience rnembers querieci
our coUective sanity pariidariy with the proposal to introduce continuous progress in the secondary
Y Not

-

-

-

-

-
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system. Too many levels and phases plus too much to keep track of regaihg a ~ d e n t progress
s
they
declared, The o v d political realiîy at the time- and with the adsmtage of hindsight -the iàct that the
reorganbîion of the enrire secondary school system was king orchestratedby the newly elected NDP
government had not a M e to do with the public perception about what various agendas where about. One
agenda cerîaîdy was an attempt to decentralize an education system that had been dominatecl by the
depariment of educatioa fjrom its incepiion prior to WW,that is, t&er
responswty for assessment of
student progress to Iocai schools and encourage development of courses at the local level that met stuâent
need (the concept of School Initiateci Courses and Student-InitiatedProjects was proposeci in the 1973 final
report and still exists).
" This pn>cess has worked at an operational I
d recently within Manitoba Education and Training. Some
eight different organizational Units within the School Programs Division collectively wrote a Project
Charter and desired outwme statements to produce a policy manual for the selection of learning resources.
54
The research on what effects change and how people react to change provides a fascinating backdrop to
what Kingdon advances here. Writings of Michael Fullan and Andy Hargremes posit that not enough
attention has been paid to those who resist change. They are not iistened too consequentiy their resistance
becomes a criticai factor in arry attempt made toward innovatiodimplementationof a policy or set of ideas
on curriculum, pedagogy or school imgrovement. Perhaps taking Kingdon's notion of recombination may
in fact facilitate ease of understancihgby the recipients of an intendecl innovation. In short, have them
articulate what Fullan has d e d 'vocational identity' and relate that understanding to what the innovation
is proposing to reach a common pla$orm - a shared stage with a script that aü can understandand feel
cornfortable before prowxbg together toward a common set of goals.
45
Such a subject for Manitoba Education and Training might be student assesment. Cornmonplace for sure
- it never leaves thepublic agenda Intellectually Mring? That is certainiy arguable given the range of
professional and public opinion on the subject. The conundrum is that so much information becornes
misuseci by the system. Politicaily driven, the subject determines so loany facets of the total education
agenda that ennui becornes an issue because the reactions of the various 'publics' are prdictable and no
one appears to leam h m experience or honour very much what research has to offer on the topic. Perhaps
a fault - if fault may be determined - is that the university, department of ducation, school division,
school, and teachers, never seem to be on the çame page much less book f i c h leaves the parent sector
having to interpret it a i l for themselves. Hom ïnany times, for example, have national surveys shown that
the public g e n d y fails the public schwl system but contindy gives their own school a more than
passing grade? Or a parent might daim we need provincial standards tests to determinewhere m y school
m
d
sa
m the rest of the province. Does -one say that because there are some 850 public schools in
Manitoba, no matter whaî your child and school cohorts do on the standards test, 425 schools are going to
be somewhere above the standard while 425 are going to be below? And who wants to send their child to
the school that is 799 on the list?
46
The Manitoba general election of September 21, 1999 was arguably fought over health care ('hallway
medicine') and education sector fhmcing. The NDP governent in its attempt to redress the perceiveci
and actuai nursing shortage in the health care field, has decided to reinstate the 2-year diplorna nutsing
training program. As a policy initiative, this example would be a fascinating one to test Kingdon's criteria
for survival. At this juncture, (May 2000) the criteria stand!
47 M c a n nations are still trying to rid themselves of the remnRnts of colonialism, e.g, Zimbabwe and
Serria Leone (ApnVMay 2000). In bth situations democracy may or may not be seen to be worlang given
the apparent concentration of power in smail groups who in tuni are dependent upon the m i i i m for their
hold on political power.
The current NDP government ran their campalgn on 'hallrvay medicine' and were victorious back on
September 2 1, 1999. When the PCs were in power, Health policy was their AchiUes Heel having spent
millions on a professional consultant's recommendations that some argue is now the reason for the
grovince's shortage of professional nurses.
Simons use of gender and therefore apparent exclusion of the other 50% of hurnanity is not acceptable
herein. Sirffice to say that while his theory could certainIy be attackBd accordingiy, that is not the prrpose
at îhis juncture. As Kaîhy Ferguson bas argued in The Feminist Case Against Bureaucraq (1984), how
women function within an orgauization has intereshg similarities when wmpared to how men fiinction in
organkations. LikraI and radical feminism aside for the moment, both genders may claim or disclah

atîri'butes that are Iess ùlan complimenîaq to successfiil operation of an orgmimtion Power, it seems, cm
consume either gmder.
Programmed and non-pmgrammed differentiation has been a recent operationai conundnun within the
Manitoba department of education. 'Routine'maîtexs were monitored by management to the point where
non-senior staff were k i n g systematicaiIy 'deskilled'. Their historical ImowIedge of the organization was
çunmarily ignored including their deveIopment and implementation W s to make way for what was
perceiveci as a 'new direction' for the orpanb-ation. The newly elected NDP government operational
approach appears to be moving to what Simon suggested. Leave routine matters to staff and line managers.
Senior management (assisteci by a proposeci research and planning group) wiii address holistic and heuristic
roblems.
While perhaps some three decades sime Dopublished his hduigs, at the time ofwriting Manitoba
Education andTraining has provided examples of aII five categories. The Downs list of 'laws' which senres
to cod- his theory - Iaw of increasing consematism; Iaw of imperfect control; Iaw of decreasjng coordination; law of selfserving Ioyalty; Iaw of diminishing control -as e.uampies al1 stand the personal test
of tbis Miter at least. Parsons says the mode1 may be criticizedfor its clairn to a predictive power. Too
m a q assumptions are made with regard to self-interesî, hierarchy, and ske as defining the characteristics
of bureaucratie developrnent. This writer's qparter century -rience
in government argues that the
D o m analysis is not far off the madc if not 'dead-on' !
52
Reoreanjlriition of BmcWUnit structure coupleci with realIocation of staff in the Spring of 2000 within
the Manitoba Department of Wcation wiU be a genuine test of the Patton et al observations about
institutional context. What had been working prior to the bureau operational changes will encounter not
oniy new participant membership but new direction as weli. How senior ôureaucrats facilitate the transition
will be a factor in determuiing the effectiveness of the groupthink process, Fommately institutionai history
may be on both sides. Low-ranlang bureaumats have manageci to s d e many such organizationd
changes. That they should not continue to do so is a testament tu their understandingof the social,
~ c h o l o g i c aand
i comrnimicative environment in *ch they fuoction on a daily- basis.
CornLuendable for its thoroughness, Lasswell's decision semiuar mode1 and h e w o r k presents a
gargantuan challengeto the human and material resources available particularly wïth respect to
government. Tight deadluies determineci ùy internai and extenial interests ofien mitigate circumstances l e s
than conctucive to resolution of problems based upon such an involveci process.
54 John Dryzek (1987) Pditical Studies, 35: 42432
Hardly an example of qualitative reseafcb a recent local public meeting of residents at the
neighbourhood comunity club met to try and resolve the problem of speeding vehicles on residential
streets.The meeting produ& no real resolution particularly when data supplieci by the city revealed that
the offending speeders were in fact local residents. The debate was spirited and open. Equd tirne to speak
(a demand made often during the meeting), and apparent lack of any threatening form of an authority base
aliowed for an hour at Ieast of delightfd discourse. Pleasant untit some began to argue that the volunteet
group that called the meeting were really out to consolidate their 'interests' and who or what group cailed
for a i i the stop signs in the first place, and on, and on, and on! Not just Herbert Simon wodd surely have
been disappointed Anyone interested in the efficacy of public participation and public policy formulation
would have been disappointed. The volunteer cornmittee said they would continue but this time with a
focus on improving the neighbourhood's knowledge about the problem by preparing pamphlets and
possible boulevard signs alerting cirivers abow the concern for the dety of children, residents and of
course - tax payers!
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CHAPTER 6
POLTCY IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of this chapter is ta examine some of the theoretical foundations that
support public policy implementation processes. Of particular interest is the relationship
of implementation and govemance. The impact of policy instniments, policy wording and

when to use the knowledge of those elements is also explored. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of how to 'situate' societal views about public policy and how those
perceptions might impact policy implementation.
The chapter has been organized under the headings: 'Tmplementation

- An

Execution Process"; ''Civil Servants and Implernentationy'; '?mpIementation and
Evaluation - Always Together?"; "Principles that C l a r e Senice and Governance";
'Wew Public Managementyy;'Tmplementation Effects Improved Policy Designy'; "Policy
Instruments and Implementation"; "A Theory for Instrument Choice"; "Alternative
Policy Instruments"; 'Resources and Constraints to Instrumental Choiceyy;'The Wording
of Policy"; "Categories of Policy Language"; cc'Opening' the Policy Window";
'''hpaired Inquiry' - A Challenge to be Co&onted"; 'l?olitical Communities - 'A Web
of Dependencies"'; and "Summary".
Implementation - An Execution Process

Though potentially an enormously complex process to effect, in brief,
implementation is an execution process, an elaboration, a realization of schemes and
conceptions, the building of links in ofien long c h a h of decisions and agreement (Pal,
1997, p. 154). Conventional work on implementation says Pal, tends to highiight its

multidimensionality, difficulty, ambiguity, and growing realization of its importance.
That being said, implementation can also be viewed as a politicai process of bargaining

among actors. They rnay not have equal access to resources nonetheless they can still
affect outcornes. What is interesting about implementation is how its ambiguity reflects

the complex symbiosis between theory and practice: policy is initiaily nothing more than
ideas or conceptualizations, while implementation is the specific means of execution and
elaboration in practice. As the saying goes, theory guides practice, but practice must, of
necessity add details that were never contemplated in the origins of the policy (Pal, 1997,

p. 155). One group of actors on the stage of policy conceptualization that is partinilarly

cognizant ofPat7spoignant observation is civil servants.

Civil Servants and Implementation
As pointed out by John Kingdon (1995), career civil servants have a far greater
impact on implementation and alternative generation than agenda setting. As one of the
major preoccupations of career bureaucrats, impfementation involves administering
existing programs, not concentrathg on new agenda items. This, says Kingdon, is where
the power of bureaucrats is ofien manifested (Kingdon, 1995, p.3 1). Implementation
processes usudly cal1 for feedback to determine the esectiveness of the policy. It is at
this juncture that the potential for innovation may arise thus h h e r increasing the
importance of the role of the bureaucrat. Assessed fiom a slightly different perspective,
Lindblom and Woodhouse (1993) suggest that the implementation phase and evduation
phase cannot reliably be disthguished fkom the other steps of the public policy
development process.

Implementation and Evaluation - Always Together?
An attempt to implement one policy almost always, they Say, brings new

problems onto the agenda. Indeed, Lindblom and Woodhouse posit that the step called

impIernentatin and the step called agenda bzrilding collapse into each other. Further, by
way of a very practical observation of the process, both argue that one group's solution
often is another group's problem. From the seedbed of implementation, conclude the
policy field duo, new policy problems grow and are plucked for the agenda in neverending succession. Dare one repeat their c o n c l u s i o ~ o l i c ymaking is a complexly
interactive process without beginning or end (Lindblorn and Woodhouse, 1995, p. 11).

Precedent 'spiiiover'. The above also speaks to what Kingdon (1995, p. 192-193)
refers to as 'spillover', that is, precedents established in one policy area may apply to an
adjacent policy area. Success in one area increases the probability of success in adjacent

areas. Successfirl coalitions may be transferred to new issues with the added inherent
strength associated with the word that many if not al1 public servants rely upon as the
irnmutable postdate of policy phraseology - precedent. Though possible to invoke for
purposes of maintenance theory only with respect to a given public policy proposal,
examples of past practice may also be cited to encourage an alternative policy to the one

proposed thereby lessening the chance of error repetition. Can policy makers not leam
fiom mistakes? What is there about the interface between policy and
p r a c t i c e i m p l e m e n t ~ i t i o ~ hfacilitates
at
the conceptualization of public policy?
Transfer of control. Wharf and McKenzie (1998) make a simple but significant
observation about implementation. It is the stage in the policy process when control
passes fkom the policy makers to practitioners. And it is those very people at the level of
the local unit that determine whether policies will be changed, sabotaged, or implemented
as intended. Their position is that controllhg and regulating the behaviour of
subordinates is not the critical issue, rather effecting efforts to enhance the capacity of the
local delivery unit to implernent the given policy initiative is what should be the
emphasis. What Wharf and McKenzie found is that in theû expenence, policies dealing
with human seMces involved street-level bureaucrats that were not simply passive

respondents to bureaucratic charactenstics. They chailenged, changed or ignored the rules
and regulations confkonting them. The answer to the question about learning fiom
mistakes - a t least for these two comrnentatorsis a resounding 'yes'! ln fact, any gaps
between poiicy and practice should be expected as a normal outcome of the differences in
values and pnorities between poticy-makers and practitioners. As Wharf and McKenzie
conclude:
Even when objectives are clear, d e n resources are available,
when the environment is stable, and when there are few
clearance points, the process of implementation wiH
often alter the intended poiicy. (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p.73)

Certainly policy-makers would be very wise indeed to be more than cognizant of such
'practical' extensions of the policy process as revealed in the above observations about
what happens during implementation of a policy. Even when ail about the practitioners is
shifting, Wharf and McKenzie are adamant conceming the primacy of the practitioners
role, namely, they should stay with the one constant-the practice and day-to-day
interaction with the people with whom they work. The lesson leamed fkom the world of
policy implementation is clear. Improving practice requires that practitioners must be
centrally involved in the change process (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p.74). Few would
disagree with such a notion. The problem, again, is implementation.

Policy groups. Though exceedingly simple, their solution is to establish policy

groups composed of representatives fkom each Ievel of the organization as well as fiom

the user population. The groups wodd meet regularly to develop and review policies (a
vehicle to put 'backward-mapping' into place). Arguments for more control at the local
level would surely be part of the discourse joined by recomrnendations from regional
managers and their staEto develop plans suited to the communities concerned. Al1 well
and good ifthe 'control' issue is resolved. Wharf and McKenzie offer the following
caution based n a conversation with a senior bureaucrat:
...all approaches to connecting practice and policy require
policy-makers to m e n d e r some of their power, an uniikely
scenario for those individuals who are dedicatedto acquinng
rather than relinquishing power. (Wharf and McKenPe, 1998, p.77)

Guidance is required. That the notions of control and power must be factored
into any successful implementation of public policy is a given. What is arguabIy more
important is to ensure that someone is 'about' to guide the policy through the
implementation maze. As Wharf and McKenzie astutely state, it seems as though the
work of key individuals as champions of the legislation is essential to successful
implementation, particularly when political cornmitment to the content of the package
and to 'equal partnerships' with community may be on the wane (Wharfand McKenzie,
1998, p. l06)? Equally simcant,

and a dynamic of the 'power' garne, was the

observation that government had ample administrative support. The government
representatives that served on the cornmittee served as part of their regular job. The
community members were there as volunteers. The point to be made is important. If the
conceptualization of public policy is to include those for whom it is designed to serve,
independent. multi-year fùnding to sustain community engagement activities cannot be
understated (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p. 1 12). That being said, what took place in
their study is perhaps ironic. Concems were expressed that community leaders had
interacted so much with govenunent that they no longer addressed issues fiom a
communïty standpoint. 57 What this apparent irony speaks to is the issue of power and
control, that is, governance. How a community deals with govemance in whole or in part
determines the degree of success or not of the implementation of public policy that ded
with human services. Further, the issue of which services and programs are most

appropriately dealt with at what level is a contentious and slippery one Say Wharf and
McKenzie.
Principles that CIarify Service and Governance
Starting with their definition of community-

group of people having common

interests and sharing a particular place-both suggest that clarity regarding the issue of
which services and programs are most appropriately deait with at what level can be
obtained by examining four principles.

Values matter. First, theprincipLe of m n i t y suggests that people cornmitted to a
religious faith or to cultural traditions, have a right to receive services from agencies and
practitioners who are also committted to those values (e.g., church-sponsored agencies;

First Nations agencies; and ethnic agencies). People accessing these agencies know upfiont that they will receive counseling and other services consistent with their values and
belief systems.
Involved decision-making- Second, the princple of gfSected interefis holds that
those affected by a decision or a program should have some Say in making the decision or
shaping the program (e-g., Associations of Community Living; transition houses;
women's centres; anti-poverty organhations).
Access is critical. Third, the pnncipk of crccessibility is the determining factor in
the use of services (e.g.,day care services; meeting places for youth, senior citizens;

neighbourhood-organizing activities).
mat organization. Four, the prihciple of a low level of buremcratriation calls for

a flat rather than a hierarchical structure in organizations (less managers facilitating a

high degree of collaboration between the executive and fiont fine staff).
'Practice' - essential to community governance. The primary argument with
respect to the above four principles is that the more of these principles relate to a
particular senice, the more local governance there should be (Wharf and McKenzie,
1998, p. 118). They even reject any notion of a regional authority deiegating service

responsibilities to local units. Neighbourhoods differ substantially meaning that they have
the capacity to tune programs to their unique needs. Their second reason for dismissing a

regional approach is an important theoretical on-

regional arrangement retums to the

familiar pattern of top-down authority for policy-making. They prefer a bottom-up

approach. And, for Wharfand McKenzie, bottom-up means the concept of 'practice' is

an essential component of community govemance.

A community work approach to practice means that the people being served
become partners in developing and managing programs that
a&ct them
become partners in i d e n t w g and then taking action to change
harrnfid and negative confions that are present in their neighbourhood
have reserved seats at policy-making tables to ensure that not just the
professionals and other experienced volunteers participate

Cornmunity govemance then has the capacity to reduce the number of agencies
and thereby the number of service providecs involved with one family.

58

This would be

beneficial improvement faciiitating not ody common sites of operation but encouraging
what Wharf and McKenzie cal1 a 'radical innovation'--the installation of citizens as
managers or CO-managersin the planning and irnplementation of the services that affect
them (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p. 120). Are there some advantages to community
governance?

Advaotages to community governance. The concept provides more space for
people to participate, develop a constituency for the human seMces and to increase the
sense of participants' self-worth. Also, people respect more those laws on which they

have been consulted; they identiQ strongly with programs they have helped to plan; and
finally, they perform better in projects they have assisted in setting up. And, to be fair to
the discussion, Wharf and McKenzie equally detail some potential disadvantages of
community governance.
Disadvantage one: 'acute localitis'. First is what they reference as the condition
of 'acute localitis' or the potential for communities to become closed and intolerant of
diverging patterns of behaviour. What they mean is the apparent dichotomy popularly
associated with rural communities as being harbingers of support and mutual affection.
We tend to forget, say Wharfand McKenzie, that rural communities may also be places
of intolerance and even cruelty precipitating a change of residence for some to larger
urban centres seeking in the process perhaps anonyrnity or neighbours tolerant of similar
views.
Disadvantage two: 'offloading'. The second disadvaotage invoIves a serious
aspect of state organizational theory and political philosophy. Neoconservative

governments have been known to decentralize responsibilities on the grounds that IocaI
comrnunities can do a better job of taking care of people. Otherwise known as
'offloading', the state policy leadership in the process not o d y redirects responsibility but
at the sarne time reduces financid, human, and matenal resources availability. Certainiy a
reality for operating the modem state, how and why such approaches happen must be
constantly monïtored by all concemed and particuIarly by those who are the target of
such policies. Community governance is specially significant and applicable for those
policies that impact on purely local programs. At the level of program planning that
involves delegated power, legislative and resource responsibility should be retained by
the provincial or federal IeveI but operating responsibilities are delegated to communities
(e-g., child welfare and health services). Where the principle of equity is important, a

partnership between cornmunity and senior levels of government is required. Wharf and
McKenzie acknowledge that community govemance has an important place in the
scheme of public policy conceptualization as it afZords an oppominity to reform the
policy process and policy outcomes by involving people who are significantly afFected by
the outcomes. And, with respect to implementation, the effectiveness of policy is
ultirnately determined by the capacity of the local-level delivery unit and the relationships
that prevail among s t a E members and those being served (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998,
p. 125).

Centralization or decentralization? 1s centralkation or the dispersal of political
power the resolution to the conundmm of the implementation of state public policy? For
Wharf and McKenzie, it is a combination of both with respect to the provision of human
seMces by the state. That the representative system of govemance is open only to those
with the financial resources, the time, and the self-confidence to participate, is a reality
that was referenced in Chapter 2 in the context of whether representative govemment will
survive at al1 given the omnipresent phenomena of globalization and trans-national
corporations operating across nationd boundaries. Wharf and McKenzie close their
discussion of community govemance with a sobering suggestion. It at least paves the way
for some improvements in an otherwise severely restricted form of democracy (Wharf
and McKenzie, 1998, p.126).

New Public Management
Forms of governance then are being radically rethought and that is having
fundamental implications for the way in which policy is both designed and implemented

(Pal, 1997, p. 156). What Pal refers to as 'New Public Management' (NPM), began in the
late 1970s and early 1980s championed by the Conservative Party led by Margaret
Thatcher in the United Kingdom. Similar aspects emerged in Canada during the
Progressive Consexvative govemment Brian Mulroney years. But then the concept was
not the exclusive domain of the conservative 'right' . In New Zealand, the Labour
govemment initiated reform as they sought to alter intemal structures and connections

with their social partners. Provincially, Canadian Premiers in Saskatchewan (NDP),
British Columbia (NDP), Alberta (PC), and Manitoba (PC) al1 made overtures about their
successes in presenting 'balanced' budgets even though human service sectors appeared
to have been primary targets for fiscal restraint.

Key principles. The appeal to new public management, says Pal, though
perceived by some to be politically 'popular', really has its ongins in the sarne global
phenornena detailed in Chapter 2. The key principles of NPM:
are critical of traditional bureaucracies
are doubtflll about whether or not govemment should be involved in the
policy area in the first place
acknowledge that ifgovemment policy is appropnate to the problem, the
mode of delivery or broad implementation çtrategy stresses the use of
nongovemmental actors (communities, private corporations, citizens) as
primary partoers in delivery
pay greater attention to outcornes and performance than previously
demonstrated
look for new hybrid fonns of deiiver-y having the flexibiiity to cleariy
distinguish between policy-making fùnctions and the senrice area effecting
fixr greater use of contract servicing andlor Special Operating Agency
approaches

As Pal points out, based on research published by the Institute for Research on Public
Policy (1995), as far as Canada is concerned, there still appears to be no interest in
mounting a comprehensive program of public management reform (Pal, 1997, p. 170171). The other western democracies witnessed a very different scenario. Both New
Zealand and the United Kingdom saw radical restructurïng around the separation of

policy fiom operations, dong with a determined focus on service that in tum demands the
developrnent and application of performance standards.
Fiscal restraint and 'partnering'. For Canada then, NPM and
irnplementatio-at

Ieast for the period up to 1 9 9 M s c a i restraint has been the dnving

force for management reform with alternative seMce delivery the order of the day (Pal,
1997, p. 173). New organizational forms, clearer standards, the use of information
technology, and partnerships herald the difference for implementation. The operative
word is ' p a r t n e ~ g ' .The concept presents a challenge to the traditional paradigms of
s e ~ c delivery
e
and its past reliance upon the top-down, centraiized control model. What
is new and exciting is the realization that NPM implementation practices seem to
combine strategies of autonomy to reduce blockages in decision-making and include
strategies of interdependence. Pal notes W h e r that these changes in governance cut
across ideological lines. The larger equation is not too dificult to fathom. A smaller
public sector doing fewer things with reduced resources begs for innovation pal, 1997,
p. 18 1). 1s a diminished civil bureaucracy a bad thing? Not so concludes Pal if the changes
heralded by NPM benefit the citizenry insofar as service, efficiency and effectiveness are
enhanced. Similar to Wharf and McKenzie, he supports the idea of decentralization and
devolution as much as is feasible to community groups and local entities. To reiterate,
policy-makers must therefore be willing to adapt to policy alteration effected by the
implementation process.
Impiementation Effects Improved Policy Design

Howlett and Ramesh (1995, p. I 55) make the point that for many agencies,
implementation may be sirnply another opportunity for continuing the fight they may

have lost at the policy formulation stage. As they state, there are sorne important realities
of policy implementation that include: the very nature of the problem to be addressed; the
varying degrees of technical difficulties; the diversity of the problems targeted; the size
of the group; and the extent of the behavioural change the policy requires. To facilitate
policy implementation, Howlett and Ramesh suggest some straightfoward steps to
improve policy design, namely:
state policy goals in rank-order clearly
causai theoxy (explicitly or implicitly) must state whythe policy is expected to
resolve the problem

sufficient h d s must be aiiocatd
procedures must be clear
the implementing agency must have relevant experience and cornmitment (Howlett
and Ramesh, 1995, p. 156)

MI of which raises a cntical component of the implementation phase of public policy, the
type and range ofpolicy instruments available to the state to effect the phase.

Policy Instmments and Implementation
The choice of instnunent to effect policy implementation involves applying one
or more of the basic techniques ofgovernment to policy problems. Whether policy tools,
policy instruments or governing instruments, how they are used and linked with the
various policy actors largely determines the effectiveness of the implementation process.
Rarnesh and Howlett argue that a nation's policy style, and political cuIture, and the
depth of its social cleavage, have a bearing on the choice of instrument. Closer to the
actual problem itselc the problem situation context, timing, and scope of actors, also
affects instnunent choice. In short, they contend that the choice of policy instruments is
shaped by
the characteristics of the instruments
the nature of the problem
g o v e m e n t past experience
the subjective preference of the decision-&ers
the iikely reactioc to the choice by affécted social groups (Howlett and Rarnesh,
1995, p.162)

Economic models tend to emphasize the use of instruments that overcome market
fluctuations. Public choice theory is used generally by neo-classical economists to
explain patterns of instrument use. Political science models on the other hand begin with

minimal activities such as exhortation and then move toward direct provision. Howlett
and Ramesh make the point that regarding the substitutability among instruments, there
are problems with the rationales for instrument choice. First, the complete range of
instruments is not available to govement. Second, the conception of changes in
instrument choice consisting of a slow movement up the coercion scale does not conform
to the empirical evidence (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p. 159). And third, the idea of
social resistance provoking governments to move towards more coercive instruments is
problematic. As they argue, in the area of social policy, social pressure often urges

greater regulation and expenditures than govements for fiscal or ideological reasons
may be willing to provide.
State capacity and subsystem complexity - key determinants. The actual

number of different types of instruments at the disposal of implementers is Iimited say
Howlett and Rarnesh. The range of policy tooIs covers four categones: 1) market, 2)
family or cornmunis, 3) regulation, public enterprise, or direct provision, and 4) mixed
instruments. Two interlinked general variables set out the 6amework. First is the extent
of state pianning capacity. Second is the subsystem complexity particularly the number
and type of actors governments must deal with in program and policy irnplementation. In

brief, when the state planning or organizational ability is high, market instruments wiIl be
used for highiy complex policy subsystems and regdatory public enterprise, or direct
provision instruments wiIl be used for less complex policy subsystems. When the state is
less organized it will tend to utilize incentives or propaganda or rely on existing
voluntary, community, or family-based instruments. Where policies involve numerous

and codicting groups in implementing a complex subsystem, market or voluntary
instruments capable of dealing with multiple actors and interests will be used. Al1 of
which boils d o m to the central assumption of the political science approach to

instrument choice is that the decision process and its outcornes are shaped by poIitical
factors related to state capacity and subsystem complexity (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995,
p. 164). How policy instrumentssgare perceived and the context in which that happens

further clarifies the irnplementation process.
Perception of instrument impact choice. Linder and Peters f 1989)argue that

how decision-makers and their policy advisors perceive the instruments of govenunent
policy conditions their views of problem situations, biases their expectations of
performance, and shapes their choices. Both authors wanted to find out what decisionmakers believed that they were getting when policy instrument 'x' was used over policy
instrument 'y' keeping in mind that much of the selection of policy instruments is done
through familiarity, political tradition, or professional bias.

In order to Iink perception to choice it is critical to estabiish the context in which
the policy maker operates. As they argue, organizationai history matters in explaining
instrument choice rather than when the choice was taken and it will impact on the

following two inquiries. Do decision-makers choose the same instruments regardess of
the problem or do they select different instruments to match a given situation?
Institutions appear to embody certain approaches to policy problems contend
Linder and Peters reasoning that
...the collective memory of an or@zation wiil tend to produce the
same results from deliberations over tirne. Not ody does the collective
memory of an organizationtend to be associated with the repetitive use
of certain instruments, but the very nature of institutions may iimit their
choices. (Linder and Peters, 1989, p.42)

Making no c l a h to the reification of institutions, Linder and Peters then proceed to
describe the four elements necessary to develop a theory of instrument choice and policy
design.
A Theory for Instrument Choice
A basic set. The fkst element concerns the quest for a basic set of instruments. At

least up h

l 1989, Linder and Peters claim that there was little agreement in the

literature on a basic set of domestic policy instruments common to Western liberd
democracies. Moreover, because few instruments are limited to only a single fùnction, it
is therefore no simple matter to compile a list of basic policy instruments. They amived at
seven classes as a classification scheme not to be 'tidy' but rather to capture experts' and
decision-makers logic in use (direct provision; subsidy; tax; contract; authority;
regulation; and exhortation) (Linder and Peters, 1989, p.44).
Design criteria and attributes. Element two is design criteria and the attributes

of instruments. Within this element some interesting observations are made. For example,

the higher the precision of the instrument, the less intrusive it is; the more complex it is

and more money to administer. The less intrusive the instniment, the less likely it is to
arouse public opinion. It is critical to note here that much of the work on policy
instrument types is organized, say Linder and Peters, either implicitly or explicitly,
around the theme of coerciveness. Important to realize is that this focus is grounded in a
political tradition that supports a presumption against liberty-limiting uses of
govemmental power Ginder and Peters, 1989, p -46).The next point is important
regarding the irnplementation phase, narnely, the decision-maker will always choose the

least coercive untried instrument moving fiom least coercive to most caercive in any
given policy aredo Element three is the ecology of contexts.

EcoIogy of contexts. Important for this aspect of their approach to building
theory on instrument choice and policy design is the recognition that the policy context
exerts considerable innuence over both the course of events in policy making and the
outcome. In what they reference as the sysfemic context, Linder and Peters argue that
national styles are responsible for a fair amount of variation in instrument choice. While
there may be different interpretations of political culture, what they rnean is that the terrn
captures the values of a statist tradition in different countries. For example, Germany and
Scandinavia appear to be more accepting of centralized governmental intervention into
the economy and society, that is, more intrusive policy instruments than in Iess statist
countries. The point is that divided societies rnay reqiiire more coercive instruments
while well-integrated, more homogenous societies codd do with instruments such as
public promotion and information. With regard to what they refer to as the organizational
contexf,the characteristics of organizations in the public sector play a r o l ~ h e have
y
cultures and vaiue systems.
Simila.to nations, such organizations also have a mission and an institutional
memory shaping the course of their intervention. As might be expected, this institutional
context creates what amounts to a predisposition toward some instruments and against
others. During periods of expansion, expenditure-based instruments (cash grants or the
direct provision of govemment senices) will be invoked because of the ethos of

confÏdence in govenunent including an ambitious sense of purpose. Or, as Linder and
Peters present, dunng times of fiscal restraint, govemments rnay use cautious measures of
smaller scale that favour cheaper regdatory instruments. Another organizational factor
secting the seiection of instruments is the nature of extemal contacts.

In this situation, it is the nature of the clientele senred by the organization that
dictates the type of instrument used. Their example is one that refers to disadvantaged
populations and the concomitant reliance upon cash grants or in-kind t r a n ~ f e r sEqually
.~~
significant in the determination of instrument identification and use is the whole scenario
of the policy community within which the organization functions.

The founh element for the Linder and Peters theory on instrument choice and
policy design is types of users.

User type. What the proponents of the theory argue is that academics have been
the producers of the analysis about instruments. Their observation is that very little of
that analysis has penetrated to the target consumers of that knowledg-hose

in

government who must actually make decisions (Linder and Peters, 1989, p.52). While
that may be, more interesting is their observation that just as organizations rnay be
infiuenced by the period in which they were formed, so too rnay individuals be
influenced by the time period in which they were socialized politically and recmited to
the ~rganization.~~
That observation aside, Linder and Peters conclude that it is the
policy-maker's criteria that structure judgments about instruments and serve as the basis
for any working taxonomy. It is the policy-maker's judgments that determine whether a
given instrument has succeeded or failed. And fïnally, it is the policy-maker's biases that
shape the relative influence of con-

and of the perceived attributes of instruments on

design choices (Linder and Peters, 1989, p.55). Moving fkom an emphasis on the policymaker's perception of policy instruments, McDomell and Elmore (1987) make the case
for the importance of alternative policy instrument deployment in the implementation of
policy.
Alternative Policy Instruments
Their observation is that the first generation of policy implementation research
focused primariIy on whether results were consistent with intentions. The second
generation focused on variations in the response of individuals and institutions, and on
the conditions of successfùl implementation. Research in the 1990s and beyond, they
posit, should build on the lessons of the first two generations by focusing on the
instruments common to different policies and on the conditions under which these
instruments are rnost likely to produce the intended effects. To accomplish that they
suggest four generic classes of instruments:
mandates - are rules goveming the action of individuals and agencies intended to
produce cornpliance
inducernents - transfer money to individuals or agencies in retum for certam actions
capacity-building - is the transfer of rnoney for the purpose of investment in material,
intellectual, or human resources

system-changîng-transfèrs official authority among individuds and agencies in
order to aiter the system by which public goods and senrices are deiivered

McDonnell and Elrnore contend that policy implementation has focused upon one
aspect of the process such as organizational context or practitioner response to new
programs. A conceptual h e w o r k focused on policy instruments not only holds the
potentiai for moving beyonci static descriptions of the implementation process, but it also
embeds key variables such as local response patterns in a larger theoretically ncher
context (McDonnell and Ehore, 1987, p. 135). Their fùrther claim is that their research
clarifies what is meant by the successfiil application of a given instrument, and by
ident3ying the conditions necessary for difTerent policy instruments to work as intended.
Expanding the choice of instruments. Regarding policy-maker knowledge about

instruments and the relative effectiveness of policy instruments in addressing different
types of problerns, MeDonne11 and Elmore echo the sentiments of Linder and Peters,

namely, policy-makers lack information and systematic knowledge about the underlying
dynamics, comparative costs, attendant problems, and how well they fit into the existing
policy environment (McDonnell and Elmore, 1987, p. 1 3 9 . Their
~ ~ goal is to correct that
by expanding the policy community's range of choice in the instruments it uses to solve
different policy problems. As they contend, policy-makers face a discrete number of
potentially powerful choices when they respond to a policy problem. They can set rules,
conditionally transfer money, invest in Eiiture capacity, and they c m grant or withdraw
authority to individuals and agencies. Each option is expected top carry a particular
effect-compliance, production, capacity, or authority-and each carries a package of
benefits and costs to different actors (McDonnell and Elmore, 1987, p. 140).
Policy maker values and instmment choice. Hsw a policy-maker selects one

instrument over another is shaped by the definition of the problem and the resources and
constraints policy-makers face. Also, as discussed earlier, and now reiterated by
McDomell and Elmore, policy-makers hold values about the preferred state of the social
system and which mechanisms should be used to achieve that condition. For example, if
policy-makers perceive a policy problem as the need to move behaviour beyond an
expected minimum, they will be more likely to choose inducements. Ifthey view the
purpose as moving behaviour to a specified minimum, they will be more likely to select a

mandate approach. The key point here is that regardless of what indicator data may
suggest about a particular policy prob lem, po licy-makers prefer policy instruments
consistent with their own values (McDomeil and Elmore, 1987, p. 245). And how the
policy-maker defines the problem usually indicates a clear choice of instrument. The
problern is that seldom do policy-makers act alone much less in an environment that is
devoid of constraints that Iirnit their range of choice.

Resources and Constraints to Instrument Choice
What McDomeil and Elmore argue is that with respect to resources and
constraints, how they are identified is how policy-makers assess what is feasible. They
ide&@ six types of resources and constraints as significant in the choice ofpolicy
instrumentS.
The institution. First up is the znstirzttionaI context. This includes the allocation

of forma1 and informal authority arnong policy actors, and the structure of existing
agencies. Usually the institutional context acts as a constraint on policy-makers
particularly if a major departure f?om the past is contemplated. This context, say
McDomell and Elmore, often serves as a strong bias towards the status quo in choice of
policy instruments.

Personnel. The second resource or constra.int is guvemmenlal capaczty and it
defines both the ability of the initiating level to implement a policy and the ability of the
target to meet the policy's requirernents. Included are the numbers and types of personnel
available, their level of expertise, and relevance to the dernands of a particular policy
instrument.

Capital. Fiscal resources is the third type and arguably the rnost critical in
determinhg the eventual irnplementation of a given policy. As McDonnell and Elmore
advise, if requisite fiscal resource Ievels are not considered in choosing a policy
instrument, serious inefficiencies may result.

Players. Fourth on the list is poliiical support und opposition. Again, based on the
rather obvious realization that policy-makers seldom act alone, they need to anticipate
other actors' preferences in order to build the political coalition necessary. For example,
facing strong opposition, a policy-maker may find that an inducement (such as a small

gant program) may be the only option for addressing a policy problem as she or he has
defined it. Their fifth type of resource and constraint is infornalion.

Game plan. McDomell and Elmore theorize that the information likely to shape
the choice of policy instrument is shaped by the following: politicai intelligence
(meaning what is preferred by other policy-makers, organized hterests, and constituents);
strategic information (data about the target, its capacity to implement and probable
response to various instruments); and analytical information (data about the technical
requirements of various instruments and which are likely to work under different
conditions). They contend that the match between policy problem and instrument will be
best when al1 three types of information are available and reliable.

Precedent. The last potential resource and constraint is what they refer to as past

polis> choicex Ofken as not, past poiicies may significantly influence what the public
wants fkom government and how it expects those goals to be accomplished. Further, the
cumulative effects of past policies may circumscribe the use of fiscal resources. As
govemments have discovered, the budgetary commitments made by past administrations
can seriously limit the alternatives available to their successors (McDonnell and Elmore,
1987, p. 149).

Instniments - the core of policy, What McDomell and Elmore conclude fiom
their research about getting the job done (implementation) is that the instruments through
which substantive goals are translated into action are the core of any policy. They
witnessed policy-makers search for alternatives to mandates. Coming up with a
conceptua1 exercise that defined the range of policy instruments and examined the
political and organizational conditions needed for each to work as intended, could, they
argued, also generate practical applications. While they recognize that in selecting fiom a
menu of options, policy-makers often choose a combination of strategies for achieving a
particular policy goal. For any given policy problem, they hypothesize, policy-makers
will select a dominant policy instrument. Now, based on their experience, policy-rnakers
will select other instruments to supplement or follow the primary one!'
Large questions still remain about the impact of policy instruments. Do they
explain why policies take the form they do and do they help predict their ultirnate effects?

And on a grander scale, does the notion about policy instruments presented by

McDomell and Elmore provide policy-makers with additional insight about the range of
alternatives available to them? To their credit, both also ask if their categorization
provides a useful perspective for better understanding the links among policy, practice,
and effects. Suffice it to say that if a policy-maker did not consider the findings and

advice of McDomell and Elmore, implementation of a given policy would suffer
needlessly. At the same time, if their advice were followed, the realization of a successfÙI
implementation experience would be greatly enhanced.

The Wording of Policy

Of the many variables that impact on policy implementation one of the potentially
most contentious but least researched is the matter ofhow a policy is worded. Bonowing
firom the title of the Johnston and Moore (1988) article, does the wording of policy make
any difference in implementation? As they state, wording has great potential for

answering the further question why a certain policy is or iç not working.

Their study focused on the phenornenon of the impact of language itself, that is,
what difTerence the tightness or looseness of the language of the policy makes in actual
implementation of the policy. Though perhaps al1 too obvious, few would dispute their
general observation that it is clear to policy makers, regulators, interest groups and those
regulated that the way a policy is worded does make a difference (Johnston and Moore,
1988, p.24).
Categories of Policy Language

Using methodology suggested by content analysis, they constructed three
categories of policy language: philosophical, professional and prescriptive. Each category
was then described in terms of the following specific uses: purpose, evaluation, local
discretion involved, locus of responsibility, and implied relationship between the locus of
policy making and the place of implementation.

Philosophical. For the category type PhilosophicuZ, the purpose o f philosophical
language in a policy is to describe a broad goal, most often one that is difficult to
evaluate reliably at a specific time or place. Such policy language requires discretion at

the implementation site, and suggests the need for instructional and broad-based

responsibility- In this category, the relationship of the policy-making body to the
implementing body must, of necessity, be rather loose, and based largely on trust.

Professional. The pznpose of ProfessionaI language is to describe a desired
objective that relies upon qualitative methodology to evaluate its compliance to poficy
intent. The discretion of implementers is evident in that a variety of rnethods may lead to
the desired objective, but the point is that methods may be specified and re~onsibdity

fixed to some group within the organization. The reIutio~zshipbetween policy maker and
policy implementater remains flexible and is based on trust, but specific oversight
activities can and do occur.
Prescriptive. Category three - Presc+ve

- presents a purpose of prescriptive

language, which is to mandate a specific activity or conditions of an activity, a mandate
which can be evuluared reliably at a specific time and place. There is little discretion for
implementers in that a prescriptive statement specifically limits potential for local
adaptation; and reqponsibzlity is fixed, narrow and identifiable. The implied relationship
between policy maker and implementer is tightly and specifically drawn.
Sentence study. Once the categories and uses of language were established, the
study analysed specific sentences from the State of Vermont's educational policy taken
ficorn the policy making and policy implementation stages. In both instances the degree of
compliance with the policy statement was surveyed. Johnston and Moore aiso surveyed
via self-assessment, interviews and observation, the impact of some seven independent
variables %ith the one dependent variable - policy - in terms of low, medium and high
levels of relationship.
From the above analysis, Johnston and Moore's first conclusion was that
interested groups and individuds engage in poficy making for the purpose of modifiing
policy language in the apparent belief that the impact of that language has real
consequences in implementation. Their second claim attempts to dispel an al1 too
common set of assumptions upon the part of policy makers.
Too often policy makers assume that variables crucial to implementation are
present and effective. This study said no! Further, policy makers in this study assumed
that implementers had the capacity but lacked the willingness to comply. Again, this
study said no! The notion as well that a policy by its own weight would improve schools
and by its own authority wodd override ail implementation considerations lacked

implementer validity as teachers found it impossible to comply given the conditions of
implementation.
Conclusion three stated that policy implementers did not discriminate among
policy language types in an environment that placed a low value on other irnplementation
variables. The assurnption that tight, prescriptive language, the language of regulation,
would ensure enforcement of standards was valid only under specified conditions.
Policy implementers did discriminate among policy language types in an
environment which placed a high value on other implementation variables such as
resources, disposition of the implementers, and others. The language which policy
makers struggled over during policy making did make a difference; their efforts were
rewarded, when the conditions of implementation were considered. The last conc1usion
is general in nature.
The words that policy makers use carry subtle but powerfbl messages regarding
the policy maker relationship to implementers. Each of the language categones contained
implicit assumptions about the relationship. As one would anticipate, philosophical
language assumed a relationship that was rather Ioose and visionary. It facilitated a
productive relationship given mutually valued goals, one that was not a master-servant
relationship. The notion of 'we-make-the-poficy' and 'you-carry-it-out' was absent!
Professional language, while it assumed a flexible, collegial relationship, and
promoted Iocal interpretation and adaptation of policy, did suggest limits to that
interpretation and adaptation. The operative caveat was that both policy maker and
implementer share the same language and perspective-not an easy scenario to achieve
given the multiplicity of conditions needed to connect policy and place to eEect even a
modicum of implernentation success.
Prescriptive language assumes a tight, regulatory relationship, promoting minimal
local interpretation and adaptation of poiicy intent. Here the policy-maker -implementer
relationship assumes the classic stance of the former 'knowing' and the latter 'doing'.

Lessons for policy makers. And what is the main point ofthe Johnston and
Moore study? Policy makers, they declare, should be aware of the reasons for word
battles in policy; aware of the independent variables needed to implement the policy; and
write the policy in language that is sensitive to the relationships between themselves and

implementers and the characteristics of the implementing organizations generally. In
short, ignore the wording o f the policy and the conditions of where the policy is directed
at your peril!
'Opening' the Policy Window
Speaking of caution, even though the policy maker rnay be in a position to select
the appropnate combination of policy instruments, and even though the policy has been

Wntten with as many contingencies as possible considered, the implementation
process-while certainly not immune fiom policy actor influence-is a process that has
no stranglehold on predictability. The implementation process is always in progress. The
danger for the policy maker is to ever assume that the process is complete. In that sense,
the strearn and window metaphor used by Kingdon (1995) to describe the policy
development and implementation process helps to c l a i e the topography of the policy
process.
Timing. For Kingdon's approach to work, what he describes as the policy
window-an opportunity for advocates to push pet solutions or to push attention to
special problerns-must open at critical moments. With respect to implementation, that
'opening' occurrence is contingent upon such factors as:
the capacity ofthe systern to process agenda items
the constraint placed on items by strategic considerations
the logical constraints posed by fiscal, logistical,and technical considerations
the inconsistency ofthe systems capacity

The 'opening' occurs. If and when solutions and problems are joined under favourable
political conditionç-what he calls 'coupling' occurs and the policy window is opened. It
opens, he argues, because a change occurs in the political stream or a problem is preseed.

The decision-makers see a problem pressing and they reach into the poiicy stream for an
alternative to be seen as a solution. When the political, problem and policy stream join,
the item chance of rising on the decision agenda improves. Such activity may be
enhanced, says Kingdon, by policy entrepreneurs (elect ed officials, career civil servants,
lobbyists, academics, and journalists). In fact, these same individuals sofien up potentid
cesistance to an item by writing papers, provide testimony, seek press coverage, hold
hearings and meet endlessly with people of varying system rank. As might be expected,

the process takes years of effort (Kingdon, 1995, p.205). Persistence is the operative
word for such activity although there do exist some predictable windows which may
expedite an items progress toward the decision agenda. These include situations where a
policy is up for renewal, is part of the budget cycle or part of the regular report structure
of the government.
The unpredictability of the policy climate. Determinhg what gets on the
agenda therefore demands a thorough analysis of the condition presented by problem 'x'
or problem ' y ' - i t is critical to agenda setting (Kingdon, 1995, p. 198). According to
Kingdon, this analysis involves facilitating an approach that relies upon consensus
couched in a context of bargaining more than persuasion- Important as that may be,
whether or not an ideaiitem gets implemented relies just as much on the combination of
events more than a single event. As stated earlier, concentration on origins does not take
us very far (Kmgdon, 1995, p.206). Ideas can corne fiom anywhere. It is the climate of

receptivity that d o w s ideas to take off. That is why the notion of 'spillover' referenced

earIier is important for implementation. It is much easier to work with something that has
already worked rather than attempt to forge a whole new process. The larger issue is that
unfortunately policy implementation has had a 'stream bed' that has not been properly
dredged particularly in sorne sectors of the education community (Sarason, 1990; Fullan,
1991; Eisner, 1998; Robertson, 1998). As for policy determination and conceptualization,

Kingdon does concede that a measure of unpredictability remains.
Subjects sometimes rise on agendas without Our understanding completely why
(Kingdon, 1995, p.206). We continue to sufEer fiom considerable doses of messiness,
accident, fortuitous couplings, and dumb luck he surmises. 1s the process of policy
formulation a prisoner of rampant randormess? Not if you believe in Dr. Kingdon's
aquatic affirmation hilogy.
Process patterns can be discemed. There is some degree of pattern evident in
three fundamental sources he argues. They include: the processes within each stream; the
processes that structure couplings; and general constraints on the system. Regarding the
problem stream, not every problern surfaces. Conditions that are not highlighted by
indicators, focusing events, or feedback are less likely to be brought to the attention of
govemment officiais than conditions that do not have those advantages. As for the policy

stream, not every proposal surfaces. Selection criteria make pattern out of initial noise
Kingdon argues. By this he means that proposais that meet such standards as technical
feasibility, value acceptability, public acquiescence, politicians' receptivity, and
budgetary stringency are more likely to survive than those that fail to rneet such
standards.
Regarding the processes that structure couplings, some are more likely than
others. Problem and solution interaction relies on timing. A window may open, posits
Kingdon, but a solution may not be available at that time in the policy StreamAny constraints encountered in the system particularly in the political stream

could involve anything £?om the impact of elections to the capacity of the institution
including the pervasive one of fiscal accountability.
Kingdon concludes his response stating the obvious; that is, the scarcity of open
windows constrains participants. They continually must compete for the limited space on
agendas. The impact on irnplementation is very direct-no agenda placement means
implementation is not even considered! At least Kingdon is very open about the piight of
agendas, alternatives, and public policies. How he contextualizes his observations is
important for an understanding about the implementation stage of public policy.

Playing the 'odds'. He declares that his ideas are al1 probabilistic. Events are
likely to occur or their chances are irnproved if such and such were to happen. Hard-andfast rules and the specification of conditions that must be met seem less fiuitful than a
quotation of odds. Constraints he says are not absolutes but rather conditions that make

some events highly unlikely while others become more Iikely to occur. What he
concludes is the closet he cornes to relying completely upon contingency theory.
Constraints do impose structure on the system but it is structure that still allows room for
some gray areas and some unpredictability (Kingdon, 1995, p.208). Just such a notion
about policy making and implernentation can be found in the work of Lindblom and
Woodhouse (1993) particularly in their discussion of what they cal1 'impaired inquiry'.
Impaired Inquiry - A Challenge to be Confronted
The privileged position of business. As a lead into the discussion about impaired

inquiry, Lindblom and Woodhouse raise the specter of the position of business in policy
making. In the grand scheme of policy rnaking, for business people, electoral activity

rnerely supplements the control they already exercise through their privileged position in
govemment (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.97). This in tuni has implications for
implementation as certain policy never gets developed, and what does get developed only
represents certain 'pnvileged' sectors. At least in theory that is the perceived 'gray' area

and consequently any policy conceptualization may be very unpredictable. Not to
misrepresent Lindblom and Woodhouse by juxtaposing their interpretation with Kingdon,
what they Say about the impact of business on policy making bears heavily on the
development of policy by the state and the problem of implementation. Lindblom and
Woodhouse daim that
The persuasive efforts of business spokespersons and govemment
officiais tend to remove important issues fiom policy debate. On
fundamentai issues pertaining to the structure ofgoveniment and economy, a
barrage of persuasion teaches citizens to accept corporate autonomy, the existing
distribution of weahh, the limited authority of employees in business
management, and close consultation between busmess and government as
fhdamental virtues ofthe estabfished order not to be challenged. (Lindblom
and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 98-99).

Policy making at risk. The paramount point to be made is that as a result of the above

taking place-at least in the eyes of Lindblom and Woodhouse-what

is omitted

obviously do not become policy issues. They simply do not get on the state agenda. This
has ciramatic implications for the notion that public policy should be just that public
poltcy and not the exclusive purview of a minonty of the population. Again, as they
declare, the very people who fare worst in econornic life also are least able to be effective

in politicai life (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 113). The entire process of public
policy making is at risk and therefore so is the process that facilitates its development.
Perhaps a little overstated but none the less a cntical conundrurn for Lindblom and
Woodhouse. Their explanation and resolution for what they describe as 'impaired
inquiry' provides not only a somber view of the process but also creates some hope for
the fiiture.
The founding principle of policy development. Speaking optimisticaIIy about
public policy formulation, Lindblom and Woodhouse are crystal clear with respect to the
founding principle of policy development-democratic political interaction is essential
for wise policy making. It is perhaps self-evident then that also crucial is the quality of
people's thinking in that same process. And both researchers are concerned whether

citizens and political elites will demonstrate societal thinking and ski11 levels. Concerned
enough to pronounce that inquiry about such a concern may be among the most
consequential investigations students of public policy can rnake in trying to understand
what goes right and wrong in the effort to shape society (Lindblom and Woodhouse,
1993, p. 114). Their concems and consequently challenge for researchers is based on
some very practical observations on their pa.t--the ground fioor of their 'impaired
inqui~y'notion.

What's behind 'impaired inquiry'. We can only consider problems fiom a few
angles and even then our perceptions and interpretations get distorted. Our capacity to
store data doesn't match cornputers. Many problems are socially caused and are often so
complex that we tend to retreat before resolution is satisfied. What Lindblom and
Woodhouse posit is that impaired thinking reduces the intelligence of policy making
because each individual is less capable of playing his or her role in partisan interaction.
The critical point here is that policy making becomes less democratic they argue because
impaired thinking makes it easier for elites to preserve their advantages. Not convinced?
Try looking at what schooling has contributed as a source of impairment.

Schooiing - the 'seedbed' for impairment thinking. What Lindblom and
Woodhouse suggest in this area opens a massive area of debate. Arguably, they challenge
the very existence and purpose of 'schooling' as we know it. Educational policy, they
contend, has attempted to construct schooling to induce habits of compliance at the
expense of children's development of skills usefûl for thoughtfirl dissent and inquiry
(Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p.115). What they raise is the critique of schooling
long advocated by exponents of the critical theonst position and social reconstructionism
(Apple, 1979; 1993; AronowÏtz and Giroux, 2985; Freire, 1985; Giroux, 1988; and
McLaren, 1989) suffice it to say at this juncture that Lindblom and Woodhouse are not
alone in their observation particularly in light of their further observation that employers
in particular have sought from schooling a docile workforce accustomed to following
assignments with little question and to accepting the existing social, economic, and
political order. Though not the place here to enter that debate, what the two policy
theorists raise must not be lost. And it is a farniliar tenet of critical theory as well,
namely, that f?ee speech does not ensure real cornpetition of ideas. Access to mass

communication, for example, is costly and only those with capital have real access claim
Lindblom and Woodhouse. What they claim is that government, business executives,
and elites carry the same message to citizens-acceptance of the concentration of wealth
and privilege; corporate atrtonorny and the privileged position of business. As stated
before, this high degree of homogeneity on primary issues means that some possible
alternative policies never appear on the policy-making agenda. Equaily apparent is the
observation that plausible options to those advocated by the above group are somehow
being kept off the poiitical agenda (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 123). And what
do the two policy theorists suggest as a process to place the reduction of impairment
higher on the agenda thereby starting a movement to ameliorate if not eradicate the
notion of impaired inquiry?
Replant the entire garden. If families, schools and work organizations are
important murces of impaired intelligence, then improvement in individual and collective
capacities for thinking about problems presumably would require changes in these
fundamental institutions. No small order indeed! Changing the way that families, schools

and the workplace become involved in policy conceptualization is optimistic to be sure
and certainly contingent at least upon a collective understanding and agreement on how
the state and al1 who comprise that entity perceive the best path to walk dong and share.
Lindblom and Woodhouse do offer some encouragement.
Encourage the new growth. Aim for thoughtful and responsible partisanship.

Prod political participants to frame policies capable of coping with uncertainty. Challenge
the existing politicaVeconornic system and policy making process where warranted. Can
policy professionals help? Yes they c m and they must do so by helping to strengthen the
cornpetition of ideas? Improved thinking by ordinary people, conclude Lindblorn and
Woodhouse, may be humanity's best hope (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 13 8).

Political Communities - A Web of Dependeneies
Stone (1988) offers a similar thesis in that she argues that while interpretations
divide people, aspirations unite people. Public policy, she suggems, is about communities
trying to achieve something as communities. Both policy and thinking about policy are

produced in what she describes as 'poiitical communities' where much of the political
activity is an effort to control interpretation. Her solutions to effect interpretation and

implementation of public policy involve the deployment of inducements, an
understanding of the d e s , facts, rights and powers associated with all involved in the
arena of public policy.

Inducement deployment. Inducements may involve incentives that are positive
and provide rewards or they may appear as sanctions that are negative and involve
penalties. They work, says Stone, by getting people to change their mind. The key for any
policy based on inducements is the concept of adaptability particularly because
inducements are not based on any complex notion of causation. Further, Stone posits,
there is no general rule about how inducements will affect behaviour. In fact, the astute
analyst, she cautions, should remember that every new inducement must fight for
attention with an existing array of penaities and rewards and will be filtered through the
perceptions of the people to whom it applies (Stone, 1988, p.224). It is weU to reiterate
Stone's observation that incentives are promoted as the policy instrument that requires
the least amount of government intervention in the economy or in private lives. Her
examples remain arguably two of the most controversial issues for education policy

development and implernentation.
Vouchers have the capacity to replace standards such as teacher credentials,
curricular controls, physical facilities, and student performance. They give parents choice
and control and are attractive sources of revenue for administration.
Standards meanwhile, when they are explicit, serve as a scapegoat for societfs
values (Stone, 1988, p.229). Though they are more egalitarian than taxes in the large
scheme of poiicy conceptualization and implementation, standards seern to offer the
possibility of shaping people's motives argues Stone. However, as she rerninds us,
standards educate as well as forbid and they delineate what society will and will not
t o l e r a t e e y exert moral suasion.
As a solution then, inducements are not self-executing, automatic or apolitical.

They involve reciprocal influence negotiation where the givers exert power but the
targets are adaptive. Their impact on behaviour depends on givedreceiver interpretation
as the inducement's meaning is subject to on-going negotiation and change. This analysis
is certauily consistent with Stone's thesis that policy is determined and implemented only
in a community where people live in what she has described as a 'web of dependencies'.

Accordingly, mles as solutions to societal probkms present an equally fertile ground for
interactive political discourse.

Rules and societal problems. Rules, it is well to remember, have the potential to
include, exclude, unite and divide. As Stone declares, problems worth making policy for
are complicated, full of fuzzy boundaries and subtle distinctions. Therefore, specimng al1
possible applications and exceptions is impossible (Stone, 1988, p.239). Moreover, in
politics, rules can never be stable. Her response makes sense. Rules are negotiated by
interested partïes-some lose and some gain by the process. Even more insightfùl is her
reminder about the universal dilemma of rules. The dimensions of human activity we care
about, she contends, are always far greater than what can be captured in forma1 rules, so
rules always contain escape hatches. And how are they identified? Stone calls them
'perverse incentives'. They are incentives unwittingly built into a Iule to comply with it
Ui a way that creates new problems or exacerbates the very problems the mle is meant to

cure (Stone, 1988, p.244). Ever the cognizant and very practical political analyst, Stone
amplfies what she means about the room inherent with rule interpretation offenng the
advice that educating the targets about how to work the system can be a way for officials
to enlarge their discretion (Stone, 1988, p.247). And the use of discretion raises some
unique situations regarding the role of 'facts' as they relate to policy implementation.

Facts must be debated. Before relating Stone's position about the deployment of
facts as a 'solution' for policy development and implementation, it is important to recail
her notion of the rational ideal. That notion encourages reasoned and informed decisions
based on formulated goals; gathered information; alternative evaluation; including the
selection of the policy most likely to succeed. Her view of society is one that envisions a
society where conflict is temporary and unnecessq. Further, it is a society where force
is replaced by discussion. It is a society where government by persuasion brings out the
highest human quality - the capacity to deliberate. And where persuasion is involved,
propaganda and indoctrination are not far behind. Ker question is how do we know
whether persuasion represents enhancement of rational deliberation or manipulation of
behaviour? Naming, she says, like counting and rule making, is classification, and thus a
political act. The choice of names involves judgment, cornparison, evaluation, and above
all the potentiai for disagreement (Stone, 1988, p.253). Declaration of what is fact and

what is left out and therefore not fact, becomes the penultimate political problem and not
insignificant contributor to the solution of policy development and implernentation.
Stone's perspective on the disclosure or not of information amplifies the anomaly.
Democratic political theory [and] - ..policy analysis rtietoricaily
ernbrace the principles of unrestricted access to orm mat ion
and use of complete information in policy decision making. But
withholding ùifonnation is a fiindamental and essential part of
strategy in au aspects of human affiirs, from the highest Ievel
of international negotiations down to the most intimate level
of personal relationships. Secrecy is integral to bath markets
and govenunent (Stone, 1988, p -261-262).

n i e point not to be missed here is that because secrecy is an integral part of strategy in
the polis, policies about revelation and withholding are a common object of struggle.
While Stone condones the notion of the rational ideal, she declares it to be spurious in its
pretense that idionnation is neutral or that people are p n m d y rational and independent
creatures (Stone, 1988, p.264).68 Could it be otherwise given the manner in which the
world operates according to Dr. Deborah Stone?

Rights temper ambiguity. As for 'rights' contributing to the solution, they work,

says Stone, by mobilizing new political alliances, transfonizing social institutions, and
dramatizing the boundaries by which communities are constituted. Further, rights provide
occasions for ciramatic rituals that reaffirm society's cohesiveness and constantly
redefines the nature of its intemal rules and extemal boundaries. Finally, when legal
decisions are well made, they offer compelling visions of society. In short, rights help to
eliminate some ambiguity, and provide a foundation upon which to proceed with yet-tobe legally recognized or what are known as normative rights. Except that rights are not

immune nom variant interpretation. Examples fiom relative1y recent history more than

make the point about how dificult it has been for some societies to implement policy that
has been sanctioned by the courts. Those that irnmediately come to mind are: integration

of Black students into public schools in the southern United States; inclusion of
physically and mentally challenged students into 'mainstream' classrooms in Manitoba;
and French language instruction including the provision of public services in the English
and French languages in Canada. In tenns of state infiastructure, a closely related issue to
'nghts' is that of 'powers', that is, in a very large sense how the state is organized has a

direct impact upon policy development and implementation. Stone's approach to the

point is poignant indeed!
Power as constituted state authority. From what she refers to as constitutional

engineering cornes the notion that particular types of decision-making structures yield
particular types of decisions. That perhaps is not ali that profound but what it introduces
for our purposes here ments close attention. And this point is rather critical to her overall
thesis. The idea of federalism is a paradox. It combines autonomy of subunits with central
authority of national institutions. For policy politics, a crucial issue she contends, is how
the allocation of power distributes both political authority and material outcornes. One of
the positive features exhibited by this federal paradox is the movement of growth-control
authority to the higher level of state government. This in tum increases the possibility
that growth wili be distributed more evenly across communities. The possible 'downside'
however is that the same higher level of authority retains the power to effect
redistribution of the same sub~nits.~~What
determines that authority shift may be any one
of or a combination of public interest, efficiency or justice. From Stone's perspective, the
hope in proposais for structural change is to split up old or potential alliances, establish
new ones, and so place a favoured interest in a position of dominance (Stone, 1988,
p.304). That it happens at ail depends on one's faith in political reasoning. As Stone
concludes:
Political reasoning may seem to lack constrain&, but it stili forces
us to interact with an audience, to persuade others, and to look outside
Our own will for grounds for action. Boundary tensions may be the
curse of our existence as thinking and communal beings. But political
reason is our privilege. It aiiows us to conduct o w border wars with
imagination.(Stone, 1988, p.3 10)

Regarding the implementation of public policy, Stone has reminded those
involved that regardless of solution or combination of solutions considered, none will
even begin to work unless political discourse has been encouraged. Discourse that
honours what some commentators on implementing change refer to as change
implemented by 'mutual mutation' rather than 'unacceptable adaptationy."
In summary, and without trying to trivialize the theoretical thinking of the above
policy theorists, it may be argued that while the problems of implementing public policy
are cornplex, they have al1 helped to increase understanding of implementation down to a

't' or rather senes of 'ts' ! Implementation has and wiII continue to involve timing
(Kingdon, 1995); tenacity (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993); togethemess (Wharf and
McKenzie, 1998); tbeory (Pal, 1997); tools (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995; Linder and
Peters, 1989; McDonnell and Elmore, 1987);text (Johnston and Moore, 1998); and
finally talk (Stone, 1998). How well the 'ts' have done or will do in the fitue raises the
equally diEcult task of policy evaluation.
Summary

Ali human action, ail policy, has unforeseeable and unintended consequences.
(O'Hear, 1999, p.86)

Philosophy professor Anthony 07Hear's words are particularly applicable to the
process of implementation. Whether public policy dealing with education, health or
social welfare, the route to effecting change or making a ciifference is Eaught with as
many dangers as there are people for whom the policy is designed. Slightly overstated to
be sure but al1 the same reiatively accurate as ". ..there are no shortcuts or substitutes to
living and learning in the rollercoaster of compIex change" ( Fullan, 1999, p. 14). As
Fullan further States, there never will be a definitive theory of change because it is a
theoretical and empirical impossibility to generate a theory that applies to al1 situations.
Each organization has its own special combination of personalities and prehistories, and
'firm specific' realities (Fulian, 1999, p.28). The message, however, is not to give up just
because the fbture may be uncertain or that the road(s) to effecting implementation are

many and not carved by a lapidary.
The implementation of policy is complex and better it should be-change
theonsts tell us that problems used to be our fiiends but more recent understanding
decIares that ciifferences and conflict are even greater fkiends (Fullan, 1999,22). Which is
to say that we learn more f?om those who disagree with us than h m coiieagues who
always 'agree'. In point of fact we should not shy away f?om matters cornplex. We
should meet such matters 'head-on' for complexity creates change. More on complexity
theory later. In the intenm, what about the theoretical foundations, irnplementation and
governance, policy instruments, and societal perceptions and policy implementation?
Because so much of what conslitutes 'implementation' is contingent upon
processes that facilitate 'change' it is important to recognize what 'forces' are steenng

the implementation process. Who are the people involved, where do they work, and to
whom are they responsible. Equally so, full cognizance of the conditions and
circumstances of the intended audience for the policy must be shared by al1 concemed.
Totai centraiization does not work nor does its opposite. Aspects of decentralization and
centralization must work in tandem, that is, together for effective impIementation to take
' a discemable
place-a process that demonstrates movement away f?om the ' ~ o w to

'niture'. Govername then must reflect a recognition of people's values; involve as many
of the participants as possible; present a 'flat' organization; and encourage multiple as
opposed to singular models including 'alternative7 approaches. If the implementation
plan is a facilitative process that encourages reciprocd feedback on the strength or
weakness of the poficy, and if the 'management' of the poficy implementation is open to
constructive criticism, the resultant policy that emerges will be much more effective and
meaningfil to al1 concerned.
Certainly the choice of instrument(s) and the inherent clarïty of the policy is
crucial to the success of any implementation process. Too often 1 have been personally
taken to task with the observation that the policy is acceptable but where are the human

and financial resources to support the initiative? Having a template of instrument choices
available along with the implications of human resource capacity, while perhaps not a
theoretical foundation, certainly serves as a very practical possible solution to potential
serious embarrassrnent 'down-the-road'.
It is hard not to agree with Kingdon's observation that successfùl policy
implementation owes as much to 'chance' as it does to the best laid plans of public
servants and their 'masters. As Professor O'Hear says, there exist certain anomalies for
which few of us can predict much less plan to deal with whatever they may present at
whatever time they choose to surface. In light of that notion, 'irnpaired inqui~y'would
seem to fit rather comfortably.
Then again, Stone's 'web of dependencies' theory captures a reality that must be
honoured and supported as perhaps the only plausible approach to what the vicissitudes
of society present in the 21' century. Heaven knows, we have been advised many times
that rationally constructed reform strategies do not work (Fullan, 1999, p. 3). Such
strategies, says Fullan, can never work in the face of rapidly changing environrnents.

Managing change the old way does not work any more he advises. We must approach the

new millennium differently. Enter complexity theory!
The point has been made herein that the development and implementation of
policy is cornplex. Not only is policy extremely difficult to manage but it is dso a process
absorbed by anîicipated and unanticipated hurnan interaction o c c d n g within and
without organizations that are situated in social, political and economic environments that
continually challenge the process. h short, an innicate scenario that ofien borders on
disorder. Fine says at least one student of change. Let's deal with it!
Complexity and chaos theory are the same thing argues Canadian change theokt

and educator Dr. Michael Fullan. Given a choice, he prefers 'cornplexity' because it is
more accurately descriptive. And what does this 'new' science of complexity daim?
First, the link between cause and effect is d B c u l t to trace. Second, change

(planned and otherwise) unfolds in nonlinear ways. Third, paradoxes and contradictions
abound. And finally, creative solutions arise out of interaction under conditions of
uncertainty, diversity and instability. 1 raise the issue of what complexity may mean at
this point because throughout the discussion of implementation, though techniques were
offered to 'manage' the process, it is when policy enters the 'public' arena and becomes
exposed to the vagaries of human discourse anything may happen. That it usually does
makes the task of implementation somewhat akin to tqing to ensure the safety of aircrafl
attempting to land and depart without the benefit of air traffic controilers-chaotic to Say
the least!

Complexity theory then is built on the following propositions:
aU organizations are webs of nonlinear feedback loops comected to d e r people and
organizations (its environments) by webs of noniinear fèedback loops
such nonlinear fèediiack systems are capable of operating in M e s of stable and
unstable equilibrium
al1 organizations are paradoxes - powerfùlly puiled toward stabiiity by the forces of
integration, maintenance controls, human desires for security and certainty; and
pulled to the opposite direction by the forces of decentrakation, human desires for
excitement and innovation, and isolation fiom the environment
success lies in çustaining an organization in the borders between stabdity and
instability. This is a state of chaos, a dîfficuk--O-maintaindissipative structure
the dynarnics of the successfbl organi;rrrtion are ïrreguiar cycles and discontinuous
trends, Ming within qualitative patterns, fiwy but recognizable categories takiag
the form of a r c h e e s and templates

because of às own interna1 dynamic, a succes& organization faces completely
unknowable specific futures
agents within the system cannot be in control ofits own long-term *re
-they can
only do t h g s in relation to the short term
Iong-tenn development is a spontaneously self-organizing process fkom which new
strategic directions may emerge. Spontaneous self-organization is political interaction
and learning in groups. Managers have to use reasoning by analogyIn this way managers create and discover their environments and long-term -es
of
the organizations (Fullan, 1999, p. 4-5).

Citing the research of R. Stacey (1W6), Fullan relates that the science of complexity
studies the fundamental properties of nonlinear-feedback networks. These non-linear
feedback networks involve a number of wmponents or agents that interact with each
other according to sets of niles. The rules require them to examine and respond to each
other's behaviour in order to improve their behaviour and thus the behaviour of the
system they comprise-a system, in short, th& operates in a manner that constitutes
learning. What is fbrther intriguing about complexity theory is the claim that adaptation is
most effective in systems that are only partially connected. Too much structure creates
gridlock while too little creates chaos. Key to effective change is to stay poised on this
edge of chaos. Complexity theory focuses managerial thinking on the interrelationship s
among different parts of an organization and on the trade-off of less control for greater
adaptation. Would that the department leaders managing the institution (Department of

Education) during the 1994-2999 period had been more cognizant of that observation. It
was rny expenence that there was too much control over policy and too little room for

any adaptation. This observation relies upon the assumption that the Ministers
responsible for education policy during the last half of the 90s decade believed that what
had occumed prior to their tenure was not acceptable in terms of direction for the public

school systern. The entire 'systern' had become too Iax, lacked any sense of
accountability and therefore had to be made more 'rigorous'. That in turn translated into
the development of standards-based testing and the development of curricula that
spawned thousands of general and specific student learning outcornes for teahers to
attempt to incorporate as part of their daily lesson planning.

In short, what 1had understood were sound theoretical and practical lessons
lemed during the 1980s and early 1990s about policy implementation was not what the
regime o f N w Direclions demonstrated. As the 2 l Lcentury begins, I am starting to see

that what L thought was the approach to follow was not that far removed fiom the
experience prior to 1994. Given the sheer volume of policy and curriculum documents
that teachers and the school system rnust now attempt to absorb, my conclusion is that the
department's task for the foreseeable hture wiil be to devote al1 its human and material
resources to policy implementation. Realization, as well, by al1 involved, that complexity

theory as the guiding intermittent beacon may be the constant tbat guides the process.

What is s c q but challenging al1 the same is the conclusion that no one c m solve one's
change problems but onself (Fullan, 1999, p. 29). That notion is something that 1tried to
encourage teachers to consider back in the 1980s. Take a chance, be a risk-taker and 'go
with the kids' in the classroom. The problem is that 'standards', 'outcornes' and system
accountability tends to negate the excitement of 'trying it' and changing it if it doesn't
work Ifonly the state codd see its way clear to support the teacher more and stand by an

education policy that encourages excellence through innovation, experimentation and
creativity, I am convinced that the 'public' would continue to be appreciative and
completely supportive of the local school. The state could do its part by being more
attentive to policy evaluation.

-

.-

xi It is important to note that Wharf and McKenzie's observationsare based on thW m<ew of the
irnplementation of guardianshiplegislation in British Columbia during the early and mid 1990s. For
example, they talk about a CO-creationversus a consultation process with respect to the notion of
'parCnership'. The conclusion was that partnefship with community meant worlang with community
'advisers' who would provide feedback on the government's conceptuaIizationand draft of the new
e f e e h g was that governent and
legjslation- Partnership was not a co-creation mode1 at M
communities were not, in kct, eqyai partners (Wharf and McKemzie? 1998, 110).
57 This has also been noted by implementation and change theoric*s reporting on the implementation of
cuniculuxn Teachers serving on c ~ c u l u m
deveIopment or cumiculwn implementation cornmittees at the
provinciai level become so identfied with the 'word' fkom the centre,i.e.,provincial department of
eüucation, that classroom teachers become suspicious about the r e . intent of their department 'assimilateci'
former colleagues.
This very point was encountered while the writer was a consuitam working in the Regional SeMces
Branch of Manitoba Educatioa and Training (1990-199 1). Along with education attempting to support
families with chiidren m
g stressfiil reading difoculties and adturai adaptabon problems, up to six or as
many as eight diEerent agencies representing F d y SeMces, Health, Immigration, Justice, Town, Church
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Group, anci Commirnity S e ~ c Club
e
were collectively trying to assist families new to the cornmuni@-At
times, it appeared that a family worker was required to coordinate a i i the services targeted at one f d y .
59
Linder and Peters (1989) Iist the following as a tentative enurneration of representative policy
instnrments: cash grant, loan guarantee, certincatiodscreening, admuiistered contract, quaïity standard,
informaîion/demonstration, Ioan, public investment, goverment sponsored enterprise, 'tax break',
license/permit, Çanchise, in-kind transfer' fedcharge,
governent provisÏon, qyota, procedufal 'gui&lineY,
fine, proh'bitio public promotion, insurance. and price control (Appen56).
Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, during many orientation sessions concnictedwlth ciassroom
teachers in the area of social studiq this less to more coercive notion was always present, Who would
ensure that the then 'new' curriculum would be Mpfemented? Was there a problem if certain aspects of the
cxmicuium were omittrd? What aspects of the curriculum were cornpulsory? The work of Michael Fullan
(1982; 1991) was often usedto ~IYand ease the teaching force into accepting CHANGE as a process rather
than a cataclysmic event! The travesty of di that is that as the 1990sürew to a close, what became the
operative phrase to ensnre pedagogical cornpliance was the spectacle of outcornes-bas& echication and al1
the restrictive trappings of standards tests. It was the testing program in Grade 3, Grade 6, Senior 1and
Senior 4 that provideci the pedagogical prod to ensure that the curriculumwas king implemented - at least
at those four grades. Very few indeed seem to have appreciated the wisdom of Andrew Hargreaves Mth
respect to standards testing His clairn that standards tests are the qyickest route to mediocrity seems to
have not taken the ectucation comunity in Manitoba by anything resembiing a breeze much less a storm
61
From 1992-1994, the writer worked in the Student Support Branch of Maaitoba Education and Training.
Schools that were eligibie for what were d e d Innovation ($60,000 and irp) and Special Project (up to
$30,000) granrs to ad&
the needs of students socially, economidy, mentally, and physically
chailenged, were assistai by the Student Suppoa Branch infrastructureto help teachers help the identifiai
student population 'survive' with 'Stay-in-Schml' initiatives; confLict resolution strategies; reinedial
reading sûategies, etc- including a plethora of pedagogical approaches to facilitate student, care-giver*and
school partnerships.
This notion presents a fàscinating scenario for M e r research and begs the quedon-among maay- of the
potential for politicization of the civil service. Less volatile a topic would be an anaiysis of the decade in
which an actor entered the organization. What sociai, political, cultural values and attitudes were prevalent
at the time of entry to the organization. What was the prevailing organizational 'culture' wïth respect to
such massive system macro issues as curriculum design, student assesment, sîudent rights, school
management, etc., etc.
Both teams of sea archers are correct in their obse~ationsabout policy-maker knowledge at least as far
as the writer is concemd Though not meant to be an excuse, luman and financiai resources are requued
to formulate and execute research uùtiatives. In the 1970s, the Manitoba Department of Education had a
such an entity called the Research and Policy Branch that mas innovative and proactive to the point that it
was so far ahead of the 'field' (classrooms and locai authonties) that various projects kgan to dienate the
traditional echication community. What folks forget is that the Branch was trying to move projects and
approaches uiat were addressing issues heretofore not even considerai in the 'regular' curriculum, The
Branch and its drivùig force - Dr. Lionel Oriikow - became the primary target of the OEïcial Opposition
(Progressive Conservative Party). When elected in October 1977- even before he was officially sworn in prexnier-elect Sterling Lyon nredOrlikow. Subsequent to 1977and a i i the way through to the late 1980s,
policy research done by the department vas much less proactive and fâr less 'visi'ble'. The context for
research appeared to be less overtly 'political'. By the early 1990s, a research unit was a part of the Iarger
department providing information on implemenmtion and on cntical issues such as the difncuities
associated with Students-at-Ri Very recently (Spring 2000) the attempt to reconstitute a research and
licy pfesence within Manitoba Education amiTraining has been initiated by the Deputy Pvlinister.
'While workiog as a consultant in the Regionai Savices Branch and the Student Support -ch
(19911994), the writer encountered what M c D o ~ e land
l EImore conclude about policy-maker choice. The
department policy was to use a i l four categones -mandate to system changing - via financial grants that
were guaranteed or categoricai. As a consultant, it was my task to facilitate and monitor such activity. Even
to the point of being proactive on the client's (school or division/district)behalf. The policy - to subsidize
local projects or support teacher professional development was articdated by regulation and criteria The
client had a notion of how that was to happen and often that perception did not match the intent of the
polky which then meant that the instrument has to be adapted The factors involved were enormous now

"
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thait 1 look back on the process. Everything inçluding authority transfer, Iocd autonomy. qstemic
operational change, student and teacher operational b e m o u r change: aiternate educational &iivery
system, parent/community imolvenienî, leadership issues, even to educational practice that challengeci the
traditional 'nom' Rrith respect to curriculum design. assessrnent and daily operation of the school per se.
The gants were cailed Special Roject and Innovative - they lived up to their name thanksto the many hard
working professional staff in Manitoba schools.
%eir emphasis on the importance of policy instruments have impoit for education.In a footnote they
suggest that the ides of e.Vamining policy instruments, used in combination with one another as part of an
overail policy strategy, is particularly appropriate for examining state education reform.
The seven independent variables were: clarity of the policy itself, characteristics of the implementuig
organization; disposition of the implememers; characteristics of inter-orgauizational relationships: level of
available resotmes; degree of environmental stability (the social, economic, and political conditions within
the implementing orcJanization7sjurisdiction); and vaüdity of the policy design.
67
Precisely the paramount point of the organizationaVinstitutionaloperationai theory so eloquently stated
by T. B. Greenfield (1985). See beginning of Chapter 2-Policy Andysis.
An example of what Stone contends is the publication of mident pedormance on pmvincewide Grade 3
math tests. The 'fa& were published in the Ennipeg Free Press, September 24, 1998, page A6. The item
headline was "Winnipeg Che falls behind". It listed al1 the division's schooIs in aiphabetid order with the
school average mark posted The provinciai average was 60.7 some 7.5points higher than the Winnipeg
School Division No, I average. What the 'average' reader was supposecl to deduce about the school
'average', the division 'average' and the provincial 'average' surely speaks to Stone's argument.The test
'information' is not neutral, not rationai, and not fieIpful to anyone. FVhat is the reader - citizen - to do with
such cusory data? What is not said publicly is arguably more important than what the news item shows. If
your child aûends one af the f&y odd schooIs and an average is taken of those nfty plus the 600 plus
schools fiom across the province, of course some are gohg to be below average and others wiii be below
the average. Now what? 1s the policy to have every childkhool score 100%? Is it to raise the 'average'?
And to what? What is the acceptable average? Is it the government's CU?
Who decides and on what basis?
Stone is co~ect!Hopefdly open dehiration will eventudy determine how much information should
texnain secret if any at aïï.
69 O n a provincial d e ?such restructuring has taken place in Nova Scotia (removal of local school boards);
and in a municipd sense in Toronto with the creation of a super council amalgamting many of the
adjacent 'tities'. To a lesser degree Manitoba has experienced a recent amalgamation of two school
divisions into one - hairie Spirit School Division Indeed, the 1994 report -Manitoba Schoof
D~visiondDisfricrsBounduries R m * wCommission - recommended that the then 57 school divisions and
districts be reduced to 21. Not only would jurisdictional infrastnicture change but also the impact upon
human resources would require sensitive implernentation procedures.
70
See R W. Common (1985) -A Manual for Impiemenring Change.
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CHAPTER 7
POLICY EVALUATION
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the role evaluation plays upon policy
design and implementation. The impact of 'people' on the process along with various
alternative approaches is also presented. The chapter concludes with the observation that
policy evaluation is and wil1 arguably continue to be a political activity.
The chapter has been organized under the headings: 'Terformance Indicators";

"Summative Evaluation"; Tolicy and People Evaluationyy;"Alternative Approaches";
"Policy Evaluation - A Political Activityy7;"Categories of Program Evduation"; "Policy
Evaluation Serves Policy Development"; and "Sllmmary"
Evaluation of policy has two interrelated aspects:
the evaluation of policy and its constituent programs

the evaluation of people who work in the organizations which are responsible

for imp lementing policy and programs (Parsons, 1995, p -542)

Policy evaluation defined. Beginning with a broad definition, Parsons cites the
words of Thomas Dye (1 987) stating that policy evaluation is leaming about the
consequences of public policy. Further, policy evaluation research is the objective,
systematic, empirical examination of the effects ongoing policies and public programs
have on theû targets in t e m s of the goals they are meant to achieve. Made up of two
dimensions, evaluation research addresses how a policy may be measured against the
goals it sets out to attain, and the actual impact of the policy. In order to accomplish this,
various techniques may be used that are designed to measure the relation of costs to
benefits and utility; that measure performance; and that use experiments to evaluate
policy and programs. To better understand the roie of these techniques, Parsons describes
their functioning by relating the 'policy cycle7to the information cycle based upon the
research of D.J.Palumbo (1987).

The policy cycle and information cycle. For example, in the agendasetting/problem-definition phase, evaluation research helps to define the size and
distribution of a problem, the forecasting of needs and the defining of target groups and
areas.

The 'policy design7phase involves techniques of decision analysis in identieing
alternative means of achieving program ends with the purpose of achieving the costeffective alternative- Such measures as Management by Objectives, Zero Based
Budgeting and Program Policy and B u d g e t q Systems used over the Iast three decades
corne to mind.
Policy legitirnatiodetermination of a poiicy's acceptance by the public and
stakeholdersinvolves the use of opinion polls/surveys as a measure of support or
ântipathy toward a given policy. Though hardly an example of a 'rational' approach to
evaluation it is one favoured by decision-makers says Parsons. Published tabIes of
'customer' satisfaction~dissatisfaction
with the delivery of public seMces is another
exa~n~ie.~~
Formative evrluation and information management. Not unlike the evaluation
procedures a teacher might use in the classroom, the policy implementation phase also
requires formative evaluation that monitors the way in which a program is being
admuiistered or managed so as to provide feedback which may serve to improve the
irnplementation process. Ideally, this phase would facilitate an opportunity to develop

-

'corrective' measures thereby improving the delivery of the given policy. In the world of
policy development and implementation, especially during the 1980s, what came to be
known as 'management information systems' (MIS)

data management systern that

was highfy centralized and deployed particularly to routinize the collection of
information. One of the techniques used by MIS, and hence an approach to evaluation,
was performance rneasurement. A key airn of this technique is to arrive at a ratio of input
to seMce outputs. While not an optimum or desirable feature to attach to personnel
activity, it did present a viable instrument to be used to control public finances and attain
higher Ievels of value for rnoney, efficiency and effectiveness. Yet MIS is not immune

fiom serious problems.
Still to be resolved are some very big questions. First, who sets up the cntena for
measurement? Second, how is it calculated? Third, who asks the questions? And finally,
what is the time period for assessment? Never mind who determines what counts as
efficient and effective! In short, as detailed much earlier with respect to the problems
inherent with rational analysis/decision-making theory, there are limits to quantification.

Performance Indicators
As Parsons declares, measures of performance in themselves mean nothing. The
values and politics, however, which have constmcted the measures and the interpretation
which is placed on the data, does mean something. Regarding the role of respective
petformance indicators (Pis), some contend that they determine progress in moving
towards goals; idente problem areas; and contribute to improvuig personnel
management. Still others fkom a more critical perspective argue that PIS sirnply increase
the capacity of the state to control organizations and people (Parsons, 1995, p.548). For
pro-PL advocates, the key is the integrity and professionalism of those who devise and
implement the audit. Again, for those in the opposite camp, PIS merely signal a shift in
power within government and delivery organizations fiom professionals and
administrators to auditors and accountants. Perhaps the last word on the importance of
performance indicators shodd rest with the person Parsons cites as the primary publicist
in the a r e M . M . Jackson (2988).
Upon listing some nine characteristics of performance indicators7*,he quotes
Jackson as being at least very realistic about PIS. They are a means of assisting
responsible management to make efficient decisions, he says, however-and this is most
revealing about the reliance upon so-called 'rational' systerns-they are not a mechanical
substitute for good judgment, political wisdom or leadership (Parsons, 1995, p.549).

Summative Evaluation
Closing out the analysis of evaluation of policy and its constituent programs is the
omnipresent concept of summative evaluation. Again referencing Palumbo 's policy cycle
dealing with 'impact', summative evaluation seeks to measure how the policy/program

has actually impacted upon the problems to which it was addressed. In point of fact,
regardless of whatever measurement is used says Parsons, evaiuating impact is an activity
which is knee-deep in values, beliefs, party politics and ideology. Al1 of which makes
'proving' that this policy has had this or that impact a notion which he concludes is
deeply suspect. Parsons also is skepticai about the use of experimental models for
measuring implementation impact.

Experimental modeis. Briefly, he contends that because society is so complex,
therefore, how can an expenment be conducted which excludes so many factors? What

judgments are involved in setting the parameters of which factors will be examined?
Fiscal financial limits and time constraints will M e r limit the research. Management

and implementation problerns accompany the foregoing. He also doesn't like the
possibility of humans being part of such an experiment-they will be too suspicious he
feels. Along with obvious moral issue problems, the real point behïnd opposition to such
an experiment is fiom a political point of view. Poiicy-makers may not have the time

required. Anyway' by the time the experiment concluded, the situation under original
study for implementation impact may have changed. The problem of stabilizing the
conditions for the evaluation of implementation is also a large issue for the area of
evaluation and the management of human resources.
Policy and People Evaluation

The main issue here is that 'evaIuationYin public policy also involves control
through the appraisai/assessment/performance-measuremenmoto~g
of the people
who work in the public-sector at both the 'street level' and at policy/manageriaI tevels.
What this involves primarily is the notion of human resowce management via the
t-echniquesknown as Management by Objectives (MBO). Designed to be less of a topdown approach to appraisal, that is, more 'participative', it has functioned dong side
another range of techniques under the banner of Organizational Development (OD). This
approacb attempts to have organizations change their internal environment in order to
achieve a 'good fit' with their 'extemal' environment. Partnerships and shared decision-

making is the preferred route. hdeed, the major organizationaVmanageria1concepts
include: decentralization of decision-making; CU-operationrather than cornpetition;
development of systems where confiicts can be brought into the open; responsiveness of
people to situational needs; increased communication among workers; changing
structures wtiich impede performance; and improvement and development of people's
capacities in the organization. Total Quality Management (TQM) is similar in
management structure extdling the virtues of organizations satiseing 'customer needs'
and 'customer satisfaction' rather than by internal needs and assessments. The point here
is that while the evaluation literature in public policy is mostly concemed with the
evaluation of prograrns and policies, in a managerialist fiamework, it also encompasses
the evaluation of people (Parsons, 1995, p.554).

Human resource management, The aim of a Human Resource Management

(HRM)strategy is to change people so that they demonstrate behaviour that the strategy
can ameliorate. For example, an employee's cornmitment, competency, and ability to be
cost-effective and in sympathy with the aims of the organization, are ail attributes that
can be 'improved' by the organization. Key to the HRM approach is the integration of
'personnel' management into the corporate strategy by decentralizing the management of
human resources to the level of line managers rather than separating it off into tasks
performed by specialist personnel officers and managers?

HRM strategies can improve

'performance' says the theory and Parsons cites three studies ail done in the early 1990s
to make the point. The HRM approach stresses that the aim is to improve 'performance'

by developing a sense of commitment in each employee rather than just cornpliance to
hierarchicd command or instruction. This increase in commitment is to be achieved
through
recniiting the ri@ h d of people
an emphasis on training at aU leveIs
regular staff appraisal
rewarding performance

Not al1 may be well however as the above implies that public bureaucracies and services
respond given the above 'conditions'. The problem that Parsons notes is that anaIytical,
managerial, and corporate planning techniques of previous decades, were focused on
improving the rationality of decision-making and of the 'system'. MRM is concerned
with improving rationality (in t e m s of performance) by changing the motivation, culture

and attitudes of the 'humans' who work in the black box of public policy (Parsons, 1995,
p. 556). What Parsons is hinting at and then declaring outright is that the exnergence of

HRM in the 'evaluative state' may be seen, as he says, fiom a critical perspective as the
extension of the power of the state to s w e y and control organizational processes and
their target 'customers' and 'clients'.

Renewed Taylorism? Referencing the new manageriaiism, Parsons recalls the
shift in organizational power fiom the administrator and professional to the 'manager'
and the 'accountant' including the concomitant sh* tiom personnel to human resource
management. The major point here is that the trend in evaluation has been to move
increasingly towards modifjring the behavior of people in organizations rather than

organizations as systems (Parsons, 1995, p.558). What has resulted in reality, he
concludes, is a more developed form of the Tayloristic surveillance. Moreover, this focus
on 'people' evaluation rather than policies or programs has precipitated the belief that
more control is needed over bureaucrats and professionals to ensure that, individually and
collectively, the objectives which are deçied by policy-makers are irnplemented
efficientIy and effectively. Indeed, Parsons finishing note on the reincarnation so-tospeak of Taylor's task theory with respect to modern organizations and the people who
work therein puils no punches. What is really at work in capitalist society is
...a process of Tayloristic de-skilling...which began in the factofies
of Victorian Britani and continues apace in contemporary 'postindustrial'/'po~eepreneurial' public institutions in which professional autonomy and bureaucratic rationality are being challenged and eroded,

(Parsons, 1995, p.562)

This is a strong condemation of what is happening in organizations. It also speaks to
much of what critical theorists have been saying about education policy that -pets

the

cause of outcornes-based education and the slant placed on education system goals and
objectives as perceived by the 'Right' '(Apple, 1993; Barlow and Robertson, 1994;
Aronowitz and Giroux, 1985). As these commentators offer alternatives, are there any
alternative fiameworks for evaluation of policy implementation?
Alternative Approaches

To date, particularly as it affects public policy, analysis of evaluation has been
fiamed by positivist assumptions about knowledge and methods. The fkndamental
predicate of evaluative techniques is that it is possible to obtain measurements of
performance in an objective fashion (Parsons, 1995, p.563). Not unlike the position of the
critical theorists cited above, critics of the positivist paradigm regarding evaluation
techniques view analysis of programs or problerns as essentialiy a political process, full
of values rather than some kind of scientific quest for truth or an objective answer
(Parsons, 1995). Three approaches have been identified as illustrative of what may be
termed 'post-positivist' e v a l u a t i o ~ h rnultiplist;
e
the design and naturalistic approach.
The multiplist approach maintains that there can be no 'correct' policy option or
evaluation. Several or multiple measures should be used. Policy-makers should aim to
use a wide variety of options and data. The key point is that expianations or options are

not 'proved' but pitted against one another to determine which one is supenor or most
usefùl as opposed to which one is 'truc'. As the originator (Cook 1985) argues, social
science is concerned not with guaranteeing truth or utility but with offering defensible
interpretations of what is in the outside world. Evaluation is seen therefore as a test of
argumentation rather than a defense of what is tmth or the comect solution. And what is
the result of a rnultiplistic approach? The policy process and the evaiuation of that policy
should be predicated on the importance of securing a pluralistic, multi-disciplinary, and
open exchange of knowledge. That thÏs apprcach relies upon an involved, informed,
interactive citizenry is self-evident. As to its success in eEecting implementation and
eventual policy adaptation and alteration one must surely acknowledge the thinking of

many of the policy theorists cited herein. They have al1 argued that the future of public
policy development and implementation must consider an approach similar to what
Parsons references fiom the work of T.D. Cook (1985) ."

The design approach. The design approach assumes that a design is both a
means for understanding reality as well as acting upon it. It views policy-making as an
activity that is about the pursuit of values or goals. So far so good except it is humans that
design the reality which surrounds policy-making. The idea then that we c m be
'objective' towards a product of human values is an erroneous basis upon which to
'evaluate' a reality which is ever-changing and shaped by the meanings which human
beings create and impose on the world. As Parsons relates, the design approach rejects
the idea of andysis as neutral, or the belief that the policy problems can be studied in a
positivistic way (Parsons, 1995, p. 564-565). The design approach argues that we should
articulate and define the values to be achieved in different circumstances. Parsons cites
from the work of J.S. Dryzek (1993) to further clarie what is involved with the design
approach. Hïs views again reinforce arguments quoted earlier about policy development
and implementation (Stone, 1988; Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993; Wharf and
McKenUe, 1998). Defensible policy anaiysis says Dryzek, must side with open
communication and unrestricted participation: in other words, with participatory and
discursive democracy (Parsons, 1995, p. 565).

Stages of the design approach. To continue, the design approach is rooted in the
apprehension of the political and value-loaded multiple-reality and multi-framed context

of policy-making and analysis. It is no secret the world is and continues to be a messy
place. Values and interests abound making articulation of policy perplelring to effect.
This 'design' approach then proposes a schema or procedure for policy analysis by
design. It is not a mechanical linear set of stages but a recursive process in which the
latter stages can both advance upon and reopen earlier phases. The stages are as follows:
1. address values (clanS. in terms of complexity, timing, quantity, priority)
2. capture context (the milieu external to the policy process, and the policy
process within which the polîcy wiIl take effect)
3. select appropriate approaches (What h e w o r k s may be used to analyse a
problem/policy/program?)
4. apply the appropriate approaches (interpreîation of problem and performance
goals fiom the perspective o f different h e w o r k s :
identification and collection of needed information
invention and stipdation of polis- alternatives
assessrnent and cornparison of policy alternatives

The aim of the design approach is to examine different ways of looking at
problems fiom the perspective of different fiameworks of values and methodology. The
focus is on the construction of arguments and the improvement of the quality of
debate-very

close to what Greenfield (1985) said about the 'oppositional contention of

ideasy*ventually

the truth 'will out'.

The post-positivist approach. The third approach to evduation-'post-

positivid-is

the naturalist approach that Parsons attributes to Guba and Lincoln

(2987). Developed in the context of evaluation research, they describe four generations

of evaluation. Beginning with the post World War 1 erq with the development of
intelligence, aptitude and achievement tests, they argue that evaluation was seen as a
technical exercise of measurement. The evahator's role was seen to be that of a
technician hence the technical generation.
Again in the context of worldwide conflagration, generation

two-descriptive-witnessed

evaluation that focused on the description of patterns,

strengths and weaknesses of stated objectives. The evaluator had become a describer as
wel as a technician.
Some thirty years later, and following the flower-child 'hippie' decade of the
1960s, evaiuation had evolved into a judgemental science say Guba and Lincoln. An
evaluation approach in which objective research and standards were used to measure the
efficiency and effectiveness of programs. The role of the evaluator had become that of a

judge in this third era called the judgemenf generation. Finally, by the iate 1 9 8 0 ~ ~
evaluation research had reached what Guba and Lincoln labeled 'responsive' rnodels of
evaluation-

Responsive evaiuation. This 'fourth generation' of evaluation research focuses
not on objectives or decisions, but the daims, concerns, and issues put forth by members
of a variety of stakeholding audiences-audiences that in some way are involved with
the evaluation (Parsons, 1995, p.~67).75Critical not only to what Guba and Lincoln
contend as a model of evaluation research, that is, an emphasis on a belief in valuepluralism and evaluation as a form of negotiation, this 'responsive' approach speaks
particularly to what research has said about the implementation of education poiicy.
Barth (1990), Sarason (1990), Fullan (1982, 1991, 1999), and Hargreaves (2000),al1 s

again and again, neither the developer nor the assigned or identifïed target ofthe
implernentation of a given policy can effect implementation alone. It is a process that
involves a multiplicity of people interacting in environrnents that facilitate cooperation
in order to get through tough and 'good' times as the 'policy is shared, worked, and
reworked by al1 involved. As this 'responsive' model suggests, it is the constructions of
'stakeholders' that is the primary focus of inquiry. And, as Stone (1988) has argued,
such involvement really is a political process in which knowledge is the result of
negotiation, that is, political discourse in her 'web of dependencies' vision. For Lincoln
and Guba, the mode1 begs for evaluation that is predicated upon wide and fùll

collaboration. Opportunity to contribute to the input at ail stages of evaluation should be
available to dl. That the process is a learning/teaching process, divergent, open, and
plurdistic is perhaps all too obvious. But lest their approach be seen as problem-fiee,
they do acknowledge at least two possible implications that may jeopardize its success.
First, it is not an approach that c m be readily CO-optedinto existing 'legitimate'
approaches. The naturalistic-qualitative-negotiatedevaluation advocated by ûuba and
Lincoln suggests that social inquiry involves power relations and that dimension alone,
if not addressed, can impenl the implementation plans of any policy venture. Second,
the wide-open 'give-and-take' of the approach may severely strain the rnonetary and
time allocation budgeted for the process.76But then Guba and Lincoln are not alone in
declaring the value of such alternative approaches to the evaluation of implementation.

Policy Evaluation - A Political Activity
Howlett and Ramesh (1995) view policy evaluation as the process of finding out
about a policy in action, the means being employed and the objectives being served.
Indeed, policy evaluation, they contend, is a political activity. It is naïve to believe, they
continue, that policy evaluation is always designed to reveal the effects of a policy. For
them, the greatest benefit is the process of policy learning that accompanies it (Howlett

and Ramesh, 1995, p. 170). TheU three broad categones of poiicy evaluation effect such

a process.
Administrative evaluation. The fist one is administrative evaIuafionand it takes
place within government. Administrative evaluation ensures that policies are
accomplished at least cost and least burden to the public. Precise information is required
on program delivery to effect compilation in a standardized fashion to allow cornparison
of costs/outcomes over time and across policy sectors. To minimize costs, govemment
agencies generally undertake the following types of evaluation:
Type of Evaluation

Description

Purpose

Effort

Measures the quantity of program

To estabiish baseline data for

inputs (personnel, office space,

further evaiuations of efficiency

communication, transportation

or quality of service deiivery

Measures program outputs

To determine what the policy is

Performance

producing regardiess of the stated
objectives
Effectiveness

The performance of a given

To find out if the program is

program is compareci to its

doing what it is supposeci to be
doing

intended goals

Eniciency

Input and output evaIuatiom are
the foundation of this fonn of

program andjudge if the same

evaluation

amount and quality of outputs

Attempts to assess the costs of a

couid be achieved more
efficientiy - at a lower cost
Process

Strategic planning, £inancial

To examine the organizational

management. or clients' claim
evaluation is used to streamline

meùiods, niles and operating
procecIures used to deliver

the process

Pro-

JudiciaI evaluation. Jzuiicial evaluation is the second category. In this case,
judges assess whether the policy was developed and implemented in a non-capricious and
non-arbitrary fashion according to principles of due process and accepted administrative
law.
Political evaiuation. The third c a t e g o ~ o l i t i c aevuluationinvolves
l

consultation with policy subsystems and the public. Surely the most volatile of the three,
this category uses such mechanïsms as administrative forums, public hearings, speciai
consultative cornmittees, and task forces. As the researchers have observed, this process,
because it is usually neither systematic nor technically sophisticated, tends to be
inherently one-sided and biased (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p. 174). Often accompanied

by attempts to label a policy a success or failure, the concern to continue or change the
policy rnay precipitate a sense of perceived urgency. What Howlett and Ramesh argue
about government willingness to revise policy based on polzticai evalzîation challenges
the notion of participant input. Effectiveness, they posit, often depends on whether the
views heard are congruent with those of the govement, which in turn depends upon the
criteria utilized to assess success or failure of a particular policy or program (Howlett and
Ramesh, 1995, p. 175). In short, the state 'calls the shot'! Hopefully the process has
effected some 'learning' along the way and that public discourse has contributed to that
realization.
Howlett and Ramesh appear to concur citing policy leaming perspectives from the
research of Peter Hall (1993) and Hugh Heclo (1974). Both authorities credit
governments with adjusting the goals or techniques of policy formulation based on past
expenence including the use of new information to better attain the ultirnate objects of
govemance. Still the fact remains that policy evaluation, like the other stages of the
policy cycle, is an inherently political exercise (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995, p.178). And,
to the extent that policy analysis may be defined as the disciplined application of intellect
to public problems (Pal, 1997, p.233), it would be difficult to treat policy evaluation as
anything other than a political exercise.

Categories of Program Evafuation

Whenever queries are attached to analysis, the process inherently demands that
the source of the interrogation clarify purpose, position, and hence perception with
respect to the issue under scrutiny. Pal's core categories of program evaiuation are a case
in point.

Evaluators - policy profession Caccountants'.For the category ofprocess
evaIz~afihn
(program activities), he poses two questions. What are the cornponents of the

program? How is the program delivered? Impact e v a l ~ ~ (outcomes)
on
asks if the
program had the intended effects. Ifnot, why not? And finally, efficiency evaIuation
(expenditures) queries the ratio of benefits to costs in the program. Plus, given what was
spent, was the rnost benefit derived fiom the program? Interestingly stated, and given the
categorization he uses, Pal argues that evaluators are the accountants of the policy
profession. A M e r notion that should be noted is that a policy or program never has a
direct influence on behaviow. It is always targeted on some factor that is assumed to
influence behaviour, and by ifluencing that factor, in tum yields desired outcomes (Pal,
1997, p.237). Because Pal sees the program as the independent or causal variable, impact

evaluation tries to isolate its effect £kom other influences in the environment.
Process evaluation monitors an existing program to assess the effort put into it--a
focus on how something happens. For example, information is tabulated on the target
population; extent of coverage; delivery mechanisms; review of program guidelines; field
office organization and s t a f f training.
Efficiency evaluation, as the title implies, involves cost-benefit analysis and costeffectiveness analysis. As Pal clarifies, cost-benefit analysis is not concemeci with
distributional or equity issues. Lt relies on a social welfare criterion known as Pareto
optimality-a change is worthwhile if at least one person is made better off while no one
else is worse off (Pal, 1997, p.244). Net benefit is never an easy issue consideration to
determine. To increase the flexibility, econumists, Pal cites, fûxther devised what is called
the Kaldor-Hicks criterion which identifies potential Pareto improvements as those
which, assuming net gainers could compensate losers, would leave at least one person
better of without anyone else worse o E The larger problem of course is to determine
whose costs and benefits are to be measured: the individual, the govemment, and society.

Cost-effectiveness analysis compares dBerent program alternatives for achieving
a given set of goals. Program goals are taken as a given but the process assesses dBerent
strategies for achieving those goals. It assumes that the least-cost strategy is the preferred
alternative. This process can also be used in reverse, that is, a fixed budget is assumed
and the alternatives sefected are the ones that provide the highest rate of goal
achievement. As Pal suggests, a cost-effectiveness analysis may help to detemine the
cheapest way to build a military jet but it is incapable of showing whether the use of the
allocated fùnds would be of greater benefit to society. Al1 of which begs the larger
question; does evaluation of policy and the implementation of public policy make for
'better' policy?
Policy Evaluation Serves Policy Development
Pal's response is that policy as intervention depends on some idea of causal
connections. Every policy or program is a guess, a hypothesis about social problems.
Evaluation serves the vital function of providing ernpirical feedback on those hypotheses
in action. Did they work, what impact did the intervention have, and at what cost?
Paramount for public policy theory then is the notion that policy evaluation be integrated
into every stage of the policy process (Pal, 1997, p.258-259). Commendable as rhis may
be, it surely taxes human resource availability for one and material resource acquisition
for another. Few would argue the benefit of a focus on impact-oriented evaluation
particularly if the data accurnulated has been collated using such devices as client polling,
focus groups, paper reporting or any other type of feedback technique. The potential
inherent danger is the very one that Pal highlights, namely, the evaluation process may
become concentrated in the hands of a few thereby distancing those polled (citizens,
teachers, parents) even f'urther fiom the policy formulatiodreformulation phase. Pal's
closing remarks about this process, that such a fear is "surely overdrawn" given the
iimited role evaluation has piayed in Canadian policy-making, is cause for concern about
the place of policy evaluation. That being said, Pal is very clear about the fùture of policy
development and implementation evaluation. Canadian efforts, he urges, should continue
to emphasize the importance of broad evaluation of policy, as well as the wider exposure
and dissemination of evaluation results (Pal, 1997, p.264).

Policy evaluation provides definition and manageable parameters for the
determination and improvement of policy development and implementation. By using
established indicators throughout the formative and summative evaluation stages, the
progress of policy formulation can be tracked and altered as requùed. Further, the use of
multiple evaluation approaches enhances the overall effectiveness of the policy purpose,
design, and anticipated outcomes.
Highlighting the importance of policy actors in their respective institutions
including how they interact with the policy development process, d l improve the
process especially if the ensuing discourse encourages altemate evaluation procedures
including positive constructive use of whatever empirical data is collected.
Brazilian educator Paulo Freire argued that educators must ask themselves for

whom and on whose behalf they are working. And, those same educators, ifthey do their
work uncritically, just to preserve their jobs, have not yet grasped the political nature of
education (Freire, 1985, p. 180). While not commenting upon policy evaluationper se, the
foregoing sentiment captures the essence of what 1 feel is the condition under wbich Z
have had to work as a public servant for close to 25 years. Policy evaluation is a very
political process and well it should be as education-along

with health policy-is

aryably one of the two most important concems for politicians and public servants to
address. 1 can live with that! What became almost impossible to accept were the
collapsed time-fiames adamantly pursued by the Mïnister's staff. Their perception of
policy development, irnplementation and evaluation defied what 1 had understood to be
viable processes gleaned fkom my experience during the previous two decadesdevelopment, implementation and evaluation of policy must be inclusive, interactive and
adaptive to the conditions for which the policy was designed. This last point, recognition

of the various environments that the local school evidenced, was something that my
colleagues had realized more and more as the cycIe of policy and cumculum
development was nearing completion in the early 1990s. Ifonly we had been able to use
the mass of evaluative curriculum data gathered in 1984 and 1989. Projects that were
designed to work with teachers and schools were terminated based upon a different
political agenda. I believe the 'popular' phrase was Students-at-Risk. Money was

redirected to address what the Minister perceived was the approach to solve the problem

of strugglhg learners, 'drop-outs' or challenged youth. As a public servant who was
reassigned to the Branch that had the responsibility for implementing and evaluating the
at-risk strategy policy, while comrnendable and sincere as an attempt to address the
problem, it relied too heavily upon immediate financial incentives. The continuance of
such projects without funding is precarious. Long-term implementation and improvement

of cumculum policy based upon interactive interpretation of policy evaluation 1believe is
the more practical process to pursue. It is far less threatening to teachers, the schools and
effective in providing parents information about the children's progress in school.

'table' has aiready been referenced herein (endnote # 68).
The nine say that performance indiators should: be consistent over time and between uni& compare like
&th like; be clear and well defined; ody measure what is the responsibïLity of the manageq not be
independent of the envitonment in which the decisions are made, be comprehensiveand reflect important
areas of concern; be limiteci to key areas of performance; be relevant to the specific needs and conditions of
the orginkation; be realistic in the targets they set (P.M. Jackson "The management of performance in the
public sectoi', Public Money and ilfanagement, lO(4): 13-2 1.
This was a designcd and intensive approach by management fÏom 1994-1995 withui the operation o f
Manitoba Education and Training. Within the last month (May 2000) Amalgamated Human Resources has
also piaced a 'speMalist' HRM personnel officer on location at 1970 Ness Avenue - the m e n t office of
the School Programs Division Time will tell what affect this placement wiii have on the morale of staff
and how they do their tasks of development and implementation of government policy.
74 See T.D.Cook (1985) ''Postpositivist critical multipksm", in RL. Shotland and MM Mark (eds.),
Social Science and Social Policy - newbury Park:C A
This 'responsive' m&l ceRainly speaks to the notions ofcommunity involvement extolled by Wharf
and McKerizie (1998) and d u t Lindblorn and Woodhouse (1993) consider as the fùture h o p of policy
conceptualization, namely the orduiary citizemy of the state.
76 The Minister of Education's mission to implement education (Nmculrmi) poïicy through the vebicle of
curriculum documents fiom 1995 to 1999 at a pace that defieci al3 research to the contrary, attests to
Lincoln and Guba's concern that their 'naturaiistic' ahenutive would have experienced a difficult reception
by the 'legitimate' ones cieployed-legitimate, that is, in the eyes of the Minister of Education! in shoxt.
the Pace outstripped the capacity of the school systern to absorb the content of the common curriculum
£iameworks, foundation of outcornes and standards and foundation for hplemaitation documents. If tke
pace of development/inq>lementatioudomment production were to continue at its m e n t pace, a tacher
entering the profession for the fïrst time in September 2001 at the Grade 6 level, wouid have to perme
some 6000 pages of documentation in order to prepare for the teaching of science, social studies,
mathematics, and Engiïsh language arts.
71 An example of this type of
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PUBLIC POLICY IN THE FUTURE
The purpose of this chapter is to provide closure to the discussion about the
conceptualization of public policy. That the process of policy making is dificult,
demanding of so many people's time, and conaantiy in a 'sate of flux', is perhaps an
understatement. More important is the realization that there is a light at the end of the
tunnel and it will be challenging and rewarding to get there together (public and private
sector). Sorne positive approaches to achieve that have emerged based upon research
conducted in the last decade. Though some might argue that the proposed suggestions are
a retooling of much earlier work on organizational theory and human resource capacity-

Max Weber and Walter Edwards Deming-the

notions that have been presented in the

late 1990s are nonetheless just as exciting given the context in which they have been
enunciated, that is, the context discussed in Chapter 2.
This chapter has been organized under the headings: "The Kingdon Policy River";
''Obstacle to Policy Making"; '%posais to Irnprove Policy Making"; ''the Policy Cycle
Model"; "Changes to Modem Dernocratic Governance"; 'Integrity in the Policy
Process"; "Connecting People to the Practitioners"; " h o t h e r 'Future' - Globalization
Needs More Study"; 'The Wider Purpose of Public Policy"; "Governance in the
Lnformation Age"; 'The L e d n g Organization"; "The Public Iudgment Model"; ''The
Scenario Strategy"; "A More Distributed System of Govemance"; 'Renewed Govemance
and Government L e h g in the Information Age - Surnrnary".
...ifwe are to build a civiLization that is recognizably more hurnane and decent than our
own, it d l asswedly require a citizenry aware of the hidden attractions of both power
and subrnissiveness, of the Eine line between rationality and paranoia, of the Janus-fàced
charader of so rnany events and the dialectical and psychological unity of so many
opposites. (Heilbroner, 1995, p. 11 8)

What more appropriate than the Roman god of gates and doors, and of beginnings
and endings to herald a discussion of the future of public policy conceptualization and

implernentation. The process does on occasion take on mythic characteristics relying as it
does upon metaphoric story, divine intervention or chance juxtaposition of some deus ex

machina.Probably no better example is provided than the exhaustive work of John
Kingdon.

The Kingdon Policy River
Residual randomness. Adamant in lis stance that a fiuid model is preferable to
one that is more mechanical, he remains convinced that the coduence of separate
streams at a critical juncture, facilitated by entrepreneurs alert to the coupling of
divergent forces will, in the end, contribute best to Our understanding ofevents. While the
formation of policy agendas and the determination of alternatives are not tidy and tight,
his model, though structured, recognizes roorn for residual randomness. To get this
notion under some modicum of control, Kingdon argues that the following factors are not
which participants are invited to a meeting
which solutions are in the queue
solution availability at the t h e of a pressing problem
some problems are more pressing than &ers
which proposais survive/which die/which get joined

In fact given the above list, he furiher suggests that complexity theory, chaos theory, and
the 'garbage can' model al1 share at least three properties. First, they find pattern and
structure in complicated, fluid, unpredictable phenornena. Second, residual randomness
remains even afler structure is defined. Third, the models are histoncally
contingent-what

happens at one time depends on what happens before. Beyond this

apparent relationship, what is seemingly irrefbtable is what Kingdon refers to as a system
dependence upon initial conditions.
Initial conditions awareness. Know the initial conditions of an issue or problem

and the outcornes can be predicted more reliably than if they were not known. Pis he says,
individuals do not control events or structures, but can anticipate them and bend them to

their purposes to some degree (Kingdon, 1995, p.225). Recognition of residual
randomness is important in the Kingdon scheme of things for policy conceptualization. It
must be remembered that he prefers to see the developrnent of policy proposais as
evolutionary--ïdeas are fioated after long penods of gestation, translated into proposals,
discussed, revisedihoned and floated again Finally, because institutions at least constitute

important constraints on policy-making, Kingdon offers some solid advice for anyone in
a position to effect policy in the fùture. Scholars, he says:
.--needto avoid opting for one or the other view, and to do more
work on specifyiag the conditions under which and the ways in
which policy making works fiom the top down or the bottom up.
(Kingdon, 1995, p.230).

Processes are complex. Though perhaps dl too obvious, at least Kingdon says it

unabashedly, the processes by which public policies are fonned are exceedingly complex
(Kingdon, 1995, p.230). Many forces are at work and influence the choices that dictate
both agenda setting and the development of alternatives. An occasional subrnission to the
music of the spheres therefore is certainly understandable but probably not condoned by
The Honourable ~ i n i s t e r . ~ ~

Obstacles to Policy Making
Sïmilar to Kingdon, Lindblom and Woodhouse (1993) are certainly very cIear
about the conditions required to effect policy-making. First is their list of what they
descnbe as obstacles to intelligent democratic policy-making:
actuaVpotentiai participants do not briug requisite skilIs/mativations
high levels of fhctual uncertainty
govemment is a clumsy, biased, only partly controllable instrument for social
probIem solving
elections are not good; hctionaries are not wise/responsive nor punished for
poor performance
bureaucracy is impossibIe to control
interest groups are biased and hanciaIly self-serving
busmess has unrivalied access
inequalw of citizens
social impairments of fhmily, school, peers and work (Lindblom and
Woodhouse, 1993, p. 139-140)

Hardly an optimistic blueprint for the future, both authors fùrther conclude that policy-

making at its best will never live up to the hymns of praise sometimes Sung on behalf of
democracy. So what does the fùture hold for policy-making?

Proposals to Improve Policy Making
As gloom and doom as they appear to be, Lindblom and Woodhouse, not unlike
theü contemporaries, declare that policy-making is political, produced by the interactions
of a myriad of participants in a setting of shared power. What it would take to promote
diverse debate is partisan probing and reconsideration aided by intellectuals and policy

professionals. In the process îhey would also reduce at least three obstacles to
fuller/intelIigent democracy. Firsî-d

this will raise some eyebrows-clùninish the

privileged position of business. Second, decrease inequality arnong citizens. Third,
overcome impaired thought .
Intelligent democratic governance. Their views on inequality are exciting and

doable! Ban campaign contributions and lessen the gap inherent in the distribution of
income/wealth. Although on this one they are not totally naïve. Unfomuiately, such

proposais are absurd, they Say, in the present climate of opinion.78As for eliminating
social impairment, they suggest a concentrated effort should be shouldered by the state to
circulate diverse ideas, get more people involved and encourage thinking. With respect to
the business sector and its role in effecting public policy conceptualization, their
comment is classic and therefore bears repeating in fU11. Lindblom and Woodhouse
argue:
As long as what we have cailed the rival poiicy-making system of business,
dong with its many valuable contributions has the legai right and political
might to produce disruptive innovations, throw Iarge numbers of people out
of work, endanger humans and the environment, and d e n v i s e create signifiwit
social problems, there will be sharp constraints on the prospects for inteIligent
dernocratic govemance. (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 143)

As they clearly state, business activists and their allies are well positioned to slow d o m
or thwart social problem solving. While hardly boosters of the business sector, they also
make what for some may be a startling staternent.

Thoughtful citizens needed. Contemporary political science and concomitant
policy discussions tend to accept or omit the fact that rnany if not the majority are
relatively incompetent citizens (Lindblom and Woodhouse, 1993, p. 149). Moreover, until
the challenge of developing a thoughtful citizenry is put on the agenda of technological
societies, we cannot, they Say, rightfully daim to be working toward wiser policy-

making. More doom and gloom? Not really! To their credit, Lindblom and Woodhouse
have their ear pretty close to the ground and certainly want to attempt to eradicate the
Janus-faced nature of public policy-making.
Public policy may disappoint. Difficult as policy-making is, as complex as the
world may be, and cognizant of the limitations of hurnan understanding, it is hardly
surprising that public policies ofken will turn out to disappoint. They have already hinted

that the policy-rnaking process is insufficiently intelligent and insufficiently responsive to
ordinary people. Their final comment on the entire process is realistic and encouraging

and speaks again to Geenfield's notion of the 'oppositionaI contention of ideas'.
The Policy Cycle Mode1

Any society, they posit, that is serious about moving toward intelligent
democratic govername must be willing to debate fundamental features of the economic,
political, and social organization. It will have to acknowledge the inevitability of
proceedinmow wait for it-via

trial and error. And that means, among other things, a

more qua1 cornpetition of ideas. Howlett and Ramesh (1995) concur except they see that
happening as a continuing cycle of the public policy-making process, narnely:
agenda-setting
policy forrnuIation
decision-making
policy implementation
poiicy evaluation

Sub-processes. The advantages of maintaining such a policy cycle mode1 are that
it facilitates understanding of the public policy process by breaking it into subprocesses-each can be investigated alone or in relationship to the other stages. Further,
its empiricai orientation enables analysis of a wide range of different factors at work at
the various stages. The factors to be considered at each stage of the policy cycle include:
the actors; institutions; ideas presented; and the instruments available. While none of the
foregoing is controversial, a stightly dif'ferent 'spin' results korn their conclusion that
public policy-making is not simply a process of conflict resolution. It is dso very much a
process influenced by past experience and by the development of new ideas (Howletî and
Ramesh, 1995, p.lOO)-this certainly coincides with the notion of policy learning. And it
certainiy Ieads to sorne fiindamental questions about the fiiture of the policy-making
process and the role of the state.

Changes to Modem Democratic Governance
Pal (1997) asks if businesslike government is the zenith of democratic aspiration?

Are customers c m citizen's interests the consuming concern of the state given over to
the notion of effecting client satisfaction? How f a can decentralization go before a sense

of cornmon standards and shared community is lost? And finally but not least, is the
content of policy always to be at loggerheads with the process of policy-making?
Financiai factors. Interestingly enough, Pal observes that along with the pursuit
of answers to the above questions, both rationalists and post-positivists have failed to
corne to terms with changes in modern democratic governance driven by globalization,
technologicd change, and shifts in poiïtical culture. The traditional categones of problem
definition, design, implementation, policy comrnunities, and evaluation continue to apply
but the content of the categories has shifted creating a new conceptual context
instihitionalized through the dominance of treasury or finance departments in the policymaking machinery. Deficit reductiodelimination strategies have assumed a dominance
precipitated by globalization and financial markets. Through the 1990s, govemrnents,
argues Pal, have preferred to design policies around self-regulation instruments, or set
fiamework regdations that look to results rather than micro-management of behaviour
(Pal, 1997, p.272).
Partnerships. Of particular interest is Pal's observation that implementation of

policy is everywhere less top-down and more explicitly designed around partnerships
with a clearer division between policy design and del ive^^.'^ Kis inclusion of the
recommendation from the Privy Council Office (1995) that the public service must
develop ways to better address horizontal, cross-cutting issues but that it has not yet
occumed probably says that there is a very large actualization abyss that must be
extirpated. More positive is his contention that based on three eventsS0that took place
while he was writing the conclusion to his book Beyond Policy AnaZysis - Public lssie
Management hz fia-bzht T ' e s , notions of integrity in the policy process may be

described.
Integrity in the Policy Process
Integrity of persons. First, in public policy terms, integrity rneans that one acts in

fùli accordance with the duties and responsibilities of one's office. Second, it means
having a regard for truth. Third, it means being responsible for one's actions, and
accountable. Finally, it means behaving with civility and sympathy. Taken together he
calls infegrity of persansIntegrity of process. The inte@ty ofprocess involves the understanding that:

the nation exists for the people
not aiI programs are of equal value
consistency is important
the process refuses to exclude sorne with views that do not meet the approval of eIites
right and wrong will be discussed without mentioning the Constitution
politics of integrity must appeal to one's higher self
aîl are willing to do the hard work of discement, to test persona1 views to be sure
that they are right the other side wins (PaI, 1997,p.277)

Integrity of govemment. A tall order indeed given what he refers to as ntfegr@
of govemmenf. By this Pal means it is essential for civilized society-a space where one

may fulfill or enjoy responsibilities and privileges as citizens. Pal does remind us
however that sorne see the client-service relationship espoused by NPM as too limited a
vision of the range of possibilities and rationales of the public sector. As he States, a
world of customers and clients might be a paradise of consumption and service, but it

would not be a democratic commonwealth (Pal, 1997, p.279). His last category integrity of purpose

- is

encowaging indeed.

Integrity of purpose. Public policy, he concludes:
...should not cater to narrow, sectional interests. Nor should it pander
to purely matenal interests. It should keep its eye finniy on its broadest
goal-the conditions for a good life for al1 citizens.. .. The ingredients for
a good Life is n d mysterious: health, education, shelter, econornic
opportunity, respect, civility, and feisure. (Pal, 1997,p.279)

Connecting People to the Practitioners

The principle of inclusiveness. Equally aware of 'the hidden dangers of both
power and submissiveness', Wharf and McKenzie (1998) propose to abridge any
apparent abyss between policy-maker and the recipient of public policy with what they

f i r m as the principle of znclusiveness. While concerned primarily with policies af5ecting
human services, they argue that policies that exclude the knowledge of those who receive
seMces and of practitioners will be incomplete and inappropnate (Wharf and McKenzie,
1998, p.27). Their thinking is that participation is cost effective through cost
avoidance--listening to opinions during the policy-making process can avoid delays and
difficulties that often occur during implementation. What has not been discussed at length
along this same line of thinking is something that is most important to these two social
scientists, that is, the development of alliances between practitioners and the people

served. n i e point made is that the challenge is formidable because both lack the power
and resources often necessary to effect implementation. Behind such a problem is of
course the issue of who defines the question. As Wharf and McKenzie have noted in their
research, when the capacity to define the problem becomes a professional prerogative,
citizens no longer exist (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p. 128). That concem will probably
be evenîually eradicated particularly if policy makers of the future take on the persona of
Wharf and McKenzie7s'new kind o f professional'!
A 'new' professional. That individual should:
Men and incorporaate into practice the experience of the served
respect the served - treat them as citizens
provide relevant infoniiation and research
halyse the information declaring the pros and cons of alternatives
communicate plainly
draft reports
organize meetings
chair the meeting when appropriate
ensure participation

No easy task to be sure but then the professional should be cognizant of the above

along with a positive familiarity with n o t only the policy-making process but the
preferences of government and the coatext of the financial resources available to the
project. Though not ground-breaking proposais, when the foregoing is openly shared with
al1 concerned the degree of trust and imtegrity Pal refers to above cannot help but to
ensure a collective feeling of empowemnent and involvement to the eventual realization
of the policy's goals. That is of itself a 'good thing' but more is required. DeveIoping a
sense of involvement is what Wharf aod McKenzie reference as the process o f ~ ~ - a r n i n ~ . ~ '

Frarne reflection. Described ais a process where policies are fiamed by the
ideologies and experiences of those in a policy-making process, fÎ-ame reflection is not
without its difficulties. For example, resolution may be arduous because everyone reflects
on their own as well as others' constru-ctions of the problem at tiand. The theory behind
@ m e reflecfionis that it has been a triadic relationship-policy, practice and research.

To date, the process has excluded thoso who receive the senrice. Enter Wharf and
McKenzie! Their refinement of the precess is to add the seMce users making it a
quadratic relationship-the fourth side reserved for the service users. As they supplied

direction for the 'new professional', Wharf and McKenzie fiuther reference the
requirements to effect fiame reflection. They include:
the principie of civitos - a willingness to consider and address the broad
purposes of govemment
the creation and maintenance of a ciimate of mutual trust
an emphasis on &ers (where they are coming fiom personaily and
institutionaily)
working with a personal 'fiame' while cuitivating akemate k e s
appreciation of the political character of poiicy design wittiout cynicism
invention of new policy modifications vuhile helping to resolve 'fiame'
conflicts (Wharf and iMcKenzie, 1998, p. 132)

Only service users and practitioners know. Though demanding to be sure, the
above speaks to what is essential for the design of social prograrns, namely, partnership
arrangements between govenunent and local communities particularly involving seMce
delivery responsibilities. As Wharf and McKenzie reiterate, only the service users and
practitioners know how policies are implemented and understand the real effects of such
policy. Unless that notion is included as an integral part of the policy process, the
outcomes fiom policy-making will inevitably fail to respond adequately to the needs of
seMce users (Wharf and McKenzie, 1998, p.134). As the recipients of state policy must
be alert to the vicissitudes of public policy, so must those same concerned citizens and

public policy acadernicians ensure that the 'Janus-faced character of so many [political]
events' does not subvert the primary purpose of the state-to serve ail who dwell therein.
Another 'Future' - Globalization Needs More Study
Writing about 'new' directions in Canadian policy ~tudies,~'
University of
Toronto political scientist Richard Simeon advocates that more work is required to
determine the impact of globalization on public policy. For example, he asks to what
extent does giobalization shape the policy agenda? On the national scene, the increase in
the social/ideoIogical diversity and emergence of new social movements will demand
public policy response. The work doesn't stop. As he suggests, the policy of debts and
deficits, including the long-term effect of legislative restrictions on governments to not
exceed legal requirements, will require closer scmtiny as these 'laws' impact on the
policy process. For theorists, however, the larger issue by far is the following.
Democratic deliberation or domination by democracy. How can the
requirements of democracy-representative openness, participation, consultatio&e

reconciled with concems for greater policy effectiveness-the ability to take hard
decisions, to act decisively, to allocate costs, to orient policy to the longer term? As
Simeon suggests, we have to rethink the role, purpose and nature of government and the
state in Iight of the massive social and economic changes both nationally and globaily.
The task will surely be the responsibility of al1 members of society as
...it is essential to keep our eye on the conte* the environment, the social,
economic, and attitudinai settings in which goveming structures and policy
networks are embedded, and to underiine the need to trace the iinkages between
them. (Simeon in Dobuzinskis, et al, 1996, p.38 1)

Simeon's sentiments about the future of democratic govements are sirnilar to those
echoed by United Kingdom policy analyst Wayne Parsons.
The Wider Purpose of Public Policy

Government is the institution with singular obligations to facilitate societal choice
making and action. Govement's ability to make decisions and act are the dominant
dimensions by which govemment performance should be judged posits Parsons. Further,
the wider purpose of public policy should go much beyond the delivery of 'goods and
services'. Public policy should encourage
enlightenment
fiiller development of the individual in society
the development of consent, consensus, social awareness, and legitimacy

More 'bottom-up'. Simple efficiency and effectiveness then in the delivery of seMces is
decidedly not what is envisioned for the future. And this notion will surely challenge the
extant efforts of govements at least in the 'developed' industrial regions of the world.
Parsons 'cal1 to arms' requires no deciphering. This means, he says,
...extending democratic control over the managerialkt arrangementsc o m k t s and quangoeewhich have tbnved in marketdriven public
policy through reinvigorating and reforming constitutional arrangements
and more bottom-up accomtability and evaluation. (Parsons, 1995, p -614)

Public policy - a mode of public learning. What is apparent for the future of public
policy conceptualization is that public policy must assume its aim to be one of the
formation of values other than those promoted by managerîalism, namely, the
transmission and application of knowledge and democratic skills to as wide a public as
possible. This reorientation of public policy as a mode of public learning will involve the

redesign of the constitutional control of policy-making. It will fürther build on and
develop existing social institutions and where necessary exploit the potential of new
communication technoIogies. For Parsons, institutions do matter.
Clarification of values - the core task of public policy. The challenge is to
design and adapt politicaVsocia1 institutions to improve the communicative rather than
instrumental rationality of democratic societies. In order to precipitate such a
phenornenon, at least as far as Parsons is willing to project (2005), the policy analysts
mission is to help foster a genuine dialogue between policy-makers, policy specialists and

an 'active' society. Policy analysis must cease to be the preserve of the powerfùl and
organized and endeavour to reach as wide a public as possible to enrich political
argument and debate; promote cornpetition between ideas and values. In short, the
codvital task of the theory and practice of public policy is the clarificatiodshaping of
values to extend/enhance democratization (Parsons, 1995, p.6 16). It means nothing short
of what Steven Rosell(1999) calls 'governing by leaming in the information age' .
Governance in the Information Age
Governanc-he

process by which a society or organization steers

itself-onginates fiom the sarne Greek root - &bernaien - as the word cybemetics. And,
as the Gage Canadian Dictionq says, cybernetics is the comparative study of complex
calculating machines and the human nervous system in order to understand better the
functioning of the human brain. One supposes that is why in the world of computer
machine malfunction, that is, 'when they simply breakdown', we are dl consumed by the
elevated vernacular attributing human characteristics to the wires and chips of this
technology. When the cornputers arterial pathways become clogged or infected with a
'virus' or when they become confùsed by a 'love bug' precipitated by an electronic
extrovert or 'hacker', the entire worHorce and privately connected converts to the
intemet become victims and at the mercy of the plastic plague. And what has al1 this to
do with public policy conceptualization and implernentation?
Learning-based govemance and shifting boundaries. The advent of the
computer, and particularly the tether that comects &__theintemet-has the foreseeable
capability to revolutionize what Rose11 references as the relationship between 'learningbased governance' and decision-making and how that sarne interaction deals with the

myriad of 'shifking boundaries' that characterize present and future global societies. Over
a period of seven years (1990-1997), senior Canadian govemment officiais, private sector
executives, and internationally known researchers, met in a series of roundtable
discussions in an attempt to better understand the cbanging environment for governance
and to make recommendations to ameliorate the extant governance environment.
To this point, many policy analysts have detailed the threat to democratic
institutions precipitated by tram-national corporations, and the national problerns created
by the downsizïng and off-loading by 'senior' governments to 'local' governments and
smaller comrnunities responsibilities for which few have the human and financiai
resources to cope. While al1 these organizational and structural changes occur, they have
not operated in an infatmation vacuum. Quite the contrary, the 'information society', at
least according to the group that Roseii references, has very discernable characteristics.
Characteristics of the information society. They hclude:
globdization - interconnected stock exchanges; borderiess capital markets;
world-wide technological production and marketing; business rationalization
regionally, nationalIy, and globaily; the emergence of supranational fonuns
dealing with trade, environment, and human rights
atornization, democratization, and fragmentation - growing regionalism;
proliferation of voices;
breakdown of the bureaucratic/industriaI mode1 of organizing - downsizing;
extirpation of middle management; contracting out; networks; 'clientcentred' ways of organizing
decreasing possïbility of secrecy - fieedorn of information legislation;
changing notions of what 'confidentiality' means in govenunent
growing importance of human resources - weii-quaiified personnel in both
public and private sector operations are bemrning essential assets
changing boundaries and a bdamental restructuring - speed of light
transactions impose an 'immediacy' to operational decision-making that has
redefined bath the daily work fiinction and the capacity to 'deliver' what ever
it is that the instihrtion has been designed to deliver (Rosel, 1999, p.3-4)

As the above list suggests, public policy formulation is no less immune fiom such

pervasive characteristics. In order for public policy to becorne inclusive, responsive,
effective, and adaptive to the vicissitudes of society's daily issues and problems, public
policy and all those responsible for its development and implementation must seriously
consider what the roundtable considered and recornrnended.
Challenges facing governance. To reiterate, and c o d m e d by the roundtable

discussions, the challenges facing govemance include the emergence of a multiplicity of

belief systems; the loss of legitimacy by old sources of authority; and an apparent lack of
opportunity for shared fiameworks to connect. They saw the role of governent as being
one that could possibly be much more facilitative and perhaps redirect the above trend
through the encouragement of public dialogue. They further saw that the family, school,
neighbourhood and community workplace is where social c4pitaI is conanicted. To
accomplish d i i s notion means building a civic »?frastnrchrre. For that to occur, public,
private, and non-profit players must work collaboratively. Though the result of possible
greater decentralization and the inherent risk of greater variation at the local level, it also
encourages greater flexibility and innovation To in turn effect this process, and due
largely to the rapid changing environment of the information society, sociaf cohesion
needs continually to be constructed. The roundtable, along with the advice Erom their
consultants, made some telling observations about social cohesionit depends on our
capacity to constnict a learning society and that is not the sole responsibiiity of the
school. Moreover,
schools cannot be expected to compensate for the fidure of fimilies
to provide adequately for eady childhood development, or the fkilure
of the labour market to offer peop Ie o p p o r t d e s to develop their
skills and leamhg capacïty. (Roseil, 1999, p.55)

Obviously the schools camot do it alone, it must be a tnily community effort. So what
kînd of leaming organization did the roundtable envision to develop the learning capacity
of society?

The Learning Organization
The leaming organization descnbed by Rose11 is one that must be capable of

adapting over time to changing conditions in a way that is productive both for the
organization and the members. It will fùrther exhibit what is called 'distributed
intelligence', that is, a thinking fùnction distributed throughout the organization. But
most important, the organization will demonstrate more horizontal idormation flow and
less vertical decision-making. Interestingly enough, the roundtable did not shy away at al1
fkom the possibility of such a learning organization dealifig with conflict, they said there
is a need to focus on contlict rather than tip toe around it! Their reasoning is fascinating.

The capacity to leam - shared frameworks. They contend that a failure of
today's political system is that everything seems to be 'solution-driven'. The learning

society, they argue, needs to be based on the assumption of continuing change, one that
recognizes that the only sustainable competitive advantage in that changing environment
is the capacity to leam- TOeffect such a process they recommend the construction of

shmedJi-ameworks.And that requires those in governance to develop a new cornpetence
that exhibits:
1. acknowledging and usmg uncertainty
2, embracing error

3. rnoving fiom control to resilience as a goal of management policy
4. developing the capacity to span boundaries
5. becoming educators (Rosell, 1999, p.59)83

But then a learning organization is hardly a new phenornenon. Then again, could it be
that such a seemingly simple notion could be the answer to Heilbroner's concern about

the 'hidden attractions of both power and submissiveness'?
Enhanced organizational Iearning is essential. One of the international
consultants available to the roundtable was Donald Schon, at the tirne Professor Emeritus
and Senior Lecturer in the Deparmient of Urban Studies and Planning at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His observation was that in situations of
continuing uncertainty and turbulence, the assumptions underlying any particular action
do not hold for Long. The result? Private companies, he reporteci, have concluded that
enhancing organizational leaming is essential to cope effectively with an environment
that is increasingly competitive and subject to rapid change. The implication is that the
idea of organizational learning seems to have filtered into the public sector from the
private one (Rosell, 1999, p.62). As Schon details, the reasons the private sector appears
to have embraced the notion has been triggered by
new forrns of global business cornpetition
disrnantlmg of the webre state
the growing prestige of free-market capitalism
the view of the nation state is a problern, an i m p e h e n t to economic
progress
a new emphasis on downsizing of govemment
rendering government seMces more productive
reducing the role ofthe state
devolving federai government functions to local govenunent
privatizing govemment services

With the above as a given, what is the definition of 'organizational learning'?

Organized Iearning defined. Organizations 'leam', says Schon, when their
individual members interact with one another in such a way as to yield a change in
orgmhtional theory of action-the

action strategies, values, and assumptions, or models

of the world, that inform the regular patterns of organizational action-a change that
achieves some degree of permanence by becoming embedded not only in the images of
the organization hetd in the heads of its members, but in organizationai artifacts, such as

programs, files and maps, that serve as embodiments of organizational memory (Rosefl,
1999, p.63). In that the process couId be productive or destructive, Schon differentiates

between two types of leaming.

Feedback loops. Swe-ïoop organi.OnnZIeming is instrumentai, means-end
learning within an existing fiamework of values and objectives. Double-hop
organizationaZ leamhg is when an organization leams to examine and revise the values
that determine the direction of its single-loop leadng, that is, it leanis to reframe
problems, redefine purposes, reset the values that guide the organizational behaviour.
Engagement in double-loop leaniing depends on the degree of openness, trust and
cooperativeness in the organization. The point here is that an information based

organization-govenunent-needs

to adopt an ethic that sees errors as opportunities to

learn to treat error as a feedback loop in a learning process. This new systern creates not
o d y a shared body of data and information, but also a shared framework within which to
interpret it. Not to be accused of being too optimistic or even naive when it cornes to the
daily operation of govemrnent, the roundtable did acknowledge that the public-sector
environment might impose some constraints. And what follows is clear evidence that the
roundtable members 'knew of what they spoke'! In a govement bureaucracy, we have
the wrong people, with the wrong skill set, and so need a great deal of retraining and
reorientation to make the new learning organization feasible. They fkther noted that
there might also be a fundamental problem of organizational culture. 84 The new 'learning
organization' then is not without its own track of hurdles to overcorne especially when
the notion of accountability and responsibility is addressed. Policy 'x' may be close to
what the public or client may be demanding but can the public sector, as an organization
be client-driven?
Enter the parliamentary convention of ministerial responsibility! Says Rosell:

At the most fiindamental Ievel, the public sector in Canada operates
on the principle of rninisterial responsibiiity, which means that every
department must give priority to protecting and preserving the authority of its
minister. This lunits the extent to which a publicsector organization can
be tnily client-driven. (Roseli, 1999, p -70)

From the 'culture of risk aversion' to knowledge workers. In fact, this notion is so

evident within the bureaucracy that traditional forms of accountability have created a
'culture of risk aversion'. Any learning organizational strategy that encourages debate,
critical discourse, views contrary to that of 'senior management', will encounter some
skepticism on the part of the 'rank-and-file7. As one of the former federal govemment
ministers Marcel Massé remarked, there is a need for public servants who have developed
in their minds new maps and the ability to change those maps. The implication is that
public servants in a learning organization would move Eom being essentially
administrators to being knowledge workers translating data and information into shared
fkmeworks of interpretation. That this may require a different sort of public senrice, one
that is more amined to change, betîer able to learn and adapt, and better equipped to
adciress longer-term issues that cut across departmental boundaries, was an observation
that was paramount in the roundtables overail deliberations.
Common conceptual frameworks. With respect to the aspect of 'working across

boundaries', this means not only intra-departmental cooperation within govemment but
also work with 'outside' agencies that provide expertise not found within the 'service'.
Thou& sounding simple to effect, the notion of people working together both inside
govemment and outside govemment necessitates the development of common conceptual
frarneworks. This happens when people work together for extended periods of time.
Learning to become a practitioner and not Iearning about practice is the key. As
roundtable consultant Edgar Schien (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) advised the
group, a practitioner is a member of a subculture that adopts the mental map and
fiamework of the group. So, what is new about that? It is somewhat akin to learning the
professional vernacular of a different academic d i s c i p l i n ~ h ehistorian using the
concepts associated with anthropology and politicai science. There is, says Schien, the
critical need to wmmunicate and leam across the boudarie*

of language, Erameworks

of interpretation, assumptions-that divide different communities of practice (Rosell,

1999, p.80). It is the 'getting there' that is important. Some vduable pointers to do that

include:
1. providing a conte* which is safk and open (the lack of a sense of safety

creates timidky and an unwillingness to engage in f k d dialogue)
2. defining problems before leaping to solutions
3. sharing overarching goals
4. realizing that aU problems are nut soluble
5 . the realization that it takes TIME

Would that senior management would take more cognizance of point number five
particdarly as it applies to policy develgpment. Though one must appreciate that
'forever' is not a popular concept with those whose agenda is driven ofken by the ebb and
flow of the 'political stream', diaiogue is a valuable way of building the relationship of
trust. It is the social capital on which organizations and societies depend. As Schien
advised the roundtable participants, it takes years to build trust and social capitd, yet
often it is destroyed without a second thought because it is not adequately appreciated for
its importance and value. Indeed, the development of a sharedfiamework requires a safe
environment to consider different perspectives. It requires, writes Rosell, an ethic that
fosters innovation, experimentation, and risk-taking, that acknowledges uncertainty and
embraces error as an opportunity for leamkg (Rosell, 1999, p.8~).85In short, it befalls to
the government in an idormation society to establish the shared Eramework.
Consultation and mutual learning. The issues need to be framed so people can
understand them and address them-no room for hidden agendas here-open operation is
the order of the day! Developing a consensus-based approach to govemance requires that
the public service culture change £tom a mode1 of contiontation to one of consultation
and mutual learning. As Rose11 observes, politicians are coming to realize that involving

a wider range of stakeholders in the policy process actually reduces political risks
(Rosell, 1999, p.98). The tnck is to efEect such a process of public participation. The
approach proposed to the roundtable by public opinion researcher Daniel YankeIovich is
called the Public Judgment Model (J?JM).
The Public Judgment Model

The public voice is constitutive of the process - it is central to forrnulating
policies posits Yankelovich. Critical to understanding the P M is his gradation of public
opinion. U'hat he refers to as public 'raw opinion' encompasses first reactions;

spontaneous, impulsive, unconsidered, top-of-the-rnind, incoherent views. 'Public
judgment', on the other hand, he describes as thoughtfùl, considerate, considered and

f h public opinion. The problem is that it takes some seven stages

get to the public

judgment position. And, as Rosell editorializes, we lack the institutions to complete ail
seven stages of the PJM. Even more difficult would be the determination of what
Yankelovich argues is needed for democracy to work, namely, there must be a critical
mass of public judgment on key issues: roughly 70 per cent of the electorate need to have
thought through a position and endorse it (RoseIl, 1999, p.99). Nonetheless, the
roundtable did appreciate that any process that helps people engage in a strategic
conversation, develops shared Erameworks and mental maps, facilitates public discourse
and is therefore an important social adaptation and contributor to the construction of a
learning society.
Citizen participation - the public policy jury. As the roundtable deliberated
through the 1990s, there is no question that citizen participation in the public policy
process was uppermost in their meetings- Though not described in any detail, an example
of their thought is the miblic Policy Jury. This would be a p u p of seIected citizens who
would serve for a week on a public policy jury to which different levels of government
could present policy issues. Such a jury would employ the P M process. As the
roundtable suggests, we should not underestimate citizens' willingness or ability to
engage in a process of public deliberation. Nor should the following substantive point be
ignored. Any major public policy initiative, Rosell cites, must reflect and be supported by
the values of the society; both the Iegitimacy and the effectiveness of a policy depend on
that value basis (Roseii, 1999, p. 106).

Sharing knowledge in a civil society. Critical to the roundtable's macro-analysis
of Canada's public and pnvate sectors, is the realization of a 'civil society'. Such a
society would demonstrate via civil discourse (public voice) the following charactenstics:
commonaIity; deliberativeness (turns back and examines itself); inclusiveness;
provisionality (ongoing - no finality); listening; leaming (mutability of opinion); lateral
communication; imagination (the tolerant citizen is the one capable of imagining others'
lives); and finally, ernpowerment. If ali that doesn't work, and while perhaps not al1 will
agree, Rosell presents the notion that it is to government that we turn when cooperative

rnechanisms of civil society are not sufficient to promote the public interest (Rosell,
1999, p. 109). Central then to govemance are not basic data or information but the
different ways in which information is understood, that is, translated into knowledge. As
the roundtable participants agreed, what is needed is a shift in the basic assumption fiom

'knowledge is power' to the realization that sharing knowledge is the key to effective
govemance and leadership. The goal for the learning-based approach is to continually
develop shared mental map s, shared flameworks, myths and stories, which cross-cultural
boundaries constructed through dialogue and sîrategic conversation. Such mental maps,
frameworks, myths and stories just don't happen. The opportunity must be created and
facilitated. Again, while not revolutionary, the suggested strategy is the 'scenario '
approach.

T h e Scenario Strategy
The scenario approach is nothing less than the development of a shared perception

of the extemal contexts within which people begin to develop options and strategies for
their specific operations. The 'trick', if there is one, is to get the participants to see
altemate visions, acknowledge uncertainty, and in the process get people to think outside
their usual mental boxes. Important for the public servant and any citizen participants is
the realization that scenarios are not predictions, they tell alternative sto&s of how the
h r e may unfold. Now that can create a conundrum for the public sector as government
may be seen to be thinking the unthinkable! That concern, juxtaposed with the electoral

cycle, tends to reinforce short-tenn perspectives. Though an important concern to be sure,
good scenarios evidence the foilowing:
1. they must be logically consistent, clear, and simple
2. they need to be plausible
3. they have a role as 'transitional objects' that people can play wtth and use to

learn about sensitive subjects
4. they exhibit an intemally consistent hypotheses about how the future might
d o l d - to repeat - it is not a prediction

Finally, and essential to the success of scenarios, key factors must be present. They
include
time - no short cuts aUowed - you m o t 'amve' without the experience of
getting there
continuity of membership in the group
being defined at the appropriate level of detail

the encouragement of a p l a m aaitude wbere belief rnay be suspended and
inhibitions are dropped to exercise creativity
provision of a safe, neutral setting (Rosell, 1999, p. 148-149)

Shared mental maps. Ifthe above is followed, the claim is that once a shared mental

map is drawn, and the various players in a distributed power systern begin to coordinate
their actions within that fkamework, individual decisions are made almost as by-products
(Rosell, 1999, p. 150). But then any particular solution is likely to be shoa given the
rapidly changing information society. Continued strengthening of the learning process is
therefore crucial to the 'ever-greening7 of shared mental maps, shared objectives and
shared fTameworks of interpretation.
A More Distributed System of Governance

Effective governance in this 'new' expanding information society rnay be judged
then by how effective it is in constructing and changing shared fiameworks. That it will
require greater public participation and more ongoing processes of public learning is
perhaps al1 too obvious. It may be more than is feasible for current governance structures.

The mission for such an endeavour, as described by Rosell, appears to be nothing short of

a major turn-about in how policy is developed and irnplemented-indeed, it is a societal
shift of gargantuan proportions. Building social cohesion involves, he challenges, shared
values and communities of interpretation, reducing disparities in wealth and income, and
generally enabling people to feel they are engaged in a commoa enterprise (Rosell, 1999,
p. 155). What it means is the developrnent of a more distributed system of govemance,
that is, away fkom vertical bureaucratie structures to more horizontal network-style
structures. Such structures would demonstrate widely distributed authority to make
decisions and to innovate. They would also be flexible in order to adjust to rapidly
changing environments. To encourage contimed participation, the proceeds of the work
would be distributed equitably among the members. The glue needed to hold this
approach together is the resultant nch communication and shared fhmework of goals and
values. What has to be 'bought' regarding this strategy is the notion that the process of
public leamhg is not about decision-making but about establishing a shared context and
language including better working relationships to make future debate and decision-

making more productive. 1s this possible and what is the role of government?

Overall framework preparation - a state responsibility. Based on the lengthy

deliberations of the roundtable participants, Rosell summarizes that in order to build
social cohesion and a learning society, not only will a reasonable distribution of the
proceeds ofthat society be necessary, but opportunities for lifelong leaming,
employment, service, and a reasonable Ïncome wili be required. As for the role of the
state, it cm no longer solely rely upon the traditional instruments of regdation, taxation,
and spending. In a distributed govemance system inherent with a leaming society, the
state wodd provide leadership in preparing an overall h n e w o r k of goals, plus
encourage a wide range of players. Specifically, the state's capacity must be enhanced to:
1, fi-ame issues so people understand them
2. ensue that the process by which issues are addressed is structurai to have a
balance of perspectives represented to resuit in a consensus that will be in the

public interest
3. determine when it is best for govemment to convene processes of public
dialogue and when to support outside organizations to do it
4. b ~ closure
g
to the process and interpret the resuhs

Sharing knowledge. Effecting the above points would be no small task to be sure.
However, to be fair, the above 'enhancement' does recognize that leadership in the
information age is rapidly coming to be understood as: a process of making meaning;
identiqing visiodmission; f?aming problems; setting goals; arguing/engaging in
dialogue; and h a l l y but not least, theory building. What it al1 seems to corne down to is
the very clearly stated position of the roundtable, govemment will need to become much
better at sharing knowledge (RoseIl, 1999, p. 164). And 'spin-doctoring' is not the way to
go!
Ever the scourge of political parties when they assume the 'trappings of power',
the major problem becomes how to 'share' what they perceive to be valuable
information. Often as not, those in opposition view such efforts as pure propaganda hence
the reliance by the Government upon press secretaries and offices of 'public

information'. The daily media 'scrums' and press releases prepared by well-meaning but
politically motivated propaganda practitioners is not what Rosell and the roundtable
would like to see determine the operation of the learning society. Such activity, they
suggest, gradually erodes credibility, openness and consistency about objectives and

values. How practical they are is open for debate but the roundtable does offer some
suggestions for irnproving the sharing of knowledge. The roundtable proposed to:
increase the use of parliamentary committees
move 6om the notion of 'fixed' brie& to experirnenting with politicai parties
fi-aming issues by dealing with each ather
reduce 'confidence' votes
refer bills to Comrnittee for approval in principle
aUow parliament to examine proposds before budgets are fonnaily
p resented
Knowledge workers, Accompanying such changes would be a public service attuned to

change, better equipped to adapt to turbulent environrnents, more capable of addressing
longer-term issues cutting across organizational boundaries, and more practiced in the art
of constructing changing shared fiameworks. Needed are knowledge workers not
administrators. Ministers, deputy ministers, assistant deputy ministers and directors
wodd set the overall objectives and tiarneworks. So far not something to shout about!
The next part does warrant applause. Delegate to junior oEciaIs the authority to

INNOVATE and learn better ways to achieve objectives. RoseIl's declaration on this
point deserves vociferous ~ i n d i c a t i o nRegarding
.~~
the working relationship among senior
and junior management în government he says:
...relations between rninisters and public servants, and between senior
and junior officiais, must be based on openness, trust, and frank expressions
of Mering views and ideas, even to those in positions ofpower. (RoseIl, 199,
P.167)

A parallel leaming structure. Most recognize that such a proposa1 will take tirne. As

long as al1 concerned are patient and willing to facilitate the capacity to develop policies
that transcend department boundaries, strengthen the capacity for inter-department
networking, and be cornfortable with leaming together across those same boundaries,
then much will be achieved in creating the iearning organization envisioned by the
roundtable. It is important nonetheless to sincerely recognize the implications for public
policy conceptualization. The context for a learning organization recommended by the
roundtable deliberations is best established, Rosell records, outside any formal decision-

making system, by creating a {usuaïly temporary) parallel leanùng structure, namely, the
roundtable scenario (RoseIl, 1999, p. 154). Their reasons for so concluding detail 'the
why '.

The roundtable scenario was successfùl as a learning organization strategy
because:
many departments were rqresented - a broad participation base
adequate time was allowed
mernbership continuity was emphasized
participants atîended in their own right - they did not have to 'speak7 for a
unit/branch/department
the fomm was on neutral 'turf'therefore 'safe'
the resource people were exemplary
secretaria1support was provided
o p p o e to explore and innovate was encouraged
there was a link between experimentation (action) and broader reflection
regular fèedback enabled participants to review, work through the
implications, and where needed reset the learning agenda

Renewed Governance and Government Learning in the Information
Age

Summary
Returning to the questions of govemment role and is it possible to effect renewed
govemance and govemment by leaming in the information age, it is fair to conclude that
Rosell and the roundtable discussions certainly outlined a role for government in the
'new' information age. It will be possible to implement such a vision contingent upon the
'will' of the players. Certainly al1 indications fiom the 'inside' of the department of
education are clear-the answer is 'yes'! Where it is not so clear is how the 'public' will
be invited to participate and pronounce policy on a collaborative course with a
collectively created implementation calendar that everyone endorses. Public forums
require commitrnents fiom many 'constituencies' in both the public and private sectors.
Cornmitment to listen, debate, change positions, and admit mistakes without 'selling the
f m ' requires time and agendas that recognize that fact. Xn education that 'tirne'
recognition has not happened during the late 1990s. Whether o r not that will change
involves the political Stream and al1 who determine its flow, volume, and quality. On the
surface at least, HMS Department of Education, after a selective crew change, is a crafl

that has a difficult voyage ahead. Ifthe school divisions/districts be ports of caU and the
schooIs the some 850 villages contained therein, then much help will be required fiom al1
who sail in her and al1 who choose to 'get-on-board' (adhere to the policies developed).

As has been detailed herein, the amount of policy, cumculum and support documentation

extant and in some cases still sitting on the quay, is enormous. For the HMS Department
of Education, policy implementation and whatever 'lifeboats' are required to encourage
that happening surely must be the 'sealed orders' and the course to sail. Policy
development, at least for education, must become less concentrated and in the process
become more evident across departments. Plans to incorporate the departments of hedth,
education, family senrices, and the youth section of corrections are long overdue. This is
surely an area for much public policy discourse. Roseli's and the roundtable's notion of
governing by learning has much to Say for it. The possibility of a four-department
collaboration would provide a perfect proving ground!
The £ h r eof public policy development and implementation regs with the public
and the people in public institutions. Their capacity to conduct and share the
responsibility inherent in public policy conceptualization will rely both on new
information technologies and face-to-face discourse.
Al1 will learn in the process-public
the 'public at large'-and

sector worker, private sector 'interests', and

that is a huge bonus. Whetther 'refiective' time will be

sacrificed to the insatiable capacity of cyberspace will be a challenge to be sure. As for
the State, its strength and capacity to endure and arneliorate the human condition depends
largely upon the cerebral capacity of the citizens it serves. As many have found out, when
the electorate is mgry and has Iost its patience, intellectually incisive or not, the ballot
becomes the final arbiter. And that is the way it should be! Public policy is as good as the
people who propose it-no

more and no less!

1endorse the notion of 'shared fiameworks' and the challenge of doing whatever

it takes to facilitate a 'capacity to learn' in the organization that has so occupied my
professionai career for a quarter century. The concept of 'organizational Iearning' rests

upon the sharing of knowledge not only within the organization but as well with those
extemai to the department. That public administration scholars think that it can be done
in an environment that encourages nsk-taking and where it is 'safe' to register dissent

places the future of public servants in a very exciting scenario indeed! To date, senior
management-including

the Minister-have

so-declared in their discourse with Staff.

That is a major tumaround fiom the previous administration.

With respect to the immediate and distant future of public policy development,
implementation and evaluation, what the Director of the London School oflEconomics

and Political Science suggests as a prophecy merits very serious consideration. The
battleground of the twenty-first century, Anthony Giddens says, will pit fundamentalkm
against cosmopolitan tolerance (Giddens, 2000, p. 22). That prophecy, if at al1 accurate,
will test the patience and integrity of au who participate in public discourse regarding the
multiplicity of directions and options available to the public and private sectors in the

n e a decade or two. What Rosell and cornpany have outlined as the possible future for the
public seMce d l be both intellectually challenging and emotionally exciting for d l who
work in that capacity. HMS Education - hl1 s t e m ahead!

77

Ministers of the crown must be seen as responsi'ble for anci defenders of whatever policy is released by
the institution he or she is swom to uphold That the 'constituency' the minister represents is so diverse and
suscepti%Ie to multiple contingencies is hardly something that should be held -a
the office. Whether or
not those who work for that office on a permanent basis c m eliminate the Janus-faced character of so many
events is of course the key question to resolve. m e r some 24 years working within or behind the 'gate' as
it were, one is tempted to conclude îhat the only ihhg permanent about policy is thai it is not permanent.
As people change so do the conditions that precipitated the policy in the fïrst place. Have we made any
proat aU? In the field of ecfucation it is fair to say that information processing and access may be
faster but ail the old questions remain And scholars are still ~ e s t l i n gwith the notion if any of the curent
releases are at aU representative. See Anthony O'HearYsA.erProgress-Flnding the Old wuy Forward
(1999) or Neil Postman's Building a Bnà'ge to the Elghteenth Century- How the Past Can hprove Our
F~ture(1999).

78 Maybe they are not that farrem&
fiom reality. The Premier of Manitoba announced in Jme 2000 a
proposal for severely luniting the election campaign contri'butions for both corporations and unions.
kgislation, he suggested, that muid create a more level playing field for a i i political parties.
This has partidar poignancy as the Manitoba Department of Education and Training is readjusthg its
priorities as the 'new' governent sets policy and orgmïzational prioiities. Specifically, the former
Program Implementation Branch has been dissolved and amaigunateci with the Program Development
Branch.At the same t h e a Research and Policy Branch has b e n given renewed impetus. It remains to be
seen if 'partnerships' and shared decision-making becornes the operative strategy for the immediate future.
One can only take note of Dr. Pal's reference that departmentaiboudaries and vertid accountabiiity must
not impede effective policy development in the public service (Pd,1999,273).
These were the Republican Party convention in the U.S.A of 1996; the Canadian inqpiry in the SomaLia
alfair of 1993; and the annuai meeting of provincial premiers heId in Jasper, Aberta chair4 by Ralph
Klein (August, 1996).
81
For the theoretical background to the notion of hming, Wharf and McKenzie cite the work of D.Schon
and M. Rein (1994). Frame Reflection: Toward the Resolution of htractable Policy Confroversies.
82
The article appears as Chapter 19 "Afenvord- 'New'Directions in Canadlan Polky Sfudies in Laurent
Dobuzinskis, et al (1996) Policy Studies in Canada: The State of the Art.
83
This entire iist captures the current management strategy of the Manitoba Department of Education and
Training. &th the Depuîy Minister and the Assistant Deputy Minister have via their e-mail messages to a l l
personnel withiu the Schwl Programs Division provided irpdates on their department colllIIlXmientsand
enwuragecl discourse tbat addresses the culture of the organizaîion. This dramatic turnabout from what was
experienced under the previous administration from 1994 to 1999, may talce some time to engender tmst
and a 'safe' forum where personnel feel at ease to critique senior management and in turn be challengecf by
them aii in the process of making the governance of public education responsive to the needs of the peuple
it serves - the students and teachers across Manitoba.
84 As detailed in endnote #82.
85
Eüsk-taking or the notion of error leading to an opporhmity for leanzing was not a part of the working
environment at Manitoba E&cation and Training Born 1994 to 1999. However, to the credit of senior
management and the rninisters involveà, an enormous volume of documentation was produced that
addressed polis., c u n i d u m and support documentation for educators in Manitoba over the same p e n d
As to its recepîion and degree of implementation most would agree tbat thejury is stili out on that
detemination. One wonders how some of the teachers will be able to absorb it ail. For esample, a Senior
Years English language arts tacher at the Senior 3 and Senior 4 level m i l l have some 1600 pages of
curriculum documents to perme prior to t e a c h g the area. Again, at Grade 6, a 'rookie' teacher tackling ail
four-foundation subjects at that grade Ievel - at the present rate of document production - will have over
6000 pages of curriculum information to digest.
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The PJM stages are: 1-Citizens become ware of an issue. 2. Urgency develops - whether encouraged or
not by how govenunent h e s the issue. 3. A search for solutions (first reaction to possible solution
emerges). 3, Citizens resist solution - the govenunent de& with resistance (the most interesting/least
understood stage). 5. Citizens do 'choice work', wresùing with the choices availabIe. 6. Citizens make up
their min& inteliectuailyY7. The resolution is accepted in emotional and moral t e m .
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As stated eariier, the current senior management and Minister are doing what Rosell and the roundtable
recomrnends. It has cmghtthe employees at the consultant level a iittle by surprise. The professeci working
environment now (2000) is almost the direct opposite to that experienced h m 1994to 1999. As a resuit, it
may take some tirne for trust to develop where al1 involved feel 'safe' and offer opinion openly.
"

PUBLIC POLICY CONCEPTUALIZATION - A PERSONAL REFLECTION

The purpose of this chapter is to refiect upon two examples of policy development
and implementation that 1 have encountered in my experience as a participant both
outside and inside the organization currently caiied Manitoba Education and Training but
known by al1 'IocaIIy' as the 'department'. Membership on the Conmittee to Reorganize
Secondary Education (1969-1973) in Manitoba is the fist example. The second one is
more recent. From 1994 to 1999, the department produced and distributed a number of
documents that detailed the policy direction of the department for a range of educational
issues. Organized under the general heading Néw Directions,each policy document

including curriculum and support documents for classroom teachers, provided detailed
descriptions regarding the aims and goals, suggested procedures and overall outcome
expectations for each of the respective items addressed in each document. Included in the
analysis wiil be references to the observations and theory presented in Chapters 2-8.

Though perhaps tw cntical at times (the advantage of hindsight) 1try to end on a positive
note by way of agreeing with the conclusions presented by the Commonwealth
Secretariat.
This chapter has been organized under the headings: ''The CORE Committee First 'Policy' Experience"; "Manitoba in 1969"; 'Xenegade Rookie Lobbyist"; "Some
Very 'Political' Educators"; "A View of the National 'Context' in 1969-70"; "PubIic
Opinion Solicited"; "A View fkom the Inside"; '' The 'Flow' of the Political Stream";
'Tnstitutional Reorganization - A Stressfil Time"; "Standards - A Mechanism for
Controlling Local Institutions"; "Public Debate Encourageci"; and 'The Public Service Protector and Provider".

The CORE Committee - First 'Policy' Experîence
The Report of the Core Cornmittee on the Reorganization of fhe Secomby
School (Department of Education, Province of Manitoba, 1973) was the result of four

years of deliberation. Its release marked the culmination of a collective effort to create a
'new' secondary public school system that attempted to address al1 that it was mandated
to examine, that is, every aspect of the public secondary school system (Grade 9 to Grade

22). The group or CORE conmittee as it came to be known, had representatives fiom al1

the extant advocacy coalitions.88 CORE began its meetings in July 1969 in an atmosphere
of 'heady' enthusiasm and optimisrn that in part reflected a little the tenor of the tirnes.
Manitoba in 1969

Xnternationally in the summer of 1969, the Berlin Wall was still very much the
societal barrier it had been since its erection in 1961.President Richard Nixon was in
year two of his first term and atternpting to expedite an American presence in The
Republic of China. Canada was in its second year of 'Trudeaumania" and trying to fùlly
understand what 'Yhe state has no presence in the bedrooms of the nation" really meant.
Closer to home, Manitobans had just elected a New Democratic Party government on
June 25, 1969. That people were shocked at this first tirne election of a socialist

governent in the history of Manitoba is perhaps best stated by the red-inked fiont page
headlines of the WÏmipeg Tribune, the day after the election - 'Manitobans signal le&
tuni". Said the Tribune 's rivai and historicdly supportive of Liberal politics W h i p e g

Free Press, Trobably not even the most optimistic New Democrat anticipated the results
of Wednesday's election in Manitoba".
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To Say that the political climate was volatile in

Manitoba as the CORE cornmittee began its sessions is perhaps an understatement. Did
that same political 'climate' create a perception that in Manitoba social, political and
econornic issues were going to be addressed by some alternative approaches not seen
during the previous 11 years of Progressive Conservative government? Was education to
be immune f?om such change?
Renegade Rookie Lobbyist

In looking back at the time period of March to My, 1969, my own involvement
with educational issues in a 'political' sense began with my term as President of the
Transcona-Springfield Teachers' Association (1 968-1969). In March l969,I had to
represent my teaching colleagues at the Annual General Meeting of the Manitoba
Teachers' Society ( M T S ) . The resolutions that my division had asked me to pursue were
highly cntical of the senior management of the MTS. So controversial in fact that 1was
urged to withdraw the cntical resolutions pnor to the AGM by the MTS Provincial
Secretary. Feeling that critique was always healthy in an organization, and not wanting to

let the some 350 teachers that I represented down, 1remained adamant that the

resolutions should be printed in the MTS AGM Resolutions Book and subsequently
debated on the floor of the AGM in March 1969. And what happened?
AI1 five resolutions were debated and defeated but not before some six other
divisioddistrict delegations d s o expressed some dissatisfaction about the operation of the
provincial MTS. And what has ail this to do with public policy conceptualization?
The healthy debate was important to the provincial MTS - it reminded them that
policy and those who prepare it is not immune from critique and that complacency is not
a card to be constantly 'drawn âorn the bottom' of the deck. And this is what took place
inside the operation of the p h a r y teacher lobby group for the entire province of
Manitoba representing about 11,000 teachers. I mention this now becaise 1 am
convinced - with the advantage of some 30 years more mature hindsight - that my
appointment to the Department of Education's CORE comrnittee back in 1969 as one of
the 10 provincial MTS teacher representatives was directly related to rny role as a
'perceived' thom in the side of the MTS. Co-opt the young teacher and get him 'onside'!
One can appreciate M e r my surprise to find myself two years later 'appointed' in 1971
to the MT'S Provincial Executive - the very group that ran the organization that I had
argued was not doing the 'job' back in March 1969.

Some Very 'Political' Educators
My final duty as President of the local teachers group in June, 1969: was to
introduce the new superintendent - Mr. R.F.B. Cramer (the same person who was to
encourage my entry to the department of education in 1976 by which tirne he had lefi
Transcona-Springfield School Division as Superintendent to become the Assistant
Deputy Minister of Education). Cramer was to replace R W. (Bobby) Bend who had
taken a leave of absence as Supenntendent of Transcona-Springfield School Division to
serve as Leader of the Manitoba Liberal Party. Unfominately, Mr. Bend not only lost his

own nding but the Liberals that he led went £rom 14 members in 1966 to 5 members as of
June 25, 1969. Incidental, but an important aside for me personally, one of the primary
targets of those five critical resolutions was the then Senior Staff OEcer responsible for

provincial MTS Public M a i r s - Howard Loewen. His support of myself later in 1975

was sincerely appreciated particularly when h e became Chief Superintendent of

Winnipeg School Division where 1had also worked as a Career Counselor at an
alternative high school.
A View of the National 'Context' in 1969-70

Cornmittee appointrnents aside, the CORE cornmittee began its deliberations with
a July seminar to review the educationai environment extant at the time. The context of
the time was captured by no less an educational personage than Dr. Murray G. Ross,
president of York University, Toronto, in an article published in the June 1970 journai

Education Cmzaa'a - "A Decade of Upheaval". Referencing protest marches, drugs,
hippies, beatniks, and the new statu of women, Ross focused on changes in culture,
power structures, and the organization and management of large complex organizations.
Something that the CORE cornmittee certainly debated was what Ross cited as well,
namely, the notion of the 'plurality of self, the 'autonomous individual', 'self-directed'

and searching for 'self-filfillmenty-too often popularly cailed 'do your own thing'. As
important as well was the reference to the nse of the New LeR at the time - a kind of
distrust of the 'establishment'. For some it did rnean 'participatory democracy" and a
very different attitude toward 'authority'. External discipline and a suspicion of

established procedures either in the work place or - for the puMew of the CORE
deliberations - classrooms and schools - was very much a part of the initial debate to
reassess the public school secondary system structure as it was in 1969-1970. As Ross
stated, participatory democracy requires its own cornmitment and discipline. He was
womed that a complete cornmitment to participatory democracy stood in danger of
substituting participation for cornpetence. That decision-making was criticai was more
than self-evident to Ross. A profound change in the attitude towards authority will, he

argued, if it continued to grow and expand, lead to major changes in the structure and
organization of al1 large corporate bodies. Now in fairness to Dr. Ross, he was speaking

h m his own fiame of reference - the university. But his comments still stand as a
perspective of institutions at the time with particular reference to the public school
system as 1 had experienced it at the time.

External examinations. My own teaching had been directed by the restrictions
of provincial examinations. Again, fiom Education Canada (June 1969),the Canadian
Education Association reported on a national survey that indicated that the trend was

away fiom extemal exams (provincially prepared and marked). Manitoba, for example,

had eliminated final provincial exams for the General Program of Studies for Grade I 1 in
1968 and Grade 12 in 1969. Provincial exams for University Entrance Course students
were not eliminated until 1971 - the third year of the CORE cornmittee's deliberations.
As a policy issue, such examinations were anathema to the CORE proposals for
'continuous progress' and 'local' evaluation/assessment teaching practices. And, while
such deliberations were in progress, across Canada said the September 1969 issue of

Eatmztin Canada,the major trends were reorganization of school districts/divisions that
focused on the organizational concept of decentralization.
Governance then was very much a part of the educationd environment of the late
1960s and early 1970s. John Kingdon's metaphor of political and policy streams
converging at the appropriate moment (policy window) closely describes the period of
the CORE comrnittee's discussions. Such a 'scenario ' was fùrther precipitated by
COREYsconcem that public participation be honoured during the policy development

phase.
Public Opinion Solicited

Dated November 1970, CORE distributed a proposal and discussion guide called
"A Proposa1 for the Reorganization of the Secondary Schools of Manitoba". The media
certainly helped spread the word. "Students' Own Pace Favored - Report On Secondary
Schools Will Urge Basic Changes" said the WinnipegFree Press (December 1, 1970).
The Winnipeg Tribune (Decernber 2, 1970) greeted its readership with 'Work at own
Pace - Abolish grades in high school, report suggests". And, fkom the Discussion Guide's
To the Reader page, 'public' input was important-'*.

..it cannot be over-emphasized that

the Core Cornmittee regards the results of the discussions that it anticipates wil1 take
place between now and February, 1971, as an extension of its own deliberations, and as
an essentid input to its final report."
Societai and student critique. I remember in particular deliberations at rny own
high school. Because 1was a member of CORE, 1 deliberately tried to M e n very

carefùlly to what students said (to the credit of our Division and school, an entire day of
school was devoted to a fiank exchange of opinion about the CORE proposals). Such
staff-student interaction did not take place everywhere in Manitoba. 1had the advantage

of attending many of the scheduled public meetings held across the province. The notion
of student/staff discussions being held that might on occasion critique what was actually
happening in the classroom was a very 'new' process in 1971.Lt spoke fûrther to the
notion that the teacher was not the omniscient one after dl, that leaniing was a
cooperative effort. The teacher could learn dong with the student. That alone was to
become a huge policy shift for many secondary institutions. School administrations often
did not take kindly to criticisrn much less that voiced by students. At least the media
continued to do its part.
The media and CORE. A fiil1 page article was carrkd by the Wmriipeg T M e
on February 13, 1971 covered by the following sub-headlines in Large bold type: "CORE:
an in-depth report"; ' m a t it's dl about.. .";Tirst target: reaction7'; "Options offer

relevancy"; "...and some opinions on it"; "it's going to take a long time3'(a school
trustee); "Radical departure fkom tradition" (a Metro teacher); 'Don't thuik it goes far
enough" (a student president); cc Philosophy is basically sound"(mra1, urban principals).
The media outside of Winnipeg also assisted. The Brandon Sun (January 25, 1971)
carried the headline announcement "C .O .R.E. committee meeting tonight". The
'community' was certaidy involved. An article in the February 17, 1971 issue of the
Winnipeg Triozme read 'MMA concerned with the student". The Manitoba Medical
Association's committee on physical education and recreation had become concerned that
the CORE report was attempting to make 'Phys Ed' a non-compulsory credit at the
secondary level (in retrospect this lobby group was correct in its concern).
The final report was released in August 1973. Along with recommendations made
to the minister, the report detailed the results of the 45 question public opinionnaire ( 3,
567 administrators and teachers; 242 students and 421 parents and citizens responded).
Twenty-nine public meetings were held across Manitoba in 1971.Although some
'opinions' were recorded in the final report, by and large the report stated that fiom al1
the evidence that it had, the Core Cornittee had no difficuIty in concluding that there
existed, in al1 groups, very substantial agreement with its basic philosophy and
recommendations. The WinnipegFree Press (August 23, 1973) carried the headline
''University-Style credits: Pupils Plan Own Course - Grade 9 To 12 Revamping
Recommended" on its fiont page upon the release of the CORE report, only to be

countered by an editorial of August 28, 1971 headed cryptically 'Wo". The editor
concluded with an adrnonition that urged the government to accept the committeeys
recommendations, thank it for its efforts and reply to its recommendations with a
resounding No. Intereçtingly enough, ail three provincial organizations, the teachers,
trustees and superintendents gave the report a qualified endorsement as reported in the
Winnipeg Free Press (March 9, 1974). Intemally, that is within the department of
education, public servants were attempting to implement the CORE recommendations as

best they could. A letter to the members of the Core Cornmittee (March 7, 1974) signed
by the Director of the Curriculum Branch, stated that ". ..while there are still many

aspects of the CORE report remaining under study, the efforts of the last several years are
beginning to bear fkuit. Further developments, it is hoped, will be possible in the future."
Indeed, the task was not a small one. From 1974 to 1976, what became known as the
Revised High School Program sought to implement aspects of the CORE
recommendations. What should be noted is that the Deputy Minister during this phase
was the same person who when asked at a Provincial Executive meeting of the MTS in
1972 to comment on the CORE report called it a ''bowl of jelly" ( as I was in attendance 1
will never forget that moment).

The 'department' at work. By 1974, the CORE report was 'history' to be
replaced by the Revised High School Program implementation apparatus. 1had just
graduated with an M.A. from the University of Manitoba and was employed as a Career
Counselor at Argyle Alternative High School in Winnipeg School Division. It shouid be
noted that the CORE committee was chaired by a department public servant. While that
person did a very professional job, and was very competent indeed, 1remember clearly
wondenng at the time how serious the 'department' was at changing how the secondary
school system operated especidly when it was the department who was responsible for
administering it in the first place. In fact, the former secretary of the CORE committee
became the Chair of the Revised High School Program Implementation Cornmittee. The
point? The department was still and remained in control of its own destiny! 1 should not
be so naïve! Even the 'thank you' letter fiom the Hon. Ben Hanuschak (June 26, 1973)
cornmending my invûIvement as a CORE member since 1969 said that the CORE

recommendations ". ..clearly necessitate a carefùl study on the part of [the] department
before any decisions on irnplementation can be made."

Paraiiel policy (curriculum) development. What was heartening is that when 1
personaily responded to R.F.B. Cramer's (Assistant Deputy Mïnister) encouragement to
enter Her Majesty's Service in late 1975,Iwas asked to work as a project leader in a Unit
called Special Programs and Projects. This unit was a parallei group to the then Prograrn
Development Branch whose director was the same person who served as Chair of the

CORE committee. And why is this significant? As 1was to l e m during my first year
(1976), our Special Programs and Projects unit was to be the catdyst for many of the

CORE committee's recommendations that the NDP government seemed to not trust the
'establishment' branch -Program Development -with implementing. Topics such as
Women's Studies; Consumer Education; Outdoor Education; Youth and the Law;
Canadian Studies; Classroom Arts; Labour Studies; were al1 topics that the NDP had on
their 'government agenda7.Such issues did not seem to be a part of the 'establishment'
oriented Program Development Branch. Again, hindsight aEords the luxury of seeing ail
these items in the context of the closing days of the NDP's second term of office. When
the Progressive Conservative Party won the 1977 general election on October 11, that
same weekend (before he was sworn in as premier) Premier-elect Sterling Lyon called
Deputy Minister of Education Dr. Lionel Orlikow to the provincial legislative building
and fired him. The DM.- true to his Lyon baiting of the tirne - appeared dressed
resplendent for the occasion in a track suit (Lionel had continued to coach a high school
track tearn in the early morning hours throughout his tenure as a senior official at the
department). And what happened to the Special Programs and Projects unit?

Making the department 'right'. Mr. Lyon wasted no time. The province had
just endured a social-democratic government for some 8 years - long enough for the civil
seMce to have been infiltrated by what the ideologically driven Lyon forces dubbed as
'socialist hordes7.By January 9, 1978, the Winnipeg Free Press reported that al1
provincial department budgets were frozen and that a Task Force had been named to
reorganize govemment. The Task Force released its report in two volumes called the

Report on Governent Organization and Economy (April 1978). The little unit that 1had
worked so hard in - Special Programs and Projects - warranted one line in the two-

volume report of some 277 pages. Page 75 of Volume II said it d l ! 'The Special
Programs and Project Branch should be terminated". While that hurt, to be fair, some of
us were absorbed in the 'untouched' Program Development Branch (PDB).Director Mr.
S . A I . Bullock (the one and the same former Chair of the CORE cornmittee) as

continuhg head of the PDB, managed to re-deploy and reassign curriculum consultants
many of whom worked in the department up until the late 1990s. Politics does indeed
operate within an organization as august as the civil service. The irony is that during the
reign of the perceived old 'establishment' political parties such 'goings on' never happen.
It is only when the 'others' take over, that is, the NDP, that politics is perceived to nin

amuck within Her Majesty's Service.
As an astute Faculty of Education professor remarked to me many years ago,

during Progressive Conservative governments often more radical change can be
implemented because various 'publics3 perceive such regimes as 'safe' and 'traditional'
therefore anything that is done during their term is 'ok'. Try the same thing during an
NDP governrnent and all 'whatever' takes place! This perception may be changing in
Manitoba politics as Manitoba's political bi-polarity (PC or NDP) now has a history in
the province's political/cultural/economic past that was not there pnor to the two terms of
the Rt. Hon. Edward Schreyer.
Perceptions of Ccomfortlevel'. It is also important to reiterate that what Manzer

(1994) detailed as the ongin of political ideas, educational policy and policy analysis in
Canada, al1 played a significant factor in the formulation of public policy in the case cited
above. MamerYswork reminds me of the observation made by A.B. McKillop in his
book A Disciplined lnte(ligence- Critical h p h y and Ccmadm Tho4ghfin the Victorian

Era ( 1 979). Dr. McKillop7s stated purpose in his book may be applied to many of our
'intellechral' musings. The two oppositional positions are important to reiterate. His goal

was to examine in the Canadian context, the tension inherent in the relationship between
~i
man's desire to use his i n t e l l e c t 4 s organizational and c r i t i ~capaczCI+o

further his

knowledge and to enhance his understanding and, on the other, his concurrent wish to
maintain certainty of conviction. That sense of being 'codortable' then-certainty of
convictiorwnay emerge when things and ideas of long-standing and permanence rise to
the surface. The foregoing notion is somewhat akin to the observation made by the

Faculty of Education observer-coiieague. When a group as wide-ranging in interest and
concern meets over a period of tirne, it develops what Steven Rosell taïked about in his
study Renewing Goven~mce(1 999).

Roger Dale's (1989) work and study of how the state interpreted the social,
political and economic environment in the UK, M e r exemplifies what had aiso
happened in Manitoba during the public discourse under the aegis of the CORE
committee deliberations. Further, Stephen Bal1 (1990) is absolutely 'right on' - no pun
intended - policy definïtely matters. Moreover, as he says, ". ..it is crucial to recognize
that the analysis of the noise and heat of reform and the making of national policy still
begs questions about the hplementation and realization of reform in schools and
classrooms. The struggle over interpretation and accommodation go on."(Ball, 1990,
p.214). I Iike what Joseph Kahne (1996) concluded: those hoping to promote alternatives
also must work to create a policy climate receptive to the kuid of changes they value
(Xahne, 1996, p. 149). Certainly during the many public hearings and meetings with
teachers, CORE members made the case for a more open and facilitative educational
environment in both schools and at the department. M e r 25 years at the department since
the CORE committee long disappeared, 1 have seen many variations of this very therne.
A brief recounting of a more recent and gargantuan atternpt to effect educational policy

development will speak to such an observation.
A View From the 'Inside'

Dunng the CORE deliberations £rom 1969- 1972, it is important to recali that 1
was a member of CORE as a representative of the Manitoba Teachers7Society, that is,
not a provincial civil servant but rather a stakeholder role - a lobbyist in fact. For the
period 1994-1999, during Premier Gary Filmon's Progressive Conservative government
years, 1 was a 'permanent' civil servant - on the 'inside' as it were with respect to policy
deveiopment. As it turned out, that fact did not account for very much. My involvement,
dong with rnany of my colleagues, was next to ni1 regarding the policy development
process. Some colleagues even stated that during the period of 1993-1994, not much was
happening at al1 in the Program Development Branch - at h s t not as far as policy
development was concerned. How incorrect many of us were!

A policy conspiracy. There was extensive activity 'going on' but unfortunately

unknown to many of the staff. What happened 1 think was a small but exclusive social
network of policy participants committed themselves to the advancement of a poticy
quest that embodied their shared hopes. In the process they promoted one another to
positions of influence on the basis of the mutual tmst they developed through their
regular interaction. In the literature on policy development it is called a "policy
conspiracy" (Wdlis, 1997). In short, it may aiso be described as a network of reform
advocates who lie in wait for an opporîunity to significantly advance a particular 'policy

quest'. A policy conspiracy, argues Wallis, is legitimate and believed by conspirators to
be in the public interest. It is IikeIy to have the following characteristics:
1. The advancernent of a policy P e s t - embodies values or cluster of values

2.
3.

4.

5.

which the conspirators are striving to r e a k e across a range of policy
subsystems
A sociai network - relationships cut across a range of institutional affiliations
Access based on trust - members are committed to advancing one another
pushing co-conspirators into key positions where they can infiuence the
policy process; the trust increases based on the persistence with which they
are expected.to keep striving for the advancement of their cornmon quest;
'willpower', 'hope', and 'passion', define the energy and determination of
the CO-conspirators.m s 'intensity' apparentiy can be difficuk to maintain Wallis even asks, how can an exclusive conspiratoriai elite screen out of its
membership those who do not share the passion?]
A culture ofpassion developed through social interaction - indicated by a
pesson's level of emotiond energy; this may draw people toward or repet
them away fiom interactions in which it is generated by participants; the
point being made here is that a culture of passion c m function as a selection
mechanism since people wiU only be drawn to interact with d e r participants
in the conspiracy ifthey share their passion
î?zeoreticalparalZeZs- Sabatier's 'advocacy coalition fiamework' and
Kingdon's 'policy entrepreneurship' description have sirniiar characteristics.
As Wallis says, conspirators limittheir future fkeedom of action by
commàtingthernselves to advancing a quest not simply because this
'sacrifice' cunstitutes an investment yielding firture benefits but more
essentially because they want to demonstrate and express to one another how
much this quest means to them througb such cornmhents (Wallis, 1997,

P - 12)
The above is a very accurate description of the personnel who I think were
involved with the reorganization of the Schools Program Division announced on April
14, 1994 and in the subsequent direction of the preparation of the many policy documents
that the department released f?om 1994-1999. To their coIlective credit, not only was the
arnount of documentation enonnous, but their cognizance of the window of reform

opportunity was not to be denied by anyone. 1like the hypotheses WalPis cites as factors
that cm generaily influence the opportunity newly elected refom-minded governmentsgO
have to implement their programs.

The 'Flow' of the Policy Stream
The 'crisis hypothesis * holds that public perception of a cnsis i s needed to create
the conditions under which it is politically possible to undertake extensive policy
refomis,
The 'mandc~re
typothesis ' holds that the size of the government's winning
majority may be interpreted as giving it the mandate to introduce the refonns it
highiighted in the carnpaigned.
The 'honeymoon hypothesis * holds that incoming govemments enjoy a period
dunng which the public will give them the benefit of the doubt and blame any sacrifices
and dificulties on its predecessor.
The 'weak discredifed oppositiotz hypothesis * holds that comprefiensive reform is
made easier by the presence of a fiagmented and demoralized opposition that is identified
with past poiicy failures.
Of the four hypotheses, only the 'honeymoon' notion can be eliminated for
certainty. Again, to the credit of the primary 'political' protagonist -The

Honourable

Clayton Manness, Minister of Education and T r a h i n e 1 would posit that al1 three
hypothesis were proclaimed and used at various junctures by the very skillful and
adamant proponent of New Directions policy. In fact, with his support, t h e Progressive
Conservative (PC)education reform agenda did develop a momentum o f its own (the
'spillover' effect cited earlier). And yet, as Wallis points out, the window of opportunity
for a si@tcant

and rapid advancement of the conspirator's policy quest may remain

open for a limited time only. Then the question becomes one of determining if the policy
process has been steered too far in the direction advocated (Wallis, 1997, p. 19).This has
certainly become a concem very recently as the current NDP govemment must decide
whether or not to continue the development and distribution of policy and cuniculum
documents at the dizzying Pace of the 1994 to1999 period.

Institutional Reorganization - A Stressful Time
1 have dwelt on the notion of conspiracy theory at some length here because the

period fkom 1993 to the end of 1995 was a tirne of severe organizational stress at
Manitoba Education and Training. People's task responsibility in some cases was so
radically changed that 1 am more than convinced that it has taken four to five years to get
cornfortable again within the jobs many want to do well. Oniy now, some six years later,
are some of the 'players' retuming to positions where they feel they can contribute to the
overall mission of the department. And what has this to do with the development and
implementation of public policy in the field of education?
Control crushes critique, 1 would posit just about everything. Take the issue of

'control' as an example. Individual initiative, sharing points of view with
teacherdadministrators, inviting and sharing viewpoints that may be contraq to the
department-all part of my modus operandi for some 25 years in the department-was
not tolerated. By directive f?om management, al1 correspondence to superintendents,
principals, school board chairpersons, and secretary-treasurers, had to be cleared and
signed off before they le&the department. The interna1 phrase was we must both "talk the
talk" and 'tvalk the taWYwith respect to the 'corporate image' document cover design
title- Nav Directions - policy with its vision for curricula, instruction, and accountability
focused on '%est practice". The concern was that apparently correspondence was being
sent out setting 'policy' or making 'policy' statements that were in fact not departmental
policy as approved by the Minister, Deputy Minister or Assistant Deputy Minister. Now
lest this a11 sounds like 'sour grapes' fiom one who was obviously not a part of the
conspirator group, I must repeat what Wallis concluded, namely, the ideal type of a
policy conspiracy stands in sharp contras to that of a participatory, consensual approach
to policy-making. That I favour the later is perhaps al1 too obvious. One thing for sure, 1
certainly codd have saved the department and Mulister a great ded of absolutely
unnecessary embarrassrnent and total stupidity if senior management had asked some of
the 'old hands' about the following issues.
Unfortunate policy blunders. The first major poticy document -A Blzreprirztfor

Action (July 1994) declared Canadian History at Grade 11 an option course (Canadian
History had been compulsory since the 1950s). Finally, by December 1997, after much

media attention and action by lobbyists, that 1994 'decision' was reversed. 1personally
contacted members of the Manitoba Social Science Teachersy Association on my own

time back in 1994 to alert them to the 'oversight'. It still took some three years to 'right'
the curriculum to reinstate Canadian History at Grade 11. Another unfortunate incident
proved to be not very 'timelyYat d l and couId have been avoided.
"Ring out recess, Manness says" ran the front-page headline of the Winnipeg Free

Press, March 18, 1995. An inside story on page A16 of the same edition covered a half
page with the headline "Al1 work and no play.. ." juxtaposed to a colour picture of a 12
year old sitting on his bicycle. The picture quoted him as not relishing the idea of
'working, working, working every day'. This was an hcredible event indeed! In a letter

(March, 1995) sent to al1 superintendents, principals of early and middle years schools,
and chairs of school boards, Minister Clayton Manness a n n o u n c e k s an attempt to
resolve an issue of there not being enough time in the day to get cumcula taught at the
grade fivehix level-

"...a regulation will be enacted to enable schools/divisions, at their

discretion, to allow schools to eliminate recess at Grades 5-6." Further comment is not
necessary except to Say that often as not it is 'gaffs' like this that hurt the efforts to deal
with much more substantive issues and matters of important policy. But then Minister
Manness was not one to ever avoid controversy whether within his own political party
with respect to leadership aspirations or regarding his own initial stint as Minister of
Finance then as Minister of Education and Training (1993- 1995).
There is no doubt in my mind who was setting the agenda for both departmental
reorganization and education policy for Manitoba schools particularly during the years
1993-1995. As alluded to earlier, policy development and department reorganization
happened before, dunnp and after the provincial election of Apri125, 1995. Premier
Filmon's PC govemment had been granted an unprecedented third term on the strength of
their election victory. While Mr. Manness did not mn, his riding replacement garnered
the same plurality Manness had achieved in 1990, wining by some 3300 votes.
Vindication for the 'activist' policy minister Manness? Apparently so as the PC
govemment went full speed ahead releasing a plethora of paper documents.
Policy, policy, policy everywhere. A Fozrm&ion

for Excellence (a 70-page

policy document) was released in August 1995. This item was designed to be a

supplement to two items released in July 1994 (34 pages) and January 1995 (71 pages).
At the same tirne, the governent further evidenced its apparent penchant for 'control '

with the release of documents that dealt with school leadership, parents as partners in

schools, and how to prepare school-initiated courses and student-initiated projects. And,
while al1 this aaivity was going on, so as to enable the 'field' to comprehend al1 the
initiatives, Orientation Sessions across the province were organized for OctoberNovember 1995. Incidentally, as an important aside to all the departmental activity, the
two major advocacy coalitions were also hard at work.
The *Manitoba Association of School Trustees distnbuted a discussion guide
called ''Reviewing the Blueprint: WHlCH DIRECTIONS? - A Guide for Study and
Discussion for Parents and Community Members (Febniary 1995). Not to be left out, the
Manitoba Teachers' Society also issued a document with a similar intent called
'Education Renewal: A Working Paper" (September 14, 1994). To Say that the
government's education policy New Diredons had stirred the education policy pot is
obviously an understatement. miblic discourse was evident everywhere and education
was the major item on the agenda.

Standards - A Central Mechanism for Controlüng Local Institutions

That there was much 'agenda setting' and policy formulation is not in question. Tt
is the decision-making, policy implernentation and policy evaluation processes that were
not up to 'standard'. The notion of not being up to 'standard' is somewhat ironic
particularly since the Filmon govemment had gone to great Iengths to apply
'accountability' in the education system. The approach was similar to that used by

Margaret Thatcher initiateci in the U.K., that is, through the introduction of the National
Curriculum and the parallel policy of student assessrnent that included the listing of
school by school student performance - the 'ùifamous' League Schedules.
Manitoba was to become an ' international player' as it adopted a similar
approach to achieving a sense of accountability by introducing standards testing. While
not the place to get into the debate about the politics of policy borrowing, it is fG to
suggest that national and local politicai traditions are as important as international
developments (Levin and Young, 1997). There is also a danger, argue Levin and Young,
of overestimating the extent to which we are inevitably subject to international patterns or

trends (Levin and Young, 1998). Perhaps it is more a matter of simply noting that ifa
policy fails or yields ambiguous results, such a policy still provides a valuable lesson on
which counterparts abroad may draw (Robertson and WaItrnan, 1992). Yet again, 1 like
the following advice best of al1 with respect to restmcturing and the roots of refonn, one
should look beneath the surface of proposals to restructure school systems and explore
the assumptions and expectations held by those promothg change (Lawton, 2992). It is
this aspect that bothered me most about the policy documents that emanated f?om the
'department' in 1994-95.By way of one smail exarnpIe, eorn A BIuepn'nffor Action
(July 1994), page 6, the documents says
At present, there is no u n i f o d y appiied or universaUy accepted defidion of
basic or essential education in the Province of Manitoba. There are also no
uniform expectations of student achievement. Expectations are high for students
in some schools and low for students ofthe same ability in others. Sonne schools
are successful at motivating students; &ers are not-

Copying reforms 'caution'. Perhaps 1was too angry when 1 fist read that

statement six years ago. What it said to me was that what teachers and schools were
doing in Manitoba was highly suspect - at Ieast by the writers (conspirators) of the policy
document. Where was the evidence? The reports? The data? Later on the same page,
"other schools.. .continue to provide unsatisfactory learning experiences to students."
Statements such as these certainly did not entice me to support the New Directions. Nor
were such generalizations going to lead me to accept the wisdom of overseas educationd
erudition. I am with Dr. Levin with respect to the lessons of international education
reform. Any 'policy borrowing', paiticularly from countries with very different
organizational, political, social and educational traditions, in short, copying the reforms
of other countries, while superficially attractive, is highly likely to prove ineffective
(Levin, 1997).
Stop public listing of results. Manitoba has already dramatically altered its

standards testing procedures at Grade 3. What remains for Grade 6, Senior 1 and Senior 4

will depend upon the resolve of those in a position to facilitate alternative strategies to
centrally controtled assessrnent monitoring. No more listing of how schools perform
please! Hopefùlly, as more debate is encouraged by the academic community (Linda
McNeil's book Cor?tradicfzomof Schûol Reform - ~ c a f i o n aCosts
I
of Sfandzdized

Testing was just released in 2000), more members of the educational community and the
public that it serves will demand open debate on the 'pros and cons7of the heretofore
proclairned efficacy of standards. My belief is that those who have succumbed to its
spurious claims of ameliorating the public school systern will sooner than Iater extricate
themselves fiom the 'standards' pit and work to eradicate the mediocrity that it has
generated since its arriva1 from other places.

World class standards? Not to prolong the point, but a similar conclusion was
made by Atkin and Black (1997) in their article on the policy perils of international
cornparisons conducted in 2996. One of their conclusions bears repeating here, narnely,
". ..there is no rnagic bullet for improving an education systeq so there is no clear path

to be found by trying to imitate 'successfu17 neighbors." Further, they found that 'worldclass standards ' do not exist, at least not in the sense of documents one can turn to that
s p e c e what students in d l countries should leam (Atkin and Black, 1997,28). Though
not my place to get embroiled in the 'standards7debate, 1 heartily endorse what Meier
(2000) offers in her 'reply ' section of her recent booklet - WiCC Sfmdmds Save P u b k

EClFUcafion?
Centrakation and standardization. The last thhg we need, she says, is more of
the centralization and standardization that has always dominated schools (and classrooms
serving the poor). And now something that the Manitoba NDP government should
consider carefùlly particularly ifthey lean on research from afkr!Meier has seen no
convincing evidence that centralization in North Carolina and Texas has produced
significant gains Meier, 2000, p.82). As for the dangers of local control, the benefits of
greater autonomy and more local control outweigh its dangers when it corne to schools
she concludes. As so many others have said, if the teachers in Our schoois, and ultimately
their communities, don't see our standards as theirs, then we 'aren't going anywhere.
Does this then Ieave the state out of the picture entirely?

Not so at dl! Meier urges the state to lead the way in promoting higher
s t a n d a r d ~ f f e r i n gricher and deeper resources, especially for staff development. After
dl, she posits, what makes some schools overcome the limitations of time is the power of

the relationships that are developed inside them: among members of the faculty, between
young people and adults, and finally among young people (Meier, 2000, 88). A simiIar

sentiment has been expressed in Canada by English Professor David Solway, John Abbot
College, Montreal. Refom, if it is to be meaningful, mistproceed under a Zocai
description, taking into account the claims and diversities of the domestic moment in
respectfùl consultation with those who do the work (Solway, 1997, p.36).

Public Debate Encouraged
To be fair to both the CORE example and the more recent experience of New
Directions: Renewing Edraztion (NDRE) both encouraged much public debate. The

primary difference was that CORE took longer and the results of its deiiberations are still
with the system some 27 years later. NDRE produced a plethora of policy documents and
related cumculum and support documents that are 'out there7in the system after some 5
years. It would be grossly unfair to attempt to predict the longevity of the NDRE process.

My own estimation is that the public school system has been subjected to massive
centralization and control. The evidence is replete throughout the poiicy documents
published to date. The 'standards' tests have also created an environment that does not
speak to any sense of local control at al1 - at Ieast up untif the end of 1999. As Andy
Hargreaves and Dean Fink suggest in their article ''The three Dimensions of Reform",
deep, sustainable, and scaled -up reform is not achieved by mandate, by shock-and-copy
strategies, or by other quick fixes. Rather, school refom can become three-dimensional if
there is a focus on deep leaming, not just on superficial performance results. Further, use
mode1 schools to reculhire, not just to restructure the systern. Finally, treat the wider
policy context as integral to school and district reform efforts (Hargreaves and Fink,
2000, p.33). Their notion bnngs me back to what 1 alluded in Chapter 2. Policy rnust be
created in a context that takes into account world-wide, national, and in particular, local
social, political and econornic realities that are meanuigfûl to the people most afYected by
such policy-the teachers, parents and students. Again, Solway (1997) provides a mindset for the determination of policy for school reform:
The main responsibility lies with the parent, but afterward it is
only the teacher-not the administrator,the professional pIanner,
the ministerial specialist or the p u e theonst-who can supply
the nourishment and exercise the student needs to grow and to excel.
(Solway, 1997, p.38)

Public policy conceptualization, parùcularly where schools and education in
general is the priority on the agenda, if it is to be proactive, must respect the involvement

of the community for which the said policy is developed and implemented. Because
individuais and groups of people both outside and inside 'the state' are involved,
recognition on both parts of that simple observation would go some distance to erasing
the perceptual phraseology that too often separates the two entities. For that reason, 1
would very much like to end on as positive note as possible regarding the fiture of the

STATE and its attempts to facilitate the developrnent and implementation of public
policy. To that end, 1would like to reference the concIusions of the Commonwealth
Secretariat (Kaul, 1995).

The Public Service - Protector and Provider
Public s e ~ c reforms,
e
the report suggests, have been driven by economic
pressures and by increasing expectations fkom consumers. That being said, though there
is a global concern about the performance of the public s e ~ c ethere
,
is no unique
solution or approach. In keeping with what Levin argued, each country needs to identify
its priorities according to local circumstances. As the secretariat says, counties have to
develop local solutions to global challenges. And here is something that would please
(Tindblorn and Woodhouse, 1993) and (Kingdon, 1995), success depends as much on an
incremental approach to implementing c h a n g e a step-by-step process, within the
framework of a clear long-term v i s i o ~ its does to a single big push. In short, what it
cornes down to is that there must be:
a recognitionthat people are at the heart of the public service and therefore
managing human resources must be at the centre of public senrice refonn
programs-not technology or market forces
a recognition that governments need to empower those who are working for
change
a recognition that the public service as a protector and provider of essential
services, and as the symbol of an accountable govemment in action, must
recover and retain its pride
a recognition that the public service should be at the forefkont of the
process--guidiug, initiating, innovating and managing (Kaul, 1995, p.68)

Twenty-five of my 33 years in the education work force has been as a 'servant' of
the State. Throughout the time spent at one of the State's 'bastionsy-Manitoba
Education and Training-1

have had an interesting and at many times 'exciting'

opporhuiity to participate and observe how the State functions. Now that 1have a greater
appreciation of the theory behind the conceptudization of State policy, I feel relatively
cornfortable in endorsing the Secretariat's fmdings. To be less so would 1think negate
somewhat m y own contribution throughout the duration of rny service to the public.
In conclusion, while 1have never been a public poIicy development participant at
the Director level or above, I am confident in saying that regardless of politicaI 'stripe',

and ever respectfbl of the many different value perspectives held by my colleagues over
the past 25 years, the State-by Wtue of the people that 'serve' it-develops and
implements public policy in accordance with the ability of those who occupy the 'seats of
power' at the Legislatue. And that includes al1 those who have swom to support the
members of the Legislative Assembly as per their duties under the aegis of the Crown.

88

F a d t i e s of Education (6); Community Coileges (2); Manitoba Association of SchooI Supe~tendents
(2); Manitoba Teachers' Society (10); Manitoba Association of Schooi Trustees (1); Winnipeg Chamber of
Commerce (1); Manitoba Federation of Labour (1); Manitoba Home and Schoo1 and Parent-Teacher
Federation (1);High SchooI Students (2); Manitoba Department of Education (9) - total 35 mernbers
89
This comment was the opening line of the editorial "A Home Divided" that appeared on June 26, 1969.
True to the paper's historical political position, the Free Press endorsed the Likrai Party in its editorial on
June 24, 1969.
90
Most of the preparatory work for the April 1993 department intenial reorganization would have begun in
Iate 1993. The fïrst major education policy document -A Bluepr.intfor Action was released in Jdy 1994Both reorganization and major poiicy initiatives therefore began weIï into the fourth year of the
govemxnent's mandate. A 'gutsy' move to be sure for the Fiïmon gwernment would have to 'defend' the
poIicy documents in any foahcoming ekction (1995).

-
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